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PREFACE TO FOURTH EDITION

It is so long ago since our First Edition appeared, and such

a great development has since taken place in the use of Producer

Gas, that we have taken the opportunity of thoroughly over-

hauling what was said originally, so as to bring the subject up
to date. The principles on which this gas depends remain, but

the application of the gas in several directions has grown ex-

tensively, and with wider experience and a better understanding

of the subject, great improvements have been made not only in

the producer itself but in the various ways of treating the gas,

especially for engine work.

When our first edition was written, no gas had been made
from bituminous coal which could be used for gas-engines ; tar

and other troubles seemed to be insuperable. We were then

restricted to anthracite or coke, but now there are many
plants and engines working satisfactorily with bituminous coal

from different localities. Beyond this again means have been

found to make good producer gas from peat, waste wood (such as

, chips, shavings, and sawdust), tan, cotton seed, and numerous

other waste products. All these we have dealt with in the present

edition.

As was to be expected, during the five years of war there was

little or no research in connection with producer gas, but since

then the restriction in the output of coal, and its very high

cost of production, have led to increased attention being given

to ways of economising fuel, and of finding substitutes for coal.

Producer gas cannot do all, but it can do a great deal to mitigate

these troubles.

We have devoted a new Chapter to Producer Gas from Peat,

and we think that what has already been accomplished is not only

interesting, but encouraging. This important subject certainly

deserves serious attention.
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We have also added a new Chapter on Gas Traction for road

vehicles; this subject is still in the experimental stage, but

there is no reason why it should not succeed. The useful Report

of the Inter-Departmental Committee, on the employment of gas

as a source of power, shows clearly that a great saving in

working cost can be effected by using producer gas from a suction

plant instead of petrol; it will also have the beneficial effect of

using solid fuel from our own country instead of our being

dependent on a more or less precarious supply of oil from abroad.

The subject is only waiting for some one to devise a special

suction plant which will meet the exacting requirements of road

service, especially for lorries and commercial vehicles. The great

increase in the number of these vehicles, and the exceedingly

high price of petrol, have created a real demand for gas power.

There is also a new chapter on Gas Propulsion of Vessels.

Some progress has been made in various countries in the use

of gas power for propelling vessels of small size, and we are able

to give particulars of an American schooner which has twice

crossed the Atlantic with auxihary gas power. /Ip this vessel the

cooling and scrubbing of the gas is on new lines, and the ex-

tremely small size of the only scrubber used is remarkable. So

far all these vessels have worked with anthracite, coke, or charcoal

;

we are now waiting the advent of a simple and trustworthy plant

to work with bituminous coal. There should then be a great

opening for coasting vessels, and others of moderate size.

Our cordial thanks are due to various Engineers and Makers

of Gas Plants who have sent us recent information as to tests

and improvements they have made.
J. E. D.

A. T. L.

September, 1920.
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In the thirty odd years which I have devoted to the subject of

Producer Gas and its applications, it has been my good fortune

to make many pleasing friendships here and in other countries.

Tjike most people, I have had my disappointments and troubles,

but I have been greatly encouraged and assisted by the kind

consideration and co-operation with which I have met. I feel

especially indebted to Professor Ayrton, because he first gave

me a helping hand in the most disinterested way. In 1881 I

exhibited my apparatus at the Paris Electrical ]'\hibition, and

there and then he volunteered to give a lecture on the subject in

the Salle du Congros, in order to draw attention to what was
being done, and to what it might lead to. I trust that the

progress since made may be considered n justification of the

interest he then awakened in the subject.

I am also indebted to some of the makers of gas-engines.

Not unnaturally they were at first (lisposed to think that it would

not be to their interest to work tlicir engines with producer gas,

as it was so muuli weaker than town gas : the reputation of the

engine itself was not then fully established, and they were fearful

lest by using producor gas they might add to the difficulties

with which they had to contend. That was in the days of small

engines, when ttui consumption of gas was not great, and when
the cost of the gas was of minor importance. Later they realised

that the future of gas power depended largely on producer gas,

and I had the advantage of their co-operation.

I am fully conscious that the growing importance of producer

gas demands a more exhaustive treatment than I have been able

to give it in the limited time at my disposal. I am also afraid

a 2
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that in the course of what I have written I may have given undue

prominence to what I have done myself; but, frankly, I have

endeavoured to avoid doing so, and I would ask that allowance be

made for the fact that for many years my mind has been soaked

with the subject and that to a considerable extent I have been

obliged to seek results from trials and experiments I made myself.

Producer gas has now a recognised position in practical work,

and I am confident that in the near future its adoption will be

greatly extended ; it is, therefore, desirable that its production and

application should be considered theoretically as well as practically.

Mere rule of thumb cannot be right. I trust, therefore, that this

little work may be the forerunner of some more complete and

exhaustive treatment of the subject. There are numerous books

on the theory and practice of the gas-engine, but so far as I am
aware there is no complete work on producer gas.

I should add that the pressure of business has made such

demands on my time that " I could not have undertaken the

preparation of what I now venture to put forward without the

help and co-operation of my assistant, Mr. Larter^ and I have to

thank him for the care and thought he has brought to bear on

the subject.

I also desire to thank the various makers of gas plants who
have been good enough to send me illustrations and particulars

of their apparatus.

J. EMEESON DOWSON.

September, 1906.
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INTRODUCTION

The use of Producer Gas is now so extensive, it is required for

so many different purposes, and is made with so many kinds of

fuel, that we venture to think the time has arrived to take a

comprehensive view of the whole subject. /

A good deal is known about the practical working of gas-

producers in connection with furnaces and gas-engines; but

much less is known about the thermo-chemistry of the subject,

and the principles and conditions on which the successful working

of gas-producers depends. We have, therefore, devoted our first

three chapters to a consideration of the formation of producer

gas from a strictly theoretical point of view, and it seems to

us that this is the only way of getting to understand the

rather complicated conditions under which the best gas can be

made. Moreover, it is essential that the principles which

underlie the process should be clearly grasped if we wish to

attain the best results. On these lines we have discussed the

subject in various aspects, and have shown what is the theo-

retical best which might conceivably be attained under various

conditions of working. We have then compared with the theo-

retical best the actual results obtained in practice, in known

types of gas-producers. These comparisons have led us to

consider various side issues, and we think they will not be

without interest.

In connection with furnace work it was Bischof of Magde-

sprung in the Harz who made -the first gas-producer; but no

great advance was made until Frederick Siemens brought out

his combination of gas-producer and regenerative furnace in 1857-

This important invention and other subsequent improvements
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were introduced in this cotintry by his brother, the late Sir

William Siemens, and we are chiefly indebted to the latter

for the great impetus he gave to the use of producer gas for

furnaces requiring high and uniform temperatures. He was

both scientific and practical, and he proved by actual results,

on a full working-scale, that there was not only a saving in fuel

by converting it into a combustible gas (before burning it in the

furnace), but that many important operations in industrial

processes could be performed with gas-heated furnaces, which

could not be effected by direct firing with solid fuel. Various

modifications and improvements in gas-producers and furnaces

have since been made by others, and each notable type is

discussed ; but we have purposely avoided mere details or altera-

tions in the form of construction in order that the main principles

should be kept steadily in view.

We have shown that for furnace work the gas is used in bulk,

and that the crude gas is taken direct from the producer to the

furnace. For smaller work, as for instance where the gas must

pass through small cocks and burners, the gas must be specially

treated before it is used, and in 1878 Mr. J. E. Dowson devised

a complete gas-j5lant for this purpose. He had specially in view

the making of fuel-gas strong enough and clean enough to be used

for factory and domestic work, and this branch of work has been

very successful.

A still more important development in the use of producer

gas has taken place in connection with gas-engines. Mr. Dowson

read his first paper on the subject in 1881, at the York Meeting

of the British Association for the Advancement of Science,

and he then showed a set of his plant working a 3 H.P. Otto

gas-engine. It was on this occasion that the late Sir Frederick

Bramwell made his memorable prophecy to the effect that in

fifty years the gas-engine would have superseded the steam-engine.

We need hardly concern ourselves at present with the downfall

of the steam-engine, our opinion being that the gas-engine and
the steam-engine have certain well-defined characteristics, and
that each is more or less suitable than the other for certain kinds

of work. We can afford to await the result of actual experience •

but we may say that since the prophecy was made there has

certainly been a remarkable development, not only in the use of
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gas power in lieu of steam, but also in the size of gas-engines.

The horizontal type of Otto engine was patented in 1876, and we
believe we are right in saying that at the time of the York

Meeting, above referred to, there was no gas-engine working

which developed more than about 12 B.H.P., certainly not more
than 20 B.H.P. It is also certain that no gas-engine, other than

the 3 H.P. at York, had then worked with producer gas. At the

present time, however, there are many gas-engines of 1500 and

2000 B.H.P. working satisfactorily with producer gas or blast-

furnace gas ; and the number of engines working with producer

gas is countless.

During the last twenty years an interesting development has

taken place in the gas-plants used with gas-engines. We refer

to what is generally known as the suction type of plant; and

as this branch of the subject is comparatively new, and several

interesting problems are involved in it, we have examined them

closely in order that the right principles to be followed may be

clearly understood. When it was proved that a gas-engine could

be worked satisfactorily and economically with producer gas, the

makers of gas-engines realised that it would be worth while

to construct larger engines than could be worked profitably

with such an expensive fuel as ordinary town lighting gas.

Since the introduction of the suction plant there has been a

still more intimate connection between the gas-plant and the

engine, and one consequence of this has been that greater

attention has been given to the design and adjustments of the

engine, so that the comparatively weak producer gas may be

used to better advantage. For a long time the peculiarities of

producer gas were not sufficiently considered; the engine was

designed for town gas, and its weaker rival had more or less to

take its chance. We have endeavoured to bring together the

theoretical and practical considerations on which a gas-power

plant depends, and although good results have already been

attained, we feel sure that further advance will be made now

that skilled attention is being given to the subject and engine-

makers realise that the future of their engines will to a great

extent depend on their working with producer gas. The thermo-

dynamic problems connected with the gas-engine alone are

numerous and difficult, and for some time past they have
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engaged the attention of some of the best experimenters in this

country and in others. Less attention has been given to the

plant which suppUed the engine with gas, but this branch of the

subject will well repay closer investigation.

We are convinced that the use of producer gas will continue

to be greatly extended, and we say this because we believe that for

many purposes the conversion of solid fuel into gas is right

in principle and right in practice. Besides this, there is the

encouraging fact that the subject i3 better understood and better

appreciated than it was even a few years ago. To a certain

extent this may be attributed to the spread of technical instruc-

tion, but it is also largely due to the fact that the price of coal has

risen seriously, while at the same time competition with other

countries has greatly increased, These two facts alone have

made it necessary for manufacturers to consider closely any

saving in fuel which can be effected in a simple and practical

manner. They are now realising that the use of producer gas for

heating and power is not a mere fad, but a useful and economical

system ; and it is tolerably certain that what is cheapest and most

efficient will in the end be generally adopted.
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CHAPTER I

THEORY OF PRODUCER GAS

Technically, " producer gas " is understood to mean the gas

which is obtained by the partial combustion of fuel in a gas-

producer. This is not a very happy expression, as strictly speaking

a retort used for distilling coal-gas may be said to be a gas-

producer. It is, however, an accepted term among engineers, and
it would be somewhat pedantic to quarrel with it now that it

is a common expression with a fairly definite meaning. A gas-

producer may be defined as an apparatus for converting solid fuel

into a combustible gas ; and the gas produced is usually a mixture

in varying proportions of carbon monoxide, hydrogen, gaseous

hydrocarbons (chiefly methane or marsh gas), carbon dioxide, and

nitrogen. The first three of these constituents are combustible,

and the value of the gas as a fuel depends on the proportions in

which they are present; the carbon dioxide and nitrogen are

diluent gases which lower the flame temperature of the com-

bustible gases when they are burnt.

Producer gas can be obtained from almost any carbonaceous

fuel, and the kind of fuel used depends, not only on the purpose

for which the gas is to be used, but on its cost and the ease with

which it can be procured in different localities. In practice the

gas is generally made from bituminous or semi-bituminous coal,

or from anthracite or coke ; but for certain purposes brown coal

(lignite), peat, charcoal, wood refuse, etc., are used. The compo-

..iti' n of the gas is largely influenced by the nature of the fuel,

and this will be more fully discussed hereafter.

Speaking generally, producer gas is made by forcing or drawing

air, with or without the addition of steam or water-vapour,

B
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through a deep bed of fuel in a closed producer. The fuel is

gradually consumed and the gas made is led away to wherever it

is required. An important characteristic of the process is that

no external heat is applied to the producer, as in the case of an

ordinary gas retort ; when once the , burning of the fuel insicLe

the producer has been started the air which is used to make the

gas keeps up a continuous process of combustion, and a sufficiently

high temperature is maintained to decompose the steam and to

effect other necessary reactions which will be presently described.

The most important constituent of the fuels commonly used

for making producer gas is carbon; and for the purpose of

explaining the theory of the process we will, in the first instance,

consider the action of air alone on pure carbon under conditions

similar to those which obtain in a producer. Gas made by

burning charcoal with a blast of air (without steam) approxi-

mates closely to this, but to simplify the case, we will suppose

that the fuel used is carbon. As is well known, about four-fifths

of the volume of the atmosphere consists of nitrogen, and although

this affects the temperature attained, and therefore modifies the

reactions to a certain extent, it does not in any way affect the

quantities of heat with which we are concerned. We will, there-

fore, neglect these considerations for the moment, and merely

consider the combination which takes place between oxygen and

carbon. If there were a shallow fire in the producer and an

abundant supply of air the carbon would be completely oxidised

;

the product of this complete combustion would be carbon dioxide,

while the quantity of heat developed from the combustion of 12

kilos of carbon would be 97,600 calories :

—

C + 02= CO2 + 97,600 calories ' ... (1)

But if there were a sufficient depth of carbon in the producer,

the resulting gas would be carbon monoxide instead of carbon

dioxide, for when there is an excess of highly heated carbon the

carbon dioxide formed in the lower part of the fire is reduced to

carbon monoxide :

—

CO2 4- C = 200 - 38,800 calories .... (2)

In this case, heat must be supplied in order that the reaction

' Unless otherwise stated, the term " calorie " should be understood to mean
the large calorie, or kilogram heat unit, = 3-968 B.Th.U.
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between carbon dioxide and carbon may take place, and the

quantity of heat required is 38,800 calories when 12 kilos of

carbon react with the carbon dioxide formed by the complete

combustion of another 1'2 kilos of carbon.

Carbon monoxide may also be formed by the direct combina-

tion of the carbon with oxygen :

—

20 + 02 = 200 + 58,800 calories ... (3)

The question whether carbon monoxide is formed by the

direct combination of carbon and oxygen, as in equation (8), or

whether carbon dioxide is first formed and afterwards converted

to carbon monoxide, as in equations (1) and (2), has been much
discussed. The experiments of Rhead and Wheeler ^ show that

at temperatures up to 500° 0. the action of air on carbon leads to

the direct formation of both carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide,

and it is probable that in a gas-producer both of the reactions (1)

and (3) occur. Gases drawn from a producer in the region near

the grate or air inlets contaifc an excessive proportion of carbon

dioxide, and whether this be produced by direct combination

(equation 1), or by the combustion of the carbon monoxide at

first formed, it is clear that in a producer we must ensure suitable

conditions for the conversion of carbon dioxide to carbon mon-

oxide (equation 3) in the upper part of the fuel bed.

The raison d'etre of the producer is therefore to bring about a

partial combustion of the fuel, i.e. the conversion of the carbon

to carbon monoxide, either by reactions (1) and (2) or by reaction

(8). If the combustion were complete, the gas which leaves the

producer would be incombustible and useless as a heating agent.

The action of the producer will be better understood by

referring to the accompanying Fig. 1. In this A represents the

firebars or grate, B is the air inlet, C is the column of fuel, D is

a hopper with close-fitting valve through which the fuel is

introduced, and E is the gas outlet. After the fire has been

lighted, and built up to the height required to ensure the neces-

sary reactions, the gas produced passes away through the outlet

E and can then be conveyed in a pipe or flue wherever it may be

required.

' Rhead and Wheeler, " The Combustion of Carbon." Transactions ofthe Chem.

Soc., 1912, ci. p. 846.
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It is easy to see that the same result is attained by either of

the two methods by which carbon monoxide may be produced.

On the one hand, 24

kilos of carbon are

converted to carbon

monoxide by direct

union with oxygen, the

heat liberated being

58,800 calories, accord-

ing to equation (3).

On the other hand,

12 kilos of carbon are

converted to carbon

dioxide, and 97,600

calories are set free,

according to equation

(1) ; and subsequently

the whole of this car-

bon dioxide reacts with

another 12 kilos of

carbon to form carbon

monoxide, and 38,800

calories are absorbed,

in accordance with

equation (2). The final

result of this , twofold

process is the conver-

sion of 24 kilos of car-

bon to carbon monoxide
Fig. 1.—Gas-proQUGsr working with air only. , ,, ,.,

and the hberation of

97,600 - 38,800 = 58,800 calories, since the only heat available

to enable reaction (2) to take place is the heat liberated during

the conversion of the 12 kilos of carbon to carbon dioxide. The
two ways in which the carbon may be converted to carbon

• monoxide are represented by the following equations :

—

In the first case

—

20 + O2 = 200 + 58,800 calories.

, In the second case, the following reactions take place in

succession :

—
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(a) C + O2 = CO2 + 97,600 calories,

(b) CO2 + C = 2C0 - 38,800 calories

;

the final result of these two' processes being expressed by the

equation

—

C + O2 + C = 2C0 + 97,600 - 38,800 = 58,800 calories.

In the same way, it may be shown that the final result of the

complete combustion of carbon is the same whether it takes place

in one stage (equation 1) as in an open fire, or whether carbon

monoxide is formed in a producer and afterwards burnt to carbon

dioxide. In the former case we have 12 kilos of carbon converted

to carbon dioxide, with the liberation of 97,600 calories; in the

latter case the same amount of heat is liberated in two successive

reactions. Taking 24 kilos of carbon, the changes are repre-

sented by the equations

—

2C + 02 = 2C0 + 58,800 calories,

2C0 +02 = 2002 + 136,400 calories,

and the final result of the two processes in the conversion of

24 kilos of carbon to carbon dioxide, withihe liberation of 195,200

(2 X 97,600) calories.

We see from this that when carbon is converted to carbon

monoxide in the producer about 30 per cent, of the heat of

combustion of the carbon is liberated ; the remaining 70 per cent,

will be liberated when the carbon monoxide is afterwards burnt to

carbon dioxide in a furnace or engine, etc. As this is the theoretical

best when using air only, it may be assumed that the practical

best is still less favourable, and prima facie the performance does

not seem a promising one. It should, however, be understood

that not all the heat set free' in a producer need be lost ; a large

proportion may be carried away in the form of sensible heat by

the gas, which leaves the producer at a high temperature ; and if

the gas can be used while it is hot not much of this sensible heat

will be lost. The amount of the loss will depend on the extent to

which the gas is cooled before it is used. Theoretically, there is

no reason why the use of producer gas in place of solid fuel

should necessarily involve a loss of part of the heat available by

the direct combustion of the solid fuel, although a considerable

proportion of that heat is liberated during the conversion of the
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solid fuel into producer gas. In practice, however, this economy

cannot be fully realised, but it can be approached. The reason

lies in the fact that it is not possible to avoid loss of heat by

radiation, or to convey sensible heat from one point to lanother

without loss, especially when the temperatures are high.

If we take into consideration the quantity of nitrogen present

in the air used in the producer, it is easy to calculate for our

assumed case the composition of the best gas that can be made.

Following the equation (3), 24 kilos of carbon yield two volumes

(44"64 cubic meters^) of carbon monoxide, and one volume

(22*32 cms.) of oxygen is required for the process. The atmosphere

contains almost exactly 21 per cent, by volume of oxygen, and we

may consider the remaining 79 per cent, to consist of nitrogen.^

The oxygen used in the reaction is therefore associated with ^ or

3"76 volumes (83'92 cms.) of nitrogen, and the producer gas will

consist of 2 volumes of carbon monoxide mixed with 3'76 volumes

of nitrogen. Its composition will therefore be

—

Carbon monoxide 34'7 per cent, by volume.

Nitrogen 65-3 „ „

100-0

and the volume of gas obtained from 24 kilos of carbon will be

44-64 + 88-92 = 128-56 cubic meters, or 5-36 cm. per kilo of

carbon. The densities of carbon monoxide and nitrogen are alike,

so that the percentage composition by weight will be represented

by the same figures as for the volumes. The calorific power of

this gas will be 1057 calories per cubic meter, or 118-8 B.Th.U.

per cubic foot.

It will also be well to determine the temperature which would

be attained in a producer yielding gas of the above composition,

although the calculation can only be approximate, as several

assumptions must be made. In the first place, part of the heat

given out in the producer would be lost by radiation, conduction,

etc., and some estimate must be formed of its quantity. We shall

' Unless otherwise stated, all gas volumes are measured dry at 0° C. and
760 mm. pressure. See Appendix B, section 7.

* As a matter of fact, dry air has the following composition by volume :—

-

Oxygen, 20-9 per cent. ; nitrogen, 78-2 per cent. ; argon, etc., 0-9 per cent. (The
small aniouuts of carbon dioxide and ammonia are neglected.)
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probably not be far wrong in assuming this to be 8 per cent.

of the heat of combustion of the fuel. The sensible heat of the

gas as the latter leaves the producer would therefore be about

22 per cent, of the heat of combustion, and taking 12 kilos of

carbon as a convenient unit for purposes of calculation, this

sensible heat would amount to 97,600 X 0-22 = 21,472 calories.

The quantity of carbon monoxide formed is 28 kilos, and it is

mixed with 53 kilos of nitrogen. The specific heats of the two

gases at constant pressure are almost identical, viz. 0"244 and

0245, and assuming them to be constant over the whole range of

temperature, the heat required to raise the temperature of the

81 kilos of producer gas through 1° C. will be 81 x 0-245 = 19'845

calories ; the temperature of the hot gases as they leave the fuel

21472
bed would accordingly be Yqalk ~ 1080° C.

It will be seen from this that the temperature in a producer

worked with a blast of air alone must of necessity be high.

With such high temperatures serious practical difficulties present

themselves, and they will be further considered in subsequent

chapters.

To avoid these practical difficulties, and for other reasons,

the almost invariable practice is to add to the air sent into the

producer a certain quantity of steam, or aqueous vapour, as

indicated in Fig. 2. In this A represents the grate or firebars

;

B, the inlet for steam and air; C, the fuel; D, the hopper

through which the fuel is introduced ; and E, the gas outlet.

There is always some moisture in the air itself, but this is not

nearly sufficient, and it is usual to generate steam specially for

this purpose.

We will now consider theoretically the case of a producer in

which pure carbon is converted into gas by means of air mixed

with steam. In other words, we will consider how steam reacts

with the substances with which it comes in contact in the producer,

viz. carbon, carbon monoxide, and carbon dioxide. When steam

(HgO) interacts with carbon at a sufficiently high temperature

it is decomposed and an equal volume of hydrogen is produced

;

the oxygen of the steam combines with the carbon to form either

carbon monoxide or carbon dioxide, according to the conditions

under which the reaction takes place. Now, when 2 kilos of
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hydrogen combine with oxygen to form 18 kilos of water-vapour

the quantity of heat liberated is 58,200 calories, and when this

water-vapour is de-

composed bythe action

of carbon at high tem-

perature, or by any

other means, an equal

amount of heat is ab-

sorbed. The combina-

tion of the oxygen of

the steam with the

carbon is, however,

accompanied by the

evolution of heat, ac-

cording to either of the

equations (1) or (3),

and the thermal effect

of the decomposition

of steam by carbon is

equal to the sum of

the thermal effects of

the two separate pro-

cesses. In the first

case, when the pro-

ducts of the reaction

are hydrogen and car-

bon monoxide, the

quantity of heat liber-

ated by the formation

of the latter from 16

kilos of oxygen is

29,400 calories, and the equation may accordingly be written

—

H2O -1- C = H2 -H CO - 58,200 -I- 29,400

= H2 -I- CO - 28,800 calories . . (4)

In the second case, when the products formed are hydrogen

and carbon dioxide, we must first suppose that 36 kilos of steam

are decomposed, yielding 4 kilos of hydrogen and 32 kilos of

oxygen, with the absorption of 116,400 calories. The combina-

tion of the 32 kilos of oxygen with carbon to form carbon dioxide

Fig. 2.—Gas-producer working with steam and air.
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liberates 97,600 calories, and the reaction is therefore represented

by the equation

—

2H2O + C = 2H2 + CO2 - 116,400 + 97,600

= 2H2 + CO2 - 18,800 calories. . . (5)

It will be observed that in both cases there is a large absorp-

tion of heat, and it is at once apparent why the addition of even
small quantities of steam to the air-blast of a producer reduces

the working temperature. Part of the sensible heat is absorbed

by the reactions which take place between the steam and the

incandescent carbon, so that the gas leaves the producer at a lower

temperature than is the case when air alone is used ; the heat so

absorbed is stored up in the gas, and is again set free when the

gas is burnt. In other words, the effect of the presence of steam

in the air-blast is that a smaller proportion of the total heat of

combustion of the fuel is liberated in the form of sensible heat in

the producer, and a larger proportion is represented by the heat

of combustion of the producer gas. A rough indication of the

effect produced on the fire in the producer, when steam is used,

is shown in Fig. 2 ; in this the column of fuel is darker (i.r.

cooler) than in Fig. 1, where no steam is used. The effect is

especially noticeable near the top of the fuel.

It should be clearly understood that from the point of view

of the heat quantities involved the use of steam in a gas-producer

is simply a means for absorbing the sensible heat developed by

the partial combustion of carbon, and storing it for future use.

Obviously there can be no actual increase of the total amount of

heat which can- be obtained from a given quantity of fuel. From
equation (4), it would appear that from ^12 kilos of carbon there

can be obtained (theoretically) a quantity of gas which when

burnt will give out 58,200 calories by the combustion of the

hydrogen, and 68,200 calories by the combustion of the carbon

monoxide which it contains, or 126,400 calories in all ; although

the original 12 kilos of carbon would only yield 97,600 calories

when burnt in air. In consequence of the action of steam on the

carbon there is apparently an increase of 28,800 calories in the

quantity of heat which can be obtained by the combustion of

the 12 kilos of carbon; the explanation is that exactly 28,800

calories must be supplied in order that the reaction represented

by equation (4) may take place. The heat which is required for
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this is provided by the union of carbon with the air in the blast

(equations 1 and 3), and if it were not made use of in this manner

it would be partly lo'st by radiation, and partly carried away as

sensible heat by the producer gas.

Besides avoiding excessive heat in the producer the use of

steam has the further practical advantage that a gas of consider-

ably greater calorific power per unit volume can be obtained than

is possible when air alone is used. In the latter case it has already

been shown that every volume of carbon monoxide in the gas is

mixed with 3'76 volumes of nitrogen ; but equation (4) shows

that when steam is used the gas which is formed by its decom-

position is free from nitrogen. It follows that in a producer

burning carbon in a mixed blast of air and steam the greater the

quantity of steam decomposed in accordance with equation (4),

relatively to the quantity of carbon consumed in accordance with

equation (3), the greater will be the proportion of the combustible

gases (carbon monoxide and hydrogen) to the total volume of

producer gas formed ; and the calorific power of unit volume of

the producer gas will accordingly be greater also. A similar

statement will be equally correct if the steam admitted to the

producer is decomposed according to equation (5). In this case

the hydrogen (which has approximately the same calorific power

per unit volume as carbon monoxide) is mixed with an equal

volume of the incombustible gas, carbon dioxide ; but since the

carbon monoxide, formed by the action of air on the carbon, is

mixed with nearly twice its own volume of incombustible gas

(in this case nitrogen) the use of hydrogen will in this case also

increase the calorific power of the gas, though not to the same

extent for a given ratio of steam to air. When it is desired to

obtain a rich producer gas containing as high a proportion as

possible of combustible gases and having a high calorific power it

becomes important to decompose as much steam as possible in the

producer by the reaction which is expressed in equation (4). The
decomposition of steam with the formation of hydrogen and

carbon dioxide, as in equation (5), will have a similar effect, but

however great the proportion of steam to air may be the increase

of calorific power due to the use of steam will necessarily be

less than when the interaction takes place in accordance with

equation (4).
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In order to determine what is the theoretical limit to which

this advantage can be pushed, we will assume that all the sensible

heat of the gases leaving the producer and all the heat which

would otherwise be lost by radiation are made use of in raising

the steam and in heating the blast ; that is to say, we will assume

that there are no heat losses, so that the whole of the heat of

combustion of the fuel will be available as heat of combustion

of the gas which is produced. This will be the case only if the

quantity of heat absorbed by the interaction of steam and carbon

be just equal to the quantity of heat evolved by the formation of

carbon monoxide from carbon and the oxygen of the air in the

blast. The maximum quantity of steam which can be decom-

posed is fixed by this consideration ; if more steam than this were

decomposed the temperature of the producer would fall rapidly,

until it became too low for the reaction to take place ; if the

quantity of steam decomposed were too small the temperature of

the producer would rise, and the total heat of combustion of

the gas would be less than that of the fuel from which it was

obtained.

Under the conditions which we have assumed, for every

12 kilos of carbon converted to carbon monoxide in accordance

with equation (3), there are 29,400 calories available to enable

the reactions between steam and carbon to take place. The

richest gas will be obtained if the working conditions can be

regulated so that the steam and carbon interact wholly according

to equation (4). In this case, 28,800 calories are required for the

decomposition of 18 kilos of steam by carbon, and to this must be

added the latent heat of the steam, since we have supposed that

the steam is generated by the sensible heat of the producer gases,

and therefore ultimately by the heat which is evolved by the

formation of carbon monoxide from carbon and atmospheric

oxygen in the producer. Making the calculation in this way we

shall find the composition of the ideal producer gas which can

theoretically be made in a self-contained system with no heat

losses, where the only source of heat is the oxidation of carbon

in the producer, and where no heat is supplied in any other

way. This case is therefore not quite on the same lines as many

practical cases, where steam is taken from an independent steam

boiler.
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The latent heat of 18 kilos of water-vapour at 20° C. amounts

to 10,800 calories, so that the heat required to convert 18 kilos

of water at 20° C. to steam, and to decompose the steam in the

producer, with the formation of carbon monoxide and hydrogen,

is 28,800 + 10,800 = 39,600 calories. The quantity of steam

which theoretically can be decomposed is

—

,„ 29,400 .„ o,T. Ti18 X „'„„, or 18 X 0-74 kilos
oy,DUU

for every 12 kilos of carbon converted to carbon monoxide by the

air in the blast. The gas which is formed will be made up in

the following way :

—

Carbon monoxide . 1"00 vol. (22'32 cm.) ) from the reaction of carbon

Nitrogen .... 1'88 „ / with the air of blast.

Carbon monoxide . 0-74 „ ) from the reaction of carbon

Hydrogen .... 0-74 „ / with the steam of blast.

Total . . 4-36 „

Its percentage composition by volume is as follows :

—

Carbon monoxide . . . 39*9 1 , , .,

,

-„ «
TT J -innt combustible gases =56'9
Hydrogen 17-0 )

°

Nitrogen 43-1

Total . . 100-0

and its calorific power is 1740 calories per cubic meter, or 195 '6

B.Th.U. per cubic foot.i

The quantity of gas obtained amounts to 4-36 volumes, or

4*36 X 22"32 cms. ; the carbon used is 12 kilos consumed by the

air of the blast, and 12 x 0-74 = 8-88 kilos used in the reaction

with steam, making a total of 20*88 kilos of carbon. The yield

of gas is therefore

—

4-36 X 22-32
, .„

i -, * u i <.— = 4-65 cm. per kilo of carbon burnt.

For every 20*88 kilos of carbon consumed, the weight of steam

decomposed is 18 x 0*74 = 13-32 kilos, or 0-64 kilo of steam per

kilo of carbon.

Comparing this result with that obtained when the blast

consists of air alone (p. 6), we see that when steam is added to

' In stating the calorific power of a gas, the higher value is given unless

otherwise stated. See p. 297.
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the blast and decomposed in accordance with equation (4), a

rather smaller volume of a much richer gas is obtained from each

kilo of carbon consumed.

Without at present discussing in detail the conditions under

which the various reactions take place, it may be mentioned that

in order to obtain only hydrogen and carbon monoxide from

the reaction between steam and carbon a high temperature is

necessary ; but for practical reasons it may be more advantageous

in some cases to work at a lower temperature, and to allow the

decomposition of the steam to take place with the formation of

carbon dioxide and hydrogen (equation 5). This course is, in

fact, essential when it is desired to recover the nitrogen of the

fuel in the form of ammonia, as in the Mond and other forms of

recovery plants.

Proceeding on the same lines as above, we can determine

the theoretical composition of a producer gas made in this way

without heat losses. According to equation (5), 18,800 calories

are required for the decomposition of 36 kilos of steam in the

producer. Adding to this the latent heat of the steam, 21,600

calories, the total heat required to convert 36 kilos of water at

20° C. to steam, and to decompose the latter in the producer, is

40,400 calories. The quantity of steam which can be de-

composed is

—

36 X ?J^^ = 86 X 0-73 = 26-88 kilos
40,400

for every 12 kilos of carbon consumed in accordance with

equation (8).

The gas therefore consists of

—

I

from the reaction

between carbon

and the air of

the blast.

Hydrogen .... 1'46 „ /from the reaction

Carbon dioxide . . 0-73 „ (containing 12 x 0-73 = 8-7G| between carbon

kilos of carbon) (
and steam.

Total . . 5-07 „ (containing 20-76 kilos carbon)

And the quantity of steam used is
^Q.^g

or 1-29 kilos per kilo

of carbon.
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The percentage composition of this gas by volume is as

follows :

—

Carbon monoxide . . . 19"7
j

Hydrogen 28-1
2 > combustible gases

Carbon dioxide .... 14'4^ ,., ,
_, _

vT-j. Q7.1 i diluent eases = ol*5
Nitrogen 6(-l^ °

Total . . 100-0

and its calorific power is 1490 calories per cubic meter, or 167"5

B.TLU. per cubic foot. The yield of gas is 5-07 X 22-32 cms.

from 20-76 kilos of carbon, or 5-45 cms. per kilo of carbon

consumed.

The volume of gas obtained is thus almost identical with the

volume of gas which theoretically can be obtained from carbon

and air alone, but as in the case previously considered the

calorific power of the gas is considerably higher when steam

is used.

In the examples which have been discussed it has been

tacitly assumed that the steam reacts only with the solid carbon

in the producer, and that the gases formed do not interact

among themselves. As a matter of fact, however, this assump-

tion is not strictly correct. If a mixture of equal volumes of

hydrogen and carbon dioxide be raised to a high temperature,

such as that which prevails in a gas-producer, -part of the gases

will interact to form carbon monoxide and steam, with an

absorption of heat, thus

—

CO2 -I- H2 = CO -I- H2O - 10,000 calories . (6a)

On the other hand, a mixture of carbon monoxide and steam

under the same conditions will react to a certain extent in the

opposite sense, forming carbon dioxide and hydrogen with

liberation of heat

—

CO -I- H2O = CO2 -fHa -I- 10,000 calories. . (6J)

In each case, the extent to which the reaction proceeds will

depend on the temperature and the relative quantities of the

reacting gases—carbon dioxide and hydrogen in the former

case, carbon monoxide and steam in the latter. At a given

temperature and with given quantities of the gases, there is

always a definite composition towards which the mixture tends
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to approach, and when that composition is reached no further

reaction will take place if the temperature be kept constant. In

general it may be said that a mixture of either carbon dioxide

and hydrogen, or carbon monoxide and steam, at any tempera-

ture which occurs in the practical working of a gas-producer,

will undergo a chemical change resulting in the formation of a

mixture of all four gases, in proportions which can be calculated

if the conditions are known.

We have given above certain calculations for the theoretical

composition of producer gas when the process is carried out

without loss of heat, and before leaving this part of tlie subject

we must inquire whether the reactions which may take place

between carbon monoxide and steam, or between carbon dioxide

and hydrogen, would modify the conclusions which have been

arrived at.

In the first case—in which the whole of the steam was

assumed to be decomposed with the formation of carbon

monoxide and hydrogen—the gas does not contain either of the

pairs of substances which can interact, for if the hot gas leaving

the producer consists only of hydrogen, carbon monoxide, and

nitrogen, no further change will take place. In the producer

itself, however, there is a mixture of carbon monoxide and steam,

and if these gases interact heat will be evolved and there will be

an excess of sensible heat developed in the producer and not

absorbed by an endothermic change, so that the efficiency of the

process will be lowered. If it be assumed that more steam is

used, in quantity sufficient to replace that which is used up by

this reaction, it will be found that all the heat evolved is required

to raise the necessary steam, or, in other words, if the H2O in

equations (6a) and (db) is assumed to be in the liquid state, there

is no heat change in either case. The result of the interaction

of carbon monoxide and steam in the producer is therefore

simply the replacement of a small proportion of the carbon

monoxide in the gas by an equal volume of hydrogen (having

almost exactly the same heating value) mixed with its own

volume of carbon dioxide. The gas will therefore be richest if

this reaction does not take place, and we are justified in con-

sidering the figures given on page 12 as representing the richest

producer gas which theoretically can be obtained by the action
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of a mixture of air and steam on carbon when no auxiliary heat

is supplied to the producer.

In the second case, in which it was assumed that the steam

was decomposed with the formation of carbon dioxide and

hydrogen (equation 5), the gas leaving the producer contains

carbon monoxide, hydrogen, and carbon dioxide. While hot, a

certain proportion of the two gases last mentioned may react to

form carbon monoxide and steam. The heat absorbed in this

change is almost exactly equal to the heat given up by the con-

densation of the steam produced, and since it was assumed that

all the heat to be obtained by cooling the gas was to be returned

to the producer, the final thermal effect of this change is again

zero. Its result is simply a slight enrichment of the gas, since

hydrogen is replaced by an equal volume of carbon monoxide, and

carbon dioxide is replaced by steam which is subsequently con-

densed, so that the percentage of incombustible gases is reduced.

We have already pointed out that, under given conditions, the

reaction CO2 + H2 = CO -t- H2O will proceed until a certain

quantity of steam is formed, and that no further change will

then take place. Hence, if a slight excess of steam were used

in the production of the gas, the hot gases would contain carbon

monoxide, steam, hydrogen, and carbon dioxide, and it may be

assumed that the quantity of steam may be such that no further

change would take place in the composition of the hot gas. This

steam would be subsequently condensed when the gas is cooled,

and the heat given up would be used in raising an equal

quantity of steam which would again pass through the producer.

If we suppose that this is actually done the calculation which

was made will still hold good, but it should be noted that the

producer gas while hot necessarily contains a small proportion

of steam and the figures given only represent its composition

after cooling.

To what extent the reactions (6a) and (66) actually do take

place will be discussed later (Chapter III.) ; for present purposes

it is only necessary to show that they need not be taken into

account in calculating the theoretical composition of the ideal

producer gas made without heat losses.

In the processes which have so far been considered, the gas

necessarily contains a considerable proportion of nitrogen derived
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from the air used for the conversion of carbon to carbon monoxide.

If the gases formed by the action of steam on carbon could be

kept separate from the products of the action of air on the carbon

a producer gas free from nitrogen, and consisting theoretically of

carbon monoxide and hydrogen only, could be obtained. This is

the principle adopted in the manufacture of " water-gas "
; the

method used is to blow the fire in the producer alternately with

air and steam, the gases obtained during the two processes being

kept separate. The object of this process is to obtain a producer

gas free from incombustible constituents ; the process must there-

fore be carried out in such a manner that the steam and carbon

interact to form hydrogen and carbon monoxide, whilst the

formation of carbon dioxide by the reactions

—

C + 2H2O = CO2 + 2H2
and

—

CO + H2O = CO2 + H2

must be prevented as far as possible. The ideal water-gas

consists of a mixture of equal volumes of carbon monoxide and

hydrogen. The actual process of making this gas is intermittent,

and involves various practical difficulties and drawbacks, which

are mentioned in Chapter IV. For the present we will consider

an ideal case, where the process is represented by the following

reactions:

—

During the air-blow

—

C + O2 = CO2 + 97,600 calories,

and during the steam-blow—

C -f H2O = CO -I- H2 - 28,800 calories.

Water-gas made in this way would have the following com-

position :

—

Carbon monoxide 50-0 per cent, by volume.

Hydrogen 50-0 „ „

Total . . 100-0

Its calorific power would be 3065 calories per cubic meter, or

344-5 B.TLU. per cubic foot.

If the process could be carried out in an ideal manner,

without loss of heat (all the sensible heat which is carred away

by the hot gases, as well as the heat of combustion of the gas

c
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produced during the air-blow and the radiated heat, being

returned to the producer by regenerative processes), it would

only be necessary during the air-blow to have sufficient carbon

to make good the heat absorbed by the reaction between carbon

and steam. If the materials used were solid carbon and water

at 20° C, then the quantity of heat required for the formatioii of

44'64 cm. of water-gas from 12 kilos of carbon and 18 kilos

water, would be 10,800 calories to evaporate the water, and

28,800 calories for the subsequent chemical change, or a total

of 39,600 calories. The quantity of carbon which must be

burnt to carbon dioxide during the air-blow to supply this heat

would be

—

12 X ~4??or 12 X 0-406 kilos.

Thus to produce 1 cm. of water-gas of the above composition

the theoretical quantities of carbon used would be

—

—
TTi^.— = 0*109 kilo during the air-blow,
44.54

and ,, „. = 0-269 kilo during the steam-blow.
44-64 °

Total . . 0-378 kilo.

One kilo of carbon would, therefore, yield 2-65 cm. of water-gas.

If during the air-blow the carbon were wholly converted to

carbon monoxide, and only the sensible heat of the producer gas

so formed were recovered but not its heat of combustion, the

amount of carbon required during the air-blow, in order to supply

the heat necessary for the subsequent formation of 44-64 cm. of

water-gas, would be—

12 X ^54^ = 12 X 1-347 kilos.
29,400

The quantity of carbon used in the production of 1 cm. of

ideal water-gas, under these conditions, would therefore be

—

———-— = 0'362 kilo during the air-blow,

and as before

—

0'269 kilo during the steam-blow

Total . . 0-631 kilo.
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One kilo of carbon would therefore yield 1"585 cms. of water-gas,

and in addition it would yield during the air-blow ;i'07 cms. of

gas having the composition given on page 6, and a calorific

power of 1057 calories per cubic meter ; the water-gas would

yield on combustion 60 per cent., and the air-gas 40 per cent, of

the heat of combustion of the carbon used. In actual practice

the results are far indeed from these : the reasons for this are

mentioned in Chapter IV.

The ideal semi-water-gas, the composition of which is given

on p. 12, may be looked upon as a mixture of 2'88 volumes of

the ideal air-gas, with 1'48 volumes of the ideal water-gas, as is

obvious from the method by which its composition was calculated.

The sam^ semi-water-gas would also be produced if the water-gas

part of the process were carried out in a theoretically perfect

manner, if the carbon monoxide were made without carbon

dioxide during the air-blow, and if the alternating air-gas and

water-gas thus made were collected in the same gas-holder and

there allowed to mix.

The various cases for which the ideal composition of producer

gas has been calculated • may be taken as the types of the

principal classes of producer gas which are met with in practical

work. On the one hand we have the process in which gas is

made by the action of an air-blast on solid carbonaceous fuel, and

for convenience we will refer to producer gas made in this way

as " air-gas." ^ On the other hand there is the gas made by the

action of a steam-blast on incandescent fuel, which is universally

known as " water-gas "
; and intermediate between these two we

have gases of varying composition obtained by the action of a

mixed blast of air and steam on solid carbonaceous fuel. This

last kind of gas is sometimes called " semi-water-gas," or " mixed

gas," and apart from ordinary lighting gas it is this type of

producer gas which is now almost invariably used for driving gas

engines and for heating work. In France producer gas is called

" gaz pauvre " and in Germany " generatorgas."

' The term " air-gas " is sometimes used to describe a lighting gas made by

bubbling air through volatile liquid hydrocarbons, such as gasoline, pentane, etc.

;

but as this work deals only with producer gas there need be no fear of confusion

arising from this source. It may be added that it is undesirable that the name
of the inventor of a gas plant should be given to the gas made in his plant, unless

it involves some entirely new process for making gas. The apparatus alone

should bear the inventor's name.



CHAPTER II

THEORY OF PRODUCER GAS {CONTINUED)

In the previous chapter we have shown that the numerous

varieties of producer gas may be broadly classified under three

heads—air-gas, water-gas, and semi-water-gas—according to the

process by which the gas is made. In each case the theory of the

process has been considered on the supposition that the fuel used

was pure carbon, and calculations have been made to show what

should be the theoretical composition of the gas in each case

if the process could be carrried out without loss of heat and

strictly in accordance with the chemical equations which we have

given. The results obtained will serve as a standard of com-

parison with those obtained in practice, somewhat in the way

that the thermal efficiency of a heat-engine may be compared

with the calculated thermal efficiency of a perfect engine opera-

ting under like conditions.

The theoretical results lor each of the three types of gas are

summarised in Table I., and for each type a parallel column

shows typical results obtained in practical working. We pro-

pose in this chapter to discuss the various points of difference

between the theoretical and practical results, and from a con-

sideration of the causes of these differences to draw some
conclusions as to the methods to be adopted in order to secure

the highest efficiency in working and the best practical results.

In practical working it is not to be expected that the results

obtained will be as good as those which have been shown by
calculation to be the best theoretically obtainable, but a com-
parison of the figures given in Table I. will be instructive, and
it will show that the differences are not so great as might have

been expected. Moreover, the results given in this table as

representing actual practice have not been selected as excep-

tionally favourable ones ; they are presented as examples of what
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is actually done with well-known types of gas-producer plant

in which the processes are used which have been considered

theoretically in Chapter I. The figures given in column 2 of

Table I. were obtained with a small Dowson gas plant working

without steam, the air being forced through the producer by a

positive blower ; column 4 gives the results obtained from a

250-B.H.P. Dowson plant at the works of Messrs. J. & E. Wright

of Millwall;! column 6 gives results published by Mr. H. A.

Humphrey, 2 and obtained with a Mond plant at the chemical

works of Messrs. Brunner, Mond & Co. at Winnington ; column 8

is based on the results obtained by Prof. W. A. Bone, F.E.S.,

with a Dellwik-Plei,seher water-gas plant ;
^ and the figures in

column 10 represent water-gas made at Essen,* for lighting and

for driving gas engines, the air-gas formed during the air-blow

being used for heating steam boilers. In this Table the thermal

efficiencies are based upon the total fuel consumption, including

fuel used for raising the necessary steam, except where otherwise

stated.

One of the principal causes of the differences between the

actual and the theoretical results is that the fuels used in practice

contain other constituents than carbon, which a,lone was taken

into account in the calculations made in the previous chapter.

With the exception of coke and charcoal, all ordinary fuels when
subjected to heat give off smaller or greater quantities of volatile

substances ; and if the temperature be high and the heating

sufficiently prolonged the residue of the fuel which is left consists

almost entirely of carbon together with the incombustible mineral

constituents. In a gas-producer working in the ordinary way
with an upward draught, as described on p. 3, each fresh charge

of fuel is heated and is thus subjected to this process of distilla-

tion before it descends into the zone where partial combustion

takes place, and the volatile substances which are distilled off

mix with the gas that is being formed according to the chemical

changes which have been discussed in the previous chapter. The
fuel which takes part in these chemical reactions is not the raw

1 Proceedings Inst. C.E., 1901, vol. oxliv. p. 269.

2 Proceedings Inst. M.E., 1901, p. 73.

= Greenwood, " Industrial Gases " (1920), p. 320.

' Fischer's " Haudbuoh der chemisohen teohnologie," vol. i. p. 50 (15th
German edition).
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fuel that is put in the producer, but is the residue which is left

when the raw fuel has been more or less completely deprived of

its volatile constituents by the action of heat. The gas actually

obtained from such fuel may therefore be regarded as consisting of

a producer gas obtained from pure carbon, mixed with the volatile

substances given off by the distillation of the fuel. The com-

position of the gas will depend largely on the nature and amount

of these volatile substances. They vary very considerably, as

almost all classes of fuels are used, from anthracite, which con-

tains very little volatile matter, to peat, wood, or even sawdust at

the other extreme. The volatile constituents of different fuels

are discussed more fully in Chapter XV. on Fuel, and it will be

sufficient for our present purpose to point out that they consist

partly of gases and partly of condensable vapours, and that for

many purposes the latter must be condensed and separated

from the producer gas before it can be used. In the case of

bituminous or semi-bituminous coals, lignite, peat, and other

fuels rich in oxygen and hydrogen, the quantity of tarry matter

which is given off on distillation is very considerable and may
represent as much as 8 or 9 per cent, of the total heating value

of the fuel. When the gas is cooled and scrubbed before use the

tar which is separated has little value, and there is thus an

unavoidable waste on this account in the use of such fuels in

producers where clean cool gas is required. It is therefore an

important point in the design of gas-producers for use with

bituminous fuels to arrange that the tarry vapours may either

be burnt in the producer itself, or decomposed and converted to

combustible gases which will not condense at ordinary tempera-

tures. This point is further discussed in Chapter IX. on Gas

from Bituminous Coal for Engine ^Vork.

Confining our attention to the case of a cool clean gaff, to

which all the analyses in Table I. refer, the composition of the

gas will be affected by the nature of the gaseous products of

distillation of the fuel. For the air-gas (column 2) and water-

gas (columns 8 and 10) the fuel used was ordinary gas-coke

;

as it had already been strongly heated for a considerable time

in retorts there were practically no gases distilled off from it

by the action of heat alone in the producer, and the composition

of the producer gas obtained from it agrees well with the
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calculated figures given in columns 1, 7, and 9. The fuels used in

the production of the semi-water-gases referred to in columns

4 and 6 were anthracite and bituminous coal respectively, and in

these cases the gas formed from the fixed carbon in the fuel was

mixed with a certain quantity of other gases given up by the

action of heat on the fuel. The following analyses will show

the general character of the gases which are given off by the

action of heat on fuels of this class :

—

Qas evolved on heating Anthracite
vjithout Air.

1 kilo of anthracite yielded 0'168 cm.
of gas of the following composition .—

-

Per cent, by
volume.

Carhon monoxide 4'3

Hydrogen 70'6

Methane 18-9

Carbon dioxide I'l

Oxygen —
Nitrogen 51

Total . . 1000

Oas evolved on heating Bituminous
Coal without Air.

1 kilo of coal yielded 0*168 cm. of

gas of the following composition :

—

Per cent, ty
volume.

Carbon monoxide . . . . 13'2

Hydrogen . 36'0

Methane 40-9

Carbon dioxide 3'6

Oxygen —
Nitrogen 6'3

Total 100-0

It will be noticed that anthracite on heating yields both

hydrogen and methane, and we should expect that a producer

gas made from anthracite would contain a greater proportion of

these two constituents than gas made under similar conditions

from coke. That this is actually the case is shown by the

following analyses of producer gas made from coke and from

anthracite respectively in the same producer and under as nearly

the same conditions as were practically possible :

—

Oas made from Anthracite.Oas madefrom Gohe.

Per cent, by
volume.

Carbon monoxide 22'6

HydTogen . 14-3

Methane 0-75

Carbon dioxide 8'45

Oxygen 02
Nitrogen 53-7

Total 100-0

Heating value . 1201 calories per cubic

meter.

135 B.Th.U. per

cubic foot.

Per cent, by
volume.

Carbon monoxide 20-1
Hydrogen 19-25
Methane . i-2
Carbon dioxide

.

... 9-25
Oxygen o-15
Nitrogen 50-05

Total 100-0

Heating value 1326 calories per cubic
meter.

149 B.Th.U. per
cubic foot.
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The percentage of combustible constituents varies in different

samples of fuel, especially with anthracite, and a more exact

comparison may be made by taking volumes of the two gases

which contain the same weight of carbon. Taking the above

analyses as a basis, there will be 100 volumes of gas made from

coke and 104 volumes of gas made from anthracite, and they

will consist of the following :

—

Oas madefrom Coke.

Volumes.

Carbon monoxide 22-6

Hydrogen 14'3

Methane ()'75

(jarbon dioxide 8.45
Oxygen i)-2

Nitrogen 53 7

Total 100-0

Oas madefrom Anthracile.

Volumee.

Carbon monoxide 20'9

Hydrogen 20 05
Methane 125
Carbon dioxide 9-6

Oxygen 0*15

Nitrogen 5l.''03

Total 104-0

The most notable feature in comparing these two sets of

figures is the greater proportion of hydrogen and of methane in

the gas made from anthracite. In the gas made from coke the

hydrogen is formed almost entirely from the decomposition of

steam in the producer ; the excess of hydrogen in the gas made
from anthracite is accounted for by the fact that this fuel contains

from two to five per cent, by weight of hydrogen, and a part of

this is set free when the anthracite is heated. The superiority

of anthracite over coke as fuel for the production of gas of good

heating value consists chiefly in the fact that it gives a richer gas,

owing to the hydrogen and methane which it yields when heated.

In the same way the effect of the volatile constituents of

bituminous fuel is to increase the amounts of hydrogen and

methane in the semi-water-gas obtained from it, and this fact

must be borne in mind in comparing the figures of column 5

(referring to a gas made from pure carbon) with those of column

6, which represent the composition of a gas made from a bitumi-

nous coal. This case, however, is not quite so simple as that of

the semi-water-gas made from anthracite, for the Mond producer

is so designed that the tarry vapours given off by the distillation

of the fuel in the upper part of the producer are partially con-

verted into fixed gases before they enter the scrubbing plant. In

this case, therefore, the gas formed from the volatile part of the
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fuel by the action of heat alone may be very different in com-

position from the gases obtained by heating a sample of the fuel

in a laboratory test. The greater part of this semi-water-gas is,

however, formed by the interactions of air, steam, and the fixed

carbon in the fuel, so that the comparison of the figures of

colums 5 and 6 of Table I. is not without value.

We are now in a better position to understand the differences

between the calculated theoretical results and those actually

obtained in practice. Comparing columns 1 and 2, the differences

are very slight, showing that the chemical reactions have actually

taken place almost exactly as was assumed in Chapter I. for a

case of this kind. In the two examples of semi-water-gas in

Table I. it might have been expected from what has already been

said that the proportion of hydrogen in the gases would have

exceeded the calculated figures rather than have fallen short of

them ; as a fact, while the percentage of hydrogen is only about

the same as the calculated value, it does actually bear a greater

ratio to the amount of carbon in the gas than in the theoretical

cases.

The methane in semi-water-gas is produced, as has already

been pointed out, by the action of heat on anthracite or bitumi-

nous coal. We have often found, however, that semi-water-gas

made from coke contains a small amount of methane (generally

about 0"5 per cent, by volume), and it is therefore interesting to

inquire whether this gas can be formed in the producer syntheti-

cally, as well as by the decomposition of other hydrocarbons.

Bone and Jerdan ^ have shown that at 1200° C. small quantities

of methane are formed by the direct union of carbon and
hydrogen, and that this is the only hydrocarbon formed. Other

compounds of carbon and hydrogen are decomposed at this

temperature with the formation of methane, carbon, and hydrogen.

Further, it is well known that carbon dioxide or carbon monoxide
can react with hydrogen, methane being formed, according to the

equations

—

CO2 + 4H2 = CH4 -I- 2H2O
and CO -f SHg = CH4 -|- HjO,

but these reactions only take place in the presence of some
' Journal of the Chemical Society : Proceedings, 1901, vol. xvii. p. 162 ; Trans-

actions, 1897, vol. Ixxi. p. 52.
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catalytic agent such as reduced nickel, or under the influence of

the electric spark, and Bone and Jerdan showed that no methane

was formed by the action of heat alone on a mixture of carbon

monoxide and hydrogen. We may therefore suppose that the

methane in producer gas is due chiefly to the decomposition by

heat of the volatile constituents of the fuel, but that it may also

be formed to some extent by the direct union of carbon and

hydrogen when the producer is worked at a high temperature.

As regards the remaining constituents of the semi-water-gas,

viz. carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, and nitrogen, the differences

are much more marked. Broadly speaking, there are in each

case smaller proportions of the combustible gas carbon monoxide,

and larger proportions of the incombustible gases carbon dioxide

and nitrogen, in the practical results than in the ideal gases.

Even in the case of air-gas made from coke, if we leave out of

consideration the presence of hydrogen, which is due simply to

the decomposition of the moisture present in the air used for the

process, the difference between theory and practice is of the

character just indicated ; in the other examples the differences

are somewhat obscured by the fact that a certain quantity of

hydrogen, etc., has been added to the gases formed by the chemical

reactions on which the theoretical results are based, so that the

pi'irrnUuicH of the other constituents of the producer gas are

reduced. To get a better idea of the extent to which the

theoretical chemical reactions are followed, we give below the

composition of so much of each of the gases in columns 4 and (J

as contains the same amount of carbon as 100 volumes of the

corresponding ideal gas :

—

Ideal Semi-water-gas formed according

to the Equations—
C + = CO

ontf C + H2O = CO + Ha

100 vols, (containing 39'9 parts of

carbon) consist of

—

Per cent, by
volume.

Carbon monoxide 39'9

Hydrogen 170
Methane —
Carbon dioxide .... .

—
Nitrogen . . 431

Total . . 100-0

Semi-water-gas made at Millwall.

121'3 vols, (containing the same
amount of carbon) consist of

—

Volumes.

Carbon monoxide 33"5

Hydrogen 18'6

Methane I'T

Carbon dioxide . . . i'7

Nitrogen .
62-8

Total . . 121-3
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Semi-water-gas formed according to

the Equations—
C + = CO

and C + 2H2O = CO2 + 2H2

100 vols, (containing Sl-l parts of

carbon) consist of—
Per cent, by
volume.

Carbon monoxide 19'7

Hydrogen 28-8

Methane .
—

-

Carbon dioxide .... . 14'4

Nitrogen 37'1

Total . 100-0

Semi-water-gas made at Winnington.

117-6 vols, (containing the same

amount of carbon) consist of

—

Volumes.

Carbon monoxide 12-9

Hydrogen Sl-l

Methane 2-4

Carbon dioxide 18-8

Nitrogen 49-4

Total . . 117-6

For producer gas made from anthracite Or bituminous coal it

would be impossible to give an exact comparison between theory

and practice, unless the composition of the distillation gases and

also their volume in relation to the amount of fixed carbon in the

fuel were accurately known. Nevertheless, it is clear from the

above figures that so far as the reactions between air, steam, and

carbon are concerned, the departures from theory are in the

direction indicated, viz. that there is in practical working an

amount of carbon dioxide greater than that shown by theory,

while the proportion of carbon monoxide is less. Remembering
that the semi-water-gas of columns 4 and 6 may be considered as

.true semi-water-gas (formed from steam, air, and carbon) diluted

with distillation gases containing little carbon dioxide and

nitrogen, we should expect to find the percentages of the two

latter gases less, rather than greater, in practice than in theory.

Since the reverse is actually the case, we should find, if we could

distinguish the distillation gases from the producer gas (which

together make up the semi-water-gas), considerably higher pro-

portions of carbon dioxide and nitrogen in the producer-gas

portion than is indicated by theory.

In part this is due to the fact that the heat of combustion

of the carbon cannot be completely utilised, while the calculations

for semi-water-gas in Chapter I. were based on the assumption

that no heat losses took place. Certain sources of heat loss are

always present, although by suitable design they can be minimised.

For example, radiation from the gas producer and from the pipes

conveying hot gases is unavoidable; but it is not unusual to
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recover a portion of this heat by having an outer easing round the

producer and outlet pipes, the air-supply for the producer being

drawn through this casing and being heated before it reaches the

fire. The principal heat loss is, however, in the large quantity

carried away by the gas as it leaves the producer ; and a consider-

able proportion of this heat may be utilised in raising the steam

required for making the gas, by passing the hot gas through a

tubular boiler or other suitable contrivance. In practice the gas

must leave the last-named apparatus at a temperature consider-

ably above that of the steam which is produced, so that only a

portion of the sensible heat of the gases is recovered ; moreover,

as the gases are cooled it becomes more difficult to make use

of their sensible heat, and a point is soon reached at which it is

no longer useful to increase the cost of the plant for the sake of

a slightly increased economy of heat. Thus in practice, when the

gas is to be used cold, it is necessary to abstract the remaining

sensible heat of the gas without making use of the heat with-

drawn. Usually this is done by transferring the beat to a supply

of cold water which is mixed intimately with the gas. There

is one notable exception in which the hot water obtained from

the cooling tower is used to heat the air-supply for the producer

and to saturate it with vapour ; but even in this case the recovery

of heat is necessarily far from complete.

It may be pointed out here that the heat required to raise the

actual amount of steam used in making the semi-water-gas

referred to in column 3 is equivalent to the heat given up by the

producer gas in cooling through 300-350° C. Actually the

steam was raised in a separate boiler and the thermal efficiency

of the plant was therefore less than it would have been had the

steam been raised from the sensible heat of the gases leaving the

producer, but the composition of this gas is the same as it would

have been in that case.

If the fuel used is moist there is a further loss, because heat

is required to evaporate the moisture. In a simple producer

worked with an up-draught and with the fuel introduced at the

top, as in Fig. 2, the moisture is evaporated and passes away with

the gas, and is subsequently condensed when the gas is cooled.

Ordinarily the loss is but small; for example, in the case of

anthracite containing 5 per cent, of moisture, a figure rather
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above than below the average, only about 0"3 per cent, of the heat

of combustion of the fuel would be lost in evaporating the moisture

which it contains. In some cases, however, the effect of moisture

in the fuel is more serious. In the case of air-dried peat, for

instance, which contains at the least from 20 to 25 per cent, of

moisture, and has a heat of combustion only about one-half

that of anthracite, the heat used up in evaporating the moisture

would be about 3 per cent, of the total heat of combustion of the

fuel.

The final result of all such heat losses is that the reactions

which require heat, viz.

—

C + H2O = CO + H2 - 28,800 calories,

and C + 2H2O = CO2 + 2H2 - 18,800 calories,

cannot take place to the extent assumed in the calculation given

in Chapter I. (see p. 12).- Following the method of calculation

there used, the result is seen to be that the gas formed by the

action of air and steam on the fixed carbon of the fuel contains

less hydrogen, slightly less carbon monoxide, and more nitrogen

than the ideal gas. When the steam is raised in a separate

boiler, as in the case referred to in column 4 of Table I., a

certain quantity of heat is supplied to the producer in addition to

that derived from the combustion of the fuel -in the producer, and

it might be expected that this would compensate for heat losses

and enable gas to be obtained having a composition more nearly

approaching that of the ideal gas. The quantity of steam which

can be decomposed is, however, limited in practice by the necessity

of maintaining a high temperature in the producer fire.

Where the steam is decomposed with formation of carbon

dioxide and hydrogen we should expect as the result of heat losses

to find less carbon dioxide in the actual than in the ideal gas,

since the formation of this constituent by the reaction between

steam and carbon is hindered equally with the formation of

hydrogen. Actually, however, the percentage of carbon dioxide

is greater in this case than the calculated number, pointing to

the fact that, in consequence of the lower temperature of the

producer fire with this method of working, some considerable

portion of the carbon dioxide produced by the reaction

—

C + O2 = CO2 + 97,600 calories,
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escapes the subsequent change to carbon monoxide. This is one

of the most important points in which the practical results differ

from the theoretical, and it is worth while to consider the con-

sequences to which it may lead.

Regarded from the standpoint of thermal efficiency, the effect

of the combination of carbon in the producer with the oxygen of

the air to form carbon dioxide without subsequent reduction to

carbon monoxide would be to render more heat available for the

reactions between steam and carbon in which heat is absorbed.

Theoretically, therefore, a greater quantity of steam could be

decomposed than is possible when carbon monoxide is the sole

product of the reaction between carbon and atmospheric oxygen.

By following the method used in the previous chapter we can

calculate what would be the composition of a producer gas formed

in this way, assuming the absence bf heat losses. Two cases are

possible, because the reaction between steam and carbon may
take place in two ways ; but it may be said at once that under

the conditions which are necessary to bring about the change

expressed by the equation

—

H2O + C = Hjj + CO - 28,800 calories,

the action of air on carbon leads to the formation of carbon

monoxide accompanied by a comparatively small amount of

carbon dioxide.^ Hence we need only consider the alternative

case, viz. that of a producer gas formed (without heat loss) by the

reactions

—

C + O2 = COjj + 97,600 calories,

2H2O + C = 2H2 + CO2 - 18,800 calories.

^Ye do not suggest that it is possible for a producer gas to

approximate very closely to this assumed case. It has already

been shown that in practice, when the steam and carbon interact

in accordance with the second of these t^^o equations, the air and

carbon interact so as to form both carbon monoxide and carbon

dioxide. We do not know the relative amount of these two

gases formed by the reaction between air and carbon in this case,

but by assuming that the union of carbon and atmospheric oxygen

in the producer leads to the formation of the dioxide only we

' See Chapter III., pp. 52-60.
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shall get the extreme result; and we can also calculate the

theoretical results for some assumed intermediate cases.

For every 12 kilos of carbon which combine with oxygen,

in accordance with equation (1) in Chapter I., one volume

(22-32 cm.) of carbon dioxide is formed and 97,600 calories arQ

liberated. According to equation (5), the interaction of 36 kilos

of steam with 12 kilos of carbon gives rise to the formation of

two volumes of hydrogen and one volume of carbon dioxide, and

18,800 calories are absorbed. To this we must "add the latent

heat of the steam, viz. 21,600 calories (see p. 13), so that the heat

which must be supplied is 18,800 + 21,600 = 40,400 calories.

If all the heat liberated in the combustion of 12 kilos of carbon

be used up in the decomposition of steam by a further quantity

of carbon, the quantity of steam decomposed will be

—

36 X 5^4S or 36 X 2-416 kilos.
40,400

The gas will, therefore, consist of

—

Carbon dioxide . . . 1"00 vol. containing 12 kilos of carbon \ Prom air and

Nitrogen 3'76 vols. / carbon.

Carbon dioxide . . . 2416 vols, containang 12x2-416 = 28-99 ) „
, ., , I From steam
Kilos carbon > ,

TT 1 i DO 1 and carbon.
Hydrogen .... 4-83 vols. .'

Total . . 12-00 vols, containing 40-99 kilos carbon.

The quantity of steam used is — .^ „—, or 2-12 kilos per

kilo of carbon.

The composition of this gas by volume will be as follows :

—

Carbon dioxide 28-45 per cent.

Hydrogen 40-25 „

Nitrogen 31-30 „

Total . . 100-00

Its heating value will be 1243 calories per cubic meter, or

139-7 B.Th.U. per cubic foot; and the yield of gas will be
12-01 X 22-82 cms. from 40-99 kilos of carbon, or 6-54 cubic

meters per kilo of carbon.

It will thus be seen that the gas formed in this way is weaker
than that referred to in column 5 of Table I., although there is a
correspondingly greater volume of gas from each kilo of carbon
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coDsumed, as we have assumed an entire absence of heat

losses.

We have now dealt with the two extreme cases; we have
assumed that the reaction between carbon and air gives rise in

the one to carbon monoxide, and in the other to carbon

dioxide.

It is easy to calculate the theoretical results when different

proportions of carbon monoxide and dioxide are produced from air

and carbon, and this has been done for several cases. The results

are given in Table II., and are shown graphically by the curves of

Table II.

—

Thkobktical Composition of Semi-watee-oas when DiFrEEENT
paopoetions of co2 and co abe fobmeu by the action of ale on
Caebon (asbumikg Steam to be decomposed in accoedance with
Equation (5), p. U).

Reaction between air

and carbon : Pro-
portions of CO and
CO2 formed per
cent, by volume.

Composition of semi-water-gas
per cent, by volume.

CO

—

,
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in Figs. 3 and 4. In Fig. 3 the ordinate at any point is divided

up to represent the proportions of carbon monoxide, hydrogen,

carbon dioxide, and nitrogen in the gas. In Fig. 4 the percentage

1 1 1 1 1 1 T—n'
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 IQO

Pig. 3.'—Theoretical composition of semi-water-gas, when different proportions
of CO and OOj are formed by the action of air on carbon.

of each constituent is measured independently from the same
horizontal axis, and other data are also given in the same
diagram.
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B.n.u.

Cubic
foot

1685

IB7-3

146

134-8
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It will be seen from these diagrams that as the proportion of

carbon dioxide formed by the reaction

—

+ 02= CO2

increases, if the heat liberated is still recovered by the decom-

position of steam by the reaction

—

C + 2H2O = CO2 + 2H2,

then the percentages of carbon dioxide and hydrogen in the gas

increase and the percentages of carbon monoxide and nitrogen

decrease ; while the quantity of steam used increases and the

heating value of the gas decreases.

Thus, in consequence of the fact that the action of air on

carbon may lead to the formation, not of carbon monoxide only as

Was assumed in Chapter I., but of a mixture of carbon iponoxide

and carbon dioxide, the quantity of heat available for the reaction

between carbon and steam may be greater, and the theoretical

composition of semi-water-gas somewhat different from the figures

given in Chapter I. As we shall see in the next chapter, a high

temperature is required for the reaction

—

C + H2O = CO -f H2

,

and at the same temperature very little carbon dioxide is formed

by the action of air on carbon, the change being practically that

represented by the equation

—

C -f = CO.

The figures based on these two reactions, and summarised in

column 3 of Table I., may therefore be taken as a standard of

comparison for semi-water-gas made at a high temperature.

The difference between the practical results obtained in gas

producers and the results which should be obtained theoretically'

when no heat is wasted are thus seen to be due principally to

three causes. Firstly, the fuel used is not pure carbon but

contains volatile constituents vAich mix with the gas and enrich

it ;' secondly, in actual practice a considerable proportion of the

heat of the fuel is lost in the process of converting the solid fuel

into cool clean gas—and consequently in the cases of semi-water-

gas and water-gas the amount of heat available for decomposition

of steam is less than the theoretical quantity, so that either the
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calorific power of the gas or the yield of gas per kilo of fuel (or

both of these) is less than should theoretically be the case ; and,

finally, the theoretical composition of the gas is not attained

because the reactions do not take place completely in accordance

with the assumed equations.

The principle that the sensible heat of the gas should be

recovered as completely as possible and returned to the producer

needs no further emphasis. Means for accomplishing this end

are provided in some of the principal types of gas-producer plants,

and the production of the steam by the sensible heat of the pro-

ducer gas is a typical feature of most modern suction plants.

We shall proceed in the next chapter to study the chemical

reactions, with the object of showing what are the conditions

which must be observed in order that they may take place in

the manner we have assumed in Chapter I.



CHAPTEE III

THEORY OF PRODUCER GAS [CONTINUED)

It has already been mentioned that to obtain a combustible gas

there must be a sufBcient depth of incandescent fuel in the

producer. The passage of a rapid current of air through a thin

layer of fuel leads to complete combustion of the fuel, and the

hot gases which leave such a fire consist of carbon dioxide mixed

with the nitrogen of the air used for the combustion of the fuel,

together with a large excess of unburnt air. With a thicker

layer of fuel, the amount of air mixed with the products of

combustion is less, and there may be a small proportion of

carbon monoxide present. With the fuel bed deeper still a com-

bustible gas is obtained which is free from air and contains a fair

proportion of carbon monoxide; within limits, the proportion

of carbon monoxide can be increased and that of carbon dioxide

decreased by increasing the depth of the bed of fuel. This has

the double effect of increasing the surface of hot carbon with

which the gas comes into contact during its passage through the

fire, and of increasing the time during which the reacting sub-

stances are in contact with one another. With the air blast

passing at a given velocity through the fire, if the depth of

fuel be increased a point will soon be reached at which a further

increase has no effect on the proportion of carbon monoxide in

the gas ; and in practice, in any given case, the depth of fuel

should not be much greater than this.

The effect of the depth of incandescent fuel on the formation

of carbon monoxide is well illustrated in some experiments

carried out by Wendt,^ in which samples of gas were drawn at

different levels from a fuel-bed 7 ft. 3 ins. (221 cms.) deep in a

producer worked with bituminous coal and with an air-blast.

' Stahl und Eisen, 1906, vol. 26, p. 1184.
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The anlaysis of the various samples gave the following figures

(per cent, by volume) :

—

Tadle III.—Effect op Depth op Purl on Pobmation of Carbok Mosoxidk.

Height, above j

blant inlet.

1
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factors is well illustrated by some experiments carried out by

M. Boudouard.^

A certain quantity of carbon dioxide was confined in a porce-

lain tube in the presence of carbon, and the tube and its contents

were kept at a known temperature for a certain time. At the

end of the experiment the gases were removed from the tube and

analysed, the amount of carbon monoxide formed under known

conditions being thus ascertained. In this way Boudouard was

able to vary only one condition at a time, and thus obtained some

valuable results as to the effects produced by different conditions.

We cannot here give all his experimental results, but will quote

sufficient to illustrate the conclusions at which he arrived.

To study the influence of the physical condition of the fuel,

parallel experiments were made in the manner just described,

using wood charcoal, gas carbon, and coke respectively in three

separate tubes. A fourth experiment was made with some finely

divided carbon prepared by a chemical process. In each case

the porcelain tube containing carbon and carbon dioxide was

heated to 800'' C. (1472° F.) for 8 minutes, and the gas in the tube

was then analysed. The results obtained were as follows :

—

Tablb IV.

—

Effect of Physical Condition of Fuel on Formation of

Oa.EBON Monoxide.
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proceeds most rapidly if the carbon is in a highly porous condition.

In a gas-producer the reacting gases are in contact with the hot
fuel for a very short time (probably not more than one second)

;

it is, therefore, all important that the chemical changes shall take

place as rapidly as possible. Although the time allowed in the

experiments quoted was as much as 8 minutes, it should be

remembered that there was no movement of the gases through the

carbon such as would be the case in a producer, and it is a fair

inference that, other things being equal, the percentage of carbon

monoxide obtained in a gas-producer would be higher if the fuel

were of a porous nature than it would be if the fuel were dense

and exposed little surface to the gas. From this point of view,

wood charcoal would be almost an ideal fuel for use in a gas-

producer.

The influence of the size of the fuel is shown by experiments

similar to the above, but the carbon in its various forms was used

in larger pieces (described as of the size of a hazel-nut, noisette).

The following results were obtained, the tubes being heated for

8 miuutes at 800° C. (1472" F.) :—

Table V.

—

Effect of Size of Fuel on Formation of Cabbon Monoxide.
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should proceed more rapidly with the smaller pieces. A larger

surface of hot carbon is exposed to the action of the gases pass-

ing through the producer, and the interstices between the separate

pieces of fuel are smaller, so that the gas is brought into more

intimate contact with the hot carbon. It is clearly of importance

both for the conversion of carbon dioxide to monoxide and for the

decomposition of the steam, that the fuel should be used in as

small pieces as possible. In practice the limit of size is determined

by the consideration that the smaller the fuel the greater is the

back pressure against the blast ; and, further, there is always a

certain loss of fuel due to unburnt carbon which is mixed with the

ash, and if the producer be one in which some form of grate is

used to support the fire and to distribute the air evenly through

it, the loss of fuel with the ash is greater with the smaller fuel.

When the fire is supported by a solid hearth or table the loss of

fuel due to an open grate is avoided. A small fuel generally

contains a good deal of the dust or powder formed in crushing

it, and when such fuel is used the quantity of dust carried

away by the current of gas may add to the difficulty of

cleaning it sufficiently when it is to be used in engines or small

burners.

Another factor which can be controlled, and which affects the

results obtained, is the sectional area of the producer fire in

relation to the rate at which gas is being made, or, in other words,

the velocity of the blast through the fire. To illustrate the

importance of this, we again quote some experimental results

obtained by Boudouard. A porcelain tube, 30 mm, (Ij^g ins.) in

diameter and 270 mm. (lOi ins.) long, was packed with pieces of

coke about 5 mm. (i in.) in diameter, and the tube and its con-

,

tents were placed in a furnace the temperature of which was kept

at 800° C. (1472° F.). A current of air was passed through the

heated column of coke at different rates, and in each case the

proportions of carbon monoxide and dioxide in the gas issuing

from the tube were determined by analysis. The following are

the results obtained :

—
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Tablk VI.

—

Effect op VF.rxjoiTT op Air-ccbbentb thbough Heated Cabbon.

No. of
ezpertment,

Velocity of air.

Liters per minute.
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fuel at a relatively high temperature, therefore the velocity of

the blast through the fire cannot be reduced below a certain

limit in any given case. On the other hand, if the velocity of

the blast be too high in order to keep up the temperature

practical difficulties may arise from the formation of hard clinkers

adhering to the firebrick lining of the producer. The designer

of a gas-producer has therefore to provide for as high a velocity

of blast as can safely be allowed without incurring these dis-

advantages. The depth of fuel must be sufficient to ensure the

completion of the reactions with the given velocity of the blast,

also to cover variation in the depth of incandescent fuel whilst

working. In many producers, as the fuel is gradually consumed

the depth of fire decreases until fresh fuel is added and has

become incandescent. Also in many producers the clinkers and

ashes accumulate on the grate or hearth and are removed at

intervals ; in the meantime the effective depth of the fuel bed is

reduced, and this must be allowed for. Practical design must in

addition provide a reasonable margin for accidental variations in

the depth of fuel, such as may occur through lack of attention

in careless hands. Several devices have been patented which

have for their object the prevention of clinkers, and a few are

met with in actual practice, but all will be ineffective unless the

dimensions of the producer in relation to its output, and the

proportion of steam to air, are such that the temperature attained

is not excessive.

We now have to consider the influence of the temperature on
the reactions. This is of importance in two ways : the tempera-

ture of the reacting substances may affect the velocity with which
the change takes place ; and it may also affect the final result of

the reaction either as to the nature of the substances formed, or as

to the quantities in which the reacting substances and the

products formed from them are present together when no further

change takes place. Like most chemical changes, those with
which we are concerned take place most quickly at high tempe-
ratures, the velocity of the change increasing very rapidly with a
rise of temperature. As a rough general rule, it may be taken
that the velocity doubles itself with each 10° C. (18° P.) rise

in temperature.^ We may again quote some of Boudouard's
' Industrial Gases, H. 0. Greenwood, p. 17.
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experimental results to illustrate this in the case of the conver-

sion of carbon dioxide to carbon monoxide by interaction with

carbon. As before, the experiments consisted in heating a known

volume of carbon dioxid& with carbon in a porcelain tube at a

definite temperature, but in this case two separate sets of experi-

ments were made, one at 650° C. (1202° F.), the other at 800° C.

(1472° F.). In each set of experiments tubes were heated for

different lengths of time and the proportions of carbon dioxide

and carbon monoxide were then determined, so that the progress

of the change could be observed. Using carbon in the form of

wood charcoal, the following results were obtained :

—

Table VII

—

Intluence of Tempekatcke on the Conversion or CO, to CO
(Boudouard).

Time.
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In their experiments carbon dioxide, or a mixture of carbon

dioxide and nitrogen, was circulated continuously in a closed

system through a porcelain tube containing pure wood charcoal

heated to a definite temperature in an electric resistance furnace.

The extent of change in the gas was determined by measuring

the increase of pressure due to the formation of two volumes of

100
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Tabu-; VIII.

—

Infldenck of Tempebatuhe on the Conveesion of CO, to CO
{Rhead and Wheeler).

Temperature.
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only a few minutes' heating the change may be nearly complete

with wood charcoal, while it is only beginning to show itself with

coke. A comparison of the curves shown in Fig. 5 for wood

charcoal at 650° C. (1202° F.) and at 800° C. (1472° F.) will

suggest that with coke at a still higher temperature than 800° C.

the initial part of the curve would be much steeper, so that the

change would be well advanced during the first few minutes.

We may Suppose, therefore, that with any given fuel the

90

60

70

Seo-

^so.
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final result of the interaction of carbon and carbon dioxide is

the production of a gaseous mixture containing 61-5 volumes of

carbon dioxide and 38"5 volumes of carbon monoxide ; while at

800° C. (1472° P.) the composition of the mixed gases in contact

with carbon when no further change takes place is 7 volumes

of carbon dioxide with 93 volumes of carbon monoxide. Experi-

ments made at 925° C. (1687° F.) showed that at that temperature

a mixture containing only 4 volumes of carbon dioxide with 96

volumes of carbon monoxide can be obtained. What is of par-

ticular importance here is that at any given temperature, however

long a time is allowed for the reaction to take place, the change

of carbon dioxide to carbon monoxide will be incomplete, and the

proportion of carbon dioxide left unchanged cannot be less than

has just been stated for those three particular temperatures. It

will also be apparent from these figures that the higher the

temperature the smaller is the proportion of carbon dioxide

which is left unchanged in the presence of carbon and carbon

monoxide.

The reaction between carbon and carbon dioxide is what is

called a " reversible reaction "
; that is to say, the change may

take place in either direction according to the conditions. For

example, if a mixture of equal volumes of carbon dioxide and

carbon monoxide were heated with carbon at 650° C. (1202° F.)

in a closed tube, Boudouard's experiments show that change

would take place according to the equation

—

2C0 = CO2 + C (a)

Heat would be liberated, and the mixture of gases in the tube

would consist finally of 61-5 per cent, (by volume) of CO2, and

38-5 per cent, of carbon monoxide. Supposing, however, that the

same mixture of equal volumes of carbon dioxide and monoxide

had been heated with carbon at 800° C. (1472° F.), the change

would have taken place in the reverse sense, according to the

equation

—

^ CO2 + C = 2C0 (6)

Heat would be absorbed, and the mixture of gases would finally

have the composition—carbon dioxide 7 per cent., and carbon

monoxide 98 per cent, (by volume). The change is therefore

reversible, the direction of change depending on the conditions

;
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it is usually considered that. the change takes place in both

directions simultaneously but that at different temperatures the

velocities of the direct and inverse changes are different, so that

at low temperatures the reaction (a) takes place more rapidly

than the reaction (b) ; while at higher temperatures (b) takes

place more rapidly than (a), the result being an apparent reversal

of the direction of the reaction as the temperature is increased.

It is easy to see from this why at any given temperature there is

a definite limit to the proportion of carbon dioxide which can be

converted to carbon monoxide. Taking, for example, the tempe-

rature of 800° C. (1472° F.), if we commence with a tube containing

carbon dioxide and carbon these substances will interact and form

carbon monoxide. As soon as this is formed the reverse change

will commence, and the quantity of carbon monoxide changed back

to the dioxide per second will be greater as the amount of carbon

monoxide present increases. Similarly, the quantity of carbon

dioxide changed to carbon monoxide per second will be less as

the amount of carbon dioxide present decreases ; so that eventu-

ally a state will be reached in which carbon dioxide is being

converted to carbon monoxide at the same rate as that at which

the reverse change is taking place. There is then no further

alteration in the composition of the gas, although the two changes

are still going on.

The substances concerned— carbon, carbon monoxide, and

carbon dioxide—are then said to be in equilibrium. At the

temperature of 800° C. (1472° P.) the reaction—

CO2 -^ C = 2C0

takes place much more rapidly than the reverse change ; in other

words, the proportion of the molecules of CO2 which are changed
per second to CO is greater than the proportion of molecules of

CO which are changed per second to COg- The condition of

equilibrium is established when equal numbers of molecules are

undergoing change in the two ways, and the number of CO2
molecules present will then be less than the number of CO
molecules, the relative amounts of the two gases depending upon
the relative velocities of the direct and inverse reactions at this

temperature. Since at any temperature the reactions proceed
with a definite velocity depending on the temperature, it follows
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that at any temperature there are definite proportions in which
the two gases can exist together in the presence of carbon without

undergoing further change. The quantity of soUd carbon which

is present does not affect the final composition of the gaseous

mixture ; theoretically it is only necessary that there should be

sufficient carbon for the conversion of carbon dioxide to mon-
oxide, although in practice it is necessary to have a large excess

of fuel in order that a considerable surface may be exposed to

the action of the hot gases, so that the changes may be completed

within a reasonable time.

Other external conditions besides temperature may affect the

proportions in which the substances involved in a reversible

chemical change can remain in equilibrium with one another;

but so far as the reactions which take place in a gas-producer are

concerned the only other factor of which it is necessary to speak

is the pressure.

The nature of the effect of a change in the external conditions

(i.e. temperature or pressure) on the final result of a reversible

reaction can be deduced from the following general law :
" When

any system is in chemical equilibrium, a change in one of the

factors which determine the equilibrium produces a change in

the system, the effect of which is opposite to that of the former

change." (Le Chatelier.) Thus, in the case before us the con-

version of carbon dioxide to carbon monoxide is accompanied by

an absorption of heat. If, then, we have these substances in

equilibrium with one another in the presence of carbon at 800° C.

(1472° F.), and the temperature be increased, the change which

takes place will be one which tends to lower the temperature, i.e.

more carbon dioxide will be converted to carbon monoxide, this

change absorbing heat and so opposing the alteration in tempera-

ture. Therefore, the higher the temperature the greater is the

proportion of carbon monoxide which can be formed by the action

of carbon dioxide upon an excess of carbon.

The effect of a change in pressure can be similarly deduced.

Supposing the substances are in equilibrium at a certain tempe-

rature and at atmospheric pressure, and that the pressure is

increased, then a chp,nge in the composition of the gases will

take place tending to reduce the pressure. But the conversion

of carbon dioxide to carbon monoxide leads to an increase of
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volume, each volume of carbon dioxide yielding two volumes of

the monoxide. Consequently an increase of pressure will disturb

the equilibrium, and lead to the formation of a mixture of gases

containing more carbon dioxide and less carbon monoxide. The

amount of this effect is small.

From the results of the experiments carried out by Boudouard

at different temperatures it is possible to calculate the propor-

tions of carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide which can be

obtained at any temperature as the final result of the interaction

of carbon dioxide and carbon. If the mixture of carbon dioxide

and carbon monoxide is always at atmospheric pressure the

following are the results calculated from the formula given by

Boudouard ^ :

—

Table IX.

—

Pbopoetions of CO^ and CO in Equilibrium with Carbon at

DIFFERENT TeMPEEATUBES, AND AT ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE (Bovdouard)

.

Temperature.
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The highest temperature used in these experiments was
925" C. (1697° F.), and the results are based on a small number
of experimerrts. Later and more accurate experiments made by
Messrs. Ehead and Wheeler ' gave the following results :

—

Table X.—Propobtioms of COj and CO in Equilibbium with Cabbon at
BIPFBRKNT TbMPBEATUBES AND AT ATMOSPHERIC PSESSUBE (Rhcod and
Wheeler).

Temperature.
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about 1000° C, there is practically no further gain to be derived

from increased temperature, so far as the equilibrium is con-

cerned ; for at this temperature the reaction does not cease until

practically the whole of the carbon dioxide has been converted to

carbon monoxide.

In actual practice the gases are largely diluted with nitrogen,

so that it is of greater practical interest to consider the final

100 5=-"'^~^
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monoxide, which is mixed with four volumes of nitrogen. The
mixture being at atmospheric pressure, the pressure of the
carbon monoxide is one-third of the whole, ('.e. one-third of an
atmosphere. This change in the pressure of the reacting gases
as the proportion of dioxide and monoxide alters must be taken
into account in calculating the proportions which will represent
the final equilibrium at any temperature, and we have calculated

in this way (from Boudouard's equation) what would be the final

composition of the gases formed from air and carbon at different

temperatures when the products of the reaction remain at

atmospheric pressure. ^

These results are given in the following table :

—

Tablk XI.

—

Composition of Gas formed by the Action op Aib on Cabbon
AT Various Tbmpkratubes.

Temperature.
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make it clear that a high temperature is necessary, not only that

the formation of carbon monoxide may take place quickly enough,

but also in order that it may be possible at all to change the

greater part of the carbon dioxide info the monoxide. For reasons

already explained we do not rely on Boudouard's results to show

what temperature should actually be employed, but, judging from

our general experience, we agree with the conclusion of Messrs.

Ehead and Wheeler, quoted on page 47, that the temperature

should be over 1100° C. (2012° P.)- ^^ seems that at this tem-

perature the proportion of carbon dioxide which necessarily

remains unchanged is quite small, and the velocity of the change

is sufficient to enable it to proceed nearly to its limit in the short

Pig. 8.—Composition of gas formed by the action of air on carbon
at various temperatures.

time occupied by the passage of the gases through the fuel in

the producer.

The foregoing considerations, depending oh the fact that the

reaction between carbon and carbon dioxide is a reversible one,

make it clear that in practice there must aFways be some
proportion of carbon dioxide in producer gas. Not only is it

impossible to reduce the proportion of carbon dioxide below a

definite percentage depending on the temperature, but it is

also possible for the carbon monoxide to be partially changed
back to carbon dioxide and carbon after the gases have left the

bed of fuel, in consequence of the reaction

—

2C0 = CO2 + C.

According to Boudouard, this decomposition must be held to
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explain, to some extent at least, the deposits of soot in tl

connecting pipes and coolers of a gas-producer plant.

There is, of course, no difficulty in attaining a very hig

temperature in a generator for the production of air-gas ; it is,

:

fact, customary to add a small proportion of steam to the blast

:

order to keep down its temperature, in view of the praotic

difficulties which have to be considered. We are, however, ab

to refer to an instance in which this expedient was careful

avoided, since it was essential that the gas should contain as litt

hydrogen as possible. The composition of the gas is given

column 2 of Table I. (p. 21), and it is interesting to note th

although the temperature must have been considerably ov

1000" C. (1832° F.), so that theoretically the gas formed in tl

producer could have contained very little carbon dioxide, ai

probably did actually contain only a fraction of one per cent., y

the cooled and scrubbed gas contained as much as 1*4 per cent,

carbon dioxide, which may have been formed by the reaction—

2C0 = CO2 -I- C,

occurring during the cooling of the producer gas.

We now come to the consideration of the reactions in wbii

steam takes part. These are three in number, viz.

—

C -f 2H2O = CO2 -t- 2H2 . . . . (1)

C + H2O = CO -I- H2 (2)

and CO + H2O = CO2 + Ha (3)

The last of these is a reversible reaction (see p. 14, Chapter I

and should accordingly be written

—

CO-l-H20<^C02 + H2.

The course of the reaction between the steam and carbon depen

chiefly upon the temperature. It is found that at low temper

tures, e.,/. 600° C. (1112° F.), the products are principally carb(

dioxide and hydrogen, i.e. the reaction is

—

C + 2H2O = CO2 + 2H2,

although there is, of course, more than sufficient carbon prese

for the decomposition of the whole of the steam according to t

equation (2).

At higher temperatures less carbon dioxide is formed a
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more carbon monoxide; and at 1000° C. (1832^ F.) the reaction

is very nearly that represented by the equation

—

C + H2O = CO + B.2.

It will be noticed that the reaction (2) may be regarded as

the result of the reactions (1) and (3) occurring together. Thus,

if the first product of the action of steam and carbon is a mixture

of one volume of carbon dioxide with two volumes 8f hydrogen,

^hen the carbon dioxide and hydrogen may, under suitable con-

ditions, interact to form carbon monoxide and steam

—

CO2 + H2 = CO + H2O

and if all the carbon dioxide were converted in this way to

carbon monoxide half of the hydrogen would be converted back

to steam, and the final result would be the production of one

volume of carbon monoxide mixed with one volume of hydrogen,

as represented in equation (2).

It is not necessary for our present purpose to know whether

this double change actually occurs when carbon monoxide and

hydrogen are formed from carbon and steam. Whether this be

so, or whether the action takes place directly in accordance with

the equation (2), the final products will not be carbon monoxide

and hydrogen unless the conditions are such as will prevent

the formation of carbon dioxide from the interaction of carbon

monoxide with steam.

It is therefore important to consider the reversible reaction

—

CO + HsO^jCO^ + Ha

from this point of view. The effect of the conditions of tempera-

ture and pressure on this reaction may be deduced by exactly

the same method as was adopted in considering the reactioB

CO2 + C$ 2C0 (see p. 51). In this case the change of carbon

dioxide and hydrogen to carbon monoxide and steam is attended

with absorj)tifln oi heat; therefore a rise of temperature will

Sncrease fhe proportion of carbon monoxide and steam, and

decrease the proportions of carbon dioxide and hydrogen in the

mixture of gases which are in equilibrium.^ We may therefore

' It may be noted, in passing, that this reaction does not involve any change of

volume, and therefore change of pressure has no effect at all on the composition

of the mixture of gases in equilibrium with one another at any temperature.
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say that at high temperatures carbon dioxide and hydrogen will

react to form carbon monoxide and steam, while at lower

temperatures the reverse will occur. This is a point of great

importance in the production of water-gas. This gas is largely

manufactured in Gas Works and, ,after being carburetted, it is

mixed with the retort gas, and the mixture is distributed for

illuminating purposes. The presence of carbon dioxide would be

very objectionable, as the illuminating power of the gas would
be seriously reduced by it, and it is generally held that the water-

gas as it leaves the producers should not contain more than 4 per
cent, of carbon dioxide.

In practice it is found that during the steam-blow of a

water-gas producer, if the temperature is 1200° C. (2192° F.)

or over, there is practically no carbon dioxide produced ; at

1100° C. (2012° F. ) carbon dioxide is formed in appreciable

quantities; and at 900° C. (1652° F.) the amount of carbon

dioxide is more than can be considered satisfactory. Also at the

lower temperatures part of the steam remains unchanged.

The actual composition of the gas formed by the action of

steam on carbon at different temperatures, and the proportion of

the steam which is decomposed, have been determined by Bunte *

and Harris as follows :

—

Tablb XII.

—

Action of Steam on Caebon at Various Tempebatuees.

Temperature.
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hold true, but here it is permissible to have considerably more
than 4 per cent, of carbon dioxide. When it is desired to obtain

a gas of high calorific power it is best that the interaction

of steam and carbon should give hydrogen and carbon monoxide,

not carbon dioxide ; and not only is the percentage of carbon

dioxide in the gas reduced by this means, but less steam is used,

which in practice means ecgnomy in working.

To ensure this condition the temperature should be high, say

1100° C. (2012° F.) ; this high temperature will also allow any

carbon dioxide—formed either from air or pure steam—to react

according to the equation

—

CO2 + C = 2C0

up to the limit corresponding to the temperature, and it will

prevent the reaction

—

CO + H2O = CO2 + H2

taking place to a serious extent.

In considering the effect of temperature on the reactions we
have spoken of temperatures of 1100° C. (2012° F.) and over, and

it may be well, therefore, to refer briefly to the question of dis-

sociati»n, to show that we are justified in the tacit assumption

that its efi'ects may be neglected.

It is universally recognised that at high temperatures both

carbon dioxide and steam are partially decomposed into simpler

substances, but authorities differ as to the temperature at .which

this effect first becomes appreciable. Mallard and Le Chatelier

state that the dissociation of carbon dioxide does not occur

below 1800° C. (3272° F.), and only amounts to 5 per cent, of

the whole at 2000° C. (3632° F.).; while steam is not decomposed

by heat below 2500° C. (4582° F.),, and the amount of steam

decomposed is very slight at 3300° C. (5972° F.). On the other

hand, some writers on gas-engines, relying on the early experi-

ments on dissociation by Deville, consider that dissociation takes

place between 1000° C. (1832° F.) and 1200° C. (2192° F.). The

question is an important one for the theory of the gas-engine,

for temperatures as high as 1850° C. (3362° F.) are not un-

common as the result of the explosion in the gas-engine cylinder

;

but even supposing that dissociation occurs at the lower tempera-

tures mentioned (1000° C. to 1200° C), it can have very little
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effect upon the actions in a gas-producer, for the dissociation

would be only just commencing at the highest temperatures we
have considered and its extent would be very slight.

In Chapter I. we have considered the reactions from the

point of view of heat efficiency, and it may be well to indicate

the bearing upon this of the considerations discussed in the

present chapter. It will be remembered that in order to secure

the highest possible heat efficiency it is necessary to recover as

much as possible of the sensible heat of the gas, and of the heat

which would otherwise be lost by radiation from the producer

itself, and to utilise the heat so recovered by means of the

endothermic reactions in the producer. Now, whether the

working temperature of the producer be high or low the waste

heat can be at least partially recovered by using it to raise steam

for the producer and to heat the air with which the latter is

supplied ; but the steam obtained cannot be completely decom-

posed in the producer at a low temperature (see p. 59) ; and,

further, if the temperature be low, the endothermic reaction

between carbon dioxide and carbon can only occur to a limited

extent (see p. 56). The formation of carbon dioxide instead of

carbon monoxide does not of itself imply inefficient working,

for the extra heat liberated owing to the complete combustion
• of carbon instead of its partial combustion to carbon monoxide

could theoretically be utilised in the decomposition of steam.

At a low temperature, however, we have seen that the bulk of

the steam will pass unchanged through the producer, and the

waste heat used in raising this steam is therefore not really

" recovered," so that the producer cannot have a very high

efficiency. In the Mond plant a low working temperature is

employed for the sake of obtaining ammonia from the nitrogen

in the fuel, and it is well known that only one-fifth of the steam

used is decomposed. In spite of this, however, the efficiency

of the plant is stated to be as high as 80 per cent. ; but in order

to secure this it is necessary to use a large excess of steam, so

that the small proportion of it which is decomposed is sufficient

to absorb the heat evolved in the formation of carbon dioxide and

carl)on monoxide from air and carbon. A large and expensive

plant is therefore necessary to condense the undecomposed steam

which accompanies the. gas, and to use, as far as is practically
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possible, the heat which it represents, by heating the air and

evaporating the water for use in the producer.

For an ordinary small producer plant such expedients are out

of the question, and even if they were adopted the heat efficiency

could hardly exceed 80 per cent., whereas by working at a higher

temperature a simple apparatus of the type described in Chapter

VII. (Fig. 46) may have an efficiency as high as 90 per cent.

In some cases it is necessary for the successful application

of producer gas that the gas should be of high calorific power,

and this consideration may then be more important than that

of heat efficiency and economy of fuel. It will have been

gathered from Chapter I. that semi-water-gas will have its

highest calorific power if the reactions take place strictly in

accordance with the equations

—

C 4- = CO,

(or C -I- O2 = CO2, followed by CO2 + C = 2C0),

and C -f H2O = CO + Ho,

the quantity of steam decomposed being just sufficient to utilise

all the heat liberated by the conversion of carbon to carbon

monoxide. In order to approximate to this ideal process it would

be necessary that nearly all the sensible heat of the gas and the

radiated heat of the producer should be recovered and returned

to the producer, and also that the conditions should be such as

would enable the reactions to take place in the manner indicated.

We have shown in this chapter what these conditions are ; for

all purposes the conditions dealt with on p. 43 should be

observed ; and when a rich gas is desired it is specially necessary

that the working temperature should be high.



CHAPTEK IV

FURNACE WORK

In the previous chapters we have considered the question of

producer gas from a theoretical point of view, and in the present

and following chapters we propose to deal more especially with

its practical applications. To treat the subject in chronological

order we will first take furnace and other heating work, as

producer gas was first used for this purpose. We will afterwards

consider the use of producer gas for driving gas-engines, as this

is a more modern development.

In considering the use of producer gas for heating work the

subject naturally divides itself broadly into two kinds or classes

of work, and each should be treated separately. In the first place,

there is the heating of furnaces, steam-boilers, drying floors, large

evaporating pans, and other apparatus for which it is necessary or

desirable to have large flames and to burn the gas in considerable

quantities. In such cases it is simplest and best to take hot crude

gas direct from the producer to the furnace, without passing it

through scrubbers or a gasholder. For such operations it would

in fact be a disadvantage to cool and clean the gas, as the

condensable hydrocarbon vapours which always accompany gas

made from bituminous coal in ordinary producers i\ould then be

removed. This would not only be wasteful, but the flame tem-

perature in the combustion chamber would be reduced. It is also

desirable to take the gas hot from the producer in order that its

sensible heat may be used and greater economy effected.

On the other hand, if the gas is to be used in burners or

in small jets, and especially if the size of the flames is to

be controlled by small cocks so that the heat given off may be

constant or varied at will, it is essential that the gas should be

clean, in order that it may not cause tarry or other troublesome
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deposits ; it is also important that the pressure of the gas at the

burners should be steady. This branch of the subject will be

dealt with fully in Chapter V.

We have thought it best to emphasise the different conditions

under which gas is used for the two kinds or classes of work

referred to, and with these broad distinctions in view we will now
consider the production of gas for furnaces and similar work.

We will also say so much about the application of the gas to its

particular work as may be necessary to give a connected idea of

the combination of producer and furnace. It would be beyond

the scope of this book to describe the many varieties of furnace

used for different purposes, and for the same reason we do not

attempt to describe the various types of gas-engines. We desire

rather to confine ourselves to the theories and principles involved,

and to give examples of their practical application, in order to

make them understood and appreciated.

In ordinary fires the intention is to burn the solid fuel

completely in situ, and if any combustible gas passes away

unburnt it indicates a defect in the system. On the other hand,

the function of a gas-producer is to convert the solid fuel into a

combustible gas, which can be used near the producer or conveyed

far or near to wherever it may be most convenient or desirable

to burn it. It is largely a question of convenience, and it must
not be supposed that it is in any way possible to add to the heat

energy of the fuel from which the gas is derived. We know,

from what has been said in Chapter I., that the constituents of

the coal or other fuel used can only yield a certain definite

amount of heat, which we express in heat units. We cannot add

to this amount ; we can only endeavour to use the heat to the

best advantage. In some cases it is more convenient and more
economical to burn the solid fuel in a furnace, and to let the heat

obtained pass direct to whatever has to be heated. In other

cases it is more convenient and more economical to convert the

fuel into producer gas, and afterwards to burn this gas for the

purpose of developing heat where it may be required. Necessarily,

less heat will be liberated by the combustion of the producer gas

than can be obtained by the complete combustion of the solid

fuel in a furnace, since, for reasons already explained (Chapter I.),

it is not possible in practice to carry out the process of gas-
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production with its theoretical efficiency of 100 per cent. In

ordinary producers, such as are used for furnace work, the heat

efificiency seldom exceeds 80 per cent., and is usually less. How,
then, we may ask, can it be economical to convert the fuel into

gas, if 20 per cent, of its heat energy is lost in the process of

making the gas ? The answer is not a simple one and involves

several explanations, but in the end it will be seen to be

satisfactory.

In the first place we know, as a matter of common experience,

that when we put coal on a fire there is at once a certain amount
of smoke given off, which escapes unburnt and is therefore lost

80 far as its heating properties are concerned. This smoke consists

chiefly of hydrocarbon vapours which are disengaged as soon as

the coal is heated ; they leave the upper part of the fire at a lower

temperature than is necessary for them to burn. The amount of

smoke varies with the nature of the coal or other fuel used ; it also

depends on the condition of the fire when the raw coal is added,

on the chimney draught, and on other minor considerations. A
further considerable loss is due to the heated currents of gas, air,

smoke, etc., which are carried up the chimney, commonly known
as the convection currents. Theoretically a kilo of average coal

requires about 9 cm., or one pound of coal requires about 150 c. ft.

of air for its combustion, but in practice double or treble this

quantity of air is often required. The reason is not far to seek : if

the fire is not shallow, and if the air-di'anght is not sufficiently

rapid, carbon monoxide will be formed, and there will not Le com-

plete combustion of the fuel in the furnace. On the other hand, if

there is a shallow fire, and a sufficiently strong draught to ensure

complete combustion, there must be a large excess of air drawn in ;

and as all the nitrogen of the air as well as the oxygen which does

not combine with the fuel is heated at the expense of the fuel, it

follows that the heat they carry away, as well as that of the pro-

ducts of combustion, is lost. Obviously these heat losses can be

reduced if the hot gases and products of combustion can be made

to give up some of their heat to the apparatus to be heated, as

in the case of a steam-boiler where the heated currents are made

to pass through tubes and flues which impart heat to the water in

the boiler. But with many furnaces there must not only be a

strong draught of air to burn the solid fuel quickly—to get the
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heat required—but the products of combustion and the accom-

panying air-currents, when they leave the furnace, pass away
up the chimney at a high temperature, and the loss of heat

entailed owing to the large excess of air is great. Good steam-

boilers have a heat efficiency of 70 to 80 per cent., but in some

high temperature furnaces fired with solid fuel it is' estimated

that only 5 to 10 per cent, of the heat value of the fuel is

actually used.^

There are other losses of heat than those above referred to,

principally that of radiation, but for the moment we will suppose

that for heating a given furnace or other apparatus the loss from

radiation, etc., may be the same with gas as with a solid fire.

Let us then consider whether the principal losses we have

mentioned would be the same if gas were substituted for solid

fuel. In the first place, with gas there need not be any smoke

and with reasonable care there should be no unburnt gas to

escape up the chimney, it being much more easy to ensure

complete combustion with gas than with solid fuel. The gas is

not like a solid body, and it is comparatively easy for each mole-

cule of oxygen to come in contact with the molecule of gas with

which it is to combine. Usually producer gas requires theoreti-

cally about an equal volume of air for its combustion, and in

practice little more than this is actually needed. The bearing of

this is important and should be appreciated. Theoretically, the

coal burnt in a furnace requires a definite amount of air for its

complete combustion, and precisely the same total amount of air

will be required if the coal is first partially burnt in the producer,

and the gas is afterwards burnt to carbon dioxide. But in the

latter case practice requires a little more air than theory suggests
;

whereas in the case of direct firing practice requires the theoT

retical quantity of air to be doubled or even trebled. If, for

example, we assume that a kilo of average coal requires theo-

retically 9 cm. of air for its combustion we may assume that in

practice it will not be necessary to draw into the gas-producer

and into the gas furnace a total of more than 10 cm. of air per

kilo of coal consumed ; but for the fire of a furnace or boiler it

will be necessary to draw in say 20 to 30 cm. of air per kilo of

coal burnt. In the latter case, therefore, the quantity of the flue

' " Enoyc. Brit.," 10th edition, vol. xxviii. p. 600,
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gases is much greater, and as these gases leave at a high

temperature the heat which they carry away with them repre-

sents a serious loss.

In the case of a furnace in which the products of combustion
leave at a temperature of 800° C. the loss of heat due to this

cause will be greater for direct firing than for gas firing by the

amount of heat carried away by the extra 20 cm. of air which are

used per kilo of coal, i.e. by about 4900 calories. In other

words, when the flue gases leave at this high temperature over

60 per cent, more fuel is required for direct firing than for gas

firing, merely to heat the excess of air which is unavoidable in

that case. Even where the conditions are mopt favourable for

direct firing, as in the case of a steam-boiler, this loss is not

inconsiderable. If the flue gases are cooled to say 200° C, or say

185° above the atmospheric temperature, the heat carried away
by 20 cm. pf air will be about 1140 calories, or about one-

seventh of the total heat of combustion of the fuel.

We have yet to consider another very important saving when
gas is used for furnace work ; we. refer to the fact that when the

heated products of combustion leave the furnace proper they can

with ease be made to give up the bulk of their heat to the ingoing

air required for the combustion of the gas. In this way the air

is heated by what would otherwise be waste heat, and this not

only reduces the heat losses considerably, but as the air for com-

bustion is highly heated before it meets the gas a much higher

temperature can be developed in the furnace. This cannot be

done effectually with an ordinary fire, as it would involve a much
stronger draught and this increase of draught would increase the

excess of air drawn in, with its attendant loss of heat.

For furnace work, if we allow for the absence of smoke, the

more complete combustion of fuel in the gaseous form with a

much smaller quantity of air than is necessary for solid fuel, and

finally, the heating of the air for combustion by the waste heat

of the furnace, we shall probably not be wrong in saying that in

most cases the heat losses by direct firing may be four or five

times as great as by gas firing. On the other hand, we have to

allow for a loss of about 20 per cent, of the total heat of the

fuel in the process of conversion in the producer ; but the net

result will show a considerable saving in favour of heating by gas.
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Apart from these numerous advantages, there are several

other practical considerations which have added greatly to the

usefulness of gas for furnace work. For instance, it is a distinct

gain in many metallurgical and other operations to maintain a

uniform temperature in the furnace, and to be able to raise or

lower it as occasion may require. This can be easily accomplished

with gas by regulating the gas admission valves, but it is much
more difficult and is generally imperfectly done in direct firing

with solid fuel. We have also seen that the latter requires a

large excess of air, and when the free oxygen of this air comes

in contact with metals or other substances having an affinity for

it they are more or less oxidised. If producer gas is used there

need be no free oxygen, and consequently there need be no

oxidation. The gas may even be used to deoxidise the surface of

the metal, etc., in the furnace, by the simple expedient of

reducing the supply of air to the gas. In this way there is

not enough free oxygen, to complete the combustion of the gas,

and so much of it as is not oxidised seeks oxygen from the

oxidised surface of the metal, etc., with which it may come in

contact. This is what is known as a " reducing " action. By
way of illustration, let us suppose that a plate or bar of iron (free

from oxide) is put into a furnace sufficiently heated by an

oxidising flame ; the surface of the iron will be more or less

converted into magnetic iron oxide (FesOi). But if the iron were

coated with rust, or with a scale of iron oxide, and if it were

put into a furnace heated by a reducing flame, the gas would

attack the iron oxide and take to itself all or part of the oxygen

contained in the latter. A further advantage of gas is that it

can be conveyed in pipes or flues from one or more producers to

one or any number of furnaces wherever they may be situated.

For some operations it is also desirable to heat one part of a

furnace more than another; in others the heat should be

uniform throughout, and all this can be effected more easily and

more thoroughly with gas.

The first internally fired gas-producer was introduced by

Bischof,^ of Magdesprung in the Harz, in 1839, and a sectional

view of it is given in Fig. 9. The theory of its action is similar

to that of Fig. 1 (p. 4), the air being drawn in by a chimney
' Orookes and Eohrig, " Practical Treatise on Metallurgy," vol. iii. p. 495.
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draught through the openings AA, and through the firebars B,
the fuel being introduced at C, and the gas escaping at the out-
let D

. Since then there have been numerous modifications and
new departures in this country and in others, but many of them
have a mere historical interest, and we propose to select only
such as may help our readers to appreciate the developments
and improvements which have occurred. Those who wish to

trace the growth of the subject historically cannot do better than
consult the paper of Mr. F. J, Rowan on " Gas Producers," in

Fig. 9.—Bisohof gas-produoer.

vol. Ixxxiv. of the Procenlbuis Inst. C.E. (1885), and the useful

book of M. Jules Deschamps on " Les Gazogenes " (1902).

Bisohof invented his producer at a/time when a good deal of

attention was being given to the use of waste gases from coal-

fired furnaces ; and at that time the latter were more in favour

among metallurgists because gas firing involved the use of a

separate apparatus to produce the gas. Experiments with

varying success were carried out, chiefly in Austria and France,

but it was not until after F. Siemens (1857) had invented his

combined gas-producer and regenerative furnace that the subject

really made headway. The invention was introduced in this
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country by his brother, the late Sir William Siemens, and

in 1861 he patented the arrangement shown in Fig. 10. This

he described as follows : ' " The regenerative gas furnace consists

of two essential parts. The gas-producer in which the coal or

other fuel used is converted into a combustible gas, and the

furnace, with its ' regenerators,' or chambers for storing the

Fig. 10.—Siemens gas-produoer.

"waste heat of the flame, and giving it up to the incoming air and

gas." .The air was„drawn into the producer between the firebars

A, while a certain amount of water in the trough B was vapourised

hf the heat of the fire above, and this water-vapour mixed with

the air and was drawn with it into the fire. The theory of the

action of this producer is similar to that of Fig. 2 (p. 8), and

> Orookes and Eohrig, vol. iii. p. 582, See also Percy's " Metallurgy (Fuel),"

p. 524.
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the following is given as the composition of the gas at the Glass
Works of St. Gobain, France, the fuel used being a mixture of

caking and non-caking coals :

—

Carbonic oxide 23-7 per cent, by volume.
Hydrogen 8-0

Methane . . .... 2'2

Carbonic acid 4-1

Oxygen 0-4

Nitrogen 61-5

Total . . 99-9

A novel and ingenious method was adopted for obtaining the

necessary in-draught of air and for causing the gas produced to

flow to the furnace. From the producer there was a vertical

uptake C, usually built of brickwork, and froih the top of this

there was a long horizontal iron tube D, of large diameter, in the

direction of the furnace ; at the furnace end of the tube there was

another vertical tube E, leading to the gas flue F of the furnace.

The hot gas rose from the producer, and as it passed through the

above-mentioned tubes its temperature fell considerably; con-

sequently its density was greater at the furnace end, and this

caused a suction and an in-draught of air at the producer end.

In some cases the vertical tooling tube ne# the furnace was made
longer than the uptake from the producer, so as to form a syphon

with long and short legs. In connection with his gas-producer

Siemens used various furnaces of special construction, and a

typical illustration is given in Fig. 11. It will be seeai that

under the bed of the furnace A there were four large chambers,

B, C, D, E, packed loosely with firebricks. When the furnace

was working, the hot products of combustion were made to pass

downwards through two of these chambers, say D and E, while

the air and gas passed upwards through B and C ; after a certain

lapse of time, usually from 20 to 30 minutes, the direction of

the currents was reversed by means of suitable valves, so that

the products of combustion passed through B and C, and the

gas and air through D and E. With Regular reversals of the

currents, it will be readily understood that the loose or chequered

firebricks were highly heated by the outgoing products of com-

bustion, while the gas and air were heated by passing over the
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highly heated surfaces of the bricks. Siemens called this a

" regenerative " furnace, and although it would be more accurate

to say that there was a recovery or accumulation rather than a

regeneration of heat, the term is now an accepted one among
engineers in this country. In France it is called recuperateiir,

and that is bett6r. Be the name what it may, we are indebted

to Siemens for showing us that with his particular combination
of producer and furnace he was not only able to convert solid

fuel of many kinds i^jto useful gas, but that by this means very

high temperatures could be developed. In fact, by his skilful

Pig. 11.—Siemens gas furnace.

»

combination of theory and practice he was able to effect economi-
cally many difficult operations, such, for instance, as the melting
of steel and glass in open-hearth furnaces.

In gas furnaces, however, as in other subjects, the process of
development could not be stayed, and we shall presently record
various improvements which have been introduced in more recent
times. But before saying more about furnaces proper it will

be convenient to trace some of the more noteworthy developments
in gas-producers. We have seen that Bischof and Siemens both
made gas by drawing a current of air through an incandescent
mass of fuel

; but the production of gas by a chimney draught
was slow and this led Siemens and others to try working their
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producers with a blast of air. The rate of combustion was
quickened ; But the heat was also intensified, and this favoured
the formation of chnker, which adhered to the brick lining of the

producer and caused serious trouble. Siemens tried closing the

ash-pit of his producer and forcing in air by means of a jet of

steam acting as an injector

;

but it was not successful, as

the stepped grate he used

involved a comparatively

shallow fire, and with this the

decomposition of the steam

and the reduction of the car-

bon dioxide were not properly

effected. Various modifica-

tions of forced-draught pro-

ducers with a steam jet were

advocated from time to time,

and for furnace work this

type of producer is now
used more than any other.

Among others Tessie du

Motay (1871) introduced the

producer shown in Fig. 12,

the leading feature of which

was a solid hearth A, with-

out grate of any kind. Air at

pressure and steam were ad-

mitted through the channels

B, B, of which there were several in the plan view ; the fuel was

introduced through the hopper C, and the gas outlet was at D.

This producer was extensively used in France and in the United

States. In 1876 Brook and Wilson introduced the producer

shown in Fig. 13;>it also had a solid hearth A, and air was

injected through the pipe B by a jet of steam at C ; the fuel

was introduced at D, and the gas passed into the circular flue

or chamber E, and then through the outlet pipe F. This formed

the basis of the well-known Wilson producer, which has been

used successfully for furnace work in several countries, but has

now been superseded by producers of more modern type. The

Fig. 12.—Teasifidu Motay gas-producer.
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composition of the gas made in this producer with Durham coal

was stated hy Messrs. Pattinson and Stead to be as "follows :

—

Cartonic oxide 26-8 per cent, by volume.

Hydrogen 11'5 „ i>

Marsh gas 1'4
,, „

Carbonic acid ... . .
4'0 „ ,i

Nitrogen 56"1 „ »

In the''i'gas-producers now generally used for furnace work

Pig. 13.—Brook and Wilson gas-producer.

numerous modifications have been made in the details of con-

struction. Many kinds of firegrates are used ; some producers

have rotating or moving grates of various kinds, and others have

water-bottoms, to facilitate the removal of the ash and clinker

;

some are rectangular, but most of them are cylindrical; some

have a slowly rotating grate or hearth, with scrapers for the

automatic discharge of clinker and ash while working ; some

have an automatic feed for the coal ; nearly all are worked with

air injected by one or more jets of steam. The Morgan Con-

struction Co. (U.S.A.) have a producer in which the chief feature
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is a continuous automatic feeding device, consisting of an inclined,

slowly rotating, water-cooled spout, by means of which the coal

is fed at the rate required, and is distributed over the surface of

the fire. But mere automatic feeding does not get over the

difficulty of the caking of the coal when subjected to heat, and
with bituminous coal there must nearly always be poking, what-

ever the system of feeding may be, to prevent hollows being

formed.

In Fig. 14 we represent a producer of large size, made by
Messrs. Ehrhardt and Sehnjpr of Saarbriicken. The most

important feature in this is that the grate and ash-pan are

independent of the body of the producer, and are rotated

mechanically with a slow movement. In this way the lower

part of the fuel column is kept moving, so that fresh surfaces are

brought into contact with the currents of steam and air ; the

clinker and ash are also moved, and when they reach the

rotating ash-pan the latter discharges them automatically. This

type of producer is chiefly used for fuel containing a high per-

centage of ash, which usually produces a large amount of clinker.

It will also be noticed that instead of the lower part of the body

of the producer being lined with firebricks, in the usual way, it

is cooled by a water jacket. This prevents the adherence of

clinker to the sides of the producer, but the loss of heat and the

consumption of water are considerable.

We visited a steel works in this country where there are

numerous producers of various .types, including some which had

moving grates and water jackets, and it may be useful to give

the conclusions of the manager and chemist in charge. They

said that the water jacket of a producer about 10 feet internal

diameter requires about 3500 gallons of water per hour, and

that this is a serious drawback, especially where it must be run

to waste. From the chemical and thermal efficiency points of

view a water jacket is not desirable, but from the practical point

of view it does prevent the adherence of clinker. The jacket of

the first producer of this type which they worked had one water

inlet and one outlet, but in later producers they had one inlet

and three outlets and this was an improvement, as it gave quicker

relief to the hot water and checked the formation of steam.

We found that the rotating grate moves the ash and clinker
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FiS. 14.—Ehrhardb and Sehmer gaa-producer.
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and the lower part of the fuel column, but not the upper fuel.

With small coal it is desirable that all the fuel should be moved,

as it often burns with hollows. With ordinary coal it is considered

best to let it sink down vertically, unless it cakes, when it must

be poked from the top. The labour of poking with this type of

producer is about the same as with ordinary producers.

With these large producers it was considered important to

have two independent supplies of steam and air, as the sectional

area of the fuel column was so great. One supply of steam and

air was for the fuel near the body of the producer, the steara

being at a pressure of 25 to 50 lbs. per square inch (1'75 to 3'5

kilos per square centimeter) ; the other supply was for the

middle of the fire, with a steam pressure of only 10 to 20 lbs. per

square inch (07 to 1"4 kilos per square centimeter). There was

a steam gauge for each supply, fixed on the top of the producer,

so that the pressure could be regulated to suit the condition of

the fire. The quantity of steam used was said to be 32 grams

per cubic meter of gas, 2 lbs. per 1000 cubic feet. The tempera-

ture of saturation of the blast was about 40 C, sometimes lower,

so that the quantity of steam used was probably between 0"1 and

0'2 of the weight of fuel consumed.

We will now describe a producer made by Messrs. E. D.

Wood & Co. of Philadelphia, U.S.A. They introduced this in

1918, and they say they were led to do so owing to "the

increasing shortage of natural gas and fuel oil, and consequent

high cost of these fuels in many localities." They state that

there are now many of these producers working regularly in

America, and as the design is original and embodies several

features of importance, it will be well to study it closely.

The shell or casing of the producer is divided by a water

seal A, Fig. 15 ; the top of the producer, including the firebrick

arch and gas outlet B, is fixed to a platform carried on girders,

and is stationary, but the body of the producer C revolves, being

kept in position by vertical and horizontal rollers D, Fig. 16.

The conical bosh E is fixed at the top to the lower part of the

revolving body C, and at the bottom it hangs free in a water

seal in the circular trough F. The effect of this arrangement is

that when the body of the producer rotates, the bed of fuel moves

with it. The steam and air enter the fire through the stepped
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Fia. 15.—Wood & Co. s Automatic Producer, vertical section.
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Pig. 16.—View showing rotating meohanism and hollow stirring bars.
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hood G, the air blast being suppUed by a turbo-fan-blower, with

adjustments for proportioning the air and steam to suit the fu^

used. The exhaust steam from the blower is usually sufficient

to saturate the air to" the extent required, and this arrangement

Pie. 17.— Gear for rotating body of producer and stirring bars.

has the further advantage that it is noiseless, which is certainly

not the case with ordinary steam jet blowers.

The fuel is fed into the producer continuously (mechanically),

the feeding apparatus H being on one side of the producer top

;

it follows that as the fuel column revolves with the body C, the

coal fed through H is sprinkled over all the surface of the fire.
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The rate of feeding the producer is regulated by a hand
lever.

The column of fuel is agitated continuously by means of the

two curved hollow stoking bars J J, Fig. 16, which are water
cooled by means of copper tubes inside them. These stirring

bars revolve on their own axes at such a speed that their lower

Fig. 18.—Paths described by two stirring bars.

ends describe a path as shown in Fig. 18. The moving of the

fuel by rotation, and its agitation by the stirring bars, is said to

prevent entirely the formation of blow-holes, and of course no

manual poking is required as, in ordinary producers. When a

stirring bar has to be renewed it is only necessary to remove

the bearing cap, without disturbing any other part of the

mechanism.

G
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To maintain the fuel column at a constant depth it is

important to remove the ashes and clinker at the same rate

as they are produced. To effect this there are two ash ploughs

and two ash scrapers, which rotate with the bosh E in the water

trough F ; in this way the ash and clinker are carried to one

point, and there a sweep discharges them into a pit or wagon.

The body of the producer and all its attachments are rotated

by a large worm wheel and worm driven by gear, as shown in

Fig. 17. The stirring bars are also worm driven, as shown in

the same figure. .

The makers call this an "Automatic Producer," and this

designation is not far from being correct ; it feeds and distributes

the coal mechanically, it moves the whole bed of fuel and stirs

it mechanically, and it removes the ash and clinker mechanically.

With this well-thought-out combination a producer 10 feet 6 ins.

internal diameter is able to gasify as much as 50 tons of coal

per 24 hours, over 2 tons per hour, and this is far ahead of

any other producer with which we are acquainted.

In the practical working of gas-producers which are supplied

with air or with steam and air for furnace work, the gas seldom

contains less than 50, and sometimes as much as 65 per cent, of

nitrogen. For many operations this inert gas is a distinct draw-

back (for reasons given on p. 104), and about 1874 Lowe (U.S.A.)

made a new departure altogether and produced what is techni-

cally known as " water-gas." ^ His apparatus is shown in Fig. 19.

It consisted of a producer A, and two superheating chambers

B and C, filled with loose or chequered firebricks. The fire was

built up with anthracite or coke on the grate D, and was blown

up with air at pressure entering at E. The gas thus produced left

through the outlet F, and at G it met a secondary supply of air

(through the grating H), with which it was burnt ; the flame and

hot products of combustion passed downwards through the super-

heater B and upwards through C, and afterwards escaped as

a waste product. In this way the brickwork in B and C became
highly heated, and as soon as this was the case the two air-

supplies were shut off, and steam at pressure was admitted at

the top of C. It passed downward through C and upward
through B, and then through F into the producer A, where it

' See Chapter I, p. 17.
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wa8 decomposed on passing through the mass of incandescent

fuel. The solid fuel resting on the grate D was put in through

the doorway I ; but, in addition to this, powdered fuel was some-

times fed in automatically from the hopper J during the period

when steam was being admitted. This powdered fuel was met

by the currents of highly heated steam, and part of the steam

Pig. 19.—Lowe water-gas plant.

was then decomposed before it reached the incandescent mass.

The other usual reactions occurred, and the gases formed left

the producer at K. One effect of sending steam only into the

producer was to lower the temperature of the fire, and after a

few minutes it was necessary to stop the steam supply and turn

on the air-blast again. The gases produced during the period
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of blowing with air served to heat chambers B and C. The

intermittent production of the water-gas is a drawback, and it is

usual to pass the gas into one or more gasholders and to connect

two or more producers to the latter, so that there may/ be a

continuous flow of gas from the holder to the furnace, or

wherever the gas is to be used. This adds considerably to the

size and first cost of the plant. The heat efficiency is low, as the

gases passing through the chambers B and C during the air-

blow do not give up all their heat to the chequer brickwork,

and they escape to the chimney stack at a comparatively high

temperature, so that much of their heat is lost. The losses by

radiation are greater than in gas-producers of the kinds pre-

viously considered in this chapter, as the loss of heat through

the walls of the regenerator chambers must be added to the loss

from the producer chamber itself ; also when the gas is stored in

a holder it loses its sensible heat before it is used.

The average composition of the gas is usually given as

follows :^

Carbon monoxide ... 44 per cent, by volume.

Hydrogen ... 48 „ „

Carbon dioxide ... . . 4 ,, „

Nitrogen .4 „ „

Allowance should, however, be made for the fact that the

composition varies considerably between the times of starting

and stopping each admission of steam. A further point to bear

in mind is that at the end of the air-blast period the two

superheating chambers B and C are filled with nitrogen and

products 0(f combustion, and when steam at pressure is intro-

duced at the top of C the contents of B and C are driven

backwards through the fire in A. This accounts in the main for

the presence of nitrogen in the gas made during the steam-blast

period.

To avoid an excessive proportion of carbon dioxide, a tempera-

ture of 1000° C. is necessary during the steam-blow. If the

temperature falls much below this, there is a tendency for the

reaction

C -f 2H2O = CO2 + 2H2

to take place ; also if some of the steam remains undecomposed
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and leaves the fuel-column mixed With the water-gas, the re-

versible reaction

CO-l-H20 = :$COij + H2

will take place to an extent depending on the temperature, as

explained on pp. 58-60, so that some carbon dioxide will be

formed as the gas cools.

Originally water-gas was intended chiefly for use in furnaces,

but its intermittent production was a serious drawback, and it was
seldom used for open-hearth operations. Its high calorific inten-

sity was not an advantage for work of this kind, and the high

temperature added greatly to the wear and tear of the furnace.

-

Modern practice is therefore in favour of the ordinary producer,

which can make gas continuously and without great fluctuations

in its composition. Water-gas is, however, very useful for welding

boiler tubes and similar work, and is more suitable for this

purpose than ordinary producer gas, because its flame temperature

is much higher. A recent development is the increasing use of

water-gas as the starting-point in certain processes for the

manufacture of hydrogen. But its chief use at the present time

is as a basis for lighting-gas ; it burns with a non-luminous blue

flame, but when carburetted it gives an excellent light, hence

the ordinary water-gas is often referred to as " blue water-gas," to

distinguish it from the " carburetted water-gas " used for lighting.

The lighting gas supplied to the public was at first made entirely

by the distillation of cannel coal in gas-retorts ; later other rich

coals were also used, but owing to the increased demand for

suitable coal, as the industry grew, many Companies have

found it advantageous to manufacture carburetted water-gas

of suitable heating and lighting power for a part or the w'hole

of their requirements. The process of carburetting consists

in introducing mineral oils into the blue water-gas as it

leaves the producer at a very high temperature, and converting

the oil vapours in superheating chambers into fixed gaseous

products, which do not condense on cooling. The process is

carried out in a modified type of the Lowe water-gas plant

;

a description of the process and plant would be beyond the scope

of this work, but may be found in text-books on lighting- gas.

Messrs. Dellwik and Fleischer have devised a modified water-

gas apparatus, in which the period of air-blow is greatly reduced.
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The essential features of the process are that the layer of fuel is

not as deep as in other types of water-gas producers, and a more

rapid blast of air is used during the air-blow. The air is supplied

at a relatively high pressure, and several air-inlets are used.

With this method of working, little or no carbon monoxide is

formed during the air-blow, but all the carbon then consumed

is burned to carbon dioxide in the producer chamber ; hence the

fuel column is raised to the temperature necessary for the steam-

blow much more rapidly than in the Lowe type of plant. The

heat losses are therefore reduced, and the make of gas per hour

is increased. The hot gases from the air-blow pass through

regenerators as in the Lowe process, but there is no secondary

supply of air, as the gases are not combustible. Professor Vivian

Lewes, who has tested this apparatus, says :

^ "In the old

' European ' process it was necessary to blow for nearly ten

minutes to bring the fuel bed up to the right temperature, whilst

the period during which the incandescence was sufficiently great

to decompose the whole of the volume of steam used, limited

steaming to four to five minutes, whereas in the Dellwik process

the period of blowing rarely exceeds two minutes, and it is

possible to steam for from seven to ten, according to the con-

dition of the fuel." He gives the carbon dioxide as only 5 per

cent., and explains that this is due to regulating the flow of steam

so that " even at the extreme end of the run there shall be no

excess of steam to oxidise the carbon monoxide to dioxide." He
adds that samples of the gas taken during the process of making

had the following compositions :

—
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saving in fuel is ejected compared with the type of water-gas

plant in which air-gas is made alternately with water-gas. (See

cols. 8 and 10, Table I., page 21.)

A more recent development is the water-gas plant founded on

the patents of Messrs. Kramers and Aarts of Holland, and since

modified by Mr. H. E. Smith. The original plant is shown in

Fig. 20, and consisted of

two producers, A and B,

and two chequer-brick re-,

generators, C and D, con-

nected at the top. There

was a coke fire (5 to 6 feet

deep) in each producer,

an air blast was admitted

at the bottom of each

simultaneously, and the

products of combustion

(together with a secondary

air supply admitted near

the top of the producers, to

complete the combustion)

passed upwards through

the regenerators C and D
and were then blown off

through a valve E into a

chimney F. In this way
C and D were highly

heated, and as soon as a

sufficiently high tempera-

ture was attained the air

and chimney valves were closed. Steam was then admitted to

the base of one of the producers, and was decomposed on passing

upwards through the' fire; the resulting gases passed upwards

through one regenerator, downwards through the other re-

generator, and then downwards through the fire in the second

producer, to an outlet leading to the gas main. After a few

minutes the admission of steam was stopped, and the fires were

blown up again with air, as in the first instance. s

It will be noticed that the travel of the steam through the

Kramers and Aarts water-gas plant.
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incandescent carbon is double the length of the air travel, so that

the plant had two important features—a comparatively shallow

fuel bed for the air blast, and twice this depth of incandescent

fuel for the steam. It was also claimed that with this method

of operation the gas left the second .producer at the hottest point

of the fuel column, and that this prevented, or reduced to a

minimum, the formation of carbon dioxide by the interaction of

steam with the carbon monoxide in the gas. (See page 59.)

The gas made in this plant is used chiefly as a basis for town

lighting gas, but it is also suitable for certain industrial pro-

cesses, and at the works of Messrs. Clayton and Sons, Leeds, it

is used on a fairly large scale for welding steel. Prof. Bone

tested this plant, and we have extracted the following from his

summary of results :

—

1. The fuel was ordinary gas coke, containing 2-9 per cent, moisture. The

dry coke contained : carbon 87-2 per cent., hydrogen 1-2 per cent.,

ash 7'3 per cent.

2. Mean composition of gas :

—

Carbon dioxide . . . 3-75 per cent.

Carbon monoxide . . 4:3'70 „

Hydrogen 45-10 „

Methane 0-50

Nitrogen 6'95 „

3. Mean calorific values per cub. ft. at 0° C. and 760 mm. :
—

Gross 308-9 B.Th.U; Net 284-0 B.Th.U.

4. Yield of dry gas per lb. dry coke, 33 cub. ft. at 0° C. and 760 mm.

„ „ „ carbon 37-84 „ „

5. Average duration of air-blow .... 70 seconds

„ time required to operate valves . 12 „

„ duration of steam run .... 308 „

„ actual gas-making periods . . . 47-4 minutes per hour.

The plant modified by Mr. H. E. Smith, and now made by

Messrs. Perry & Co., Ltd., of London, is shown in Figs. 21 and

22. As before, there are two producers, A and B, but each has

a vertical charging retort C and D above it, and these retorts

are surrounded by regenerators of chequer brickwork E and F.

At G and H there are secondary air inlets, and in addition to

these there are ports or nostrils J, J, as shown in the Figs. The

purpose of these will be presently explained. A single inlet for

admitting a blast of air at pressure to the two producers is shown

at K, near the bottom of Fig. 21.
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A fire is kindled in each producer, and coke or a mixture of

coal and coke is fed in thrpugh the retorts, C and D, until both

are filled. When the

fuel' in A and B is

at a good heat the

air blast K is turned

on, and acts on both

the fires simultan-

eously, so that the

two fuel beds are

blown in parallel.

During this blow the

valves on the top of

C and D are closed.

The effect of this is

that the resulting

gases from A and

B cannot go through

C and D, and pass

through the nostrils

J, J, into the che-

quered regenerators

E and F, where they

are burnt by means

of secondary air ad-

mitted through G
and H- Finally, the

products of combustion

go through outlets at the

top, leading to a stack,

which discharges them-

into the air. In this

way the fires in A and B
are brought up to the

temperature requu-ed,

the regenerators are

highly heated, and they Pig. 22.—Transverse section.

in turn heat the retorts

C and D and the fuel they contain ; the fuel gradually works

Fig. 21.—Vertical section oflKramers and Aarts'

plant modified by H. E. Smith.
4 ,.il!i'%9*
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its way down to A and B, so that it is almost incandescent

when it reaches there. The air blast is now shut off, and the

stack valves are closed ; steam is then admitted at the top of one

of the regenerators E or F. It passes down through the heated

chequer work, and is highly superheated ; it then passes down-

wards through the fire in one of the producers A or B, and is

there decomposed; the resulting gases then pass upwards

through the second producer, through the fuel in the retort, and

finally escape into ihe gas main.

As the hot gas passes through the retort C or D it is

automatically cleansed of dust and solid matter; at the same

time it is cooled considerably, and carries with it any moisture

given off from the fuel in the retort. The admission of steam

lasts about six minutes ; after this there is again an air-blow,

which last about one minute. After the first blow the steam

passes through the regenerator E, and the gases escape through

the retort D ; after the second blow the steam passes through

the regenerator F, and the gases escape through the retort C,

and so on.

The following is an analysis of gas made from coke in the

modified plant :

—

Carbon dioxide ... 3'5 per cent.

Carbon monoxide . . 4r3'5 „

Hydrogen 47"3 „

Methane 1-25

Nitrogen 4'45 ,,

Calorific values per cub. ft. at 0° C. and 760 mm. (calculated) :

—

Gross 311-2 B.Th.U ; Net 286-7 B.TkU.

The makers state that with average coke the gas made in the

two plants is approximately similar, but that with other fuels

the modified plant gives a higher percentage of methane, and a

lower percentage of nitrogen. They also state that with this

plant they have succeeded in gasifying peat containing 40 per

cent, of moisture.

Having discussed various types of producers used for furnace

work, we will now revert to the furnaces themselves and con-

sider briefly some of the improvements effected since the

introduction of the Siemens system. One of the practical draw-

backs in the Siemens regenerative furnace was that from defective
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construction or from cracks caused by expansion there was some-
times a leak of air into the gas chambers ; or sometimes, owing
to defective valves or their bad manipulation, a mixture of hot air

and gas was formed. Explosions more or less serious ensued, and
it became necessary to modify the system. Siemens admitted that

his cooling of the gas was objected to on the score of wasting

heat which might be used in the furnace. He argued, however,

that the cooling of this gas was not wasteful, as its final tempera-

ture in the furnace did not depend on its initial temperature.

He considered that if the gas were cooled before it reached the

regenerative chamber of the furnace the outgoing products of

combustion would be cooled more thoroughly. He said,^ " The
only result, therefore, of working the furnace with gas of high

temperature is to increase the heat of the waste gases passing

off by the chimney flue."

Siemens heated both air and gas, but MM. Gaillard and

Haillot, M. Pousard, and others simplified and improved the

arrangement by conveying the gas direct from the producer to

the furnace without cooling it, and by heating only the air by
the outgoing products of combustion. The Gaillard and Haillot

system of heating the air is shown in Figs. 23 and 24 ; in this

the hot products of combustion from the furnace enter the air-

heating arrangement at A, and flow through the horizontal

passages B, B ; then they pass away to the chimney flue C. The
air for combustion of the gas in the furnace enters at D, and

passes upwards through the perforated bricks shown in section

in Pig. 24. In this way the air is highly heated by the waste

products of combustion before it enters the combustion chamber

through E. No unburnt gas can reach the air before the two

meet in the combustion chamber, consequently there is no risk

of explosion in any of the flues. Further than this, the flow of

gas, air, and products of combustion is always in one direction,

and the reversals of the Siemens system are dispensed with

altogether. Many modifications of the Gaillard and Haillot

furnace have been introduced by engineers in this and other

countries, but nearly all modern regenerative gas-heated furnaces

(except for special purposes) follow the principle of heating the aii-

only by the products of combustion, and of letting the currents

' Crookes aud Eohrig, " Practical Treatise on Hetallurgy," vol. iii. p. 537.
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of gas, air, and products travel continuously in one direction.

This not only simplifies the working of the furnace and materially

Fig. 23.—Gaillard and Haillot syatem of heating air—vertical section.

reduces the risk of explosions, but lessens also the cost of con-

struction and^the ground, space required.

In some operations it is better to have a higher temperature

at one end of the furnace than at the other, so that the material

Fig. 24.—Gaillard and Haillot system of heating air—sectional plan.

put into the furnace may be gradually heated before it is subjected

to the highest temperature required. For this purpose it is better

to let the flame travel always in the same direction, and then by
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regulating the admission of air it is possible to make the flame

longer or shorter as required. In this way the character of

the flame may also be varied to a considerable extent so as to

have an oxidising or reducing action as may be desired, as

already explained (p. 68).

In some furnaces, as in those for heating billets of iron or

steel, annealing iron plates, etc., it is desirable that the tempera-

ture should be uniform throughout, and within certain limits

this can be effected with the flame travelling always in one

direction. In Figs. 25 and 26 we have shown a typical rever-

beratory furnace of this kind ; the hot gas from the producer

passes through the brick flue B and valve C to D, and it meets

hot air at E ; the mixture of gas and air passes through the

chequered brickwork F and burns in the furnace G ; the products

of combustion pass through H into the flues P, P, which lead to a

flue I, and thence to a chimney in any convenient position ; the

air for combustion is heated by passing through the flues A, A.

A furnace of this design, with a floor 8 ft. long by 4 ft. wide, has

been used for heating billets of steel before compressing them into

the form of shells for projectiles.^ In the same works there were

other furnaces of the same size, used for the same purpose, but

heated by ordinary fires. A competitive trial lasting twelve

hours was made with the gas-fired furnace and one of the other

furnaces. Each furnace had a separate gang of men and a

separate hydraulic press; the competition was keen and the

result was that the gas-heated furnace consumed 765 lbs. of coal,

while the fire-heated furnace consumed 1276 lbs., a saving of

40 per cent, in favour of gas.

A good type of furnace for heating slabs, blooms, plates, etc.,

is the "Weardale," shown in Figs. 27 and 28. In this the

mixture of gas 'and hot air enters the combustion chamber through

ports in the crown, the flames burn downwards, and the heat is

distributed evenly throughout the furnace. Figs, 29 and 30

represent a Weardale furnace as used for annealing malleable

castings, etc.

If the furnace is long and if it is necessary to have equal heat-

ing throughout, it is sometimes best to reverse the direction of the

flame periodically as in the early Siemens furnace. To give a

1 Proc. Inst. C.E., 1897, vol. oxxix. p. 221.
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practical instance, we had to design a gas-heated furnace 20 ft.

long by 12 ft. wide inside, for the purpose of heating armour

plates to an even temperature throughout. Each plate was over

300 mm. (say 12 ins.) thick and weighed over 20 tons, and as it

had already been shaped by coBtly processes it was important
that there should be no distortion during the heating. Attempts
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had previously been made with fires and had failed because some

parts were over-heated while others were under-heated. In the

gas furnace we reversed the flames as in the Siemens furnace at

intervals of about 30 minutes, and we heated the air by the

waste products of combustion ; but we took the hot gas direct

from the producers to the furnace and did not heat it further by
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passing it through regenerative chambers. The result was

satisfactory in every way, and it showed incontestably the

superiority of heating by gas for work of this kind. Moreover,

the average consumption of fuel in a month's work was only

185 kilos (407 lbs.) per ton of plates heated, including the heat

losses during the discharging and recharging of the furnace after

each heating and all other sources of loss.

In many operations, such as the annealing of glass or wire,

the enamelling or glazing of various materials, it is necessary to

iheat the charge in the furnace gradually, then to heat it to a high

temperature and maintain it at that heat, and afterwards to cool

it gradually. It is usual to do this in an oven or chamber, and

the brickwork of the oven, as well as the materials it contains,

must be heated and cooled for each charge of materials treated.

This necessarily involves a considerable loss of heat ; and the wear

and tear of the oven is also excessively great, owing to the frequent

expansion and contraction of the brickwork and to its injury

by hard firing to get up the maximum heat required. In some

glass-works this is avoided, in connection with the annealing of

large sheets, by using a long oven or furnace which is maintained

at a moderate heat at the charging end and at the maximum
heat in the middle. The discharging end is not heated. The

glass to be annealed is mounted on a wagon, and this wagon is

pushed or drawn through the oven from end to end at the speed

required. In this way there is a gradual heating of the glass after

it enters the oven ; it is then highly heated, and afterwards it is

allowed to cool gradually. We followed this principle in design-

ing a continuous furnace for carbonising large blocks of material

used in electrolytic works.. Pig. 31 represents the cross-section

of this furnace, and Fig. 32 a sectional plan. The blocks to be

carbonised were packed in boxes A, A, and these were carried on

a wagon with open framing which supported a floor of firebricks,

so that the ironwork of the wagon was protected from excessive

heat. On each side of the wagon there was an iron projection

which dipped into the grooves B, B filled with sand, and cut off

the connection between the upper and lower parts of the furnace

;

this protected the lower part of the wagon and ensured the

passing of hot products of combustion through the upper part of

the furnace only. The whole length of the furnace was kept full
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of wagons ; they entered through a door at C from a turntable

D, and were pushed into and through the furnace by a hydraulic

ram.
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Gas was burnt in the middle length of the furnace E, and the

hot products of combustion passed through the length F to the
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chimney G ; the length H was used for cooUng, and was not heated.

Gas from the producer was admitted on each side of the furnace

through the valves I, I; air entered at C and travelled along under

the wagons until it reached the part E, when it passed up flues to

burn with the gas ; the air was heated by coming in contact

with the hot bricks forming the floors of the wagons. The

heating was continuous night and day, and the temperature in

the length of furnace E was from 900° to 1000° G. (about 1650°

to 1830° Fahr.). To maintain this heat uniformly and to carry

on the process of carbonising, the cohsumption of local coal was

only about 76 kilos (167 lbs.) per hour. Apart from the economy

effected, the advantage of this system was that the material to

be treated was gradually raised in temperature in F until it

reached the maximum temperature in E ; after this, its tempera-

ture was gradually lowered by passing through H. A modifica-

tion of this gas-fired furnace has since been used for several

manufacturing processes in which it is necessary to heat materials

gradually, then to heat them highly, and afterwards to cool them

gradually.

One case we dealt with was at a pottery in Staffordshire.

There was a horizontal kiln, which was formerly heated by a

large coal fire, for glazing porcelain cups, saucers, and plates ; and

instead of the fire we introduced producer gas. With the latter

there was not only a saving in fuel, but the heat was more

uniform, and there was no loss from under-firing or over-firing

of the goods. This was considered of great importance, as a

large proportion of them was spoiled when the kiln was fired in

the usual way.

For high temperature furnaces it is desirable to have the gas

as dry as possible when it enters the furnace, as the presence of

moisture lowers the flame temperature. This is very important

in melting steel, and for such work the quantity of moisture in

the gas should not exceed 30 grams per cubic meter.^ The whole

of the steam which enters the producer should be decomposed

in the producer, and none of it should pass through unchanged

with the gas. In cases where the gas from the producer passes

through coolers and scrubbers, the gas is saturated with water

1 J. Hofimann, International Congress at Dusseldorf, 1910. {Iron and Coal

Trades Review, vol. 81, page 128.)
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vapour at the outlet of the scrubbing plant, and the quantity of

water vapour present in the gas depends on the temperature of

the gas (see pages 1'22, 123), and will not be any greater if steam

passes undecomposed through the fire. For high temperature

furnaces it is also desirable (apart from fuel economy) to have a

low percentage of CO2 and a high percentage of CO in the gas,

and this again means that the quantity of steam in the air blast

should be no greater than is necessary to prevent an excessive

amount of clinker being formed. For producers supplying

ordinary gas-fired furnaces the temperature of saturation of the

air blast usually varies from 45° C. to 55 C, corresponding

to about 200 to 400 grams per kilo (0"2 to 04 lb. per pound)

of coal. These figures refer to producers using bituminous

coal, working without recovery of ammonium sulphate. When
anthracite is used it is generally necessary to use more steam to

prevent an excessive amount of clinker being formed; the

temperature of saturation of the air blast in a plant of the steam-

jet type should be about 65-70° C, corresponding to about 750

grams of steam per kilo (0*75 lb. per pound) of coal gasified.

The heating of steam-boilers may not belong strictly to furnace

work, but as we have often been consulted on the subject and as

we know that many are interested in it, we think it may be well

to add a few words about it. Several attempts have been made

to heat boilers with producer gas, and boilers can be heated in

this way ; but where gas is produced solely to serve one or more

boUers the results are not encouraging from the point of view of

fuel economy. In a boiler fired in the ordinary way the mass of

incandescent fuel is within the boiler, and a large amount of heat

is radiated from it ; but when the fuel is converted into gas in a

separate producer the incandescent fuel is away from the boiler

proper. Th^re is also a loss of heat in the process of conversion.

These drawbacks are partly compensated for by less air being

required, but in ordinary boilers of land or marine type, when

the gas comes in contact with the comparatively cool metal

surfaces of the boiler its temperature is lowered and the com-

bustion is incomplete. In the practical working of the two

systems the removal of the clinker is more difficult in a gas

producer than in a boiler, and more labour is required. As an

example, we may mention what we saw at a mill near Milan
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some years ago. There were twenty-one large steam-boilers of

the Cornish type, and four of them were heated with producer

gas. With cheap Scotch coal the gas-fired boilers usually

evaporated 7 kilos, but occasionally 7^ kilos, of water per kilo of

coal ; the other boilers had mechanical stokers and were fired

with Cardiff steam coal, and they evaporated ten kilos of water

per kilo of coal, but this coal cost 5 francs per ton more than the

Scotch coal. Apart from the question of labour, the general

result was rather in favour of the ordinary firing ; the cost of

labour was a good deal higher for the gas firing. At a large

steel-works in Cleveland, U.S.A., where there were many gas-

producers in use, numerous experiments were made, and the

general conclusion was that there was no saving in firing

steam-boilers with gas. If there is any chance of siiccess it

would appear to be in the direction of combining the boiler and

producer ; some attempts have been made, but so far as we are

aware they have not been entirely successful.

In this connection we welcome a new type of gas-fired boiler

shown in Fig. 33. It was designed by Prof. W. A. Bone, F.E.S.,

and the late Mr. C. D. McCourt, and is known as the Bonecourt

boiler. The superheater and the economiser can be dispensed

with when not required. The leading feature of this boiler is

that it has numerous longitudinal tubes surrounded by water,

each tube having a separate gas flame, and inside each tube

there is an iron packing piece, rather like a large screw thread

in appearance. The latter quickens the mining of the gas and

air, and prevents gases passing along the middle of the tube

without coming into contact with the surface to be heated; it

also increases the length of flow for the gases. The gas and air

and the products of combustion are drawn through the tubes by

an exhauster, as shown in the Fig. The heat efficiency of this

boiler is said to be about 90 per cent., and this statement is con-

firmed by some users of the boiler. There are various sizes and

types of this boiler ; the shell of the one illustrated is 6 ft.

diameter by 18^ ft. long, and this is said to be capable qf

evaporating 15,000 to 20,000 lbs. of steam per hour.

Instead of burning gas to heat the boiler the latter can be

heated by the hot exhaust gases from a gas-engine, and in this way
all or part of a factory or building can be heated by steam from the
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boiler. At the same time the boiler acts as a silencer for the
exhaust, so that an ordinary silencer can be dispensed with. A
Bonecourt boiler has been working in this way for a long time

m

at West Bromwich, near Birmingham, and the result has been

so satisfactory that the owners of the factory have ordered a

second boiler for similar use.



CHAPTEE V

HEATING WORK {VARIOUS)

In the previous chapter we have dealt with producer gas for

furnaces and similar work in which large flames are required

;

we will now consider its use for other kinds of work which

require the use of burners and small flames. When burners and

cocks are used it is essential that the gas should be clean, and it

is obvious that it cannot be taken direct frdm the producer to

the burners, or the latter would soon be clogged with troublesome

deposits. In practice this usually means that the gas is passed

through water and scrubbing material such as coke ; incidentally

the gas is cooled to about the temperature of the surrounding

air, and this not only means that the bulk of the sensible heat

which the gas carries with it from the producer is lost, but that

any condensable hydrocarbons which leave the producer in the

form of tarry vapours are lost also.

When burners are used it is also important that the gas

pressure at the burners should be constant, so that the heat

given off by the flames may be kept uniform or varied at will by

cocks on the supply pipes. For this reason the gas must be

passed through a gasholder, or its pressure must be regulated in

some equally efficient manner. As producer gas always contains

a large proportion of nitrogen, and as its flame temperature is

comparatively low, it is important not to use more air than is

strictly necessary to ensure complete combustion. For this

reason it is undesirable to use "atmospheric" burners when

small jets of producer gas are required ; in such cases it is

better to use plain burners with holes in them, usually not much
under 2 to 3 mm. (say \ in.) diameter. When larger jets of gas

are used atmospheric burners may be employed, or air at

pressure may be mixed with the gas on its way to the burner

;
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but in the latter case the adjustment of air to gas should be

regulated carefully, to prevent the formation of an explosive

mixture in the pipes. The advantage of forcing air into the gas

is that an intimate mixture of gas and air is then formed, ready

to burn quickly as soon as it is ignited. The flame is, therefore,

shorter than it would be if it merely came in contact with the

air surrounding its outer surface ; and as a consequence of this

a greater intensity of

heat is produced, and

the heat is concen-

trated on the object to

be heated. For example,

it is essential that blow-

pipes should have air

at pressure, and with

producer gas of good

quality it is best to use

an air-pressure of 0*10

to 0"15 kilo per sq. cm.

(li to 2 lbs. per square

inch). This is a higher

pressui;e than is gene-

rally used for ordinary

town gas, and the prob-

able explanation is that

as the quantity of the

weaker gas which must

be burnt is much larger,

and as the producer gas

is largely diluted with

nitrogen, a higher air-

pressure is necessary

to ensure a sufficient quantity being mixed with the gas before

the latter is ignited. In all these cases it is manifestly im-

portant that the gas-pressure should be constant, so that the

air-supply may be regulated to give the best effect. Owing to

the comparatively low flame temperature of producer gas and

to the liability of this temperature being still further reduced

if the gas is wrongly used it is specially important that the best

-— =-Kl.l-|

l/J
Pig. 34.—Early Dowson gas plant.
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way of burning the gas in small quantities should be carefully

considered in all cases.

For such work as we have referred to, the presence of a large

proportion of nitrogen is a serious drawback ; in fact, all producer

gas made with air only may be ruled out at once. It cannot be

used with small burners, nor can other producer gas with a low

percentage of hydrogen, because gas of this nature, when it is

cool, has such an exceedingly low flame temperature. To get a

high enough flame temperature and to get gas of sufficiently high

calorific power to be used with

air at pressure it is necessary

to keep the percentage of in-

combustible gases as low as

possible. It has been shown

in Chapter I. that, apart from

water-gas, the richest gas is

obtained when the maximum
quantity of steam is decom-

posed with the formation of

carbon monoxide and hydrogen.

When Mr. Dowson first took

up the subject he endeavoured

to carry this out in a practical

way, and the apparatus he

devised between 1878 and 1881

is shown in Pigs. 34 and 35.

In these Figs, a represents the

boiler with a coil of pipe inside

in which steam was produced
and superheated ; & is an air injector worked by a jet of steam
at pressure from a ; c is the gas producer, with a chimney or

waste-pipe d, and a down pipe e; / is a hydraulic box con-

taining a water seal; g is the inlet pipe and m the outlet

pipe of the gasholder I. Inside the tank of the gasholder
there is a cylindrical coke scrubber with a vertical partition

down the middle ; the half h acted as a wet scrubber and had
water-spray pipes i, i, and a water-feed j ; the other half of

the scrubber, 7c, was dry. To govern automatically the pro-

duction of gas to suit a varying rate of consumption a pipe

Pia. 35.- -Early Dowsou gaa plant-
sectional plan.
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leading from the lower part of the gas-producer had a loose

conical plug /(, fitted into a suitable seating, and this plug was

attached to a chain which was fixed to the top of the gasholder.

It was so adjusted that when the gasholder was nearly full of gas

the plug It was Ufted, and allowed some of the steam and air to

blow off, instead of all being passed through the fire. When the

gasholder fell the plug n was closed, and gas was made at the

maximum rate until the gasholder was full again.

The late Prof. William Foster, F.C.S., gave the following

analysis of gas made in this apparatus :
^

—

Hydrogen . .

Marsh gas . .

Oleflaot gas . .

Carbon monoxide

Carbon dioxide

.

Oxygon . . .

Nitrogen . .

Total

18'73 per cent, by volume.

0-31

0-31

25-07 „
G-57

0-03

48-98

100-00

The process of making the gas resembles in principle that

adopted in some of the producers referred to in the preceding

chapter ; but there was not only a producer but a complete set

of apparatus for cooling and cleaning the gas, as well as a small

gasholder. The gas was made from small anthracite coal, and

special means were adopted for producing and suj)crlicatin;j the

steam required ; the thermal and other working conditions favour-

able to the necessary reactions in the producer were also care-

fully attended to. As a result there was a much higher percentage

of hydrogen, and notwithstanding the cooling and cleaning of

the gas and the consequent removal of the condensable hydro-

carbons its calorific power (143'2 calories per cubic meter or 161

B.Th.U per cubic foot) was higher than in any producer gas

made before that date.

This apparatus with a modified boiler and superheater was

shown working at the Smoke Abatement Exhibition (1881-188-2),

and was tested by Mr. D. K. Clark on behalf of the Committee,-

who awarded the exhibitor a gold medal, and a special prize of

Proceedings Inst. C.E., 1882, vol. Ixxiii. p. 320.

Official Report of Smoke Abatement Committee, 1882.
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fifty guineas given by the late Sir William Siemens for " The

best method or arrangement for utilising fuel as a beating agent

for domestic and industrial purposes, combining the utmost

economy with freedom from smoke and noxious vapours." The

steam producer and superheater consisted of a zig-zag coil of

piping under which there was a special burner with numerous

jets of gas which heated the coil. Water was sent into this coil

under a pressure of 20 to 25 lbs. per square inch, so as to give

the steam the pressure required to work the injector b and raise

the gasholder. About one-third of the coil contained water, and

the remainder steam, which was quite dry when it left the coil.

The gas required for heating the coil was drawn from the

gasholder. During a test lasting three hours and five minutes

water was consumed at the rate of 7 '8 lbs. per hour, and the

consumption of gas for converting the water into superheated

steam was at the rate of about 100 cub. ft. per hour. The gas

was generated at the rate of 1175 cub. ft. per hour, after

deducting the above allowance for making steam. Gas was

made with anthracite, and the fuel consumption was reported to

be at the rate of 12* 13 lbs. per 1000 cub. ft. gross passed into

the gasholder, and at the rate of 1317 lbs. per 1000 cub. ft. net,

after deducting the gas used for making the steam required.

One of the early installations carried out by Mr. Dowson was

at the Gloucester (second) County Asylum in 1885, and from

that date to the present time (1920), it has been used there

regularly for all the cooking, baking bread, etc., for the staff and

inmates, also for driving a gas-engine for pumping water, etc.

At this place there is a large meter which registers all the gas

consumed, except that used for the gas-engine which is served

by a separate main. The Clerk of Works reported on the cost

of production for the year ending March 31, 1895, as follows :^

Cubic feet.

Gas produced (measured by meter) 22,211,700

Estimated quantity used for engine pumping three hours a

day, at 3000 cub. ft. per hour (not registered) . . . 3,285,000

Total quantity produced . . 25,496,700

Details of material and labour used in the production of the above quantity

of gas :

—
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£ s d
Antlinicito coal, 124 tons 19 cwts. at 21s. 2d. a ton .. 132 4 10
One year's repairs to plant at 6d. a day 9 2 6
Gasman's wages, making gas only, at 21s. per week . . 54 12

195 19 4

thus costing lid. per 1000 cub. ft., exclusive of slack used for the steam-boiler.
[Steam for the gas plant was generated in a small vertical boiler, and this

boiler was fired with cinders, etc., from the various fires in the Asylum ; no
account of these was kept, as they were treated as waste for any other purpose.
If fuel for the boiler were Included, the cost of the gas would be about 2d. per
1000 cub. ft.]

^

The cooking and heating apparatus were tested by the
architects, Messrs. Giles & Gough, and the following results are
taken from their report to the Building Committee of the
Asylum :

—

Large roasting oven.

Initial temperature of oven, 57° Fahr.

Gas consumed, 60 cub. ft. to raise oven to 300° Fahr.

Time occupied, 9 minutes to raise oven to 300° Fahr.
Gas consumed at the rate of 250 cub. ft. per hour to maintain temperature

of 300° Fahr.

Three coppers in scullery.

Filled in each 20 gallons of water at 57° Fahr.

Lighted gas 5.20 p.m.

Temperature, 150° (;.5 „
168° 6.20 „

190°. . . . 6.30 „

205°. . . 6.40 „
212° 6.47 „

Gas consumed, 1400 cub. ft.

Result.—60 gallons boiled in \\ hours, with consumption of 1400 cub. ft.

of gas, requiring 19 lbs. of coal, and costing under ^\d., including wages.

They added, " With the gas system the coal consumption is

about half that usually required for heating by coal fires."

To compare with this, it may be interesting to note that a

thin steel copper of similar shape set in firebrick with a coal

fire, as supplied to the War Ofl&ce, was tested officially and gave

the following results : 21 gallons of water at 58' Fahr. boiled in

three-quarters of an hour, with a consumption of 15 lbs. of coal.

This was the best type of copper fired with coal or coke.

Although the gas tests above referred to are not of recent
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date, they are given, not only because they were made carefully

under working conditions, but because gas of this kind made in

more recent plants has about the same calorific power, and

because there was a large meter to register all the gas consumed.

It is seldom that this useful instrument forms part of the equip-

.

ment of a heating gas installation.

In 1900 the gas plant at the Gloucester Asylum was extended,

and in 1905 the Clerk of Works reported that the consumption

of gas was then at the rate of about 36^ million cub. ft. per

annum. The following details were also given :

—

Bakehouse.—The ovens were heated 74 hours a week, with a consumption

of 131,600 cub. ft. of gas. The flour used = 27 sacks of 280 lbs. each.

Kitchen.—The average consumption of gas is as follows :

—

6 a.m. to 9 a.m., at 4000 cub. ft. per hour = 12,000 cub. ft-.

9 „ to 1 p.m., at 8000 „ „ = 32,000 „

1 p.m. to 5 „ at 4000 „ „ = 16,000 „

5 „ to 10 „ at 1000 „ „ = 5,000

Total per day . . 65,000 „

Total per week . . 455,000

Another installation of a somewhat similar kind is at the

Isolation Hospital of the Urban District Council of Waltham-

stow. It was started in 1900, and the gas is still used for a

variety of purposes, including the heating of water for baths in

the administrative block. There are also four independent

blocks or pavilions for patients, and at each end of each of these

blocks there is a gas-fired boiler of the geyser type, to provide

hot water for the baths, lavatories, etc.

An interesting installation of this type of plant on a larger

scale has worked for many years at the well-known cocoa factory

of Messrs. Van Houten & Son at Weesp, in Holland. It is to be

regretted that work at this important factory has now been

stopped, but we continue to give an illustration of the plant in

Fig. 36, as it shows the general arrangement adopted for a plant

of considerable size. There were eight gas-producers, each

capable of producing 453 cm. (16,000 cub. ft.), or a total of

3625 cm. (128,000 cub. ft.) per hour. The gas plant was outside

the town, about a quarter of a mile from the factory, and the gas

travelled through a main 2 ft. in diameter, which had to pass
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under a canal, and the tank of the gasholder had to be carried

on numerous timber piles as there was water near the surface of

the ground. The gas was used chiefly for roasting cocoa beans,

but also for soldering tin boxes, and for other heating work, as

well as for heating stoves in several work rooms and offices.

When the plant was started in 1885, the cost of anthracite was

16s. a ton, and careful tests showed that the calorific power of

the gas was one-fourth that of town gas, and that its cost was

l^d. per 1000 cub. ft. (including fuel and wages). This would

give Id. for the equivalent of 1000 cub. ft. of town gas ; but at

the present price of fuel and wages the cost would be greater for

the producer gas as well as for the town gas.

This gas is used in several other factories for roasting cocoa,

coffee, and other food products. The following are the results of

trials with two different samples of coffee :

—

Speed of roaster (revolutions per lainute)

.

Air pressure (pounds per square inch) . .

Gas alight (minutes) ... , . . .

Cofiee in roaster (minutes) . . .

Producer gas consumed (cubic feet)

.

Weight of coflee roasted (pounds) . . .

One great advantage of roasting by gas, compared with a coke

fire, is that the heat can be better regulated ; another is that the

gas can be turned off at the critical moment, just when the

roasting is done. It is well known that the roasting of coffee,

for instance, is an operation of great nicety ; if it is insufficiently

roasted much of its aroma is lost. It is said that with gas-

roasting the weight of finished coffee is 10 to 15 per cent, greater

than with a coke fire.

The various kinds of heating work for which producer gas is

used are too numerous to mention, but the following are some of

those which have been dealt with :

—

Japanning and enamelling stoves.

Catting and finishing glass.

Type-founding machines.

Crucible furnaces.

Varnish-making.

Tailors' irons in clothing factories.
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Laundry irons, calenders, etc.

Machines in boot factories.

Drying wood, for musical boxes, etc.

Grassing silk and cotton yarns.

Singeing textile fabrics.

Soldering biscuit and condensed milk tins, etc.

Brazing with blowpipes.

Small furnaces for hardening, tempering, annealing, etc. (At the Birming-

ham Small Arms Factory there are about forty of these furnaces in use.)

Expanding wheel rims and tyres.

Annealing cartridge cases, as at the Royal Arsenal, Woolwich.

Speaking generally, we have found that for heating work

four volumes of the gas made in this type of plant are equivalent

to one of ordinary town gas ; but for blowpipes and some other

special work it is best to allow more.

In connection with cooking and baking or the roasting of food

materials by heat derived from the combustion of producer gas,

it is well to consider whether any deleterious effect is caused by

the contact of products of combustion with the food. Our opinion

is that no harmful effect is produced, especially as there must

be a fairly free and rapid escape of the products of combustion

to ensure a sufficient in-draught of air to burn the gas in the

oven or stove in which the food is cooked. The products of

combustion of this gas consist chiefly of carbon dioxide and

water-vapour, with a very small percentage of sulphurous or

sulphuric acid. The accompanying nitrogen is a neutral body,

and the mere traces of other gases are negligible. When pro-

ducer gas is used, the products of combustion are similar in kind

to those of town gas, although the proportions of carbon dioxide

and water-vapour differ, and it has been well estabhshed by

competent authorities that no deleterious effect is produced when

ordinary town gas is used for cooking. As to the sulphur

compounds, the sulphur does not exceed in amount that derived

from ordinary town gas, provided the coal from which the

producer gas is made does not contain more than about 0'5 per

cent, of sulphur. It will be remembered that producer gas, as

now ordinarily made for heating work, is merely washed and

scrubbed. Except in special cases it is not purified chemically,

as in the case of town gas ; but purification, when necessary,

presents no great difficulty. The water through which the
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producer gas is passed takes up some of the sulphuretted

hydrogen, but the total quantity of the latter which is in the

gas is usually so small that it is neglected. If in certain cases

it is considered desirable to remove the sulphuretted hydrogen

this can be easily effected by passing the gas through a purifier

containing iron oxide, as in town gasworks.

In some industrial processes, such for instance as japanning

and enamelling, some of the constituents of the japan or enamel,

which consist largely of coal-tar products, are injuriously affected

by the sulphur compounds in the products of combustion of

producer gas. These affect also the colours of certain metallic

paints, e.g. the so-called " gold paint," which is made with copper

and is readily tarnished by sulphuretted hydrogen. Without

purifying the gas these troubles can be avoided by heating the

stoves or ovens in such a way that the gases (burnt or unburnt)

do not come in contact with the materials to be heated ; or the

gas can be purified as described above.



CHAPTER VI

ENGINE WORK

Gas-engines were invented long ago, but the early ones were not

successful ; in fact, they were not " within the range of practical

politics " until Dr. Otto introduced his four-stroke cycle. His

engine was patented in 1876, and it is since then that a real gas-

engine trade has sprung up. The makers in Germany and in

England were energetic and skilful ; and they not only achieved

a remarkable success but prepared the way for numerous other

makers, who adopted the Otto principle as soon as the master

patent expired.

At first all gas-engines were worked with town lighting gas,

and the conditions of working were almost ideal compared with

steam power. The user of the engine needed no storage of fuel,

no tall chimney ; and no ground space was required for a steam-

boiler. There were no boiler repairs, no ashes to remove, no

banking of fires and stand-by losses, no smoke nuisance ; and the

engine could be started or stopped at a moment's notice. The

attendance, and consequently the expenditure in wages, were

nominal ; the only drawback was the price of the gas. An
engine worked with costly gas was, in fact, analogous to an

electric motor worked with current derived from zinc as the

fuel. Still even with expensive town gas small gas-engines

competed successfully with steam-engines and boilers ; but for

20 B.H.P. and upwards the working cost of a gas-engine with

ordinary lighting gas was greater than that of steam power.

k new field of enterprise was opened out when it was proved

that a gas-engine could be worked successfully with semi-

water-gas, because the low cost of the latter enabled the

gas-engine of any size to beat the steam-engine in cost of

working,

I
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The first trial of a gas-engine with producer gas was in 1879,

with a set of Dowson's gas plant ^ (see Pigs. 34 and 35, pp. 103,

104). His attention was drawn to the subject in 1878, while he

was engaged in perfecting an apparatus for making cheap gas

for heating purposes, and it occurred to him that it might be

eminently suitable for gas-engines. The English makers of the

Otto engine were sceptical as to the result, as they considered

that no gas with a high percentage of nitrogen could succeed.

They were, however, persuaded to make a trial at their works

with a little engine developing about 3 B.H.P., and their adverse

opinion was so far broken down that further trials were made in

the following year. Mr. Dowson read his first paper on the

subject at the York meeting of the British Association for the

Advancement of Science (1881), ^ and he then showed a small

Otto engine working with his gas plant. This same engine and

plant were afterwards tested by Mr. D. K. Clark, at the Smoke

Abatement Exhibition, on behalf of the Committee. He reported

as follows ^ :

—

Engine developed 441 I.H.P. and 3'26 B.H.P. when making 156 revolutions

per minute.

Gas consumed per T.H.P.-hour, llO'Si cub. ft.

Gas consumed per B.H.P.-hour, 149'30 cub. ft.

Fuel consumed per I.H.P.-bour, 1'45 lb.

Fuel consumed per B.H.P.-hour, 1'97 lb.

For various reasons much better results can be obtained with

engines of recent date, but at the time of these trials they were

considered encouraging, and the figures are given now so that

later results may be compared with them. Many improvements

have been made in the construction and working of the gas plant

since it was first introduced, but the average composition of the

gas remains nearly the same, as will be seen from the following

analyses by various chemists :

—

' Proceedings Inst. C.E., 1882, vol. Ixxiii. p. 315.

' Keport of Brit. Assoc, 1881.

' Official Report of Smoke Abatement Committee, 1882, p. 113.
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Tadli; XIII,

—

Composition of Gas (peb cent, by volume).

i
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better understood, and many important modifications have been

made in gas-engines, so that the heat efficiency of an engine

working with this gas is equal to that of an engine working with

ordinary town gas, and it is now necessary to use only about

4 volumes of good semi-water-gas for one of ordinary town gas.

On this point, therefore, theory and practice are now fairly in

accord.

The improvements referred to were due in large measure

to the better understanding of the thermodynamic problems

involved. At first the makers of gas-engines sought improve-

ments almost exclusively in mechanical devices, and less atten-

tion than the subject deserved was given to the behaviour of

different kinds of gas under the varying conditions of tempera-

ture and pressure which must necessarily prevail in the cylinder

before and after each explosion. In this country it was Sir

Dugald Clerk, F.R.S., who first thoroughly investigated the

subject as a chemist and physicist, and his pifblish'ed writings

have led to a better understanding of the somewhat complicated

and difficult problems involved. With steam power, it is one

thing to make steam in a boiler, it is another to make the best

use of it in an engine ; so with gas power, it is comparatively

easy to make gas in a producer but to use it to advantage in

an engine is another matter altogether. It will therefore be

instructive to review briefly the changes made in the engine

which have raised the efficiency of the combination, although

the composition of the gas itself has not been appreciably

altered.

The Otto engine tested in 1881 had a compression of only

35 lbs. per square inch, and a typical indicator diagram is given

in Fig. 37. It was soon ascertained that a higher compression

would be better, but at that time slide-valves were used to

regulate the ignition as well as the admission of the charge, and

a high compression would have caused excessive friction for the

valves. For various reasons these troublesome valves were

retained for several years, but when tube-igniters were adopted

and slide-valves were abandoned a higher compression was

used. In the diagram (Fig. 38) an attempt is made to represent

approximately a charge of producer gas and air about to enter

the compression space in the cylinder of an early Otto engine,
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this space being filled with residual products of combustion from
the previous charge, left in the cylinder at the end of the exhaust

stroke. In this figure the inner cone represents the producer gas,

and the outer cone represents air in the proportion of '2 volumes

of air to 1 of gas. The dots indicate the combustible part, and

Fio. 87.—Typical indicator diagram with producer gas in 1881.

the crosses the incombustible part, of the producer gas, the latter

being assumed to contain about 50 per cent, of combustible

gases, the remainder being nitrogen and carbon dioxide. The

circles show the oxygen in the air, and the crosses the nitrogen.

,. ..,.i.. ...^c*" .;*+o.r*y .,,

."lAX'.i'.'"

Pig. 38.—Diagram showing charge of producer gas and air about to enter
cylinder of early Otto engine.

It is not possible to show in a diagram what actually occurred

during the admission and compression of the charge, but the

figure will assist the reader to realise the relative proportions of

gas, air, and products of combustion which had to be mixed

together. It will also serve to show how difficult it was for the
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molecules of oxygen to reach the combustible gases, surrounded

as they were with inert nitrogen and products of combustion.

In the first place, before the charge entered the cylinder, it was

as though there were two contending parties, four-fifths of one

party (the atmospheric nitrogen) endeavouring to prevent the

remaining fifth (oxygen) from joining half the members of the

other party (the combustible gases), the other half of which was

opposed to the union. When the charge of gas and air entered

the cylinder it was mixed with a considerable volume of residual

products, and the combination of the oxygen with the com-

bustible gases was rendered still more difficult. Apart from

160-

- Pi&. 39.—Diagrams with and without air-pump.

these difficulties, there was the fact that carbon monoxide is slow

to ignite compared with hydrogen. Hence more than half the

combustible constituents of producer gas are rather slow to

ignite. One fairly obvious improvement, so far as the gas was

concerned, was to remove or scavenge out the residual products

before admitting a new charge. To put this to a practical test

the makers of the Otto engine, in 1881, fitted a small engine with

a pump which delivered air into the compression space while the

exhaust was open, so as to remove the products and displace

them by air. The engine could work with or without the pump,
and Fig. 39 shows two typical diagrams taken on the same day,

with gas of the same quality. The smaller diagram represents

the non-scavenging effect when the pump was not working, and
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shows a mean pressure of 57"8 lbs. per square inch. The larger

diagram superposed represents the efifect after scavenging, when

the pump was working, and shows a mean pressure of 68-5 Uis.

per square inch, or an increase of 18^ per cent. The fact that

the exhaust products in the compression space were removed and

displaced by air doubtless assisted the combustion of the gas ; at

the same time it allowed more gas to enter the cylinder so that

there was a richer charge, and this to a large extent explains the

increase in the mean pressure. In modern engines the com-

pression space is much smaller in proportion to the volume of

the cylinder than in the engine of 1881, and the increase of

mean pressure due to scavenging is therefore not so great as in

the example quoted. But apart from these considerations there

is no doubt that it is especially advantageous for a comparatively

weak gas, such as producer gas, not to' be diluted with exhaust

products. Against this improvement there was the extra friction

due to the pump, and in the small engine of that date it was

rather serious. Besides this, a further complication was intro-

duced in the engine, and it added to the cost of construction,

so that the makers were not in favour of the change. In the

early Clerk engine the exhaust products were removed, and the

inventor of it has always held that scavenging for producer gas

is beneficial. Even the inventor of the Otto engine admitted

that it was bad for a weak gas to be diluted with products

of combustion. In the specification of a patent granted to

Dr. Otto, dated January 4th, 1881, these words occur: "The

products of combustion do not materially interfere with the

combustion of the following charge if the gas employed is of a

very inflammable character, such as coal-gas ; but when gas of

less inflammable character is used, such as carbonic oxide, it is of

advantage to remove the said products more or less completely."

Later, the manager of the German Otto Engine Works made a

still greater admission, and in 1892 he wrote to Mr. Dowson as

follows :
" In all cases, and especially where weak gas is used,

the expulsion of the products of combustion is an advantage ;

a larger quantity of heat will then be converted into work,

and consequently the power developed by the engine will be

increased."

Incidentally, scavenging has other advantages. For instance,
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without scavenging the mixture of gas and air entering the

cylinder is heated and expanded by the products of combustion

from the previous explosion, so that the density and strength of

each charge is somewhat diminished, a fact to which attention

was called long ago by Profs. Ayrton and Perry.^ Scavenging

reduces the temperature of the explosive mixture during the

suction stroke, and this not only increases the density of the

charge but also tends to prevent pre-ignition. A further point

is that if a weak charge enters the cylinder it may burn so

slowly that part of the flame may remain in the compression

chamber after the exhaust, and may ignite the succeeding

charge during the suction stroke while the valves are open.

This again would be impossible if all the hot products and flame

were scavenged out, especially if a little air were admitted in

front of the new charge.

Mr. Atkinson introduced an ingenious method of scavenging

without a pump, but it entailed certain <lrawbacks. It is, how-

ever, generally recognised that if scavenging could be adopted

without serious complication it would be an advantage, especially

in large engines and in engines working with producer gas or

other gases of low calorific power ; but notwithstanding all the

opinions in favour of scavenging, comparatively few engines are

made with this provision. The majority of gas-engine makers

consider that it is simplest and best to have a reduced com-

pression space and a high compression without scavenging. In

steam-engines the greatest care is taken to convert as much as

possible of the heat energy of the working fluid into work, and

undoubtedly the same should be done in a gas-engine which is

to work with producer gas.

This discussion may be thought to be somewhat of a digres-

sion, as scavenging has not been generally adopted and therefore

cannot have contributed to the improved efficiency of the majority

of gas-engines working with producer gas. But the attention

drawn to the subject has not been without its influence ; indirectly,

it has helped to bring about the adoption of a higher pressure

for the compression of the charge, and this of itself has notably

raised the heat efficiency of the engine, and has reduced the

consumption of gas per H.P. In his James Forrest Lecture at

' " The Gas-engine Indicator Diagram," Philosophical Magazine, July, 1884.
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the Institution of Civil Engineers (1904), Sir D. Clerk discussed

this in detail, and as a general result he pointed out that in

1882 the heat converted into indicated work was only 16 per

cent, of the total heat given to the engine, whereas in 1900 it

had risen to fully 30 per cent. '

Since 1881 the speed of gas-engines has been increased, and
the tendency is to raise the speed rather than to lower it,

especially for electrical work. Shorter intervals between the

explosions, and therefore between the impulses, naturally lessen

the variations in speed, and a quick-running engine is of smaller

dimensions for a given power.

In the best engines of to-day about 30 per cent, of the total

heat energy of the gas sent into the cylinder is lost by conduction

through the walls of the cylinder. In 1882 this loss was about

50 per cent. On the other hand, the loss of heat through the

exhaust has not been reduced ; on the contrary, its tendency has

been to rise, and it is now about 40 per cent. It is a striking

fact that the exhaust of a gas-engine often leaves the cylinder at

a pressure little under that of the steam i^ressure used in old

times for driving a steam-engine. It is, however, reasonable to

expect that in the process of evolution the gas-engine will be

further modified and improved ; indeed, what Sir D. Clerk has

aptly termed its present " ratio of imperfection " may be con-

sidered as encouraging. If, notwithstanding its defects, it has

done so well already, how much better will it be when these

defects, or a considerable portion of them, have been remedied ?

Numerous tests to determine the fuel consumption per H.P.

have been made by well-known authorities, such as it. Mathot

in Belgium ^ ; Prof. Witz in France ^ ; Profs. Schottler,^ Mej-er,

and Slaby in Germany ; Sir D. Clerk * and Prof. Burstall in

England. The general results show that when a steam-jet plant

is used for making the gas a modern gas-engine of good design

consumes about 450 grams (about 1 lb.) of fuel per B.H.P.-hour,

including the fuel burnt in the boiler to raise the steam required.

This is a great improvement on the fuel consumption of the first

small engine worked with producer gas mentioned on p. 114, and

this improvement is not due to any appreciable increase in the

' " Moteurs i Gaz." - " Moteurs A Gaz." Paris.

' " Die Gasmachine." Brunswick. ' " The Gas and Oil Engine." Longmans.
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calorific power of the gas, but to the various modifications and

adjustments of the engine to which we have referred. A further

reduction in the fuel consumption is effected when the steam is

generated in the gas-producer or by the sensible heat of the gas

after it has left the producer. This is dealt with in Chapter VII.

on Suction Plants.

For engine work it is important that the temperature of the'

gas when it reaches the engine should be about the same as that

of the atmosphere. This is desirable, because it renders the gas

more dense so that a given volume contains a greater weight and

yields a larger amount of heat energy, and consequently develops

more power when it is exploded. For practical reasons too, it is

objectionable to have moisture deposited from the gas in the pipes

and passages near the engine, and to prevent this the gas should

leave the plant at the atmospheric temperature. There will then

be no further lowering of temperature accompanied by the

condensation of a further portion of water-vapour from the gas.

This is especially important now that magneto igniters have

replaced tube igniters, as there is a tendency for moisture to

collect on the terminals after the engine has been standing and

is cool. If this occurs it gives trouble when the engine is to be

started, as the current is short-circuited and the spark fails.

This question of moisture is, however, not always understood

;

we therefore give a few explanations as to the cause of its presence

and the best way of removing an excess.

We may assume that after passing through water or through

wet coke in the scrubbers the gas will be saturated with moisture

at whatever temperature it may be. As the gas at any given

temperature contains sufficient water-vapour for saturation the

quantity of water-vapour in the gas will be less at a lower

temperature, and if the gas is further cooled any excess of water-

vapour beyond that required for saturation at the lower tem-

perature will be condensed. If, therefore, warm gas enters a

cold engine, some of the water-vapour carried with it will be

thrown out by condensation and will be deposited. A knowledge
of the temperature of the gas in the pipe near the engine enables

us to calculate the amount of water-vapour required to saturate

the gas at that point, but it will not enable us to determine the

amount of condensed water which may be held in suspension
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over and above the amount of water present in the form of

vapour. If we wish to determine the total content of water-

vapour and of condensed moisture held in suspension it is

necessary to pass some of the gas through a chemical absorbent,

such as calcium chloride or concentrated sulphuric acid. To
remove the condensed moisture from the gas before it reaches

the engine it is best to pass the gas through a filter of sawdust or

other suitable material. This will not affect the amount of

uncondensed water-vapour in the gas, but it will to a great extent

arrest the passage of condensed moisture held in suspension.

We have had to deal with a case where the temperature of the

water used in the scrubbers was considerably lower than that

of the surrounding air, and the temperature of the gas as it

reached the engine was below that of the air, yet moisture was

deposited in the cylinder of the engine and on the terminals of

the igniter. It was evidently a case where condensed moisture

was carried along by the gas, and the trouble was got over

by passing the gas through a thick bed of sawdust.

Although the gas might not contain more water-vapour than

is necessary for saturation, condensed moisture might be deposited

at any point where there was a sudden reduction of pressure in the

gas, because this sudden reduction of pressure would cause a slight

lowering of temperature. It might be supposed that this would

occur as the gas enters the cylinder on the suction stroke, when

there is a lowering of pressure ; but this is only momentary and

does not give time for the deposition of moisture. Moreover, as

soon as the gas enters the engine (after it has been working) it

comes in contact with warm surfaces, which have a contrary

effect. It may sometimes happen, when an engine has been

standing and has been cooled by water colder than the gas, that

when the latter comes in contact with the metal surfaces its

temperature is lowered ; there is then some deposition of con-

densed moisture.

The hot gas which leaves the producer can be cooled by passing

it through pipes and coolers exposed to the air ; but as the gas

is usually consumed as quickly as it is made, and as its volume

is considerable—say 2"1 to 2-25 cm. (75 to 80 cub. ft.) per B.H.P.-

hour—this process alone would be too slow, and the cooling

apparatus would be too large and too costly. It is therefore
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usual to pass the gas through a water-seal, and through one or

more scrubbers containing wetted coke, as shown in Pig. 40.

In a well-designed plant worked with anthracite the quantity

of water required for cooling and cleaning the gas is about 4-5

liters (1 gallon) per B.H.P.-hour. If worked with coke the

quantity of water is about 6-7 liters (I'S

gallon). Sometimes, in order to reduce the

first cost of the plant, smaller scrubbers

are used than is desirable, and then the

consumption of water is necessarily higher.

In a steam-jet plant the weight of

steam decomposed is about 75 per cent,

of the weight of anthracite or coke con-

sumed in the producer. The total quantity

of water required for the steam and for

the cooling and cleaning of the gas may

therefore be put at about 4-8 liters (1-06

gallon) per B.H.P.-hour for anthracite, and

7-0 liters (1-56 gallon) for coke. Water

is also required for cooling the cylinder,

etc., of the gas-engine, but this should not

be debited to the gas plant; the quantity

is, however, insignificant if there is a

cooling tank with a flow

and return from the

cylinder.

Where Avater is

scarce or costly a por-

tion of the overflow

from the scrubbers is

sometimes collected

and pumped into an

overhead tank, a little

fresh water being mixed with it. It will not do to use overflow

water several times without adding some fresh water, or it will

become too acid. The acidity may, however, be neutralised by

means of chalk or lime.

On referring to Table XIII., it will be seen that the gas

contained an average of about 18 per cent, of hydrogen, with the

Pig. 40.—Hydraulic seal and coke scrubber.
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accompaniment of an average of 6 per cent, of carbon dioxide,

and it has sometimes been supposed that there can be no advan-

tage in increasing the hydrogen if it involves a proportionate

increase in the carbon dioxide. This question has already been

dealt with in its theoretical aspects in Chapters I. and II., and it

may be well to consider it briefly from the practical side. By
way of example we may compare two of the samples of gas of

which the composition is given in Table XIII. (p. 115) :

—

(1) : (2)

15-3
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considerably, but it is essential that the temperature of compres-

sion should be less than the ignition temperature of the charge.

Exact data are wanting for the ignition temperature of mixtures

of various gases with air, but Sir D. Clerk says, " It is known in

a general way that gases which contain a large proportion of

hydrogen are ignited at a comparatively low temperature," and

that " compression can be carried very much farther with weak

gas of the producer type, such as blast-furnace gas, than with

very inflammable gases, such as town gas or natural gas."

It should also be remembered that it is not so much the

percentage of hydrogen in the gas which is important as the

percentage of hydrogen in the charge of gas and air introduced

into the cylinder ; so that a town gas containing 50 per cent, of

hydrogen may be no more liable to pre-ignition than a producer

gas containing 15 per cent., although these figures seem at first

sight to indicate that it would. The town gas would be mixed

in the engine cylinder with about 7 times its volume of air, so

that the mixture would contain about 6 per cent, of hydrogen.

The producer gas, requiring, say, 1"2 volumes of air, would give

a mixture containing about seven per cent, of hydrogen, so that

there is little to choose between the two cases. If, however, we

take two examples of producer gas, one containing 15 per cent,

of carbon monoxide and 25 per cent, of hydrogen, the other

containing 25 per cent, of carbon monoxide and 15 per cent, of

hydrogen, the quantity of air required for combustion is the

same in each case. Therefore in the cylinder of the engine

there will be 25 parts of hydrogen in the first case and only

15 parts in the second, and the possibility of pre-ignition would

arise at a lower compression pressure in the former case.

It is true that when gases are fired in the cylinder of an

engine hydrogen explodes more readily than carbon monoxide,

and its combustion during the explosion is more complete ; but

the heat lost in the exhaust is increased, owing to the latent heat

of the steam produced. On the other hand, carbon monoxide

explodes less readily, and with weak mixtures its complete com-

bustion is less certain ; but there is no loss from latent heat.

Whatever the composition of the producer gas may be it is

desirable that there should be a good igniter. The old-fashioned

slide>valvea with ignition ports were certainly troublesome, and
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the ignition tubes afterwards used were much more satisfactory
;

moreover, they could be heated by a jet of producer gas, so that

an installation could be entirely independent of town gas, and

an engine could be worked in places where there was no town

gas at all. Since about 1903 magneto igniters have found favour,

and, as we shall see later, they are essential for suction plants

in places where there is no town gas with which to heat a tube

igniter. The great point about the ignition is that it should be

prompt and sure, especially for a comparatively weak gas such

as producer gas. It has now become the practice with large

engine-cylinders to ignite the charge at more than one point.

The explosion requires an appreciable time to travel through the

combustion chamber of the engine, especially with the com-

paratively weak charges and low compression pressures used in

large engines, and the arrangement of two magnetos and spark-

ing plugs to each cylinder not only improves the efficiency of the

engine by shortening the period of combustion, but it also makes

the ignition more reliable.

In Chapter XV. we shall deal fully with the fuels suitable

for producer gas for various purposes, and Chapter IX. will be

devoted to the production of gas from bituminous coal for engine

work. For gas power, anthracite or coke is generally used for

plants up to about 200 B.H.P., and for larger sizes in places

where the cost of bituminous coal is not much less than that

of the other fuels. From the practical point of view we may

say generally that anthracite is rather better to work with than

coke of average quality. Both give about the same heat efficiency ;

but there is usually more ash in the coke, and consequently

there is more trouble with clinker. Also the yield of gas

may be taken at about 10 to 20 per ,
cent, less with coke than

with anthracite; consequently, from 10 to 20 per cent, more

coke must be used for a given output. It also takes rather

longer to get the gas plant in working order for making good

gas when coke is used. It follows, therefore, that when the

two fuels cost about the same it is better to use anthracite,

but that when coke is cheaper it is better to use it, provided it

is well carbonised and does not contain more than 10 to 12 per

cent, of ash.

In connection with the subject of gas power there is an
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interesting invention of Mr. H. A. Humphrey, M. Inst. O.E.,

which is probably destined to have an important future. We
refer to the Humphrey Pump, which employs the principle of

internal combustion for pumping liquids. It can be worked

with producer or other gas, and independent tests show that the

thermodynamic cycle on which the pump works has a greater

efficiency than the Otto cycle. There are no moving parts

except the mushroom valves, and the use of a flywheel is not

necessary since the movements to and fro in the cylinder of a

column of water forming part of the water pumped effect the

Fig. 41.—Humphrey pump.

actions of exhaust, suction, and compression in the intervals

between the pumping strokes. The water column, which also

acts as a piston, has four unequal strokes, such as theory requires

when expansion is carried to atmospheric pressure. These strokes

are—a long stroke during combustion and expansion, another long

stroke during exhaust, a shorter stroke during suction, and a

still shorter stroke during compression. There is no valve across

the discharge pipe at any point, so that the water has a free

passage from the explosion chamber to the water tower at a

higher level.

Fig. 41 shows a pump with water tower, etc., complete, the

pump proper being built up from three main castings. C is
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the combustion chamber, connected by means of the bend B to

the water valve chamber W and the discharge pipe D, which

leads to the water tower WT. The suction tank ST embraces

the valve box chamber, so that there is a free access of water to

all the water valves V. These water valves are plain mushroom
valves, opening inwards, and held on their seats by light springs.

In the top of the combustion chamber are fitted a gas inlet valve

A and an exhaust valve E. A simple interlocking gear is

arranged between these two valves, so that when the valve A
closes it locks itself shut and releases the valve E, and when the

valve E closes it locks itself shut and releases the valve A.

Consequently, each time that suction occurs in the chamber C
the valve A opens and the valve E is closed ; when the exhaust

occurs the valve E opens and the valve A is closed.

A charge of gas and air is compressed in the top of chamber

C and is fired by a sparking plug which projects through the top

casting. All the valves are shut when the explosion occurs, and

the increase in pressure drives the water downwards in the

pump and sets the whole column of water in the discharge pipe

in motion, and when the expanding gases reach atmospheric

pressure the column of water may be moving at, say, 6 feet per

second. The motion of this column of water cannot be suddenly

arrested, hence the pressure in C tends to fall below that of the

atmosphere; the exhaust valve E opens, as well as the water

valves V. Water rushes in through the water valves mostly to

follow the moving column in the pipe D, but partly to rise in the

chamber C in an effort to reach the same level inside the

chamber as exists in the suction tank. When the kinetic energy

of the moving column has expended itself by forcing water into

the water tower, it comes to rest, and, there being nothing to

prevent a return flow, the column starts to move back towards

the pump and gains velocity until the water reaches the level of

the exhaust valve, which it shuts by impact. A certain quantity

of burnt products is now imprisoned in the cushion space F, and

the energy of the moving column is expended in compressing

this gas cushion to a greater pressure than that due to the static

head of the water in the water tower WT. Hence a second

outward movement of the column results, and when the water in

F reaches the level of valve E the pressure in the space F is
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again atmospheric, and further movement of the water opens

valve A against a Hght spring and a fresh charge of gas and air

is drawn in. Once more the column of water returns under the

water tower pressure and compresses the charge of gas and air,

which is then ignited to start a fresh cycle of operations.

The only moving parts (the valves) open and shut under

slight changes in pressure, and are all on their seats when the

explosion occurs ; consequently there is no shock, and the pump
works quietly and smoothly.

It is said that the fuel consumption of the Humphrey
Pumps, for a given horse-power in the water lifted, is less than

with any "other type of pump, whether driven by gas or steam,

and this statement is confirmed by independent tests made with

a small pump by Prof. W. C. Unwin, F.E.S. After careful

investigation, the Metropolitan Water Board, under the advice of

their Chief Engineer, Mr. W. B. Bryan, M. Inst. C.E., adopted

this system on a large scale for their pumping station at

Chingford, in Essex. Of&cial tests of this remarkable installa-

tion were made in June, 1913, and the following is a general

summary of the results ^ :

—

The pumping plant consists of -fiv^ Humphrey internal

combustion pumps working on producer gas, the gas being

supplied by four Dowson pressure producers gasifying anthracite

coal. Four of the pumps were each to be capable of delivering

40 million gallons of water per day of 24 hours, or 27,780

gallons per minute, and the remaining pump was to deliver half

this quantity, the water being raised in all cases to a height of 25

to 30 feet. Three of the gas-producers were each to be' capable of

gasifying 370 lbs. of anthracite per hour, and the remaining

producer 188 lbs. per hour.

Before the pumps were tested each gas-producer was tested

separately during six hours to ascertain for each producer the

quantity and heat value of the gas made per pound of anthracite

consumed. The height of the fire was measured at the beginning

of each test, and maintained approximately constant, and in all

cases the level at the end of the trial was the same as at the

start. Coal was fed into the producer about every 15 minutes,

and the gas made was measured through a rotary gas meter,

' Engineering, December 19th, 1913.
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and was burnt. The meter -was calibrated before and after

each test against the fall of a gasholder. Each half-hour the

calorific value of the gas was measured by a Junkers calorimeter,

and simultaneous analyses of the gas were made. Ordinary

anthracite of good quality was used, its calorific value being

given as 14,600 B.Th.U per pound (8100 calories per kilo).

The results of these tests are given in Table XIV. :

—

Table XIV. —Peoduckb Gab Tebtb, June, 1913.
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The Contractors guaranted, under heavy penalties, that the

consumption of anthracite should not exceed I'l lb. per water

H.P.-hour, and the Chief Engineer was able to report officially

that the average fuel consumption of the four large pumps was

only 0-931 lb. per water H.P. per hour. The small pump, rated

at 20 million gallons per day, gave a still lower average of only

0-8 lb., the general average of all the five pumps being 904 lb.

of anthracite per water H.P.-hour. He further reported that each

of the large pumps which was specified to lift 40 million gallons

per day gave an actual average of 47-5 million gallons per day,

and the small pump which was to lift 20 million gallons actually

raised 26"1 million gallons per day. These results are believed

to be unprecedented. The heat efficiency of the gas-producers

was given as over 82 per cent., and the pumps converted into

work 23 '5 per cent, of the heat of the gas they consumed, so that

19'3 per cent, of the heat energy of the fuel was converted into

useful work.

After a lapse of some months the Chief Engineer reported

that the endurance tests provided for in the contract had been

fulfilled satisfactorily.



CHAPTER VII

SUCTION PLANTS

AVb have seen that in some of the early gas-producers used for

furnace work air was drawn into the producer by suction, instead

of being forced in under pressure, as in producers of later date.

In recent years the idea of working the producer by suction,

instead of by air at pressure, has been reverted to, chiefly in

connection with gas-engines. As early as 18(J2 Dr. Jacques

Arbos, of Barcelona, patented a combination of gas plant and gas-

engine in which the latter drew gas direct from the producer.

It was not a very practical arrangement, and the charge of gas-

and air was not compressed before ignition, but it deserves to be

mentioned as one of the early suction plants devised. The first

to give effect to this idea in a practical way in a compression

engine was M. Leon Benier, of Paris. His first patent was in

1891, and he afterwards took out others ; the gas plant shown in

Fig. 42 represents what he first used for practical work (1894)

in conjunction with the special engine shown in Fig. 43. In the

former figure, A is the gas-producer ; B the feeding hopper ; C
a revolving grate containing water ; D a chamber to receive

steam produced in C ; D' is a chamber open at the bottom to

receive steam from D and allow it to expand to atmospheric

pressure ; E the air inlet ; E' a passage for steam from chamber

D'; Fa mixing chamber for steam and air at atmospheric

pressure ; G the inner casing of gas-producer ;
H an annular

space for steam and air to pass from F to the bottom of fire, the

steam and air being heated on the way ; I, I an annular space for

hot gas from the producer ; J a cylinder with water inside ; K
an inner cylinder, of which the lower end is dipped in water in J

so as to form a washer for the gas, with an overflow leading to

the tank L ; N a chamber to receive gas, with outlet O at the top.
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The engine had a suction pump by the side of the motor

cyUnder, as shown in Fig 43, and this pump was connected by

a pipe with the outlet O in Fig. 42. As soon as the fire was

lighted it was blown up with a hand-power fan, and when the

gas was good enough to work the engine, the latter was started.

The pump on the engine then drew gas from the producer and

Fig. 42.—-Bonier early suction plant.

forced it into the motor cylinder. This suction of gas from the

prodjicer lowered the pressure in the latter, and as a consequence

air from the outside (at atmospheric pressure) flowed in through

the inlet E. The steam or water-vapour formed in C mixed

with the air before the latter entered the fuel column, and both

steam and air were drawn together into the fire. By suitable

adjustments, the volume of air drawn in varied with the rate at

which gas was consumed in the engine ; in other words, the
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rate of producing the gas was governed automatically by the

engine itself, and both the gasholder and the independent boiler

were dispensed with altogether. As this plant and those of which

it is the type work by suction they are now generally known as

suction plants, to distinguish them from pressure plants worked

by air at pressure.

Prof. Aime Witz, of Lille, tested M. Benier's combination of

gas plant and engine, made to serve about 15 B.H.P. The first

Pig. 43.—Bonier gas-engine and suction planf.

trial ' was with English anthracite of good quality, and the

calorific power of the gas was 1149 calories per cubic meter, or

12:) B.Th.U. per cubic foot, higher value. The engine developed

'276 I.H P., but only 14-59 B.H.P. ; while the consumption of

anthracite was 714 grams, or 1 57 lbs. per B.H.P.-hour. A second

trial was made with ordinary gas coke in the producer, and the

calorific power of the gas was then as low as 1035 calories per

cubic meter, or 116 B Th.U. per cubic foot. The engine developed

I "Moteurs n Gaz," vol. iii. p. 186; Encyc. Brit., 10th edition, vol. xxviii.

p. 606.
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14-7 B.H.P., and the consumption of coke was 752 grams, or

1-66 lbs. per B.H.P.-hour. These results were with a full load on

the engine, and it is probable that the gas would have been still

weaker if the load had been much reduced, as the temperature of

the fuel most favourable for making the gas would probably not

have been maintained.

At that date (1895) the consumption of fuel in a pressure

plant, i.e. the consumption of anthracite in the producer and of

coal or coke in the boiler, was guaranteed by different makers

not to exceed a total of 450 to 500 grams (1 to I'l lb.) per

B.H.P.-hour. There was, therefore, a considerable loss of fuel

by using the suction plant of that date, notwithstanding the fact

that it required no independent boiler, while the amount of fuel

consumed in the boiler of the pressure plant usually represented

from one-sixth to one-fifth of the total fuel consumed. The gas

was poor in quality compared with that made in a pressure plant,

and there were other drawbacks ; but the idea was an ingenious

one, and it was seen that the working of a gas plant by suction

in combination with an engine would have distinct advantages

if the practical details could be worked out in a satisfactory

manner.

Several engineers gave their attention to the subject, and

the next step of importance was to do away with the pump on

the engine and to use the suction of the engine itself, i.e. the

suction caused by the outstroke of the piston in the motor

cylinder, to draw gas from the gas plant. This reduced appreci-

ably the loss from engine friction. Various methods have been

devised for producing the steam required and for removing the

clinker formed in the producer, as the arrangements adopted by

M. Benier were not satisfactory. He himself recognised this,

and his more recent apparatus showed several modifications and

improvements in this respect. The production of the steam

required to make gas of good quality and to keep the temperature

of the fire low enough to prevent the formation of an excessive

amount of clinker presents many difficulties. Some makers

have a water-vapouriser inside the producer, sometimes near the

bottom of the fire, but more often near the top ; and they heat it

by the fire or by the hot gas which leaves the fire. In some

cases both these sources of heat are used. On the other hand,
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some makers prefer to have the vapouriser outside the producer

and to heat it by the sensible heat of the gas after it has left the

producer. The latter system has the advantage of cooling the

gas more, but the amount of steam raised is less than in the other

systems, and there is the risk that the gas will not always be hot

enough to make the full quantity required. This not only affects

the percentage of hydrogen, etc., in the gas, but has an important

bearing on the formation of clinker. It is, in fact, essential that

there should be a sufficiency of steam
;
yet this point does not

always receive the attention it deserves.

The steam is produced at atmospheric pressure, and to avoid

losses by condensation when it mixes with the air drawn into

the producer the steam, or the mixture of steam and air, is some-

times superheated by passing it through a chamber heated by the

fire in the lower part of the producer. Another method adopted

is to heat the air supply to the producer by causing it to be

drawn through a jacketed space surrounding the body of the

producer or the gas outlet pipe. The heating of the air supply

by waste heat from the producer has further important advan-

tages ; a certain quantity of heat which would otherwise be lost

is carried back to the producer, so that more steam can be decom-

posed and the efficiency of the process improved; when the pro-

ducer is working at a small output, and the temperature of the

fire tends to become too low {see p. 168), the hot air-supply assists

in maintaining the working temperature ; and further, the pro-

ducer starting all cold is sooner brought into its normal working

condition.

So long as the temperature of the mixture of steam and air

entering the fire is below 100° C- the quantity of steam or water

vapour in the mixture is limited, not by the quantity produced in

the vapouriser, but by the temperature of the mixture ; for at tem-

peratures below 100° C. the air can only carry a certain proportion

of water vapour {see p. 322). The air current may at times carry

with it water in suspension in the form of small drops, formed by

the condensation of any excess of steam from the vapouriser,

beyond the amount required for saturation {see pp. 122, 123), but

this should be avoided as far as possible, since the introduction of

liquid water (or wet steam) into the fire is not favourable to

the production of good gas. The diagram. Fig. 44, based on
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the figures given in Table XLIV., shows the weight of water

vapour in one kilo of saturated air at different temperatures.

In a small or moderate-sized producer working with anthracite

or coke, the amount of steam used in the producer should be

from 0-75 to 1*0 kilo per kilo of fuel, or about 16 to 21 per cent,

by weight of the saturated air. It will be seen from the diagram

that the temperature of the air should be from 65° to 70° C. (say

150° to 160° F.) in order that it .may carry a sufficient quantity

,.00 =
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maximum volume of gas is required, there is the further necessity

for regulating the quantity of steam drawn into the fire when the

load on the engine is variable, It has been supposed that when
less gas is produced, i.e. when less air is drawn into the fire, the

lowering of temperature which follows causes less steam to be

produced, and that in this way the quantity of steam produced

is proportional to the quantity of gas required. This is only

partly true, as actually the temperature of the fire does not

vary as quickly as the load on the engine may vary, and although

there may be a considerable fall in the load, there is usually

heat enough in the fire to produce more steam than is then

desirable. If this excess of steam continues, it not only causes an

excess of carbon dioxide to be formed, but it damps down the fire.

Then, when the load is increased suddenly, the temperature of the

fire is not high enough to give effect to the necessary reactions,

and the gas is not good enough to develop the power required.

Some makers of suction plants try to get over this difficulty by

having regulating valves worked by the engine, by means of which

the admission" of steam to the fire is governed by the engine.

Some merely allow a vent in the vapouriser for the excess of

steam to escape when the load is reduced, some make no special

provision at all ; while Mr. Dowson and others have used the

suction of the engine to draw water into the vapouriser in very

small quantities, just enough at each suction stroke to give the

steam required for the quantity of gas to be consumed. This has

Answered well, and as a result the engine governs not only the

admission of air to the producer but also the admission of water

to be converted into steam. This can only be done provided the

vapouriser flashes the water into steam ; if the vapouriser holds a

body of water, as in a boiler, steam is given off continuously, and

although there might be a governing of the feed-water the

quantity of steam produced would not be governed.

We cannot emphasise too strongly the importance of provid-

ing steam enough, and of regulating the quantity to suit all the

variations in the volume of gas produced.

While suction plants were of comparatively recent date few

complete tests of them had been published, and when Sir D.

Clerk was preparing his James Forrest Lecture for the Institution

of Civil Engineers in April, 1U04, he was anxious to know the
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actual heat efficiency of a suction plant. Mr. Dowson therefore

placed at his disposal two plants of this type, one for 30 B.H.P.,

the other for 40 B.H.P., as shown in Figs. 45 and 46, and both

were rigorously tested on his behalf by Mr. M. A. Adam, B.Sc.^

In Fig. 45, A is the grate on which the fuel rests ;
B is the

container holding a store of fuel which is admitted through the

Pig. 45.—Dowson guotion plant (30 B.H.P.) tested by Mr. Adam.

hopper and valve at the top ; C is a chamber filled with loose

pieces of firebrick ; D is a circular pipe with holes in the top,

which receives water from the feed-pot E ; this feed-pot has a

continuous supply and a constant level overflow, and it forms

one limb of a U-tube, the other limb being in the vapouriser.

Normally the water is just at the level of the open end of the

U-tube in the vapouriser, and when the sucking action of the

engine occurs a small quantity of water overflows ; the supply of

1 Proc. Inst. O.E., 1904, vol. olviii. p. 320.
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water to the vapouriser is thus in proportion to the number of

working strokes make by the engine. F is the air inlet, and G
the gas outlet, with test-cock at H ; I is a chimney or waste pipe

;

is a coke scrubber with water-seal at the bottom ; K is the gas

outlet,. There was also a small hand-power fan (not shown in

the figure) for blowing up the fire at the start. When the plant

is to be worked, a little oily waste and some wood are put on the

grate A, and the producer is filled with anthracite or coke in

small pieces. The feeding hopper is then closed, and the

cock on the waste-pipe 1 is opened; the fire is then lighted,

through a door on the level of grate A ; the fan is set in motion,

and the products are in the first instance allowed to escape through

the pipe |. The water-supply is turned on, and as soon as gas

will burn well at the test-cock H, it is ready for use in the

engine ; the cock on the waste pipe I is then closed, and gas is

blown off through another waste pipe near the engine until good

gas from the producer reaches the gas-cock on the engine. The

fan is then stopped and the engine is started. From this time

the engine itself draws in the air required for the producer, as

well as the water to be vapourised in the chamber C, the mixture

of steam and air passing downwards from C, through L to the

underside of the grate A.

In Fig. 40 similar reference letters are given to the various

parts of the apparatus, but it will be noticed that the details of

construction, especially of the vapouriser, etc., are somewhat

different. The process of making the gas is, however, the same

in both the plants.

The fuel used in Mr. Adam's trials was the ordinary com-

mercial quality of anthracite peas from one of the well-known

collieries in South Wales, as used regularly at the works of the

makers of the gas plants.

On each occasion the plant was worked fully eight consecutive

hours, the producer being started cold. Samples of the anthracite

were taken by Mr. Adam, and were analysed by Mr. Bertram

Blount, F.I.C. Gas for sampling was drawn off continuously

by an aspirator during the whole of the tests, and samples

were taken every half-hour by Mr. Horatio Ballantyne, F.I.C,

and were afterwards analysed by him. In the 30 H.P. trial,

half-hourly determinations (rf the calorific power of the gas were
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also made by Mr. Adam with a Junkers oalorimeteri All the

thermometers used were corrected by thermometers standardised

at Kew, and every precaution was taken to avoid the possibilty

of error.

Fig. 46.—Dowson suction .plant (40 B.H.P.) tested by Mr, Adam.

To start the fire in each producer the small hand-power fan

already described was used, and in about ten minutes after

lighting the fire the gas was good enough to start a gas-engine, as

shown by a flame at theltest-cock H. As soon as the gas was

good enough the hand-power blower was stopped and a power-

driven suction fan was started to draw the gas steadily from the
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producer. This was taken to represent fairly the action of an
engine under constant load drawing gas from the producer, a fan

being used instead of a gas-engine so that the gas might be

measured and tested accurately. The gas was delivered by the

fan under pressure through a new large dry meter into a gas-

holder ; it then passed out through a pipe and was burnt. A
diagrammatic view of the testing apparatus used is shown in

Fig. 47. In this A is the gas-meter ; B the suction fan ; C the

gasholder ; D a shut-off value ; E the gas outlet ; F a branch tube

conveying gas to the sampling apparatus G, in which H is the

Pig 47.—Diagram of testing apparatus.

outlet for drawing off samples ; I is another branch tube con-

veying gas to the testing meter J and calorimeter K.

The heat efficiency of each plant was taken in two ways. In

the first the whole test from start to finish was included, i.e. a

start was made with the producer and other apparatus all cold.

In the second the test began after the plant had worked two

hours, so as to determine the heat efficiency of a plant working con-

tinuously after it had been fairly started. For this test the^fuel

was made up to a definite level at the end of the first two hours,

and again at the end of eight hours, so that the fuel actually

consumed during the last six hours could be ascertained, after

making due allowance for the clinker and ash found in the pro-

ducer. The general results are given in the following tables, XVI.

and XVII., which are based on a table compiled by Mr. Adam: — ^

1 Proc. Inst. C.E., 1904, vol. clviii. p. 322.
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In his report Mr. Adam explained that, "For the sake of

convenience of comparison, the efficiencies on the lower heating

value ' are given in addition, but it should be remembered that

the loss through condensation of the steam produced' by the

burning of the hydrogen of the gas is, in reality, a gas-engine

loss, and not a producer loss, so that the efficiency on the higher

heating value is the true heat efficiency." ^

It will be seen that the heat efficiency of the 30 B.H.P. plant

was 75 per cent, for the whole eight hours' run with a cold start,

and 83 per cent, for the six hours' run with a hot start. For the

40 B.H.P. plant it was 85 per cent, with a cold start, and 90 per

cent, with a hot start. We are not able to explain precisely why
the heat efficiency of the 30 H.T. plant was lower than that of

the 40 H.P. plant. Under the mixed conditions which prevail

when gas is being made it is hardly possible to measure all the

heat losses in detail ; but it may be fairly assumed that the

principal cause of the lower efficiency of the smaller apparatus

was that it had greater cooling surfaces in proportion to the body

of fire in the producer and to the volume of gas produced. In the

40 H.P. plant the cooling surfaces were relatively smaller. As a

general result the heat efficiencies of these two small plants were

certainly satisfactory, and do not leave much room for improve-

ment.

It may be added that during these tests the following

quantities of water were used :

—

For the vapouriser of 30 B.H.P. plant, about 20 lbs. per hour.

40 „ „ 30 „

For the scrubber of 30 „ „ 380 „

40 , „ 400 „

The rise of temperature of the scrubber water at the overflow

was about 40° C. or 72° F.

' See p. 297.

' A Committee appointed by the Institution of Civil Engineers to consider

and report on the standards of ef&oienoy of internal combustion engines, state in

their report that it is preferable to use the lower calorific value of a gaseous fuel

in calculating the thermal efficiency of an engine {Proc. Inst. C£., vol. clxii.

part iv. page 319). If this recommendation be followed, the thermal efl&ciency

of a gas-produoer for engine work should be reckoned on the lower calorific value

of the gas, whilst for heating work the higher calorific value is used. We have,

therefore, given both the higher and lower calorific values of the gas wherever

possible.

L
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It was then arranged that Mr. Larter should make a similar

test with small gas-coke in the producer, instead of anthracite.

This test was begun the day after Mr. Adam's tests were finished,

and precisely the same 40 H.P. gas plant and the same testing

apparatus were used, without any modification whatever. Samples

of the coke were analysed by Mr. Blount, and during the whole of

the run the same method of sampling the gas was employed as

in the anthracite tests, also the calorific value of the gas was

calculated from the analyses and was determined by the calori-

meter.

Table XVIII.

—

Teiai. of 40 B.H.P. Suction Plant with Coke.

Gas.

an O
W

I

6S

Calories,

per kilo.

6932

6932

Per
cent.

Per
cent.

11-37

11-37

Kilos.

125-28

94-85

CalorieB.

868,400

657,500

a -2

Per cent, by
volume.

H 12-0

OH, 0-4

CO 25-5

CO2 5-3

0-65 ]

N 56-15

;

H
CH,
GO
GO2

N

18-2

0-35
I

25-3

5-4

0-6

55-15

;

Calorific

value.

Calories per
cubic meter.

Higher

1186

Lower

1089

1189

Higher

1212

Lower

1144

1218

Cubic
meters.

616-88

482-86

Calories.
Per

cent.

731,700

585,200

Heat
efficiency.

80

84

Per

cent.

84

In the trial with coke the following quantities of water were

used :

—

For the vapourisei-, atout 25 lbs. per hour.

For the scrubber, „ 600 „ „

With these results before us, we are able to compare closely

some points of interest connected with the -use of coke and

anthracite respectively, and we have summarised them in

Table XIX.
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Table XIX.—Compabison of Gas made fbom ANrHEAcrrE and fhom Coke
IN 40 B.H.P. Suction Plant.
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chiefly because the gas was poor in hydrogen. This will be readily

understood by a glance at the following diagrams (Figs. 48, 49,

and 50), in which we have shown the variations in the com-

position and calorific power of the gas at different hours during the

trials. It is noteworthy that when the producer has reached the

normal working condition the composition of the gas and its

calorific power are remarkably constant.
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It should, however, be understood that although the gas made
at the beginning of the trials (before the producer had been

thoroughly heated) was of low calorific power, it required less air
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for its complete combustion. A larger volume of the gas could

therefore be used in an engine cylinder of given size, and the power

which the engine could develop would not be appreciably reduced.
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If, for instance, the heat energy contained in one unit volume

(cubic meter or cubic foot) of a mixture of the gas mentioned in

column 5 of Table XIX., with air in the proportion theoretically
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required for its combustion be taken as 100, the heat energy con-

tained in one unitvolume of similar mixtures of the other gases with

air, would be 99, 99, 99, 99, and 102 respectively. Approximately,
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therefore, the powers which could be obtained in the same engine

with these six gases would be in the proportions of 99, 99, 99, 99,

and 102. Practically, therefore, a gas-engine will give the same
maximum power with any of these different qualities of gas.

If we compare the figures of the " hot start," i.r. for the last 6

hours of the run, it will be seen that the coke gas is slightly richer,

and contains a higher total percentage of combustible gases. But
the yield of gas per kilo of fuel consumed is considerably lower,

and this is due to the poorer nature of the fuel, the coke containing

11*37 per cent, of ash, while the anthracite contained 8-76 per

cent. The coke, also, had practically no volatile constituents

which would enrich the gas, whereas the gas made from anthracite

was considerably enriched in this way.

Before we leave this branch of the subject it will be interesting

to compare the gas made in a pressure plant with that made in

a suction plant. For this purpose we have taken the results

obtained by Mr. Adam with the 40 B.H.P. suction plant, and those

obtained in a careful trial of a 40 B.H.P. steam-jet pressure plant

of the Dowson type. We have also given the average results

of seven different pressure plants of this type of various sizes

ranging from 8 to 300 H.P.^ All the plants referred to were

worked with anthracite, and the comparative results are given in

Table XX.
From this it appears that the calorific power of the pressure

gas is approximately 20 per cent, higher than that of the suction

gas. In the latter the percentages of hydrogen and carbon

monoxide are lower, while the percentage of nitrogen is highdr,

and less air is required for the combustion of the suction than

of the pressure gas ; but after allowing for this it will be seen

that (approximately) an engine which will develop 100 I.H.P. with

the pressure gas will only give 92 I.H.P. with suction gas, a

decrease in the maximum power of the engine of 8 per cent. On
the other hand, the heat efficiency of a complete pressure-gas plant

with an independent boiler would necessarily be lower than that

of a suction plant which produces its own steam without an inde-

pendent boiler. If the steam for the pressure plant were raised

by the sensible heat of the gas produced, as is sometimes done,

we should not have to take into account the separate fuel

^ See Proc. Inst. C.E., 1901, vol. cxliv. p. 282.
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Table XX.—Compabison of Suctioh and Peessobb Plants.

1
Suction plant.
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enpines of about 15 to 20 B.H.P. each were tested at Derby, on
behalf of the Royal Agricultural Society of England. The chief

object of these trials was to determine— as far as circumstances

permitted—whether suction plants could be relied on for agricul-

tural, and estate purposes, bearing in mind that they would have
to be worked by unskilled labourers. The consumption of fuel

and water was also noted, and a full report of the trials was drawn
up by Captain H. R. Sankey, R.E., who was one of the Judges.

He thus summarises the results (p. 41) :

—

" From these trials it can be deduced that the following fuel

and water consumptions may be expected with a good suction

producer plant when working continuously at the loads specified

and under the best conditions :

—

Anthracite.

Full load : I'l lb. per B.H.P.-hour, including fuel needed for

starting and for banking during the night. ^
Half load : 1'6 lb. per B.H P.-hour, including coal for starting.

JVatcr : 1 gallon per B.H.P.-hour at full load, and ^ gallon at

half load.

Coke.

Fidl load; 1'3 lb. per B.H.P.-hour, including fuel needed for

starting.

IVdtcr : 1^ gallons per B.H.P.-hour at full load."

On p. 55 he says :
" It is evident from the results of the trials

that many of the suction gas-producer plants submitted for trial

were quite satisfactory. There can be no reasonable doubt that

with due care any of them would give satisfaction if employed for

agricultural work as an ' estate ' engine."

We will now give some typical examples of the numerous

suction plants which are made in this and other countries.

Fig. 51 represents the plant made by M., Delassue, of Paris;

the vapouriser is below and around the lower part of the fire,

and the admission of steam to the fire is governed by a valve

actuated by the engine, so that steam is admitted during the

suction stroke only, any excess being allowed to escape into the

air. In this way it is claimed that the quantity of steam con-

verted into gas is always in the proportion required by the
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engine under any variation of load. The firebox at the bottom

of the producer has an opening to admit the air required, and

Pig. 51.—^Delassue suction plant.

th^e is a suction fan on the outlet of the plant to draw up the

fire at starting, instead of the usual blower. When the gas is

good enough to serve the engine, it passes down a central pipe in
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the coke scrubber, then upwards through coke, and finally through
sawdust in the base of the scrubber, to the outlet.

In Fig. 52 we represent the plant made by MM. Fetu-Defize,

of Lifege, Belgium ; in this, A is the producer, B a scrubber, and
P a washer. The fuel is introduced through the feeding hopper
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Fio. 52.—P6tu-Defize suction plant.

T ; the vapouriser V is at the top of the producer. When the

engine takes gas, it draws in air at F, and this air mixes with the

steam in the vapouriser ; the mixture of steam and air then passes

through the chamber E, and is heated by contact with the pipe G,

through which the hot gas passes. The steam and air afterwards
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pass through the chamber C, which surrounds the lower part of

the tire, and are then discharged through O into the space under
the firegrate. The gas from the producer passes through G into

the scrubber B, and then through the washer P. No provision

other than the escape of steam at F is made for regulating the

proportion of steam for varying loads.

Fig. 58 shows the plant made by Mr. A. BoUinckx of

Huyssinghen, Belgium. The vapouriser is in the lower part of

the producer and consists of a circular casting with gills or

channels running round the outside of it. The feed-water passes

into a chamber near the top of the producer, and from there it

overflows into the channels surrounding the vapouriser. Although

the fire is in contact with the vapouriser it is said that the latter

is not overheated because of the water and evaporation on the

outside of it, also no clinker adheres to it. The fuel rests partly

on a fixed hearth and partly on a rotating table, and the ash and

clinker fall into a water trough at the bottom, when the table is

turned. There are doors facing the outside of the vapouriser so

that the channels can be scraped and cleaned when required, and

this can be done while the plant is working. The gas escapes

through a central funnel and outlet pipe to the scrubber.

In Fig. 54 we show the suction plant now made by Messrs.

Croasley Brothers, Ltd., of Manchester. In this A is the gas-

producer, B the steam raiser, C the scrubber, D the feeding

hopper, E the water regulator, F poking holes, and G an open-

hearth stepped grate. The steam raiser B consists of a series of

gilled pipes fed with water, and heated on the outside by hot

gas from the producer. The steam thus produced passes through

a pipe round the fire in the lower part of the producer, and enters

the fire through suitable holes. The admission of water B is

carefully regulated by the system of piping E, a small vacuum

chamber being connected by a pipe to the gas outlet of the

producer, so that when the engine takes a charge of gas the

suction allows water to enter B. The fire in the producer is

blown up by a suction fan near the engine instead of the more

usual pressure fan near the producer.

Fig. 55 represents the latest design of the makers of the

Dowson suction plant for powers of 100 B.H.P. and upwards.

The producer has an open hearth, so that clinker and ash can
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be removed while the plant is working. The vapouriser is

inside the top of the producer, and is an annular chamber of

which the sides and bottom are made of mild steel ; the top or

cover of the vapouriser consists of cast-iron segmental plates

Pig. 54.—Crossley suction plant.

which are clamped down, so that there is easy access to the inside

of the vapouriser to remove deposits of lime, etc. The water

supply to the vapouriser is constant, with a visible overflow to

ensure the water level inside being always the same. A steam

pipe is taken from the vapouriser through the gas outlet pipe

of the producer, and is then connected to a distributing ring of
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pipe, just under the bottom of the firebrick lining. This ring
has holes in it which allow steam to escape through them;
steam is drawn into the fire when the engine sucks, and when
there is no suction the steam escapes into the surrounding air.

In this way the engine governs the admission of steam as well

as air to the fire.

Fy
ffOM

—
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FiQ. 55.—Dowaon suction plant for 100 B.H.P. and upwards.

With a pressure plant a closed hearth for the producer is of

course necessary, but for suction plants the leading makers have

given up the closed hearth. They use instead a water-bottom, or

preferably some form of open hearth. In this way the bottom

of the fire can be cleaned and clinkers removed, without stopping

the plant or affecting the quality of the gas; with this means
of keeping the fire in good working order the composition

of the gas is more uniform. When necessary it is not only

possible, with an open hearth or water-bottom, to run the plant

for several months without a stop, but it is also possible to use

coal of inferior quality, as the clinker can be more easily removed.



CHAPTER VIII

SUCTION PLANTS {CONTINUED)

When suction plants were first introduced, several makers of

gas-engines feared that the increased suction in the cylinder

would seriously reduce the maximum power developed by the

engine, compared with that obtained with gas at pressure from a

gasholder. Some makers estimated this loss in maximum power

at 20 to 25 per cent., and although this was an exaggeration the

fact remains that there is a loss, and it will be well to consider

what actually occurs. In the first place, we should remember

that the suction in the cylinder, to draw in the required volume

of gas and air, is distinct from the additional suction required to

draw air into the producer and gas through the plant and mains.

In the next place, we should remember that when gas at pressure

is used it passes through an elastic gas-bag, which to a certain

extent keeps up a gas pressure during the suction stroke, and

that when a suction plant is used the gas is never above the

atmospheric pressure. In the one case we have a head of gas at

pressure to draw from; in the other no head of gas, and the

pressure in the gas main falls below atmospheric as soon as the

engine begins to draw in its charge.

There are various systems of governing a gas-engine. In

this country the usual system is the " hit-and-miss " {tout ou

rien), in which the gas only is governed, the quality of the

mixture of gas and air admitted being constant, while the charge

is admitted at intervals to suit the varying load. On the conti-

nent the almost invariable practice is to admit gas at every cycle,

but to govern the quantity of the mixture of gas and air admitted,

the quality being constant. There is good in both these systems,

the chief advantage of the throttling system being that there is

a more even turning moment. It would, however, be beyond

the scope of this work to discuss this interesting question in
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detail, but especially in connection with suction plants we should

consider the loss of i)0wer caused by the suction of air when the

gas-valve is closed during the governing stroke in engines using

tlio hit-and-miss system. This does not affect the maximum
power of the engine, but it is a practical question of importance

beciiuse it does affect every governing stroke, and in average

work an engine is usually working at abofit one-third less than its

maximum output. This does not occur in the throttling system

of governing where a working charge is drawn in at every suction

stroke. The losses of power so far referred to are the direct losses

due to Huid friction ; they occur with both pressure and suction

working, but may be greater in the latter than in the former

case : they are considered in detail later in this chapter. The

principal loss of power arises in an indirect manner, and as this

. is the most important we discuss it first.

For the purpose of comparison we will assume that the gas

from a suction plant has the same calorific power as the gas from

a pressure plant, also that the gas and air supplies on the engine

are regulated to give the best explosive mixture obtainable. The

charge then drawn into the cylinder will have the same com-

position, and the difference to be considered will be the amount

of the charge in each case. Usually thq admission valves close

a little after the piston has completed its outslroke, but they do

not remain open long enough for any portion of the charge to be

expelled at the beginning of the compression stroke. Therefore

in each case the same volume of charge is drawn in, viz. that

equal to the volume swept out by the piston. In both cases the

pressure of the charge is below that of the atmosphere while the

admission valve is open ; but in the case of gas from a suction

plant this pressure is lower than when the gas is supplied at

pressure, and therefore the quaniitij or weight of the charge is

less. We shall not be far wrong in assuming that in a modern

gas-engine the pressure in the cylinder falls to 1\ lbs. per square

inch below atmospheric pressure during the suction stroke, when

gas at pressure and air are being drawn in.^ But to compare

the quantities of gas drawn in we should know the pressures at

the nid of the suction stroke when the cylinder is full. According

to Sir D. Clerk,^ when pressure gas is used and when the valves

' See p. 164. ' " The Gas Engine," 1902 edition, p. 308 and Fig. 125,

M
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are properly set the pressure at the end of the suction stroke

rises to that of the atmosphere. In some early experiments with

a 40 B.H.P. engine working with a suction plant the pressure in

the cylinder was about IJ lbs. below atmospheric at the end of

the suction stroke, as shown in Fig. 56. This pressure was,

therefore, 13-2 lbs. per square inch, compared with 14-7 lbs. per

square inch for pressuire gas. The weights or quantities of

explosive mixture would be in the same ratio, and the maximum

power of the engine—confining our attention to this cause only

13"2—was :rj^, or 90 per cent, of its maximum power when working

with gas at pressure. In a well-designed plant and engine,

however, the pressure in the cylinder at the end of the

suction stroke should not be more than 05 lb. per square

inch below atmospheric ; the maximum power would then be

14'2~- = 96*6 per cent, of the maximum power of the same engme

working with gas at pressure.

When an engine is working with pressure gas from a gas-bag

and gasholder it is probable that the pressure on the supply side

of the gas-cock on the engine does not fall to more than 3 ins. of

water below atmospheric during the suction stroke ; but we have

seen that the pressure in the cylinder during the suction stroke

falls to li lbs., or about 42 ins. of water, below that of the atmo-

sphere. . This shows that however plentiful the supply of gas may

be, the piston moves forward so quickly that there must be a

considerable wire-drawing until near the end of the stroke. In

the case of working with suction gas, as in Fig. 56, the suction

on the supply side of the gas-cock was Hi ins. of water,

and it might be expected that the pressure in the cylinder

during the suction stroke would fall much more than when

pressure gas was used. Actually the pressure shown on

the diagram by the upper of the two suction lines, which

represents the drawing in of a working charge, is not more

than 2 lbs. below the atmospheric. At the end of the suction

stroke, which for the moment is the important point to consider,

the piston moves comparatively slowly as the crank approaches

the horizontal position, and with pressure gas (having a pressure

equal to a few inches of water) the gas continues to flow into
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the cylinder, and the pressure in the latter rises practically to
atmospheric, as stated above. With suction gas, although
Fig. r>r> shows a slight rise of pressure (from 2 lbs. to li lbs.

below atmospheric) at the end of the suction stroke when the
piston is moving more slowly, the pressure does not rise to the
same extent as with pressure gas. The reason for this is that
there is only the reduced pressure in the cylinder to draw the
gas through the producer, scrubber, etc., and gas valve, instead
of there being gas at pressure on the inlet of the gas-cock, as in

the other case. It should also be noted that the higher the
speed of the engine the greater will be the loss of power from
this cause ; and that the gas and air valves should therefore be
held open as long as possible after the out centre has been
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Fig. 56.—Suction diagram (light spring).

reached, without risking the expulsion of gas at the beginning of

the compression stroke.

With these facts in view it is clearly important to reduce

the resistances in the gas plant to a minimum ; the connecting

pipes between the engine and plant should be fully large, and

with as few bends as possible ; and it is also desirable to have

an enlarged pipe or gas-box close to the engine so that there

may be a reserve of gas to draw from. In this way the fall of

pressure in the gas main is reduced ; and what is now usually

termed an expansion box takes the place of the gas-bag used for

pressure gas. This expansion box can also be used to catch any

condensed moisture from the gas, if the main leading to it has

a fall in that direction.

To reduce the suction it is usual to place the engine tolerably

near the gas plant ; but provided the main is direct and of ample
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size it is quite satisfactory if the engine is 50 ft. from the plant.

With a well-designed plant the suction near the engine will then

be from 8 to 10 ins. of water or even less. If the distance is

greater than 50 ft. special care should be taken to avoid friction

in the pipe. We have had to deal with a case where the engine

was about 150 ft. from the plant, and yet the gas suction in the

expansion-box near the engine was only 11 ins. of water. Where
two or more engines are to be served by one suction plant, or

where there are two engines and two plants and the sets are to

be interchangeable so that either plant can serve either engine,

a special arrangement of piping and shut-off valves should be

adopted. The chief consideration should be to avoid complica-

tions and excessive friction ; the number of valves and bends

should be minimised. In some cases it is best to have a suction

fan between the engines and gas plant, so as to draw gas from

the latter and deliver it at pressure to the engines.

To complete our comparison of working with pressure or

suction gas we will now revert to the engine itself and refer

briefly to the subject of fluid friction. When an engine works

with a suction plant there is obviously a direct loss due to the

action of the piston as a suction pump, and it is often supposed

that this is the chief loss when working with suction gas. The

engine is its own pump, and this necessarily involves loss of

power ; but actually this loss is a small one, and is not nearly

as great as the other losses which have to be taken account of.

Taking Sir D. Clerk's statement ^ that when pressure gas is used

the pressure in the cylinder during the suction stroke falls to

1^ lbs. below the atmospheric, we can compare this with Fig. 56,

which shows that with suction gas the pressure in the cylinder

falls to 2 lbs. below atmospheric. In the latter case, the work
done by the engine as a pump, over and above the similar work
which it would do when supplied with gas from a gasholder and

a gas-bag, is equal to 0'5 lb. x piston area X stroke x number
of power strokes. This loss is greatest when the engine is

working with a full load, and taking the case of an engine

developing a maximum of about 40 B.H.P. (with producer gas),

the cylinder may be taken as 13 ins. diameter, the stroke 20 ins.

and the number of revolutions per minute 170. The loss of

' Journal of Soc. Arts, 1905, vol. liii.
I
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power due to this extra half-pound suction will then be 0-5 x 132-7

X
f:_;

X 85 X a;j,',„o = about 0-3 H.P. From this cause alone
the maximum indicated horse-power will therefore be reduced by
only O-.S, compared with that obtained with gas at pressure.

With engines governed by throttling the mixture of gas
and air, there is no difference in the fluid friction losses

with pressure and suction gas when working below full load,

but with hit - and - miss governing there is an indirect loss

due to the fact that the air inlet to the engine must be
smaller for suction than for pressure gas, so that the negative

work of the idle stroke is increased. When the engine
is not fully loaded and the governor allows the gas valve to

remain shut, air alone is drawn into the cylinder on the suction

stroke
; and when this occurs the pressure in the cylinder behind

the piston is always lower than when both gas and air are

admitted. The reason of this is that on the governing stroke

the whole contents of the cylinder are drawn through one
opening (the air inlet), instead of through two openings (the

gas and air inlets). This occurs with suction or pressure gas,

but when suction gas is used the suction in the cylinder is

greater, and consequently the air inlet must be smaller, if the

proportions of gas and air drawn in for the useful cycles are to

be the same in both cases. It follows, therefore, that the loss

of power by fluid friction on the idle cycles is greater when
working with suction than with pressure gas.

In Fig. 56 the lowest line of all represents the suction stroke

when the gas valve remains closed ; this shows a pressure of

5i lbs. per square inch below atmospheric during more than half

the stroke, and the average for the whole stroke is about 4 Iba.

per square inch. If we assume that with pressure gas the

average would be 3 lbs. per square inch, with suction gas it

would be one pound more, and on this basis the extra loss of

power would be about half a horse-power for the 40 H.P. engine

when the engine is running light, but we believe that rather

better results have been obtained. In comparing the power

obtainable in the same engine worked with a pressure plant

or with a suction plant we have sought to emphasise rather

than to minimise the differences between the two systems, so

that attention may be drawn to certain directions in which
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improvements may be sought. The respective merits of suction

and pressure plants for engine work are now fairly well under-

stood, and the high compressions used and other mechanical

improvements in the engines have made the combination of

engine and suction plant deservedly popular.

Hitherto we have dealt more particularly with engines and

suction plants working under full load, and we should now

consider what occurs with light and variable loads. We have

seen that in a suction plant the quantity of gas produced is regu-

lated exactly by the action of the engine, as there is a draught

of air and steam thro,ugh the producer every time that gas is

admitted to the engine. If the latter is of the Otto type, when

there is a full load the gas valve opens at every fourth stroke
;

but when there is a light load the valve is opened less frequently,

and consequently there are longer intervals between the intakes

of air which are drawn through the producer. It is therefore

important to consider how this varying quantity of air affects

the condition of the fire and the composition of the gas, especially

in view of the fact that in many installations the load may vary

within wide limits.

Some gas-producers are better than others, but it is safe to say

that none make gas of equal calorific power at all rates of pro-

du"ction. They may make gas good enough to drive engines with

varying loads, but as our object should be to improve in all

directions possible it is worth while to examine this branch of the

subject more closely. Speaking generally, the best gas will be

produced when the producer is worked uniformly at its maximum,

or nearly its maximum capacity ; at any rate of production con-

siderably less than the maximum the calorific power of the gas

will be lower. To illustrate this, we will take the case of a

40 B.H.P. engine working with a full load, and with no load at

all. We made this test with ordinary gas-coke in the producer ;

and although somewhat better results can now be obtained,

those we give will serve as an illustration. The full-load test

was made when the fire was in good working order, and the

no-load test began by throwing off the load and the belt, while

the engine continued to run. The latter test lasted three-quarters

of an hour. The following table gives analyses which represent

the average composition of the gas in each test :

—
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TABI.E XXI.—Composition of Gab with Full Load and No Load on Engine.
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gas is that it contains smaller percentages of carbon monoxide

and hydrogen, and larger percentages of carbon dioxide and

nitrogen during the no-load periods, and it is noteworthy that

while the gas made with no load on the engine, immediately

after starting in a cold producer, has a low calorific power and

does not materially improve while the producer continues to

work without load, yet after the producer has worked for a time

at full load, has become thoroughly heated up, and contains a

good depth of bright fire, it gives gas of considerably higher

calorific power- than before when the load is again removed.

The explanation of this is mainly a question of temperature. At

full-load the intermittent draughts of air through the fire follow

one another in quick succession, and the fuel is maintained at

a high temperature ; when there . is no load there are com-

paratively long intervals between the in-takes of gas, so that in

the producer there are short sharp suctions of air with intervals

between them during which the temperature of the hot fuel falls.

After the producer has been working for a little time at full load,

the depth of bright fire is sufficient to make good gas durmg

each of these periods of suction, and the temperature does not at

once fall off, so that the producer continues to make fairly good

gas for a considerable time after the load has been removed.

If the producer were worked by the continuous suction of a

fan instead of by the intermittent suction of an engine the effect

during the no-load period would not be quite the same. With a

fan there would be a steady draught of the volume of air required,

and there would be a shallow zone of fire near the grate, which

would be maintained at a sufficiently high temperature to make

good gas ; and gas of good quality would be produced as long

as this hot zone was sufficiently deep in relation to the size of

the fuel. If the air for the producer were drawn in by an engine

without load a greater depth of fuel would be heated by reason of

the more rapid draught of air through the fire ; but a good deal of

heat would be dissipated before the next suction. This points to

the importance of maintaining the temperature of the fire as high

as possible when the producer is worked at a reduced load by the

suction of an engine ; and a step in this direction is to reduce the

quantity of steam proportionally to the volume of air drawn in.

This was done approximately during the no-load test above
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referred to (Table XXI.), but frequently no attempt is made to

vary the proportion of steam. If the production of steam is con-

tinuous while the in-draught of air is intermittent it follows that

after each interval there must be an excess of steam mixed with

the air, unless some way of regulating the production or admission

of the steam is adopted. If there is too much steam during the

light loads this of itself lowers the temperature of the fire and adds

to the trouble caused by the small amount of air drawn in. If

the air is heated before it reaches the fire, this also will assist to

maintain the temperature required.

It is well known that after an engine has been working under

a light load for some time with a suction plant there is a risk

of stoppage if the full load is put on suddenly. Moreover, when

this occurs it is not uncommon to attribute the stoppage to an

insufficient supply of gas. This is incorrect, as the volume of gas

necessarily varies directly in proportion to the load on the engine
;

it is the quality of the gas which is wrong, and the explanation of

this fact is not far to seek. During the light load the temperature

of the fire has fallen, and for a few moments after the full load

has been put on there is too little hot fire, and what there is is not

hot enough, to effect the necessary chemical reactions. The chief

defects are that there is too little hydrogen, and that too little of

the carbon dioxide is reduced to the monoxide. The remedy is to

put on the full load more gradually, and to check the admission

of air to the cylinder, so that the engine may be kept running at

full speed in spite of the weakness of the gas ; the fire in the

producer will then recover rapidly, and there will soon be a full

supply of gas of good quality. These changes are clearly sho^YU

in the series of indicator diagrams shown in Figs. 57-63, the

adjustments of the gas and air supplies to the engine being

unaltered throughout the tests, so that the variations in the mean

pressures were due to variations only in the quality of the gas.

The engine and suction plant were worked without a load for

seventy minutes, and then the full load was suddenly applied,

with the following results :

—
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Fig. 61 was being taken the explosions became weaker and weaker

;

while Fig. 62 was being taken they became stronger and stronger

;

Fio. 60.

Pio. Gl.

Fig. 63.
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and when Fig. 63 was taken the fire in the producer had regained

its normal condition, and the explosions were regular and good.

The explanation seems clear. While there was no load on

the engine the temperature of the fire was reduced, and the heat

required to make the gas existed only in the lower part of the

producer near the grate. When the brake was suddenly applied

to the engine it at once began to draw in more gas ; and conse-

quently more steam and air were drawn into the producer fire.

But the fire was not hot enough, nor was there a sufficient depth

of hot fuel to complete the reactions. Not all the steam was

decomposed, and too little of the carbon dioxide was reduced.

The effect would be similar to that of blowing up a rather dull

and shallow fire with air saturated with moisture. Until the

increased draught had time to produce a good depth of bright

fire there would necessarily be a deterioration in the quality of the

gas. As bearing on this question we may mention another test

we made. On this occasion gas was made with anthracite and

the engine was run without a load. The brake was then suddenly

applied and in a short time the engine stopped. Immediately

after it stopped, a sample of gas was drawn from the main

near the engine, and on analysis it showed the following com-

position :

—

Carbon monoxide . . . . 16'2 per cent, by volume.

Hydrogen 11-9

Methane 0-25

Carbon dioxide .... . 9'4

Oxygen .... . 09
Nitrogen 61-35

100-00

The lower calorific value was only 824 calories per cubic meter,

or 92-5 B.Th.U. per cubic foot.

By way of illustration, we have thought it best to take the

extreme case of an engine running for some time without a load,

the full load being then suddenly applied. This would seldom

occur in ordinary practice, and the variations would not be so

noticeable under the ordinary variations of load ; but the. principle

holds good, and we cannot but emphasise the importance of

maintaining, as far as possible, a sufficient depth of fuel at a
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sufficiently high temperature for whatever variation of load may
be put on the engine. Assuming that the producer is properly

designed, there should be no difficulty in fulfilling these con-

ditions under a full load or any intermediate load down to half

load or less.

During the Derby trials with anthracite we took numerous
samples of the gas made in the 20 B.H.P. Dowson plant, and the
following represent the average analyses (per cent, by volume)
for full and half loads :

—

Table XXIII.—Compositioh (pee Cknt. by Volume) of Gas made with
Anthbacite at Full Load and Half Load in 20 B.H.P. Dowson Soction
PLA^T AT DeBBY.
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difficulty in working a suction plant with a steady load which is

only a small fraction of its maximum ; the difficulty arises only

when the load is increased suddenly. We are aware that several

devices have been tried to get over the difficulty; we need not

discuss them here as we are merely dealing with the principles

involved, and doubtless sooner or later means will be found for

doing all that is necessary.

An important feature with a suction plant is the,small amount

of labour it requires, and the readiness with which gas can be

made. With plants up to about 100 B.H.P., the engine can be

started in 15 to 20 minutes after lighting the fire in the pro-

ducer ; and not much longer time is needed for larger plants.

The producer is then left full of fuel, and the attendant need put

on more only at long intervals. In the Keport on the Derby

trials, Captain Sankey says that, taking a broad view of the

results, " a suction gas plant can be started and the full load put

on in about 25 minutes from the time of laying the fire, and in

20 minutes from starting the fan if the fire is banked." It has

been a matter of surprise that the engine can be started so soon

after lighting the fire, and it has been noticed that if the engine

is not started promptly the gas is no better when the fire is blown

up for a much longer time. The probable explanation is that

the wood with which the fire is lighted and the mass of new fuel

in the producer soon yield rich hydrocarbon gases; but after

a certain time these are exhausted, and then producer gas of the

ordinary kind is made.

. After the engine has been started, if the adjustments of air

and gas are right, it should continue to work with a constant or

varying load, and as long as it works it should regulate auto-

matically the quantity of steam and air drawn into the fire. In

this way it will govern the rate of producing the gas to suit its

own varying consumption.



CHAPTER IX

GAS FROM BITUMINOUS COAL FOR ENGINE WdRK

When Mr. Dowson introduced his gas plant for engine work

(1879),' the largest gas-engine then made developed under 20

B.H.P., and for various reasons several years elapsed before

engines of 50 and 100 B.H.P. came into use. As the fuel con-

sumption was not much over 450 grams (1 lb.) per B.H.P. -hour,

the total amount of fuel required was comparatively small, and

the mere cost of the fuel per ton was less important than the

certainty of having a clean gas free from tar. He therefore

worked with anthracite or coke, as these fuels gave much less

trouble than bituminous coal, and it is still the general practice

to use these fuels, not only for small powers, but also for large

powers where bituminous coal costs nearly as much as small

anthracite or small gas-coke. In cases, however, where an

appreciable saving can be effected by using bituminous coal it is

certainly better to use it, provided that the gas can be made clean

and suitable. The general aspect of the question has, in fact,

altered considerably during the last few years. Many gas-

engines of 1500 to 2000 B.H.P. each are now working satis-

factorily, and there is no doubt that gas power has a recognised

position, even for large powers. It is generally believed that its

extension in the near future will be very considerable. It is true

that many of the large gas-engines are working with blast furnace

gas ; but many are also working with producer gas, and it is all-

important that there should be gas plants which can convert the

cheapest kinds of fuel into gas suitable for large gas-engines.

Moreover, for large powers the use of bituminous coal has an

important bearing on the competition of gas power with steam

power, because in places where steam coal can be bought at a

' See Chapter VI., p. 114.
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much lower price than anthracite or coke, the saving in weight

by using either of the latter in a gas plant might be more than

counterbalanced by the lower price of the steam coal used for

firing boilers.

The problem is a difficult one, as the gas must be free from

tar, or it will foul and clog the valves and gas passages of the

engine. There is nothing new in making gas from bituminous

coal; this has been done from the first for furnace work— in

fact, it is an advantage to have hydrocarbon vapours mixed with

the gas when it enters the furnace, because they add appreciably

to the heat of combustion. But for engine work there must be

no condensable hydrocarbons with the gas when it reaches the

engine.

The late Dr. Ludwig Mond was the first to attack this

difficult question on a full working scale ; but it is interesting to

note that what he first attempted was the production of gas for

furnaces and the recovery of ammonium sulphate as a by-

product : the working of engines with this gas followed after-

wards. Nevertheless, we are indebted to him for the introduction

of an ingenious and interesting gas plant which has many
excellent features. The Mond producer is shown in Fig. 64,

and it will be seen that it has a water bottom for drawing out

the ashes and clinker ; there are also sloping firebars at the base

of the producer suitably arranged for poking the fire. The body

of the producer is lined internally with firebricks, and outside

the body there is an outer casing. The producer is worked with

a blast of air from a blower, mixed with a large excess of steam

—

about 2^ kilos of the latter for each kilo of coal converted into

gas ; the steam and air pass through the annular space between

the body and the outer casing, and thence through the firebars.

The chief object of this large excess of steam is to keep down
the temperature of the fire, and by doing this a twofold effect is

produced. In the first place, it prevents the destruction of the

ammonia gas (NH3) ; in the next place, it checks the formation

of clinker, and thus facilitates the continuous wording of the

producer. It is said that only half a kilo of steam is decomposed

for each kilo of fuel gasified, so that when the gas leaves the

producer it is accompanied by a large amount of steam. To

reduce the loss on this account, as well as to assist the process,
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the hot gas and steam are made to give up some of their heat to

the air which is driven into the producer. This is effected by

means of a tubular regenerator, the hot gas from the producer

passing in one direction through an inner series of pipes, while

^

FlQ. 64.—Mond gas-producer.

the hot air and steam from an air-heating tower pass in the

opposite direction through an annular enclosure round the gas

main. The steam and air are further heated by passing round

the producer itself, as described above. After leaving the
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regenerator, the gas and undecomposed steam pass through a

washer and are cooled down to about 90° C. (194° Fahr.) ; here the

gas takes up a further quantity of water vapour by evaporation.

The gas then goes upwards through a lead-Hned tower packed

with tiles, and meets a current of acid liquor (circulated by

pumps) containing sulphate of ammonia with about 4 per cent,

excess of free sulphuric acid. Combination of the ammonia of

the gas with the free acid takes place, so that more ammonium
sulphate is formed, and when the gas has been freed from

ammonia it is passed through a cooling tower, in which it meets

cold water ; after this it is ready for use. There is a third

tower (called the air-heating tower) in which the hot water from

the cooling tower descends, meeting the supply of cold air which

is on its way to the regenerator and so heating it and saturating

it with water vapour. The regenerative system has been

skilfully applied, and the general outcome of the process is that

from 70 to 90 lbs. of ammonium sulphate are recovered per ton

of coal gasified. The amount of sulphate produced and the

omposition of the gas depend a good deal on the composition of

the coal, especially as to the percentage of nitrogen it contains.

In a paper by Mr. W. L. Case,^ the following are given as the

averages of several analyses of the gas produced in the Mond
plant, with and without the recovery system :

—

Table XXIV.

—

Avbbage Composition of Gas made in Mond Plant.
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Mr, Case further states that the coal used in both cases was
slack, giving the following average analysis:

—

Moisture at 100° C. (212° P.) 8-6 per cent.

Volatile matter (excluding carbon) .... 18-29 „

Total carbon G2G0 „

Ash 10-42 ,,

For further details of tests made with this interesting plant,

we cannot do 'better than refer to papers read by the Mond
Company's engineer, Mr. H. A. Humphrey, M. Inst. C.E.i

One of the disadvantages of using bituminous coal with a

large excess of steam is that a rather complicated and costly

regenerative plant is necessary ; another is that the high per-

centage of hydrogen adds to the risk of pre-ignitions in an

engine if the compression is raised to the point required for its

highest efficiency. The gas has, however, been proved to be

suitable for engine work, and many engines are working well

with it. The South Staffordshire Mond Gas Company have a

large plant for the distribution of this producer gas ; and Fig. 65,

reproduced from a photograph, gives a general view of the plant

in question. It was started with 8 producers, each capable of

gasifying about 20 tons of coal per day, together with duplicate

ammonia recovery, gas washing and cooling apparatus ; also the

necessary boilers, machinery, pumps and compressors. More

recently four more producers have been added, each to gasify

about 30 tons per day. The plant has been laid out so that it

can eventually be extended to 32 producers, and Parliamentary

powers have been obtained for distributing the gas over an area of

120 square miles. The scheme was a bold one, not only from a

financial but also from an engineering point of view, and the

results obtained are interesting. The total length of mains laid

is about 37^ miles ; the trunk mains which leave the central

station are 914 mm. (3 ft.) diameter, and the distributing mains

are of various sizes ; the large mains are made of steel, and are

coated first with asphalt, then with canvas, and finally with a

second coat of asphalt, the thickness of the coating being about

6 mm. altogether. Owing to the high specific gravity of the gas

(0'8 if air = 1), the long distances it has to be conveyed, and

the necessity of keeping the sizes of the mains within practical

' Proc. iTist. C.E., 1897, vol. cxxix. p. 190; 1913, vol. cxcii. p. 1; Proc.

Inat. M.E., 1901, p. 41.
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limits, the gas is forced through the mains at a pressure of about

0'42 kilo per square centimeter, or about 6 lbs. per square inch.

For this purpose gas compressors are used, and they are shown
in Fig. 66. Each set has two steam cylinders 457 mm. (18 ins.)

diameter, working with steam at a pressure of 8*4 kilos per

square centimeter, or 120 lbs. per square inch ; and two gas-

compressing cylinders 1016 mm. (40 ins.) diameter, with a stroke

of 1067 mm. (42 ins.) . Each compressor is capable of delivering

266 cm. or 9400 cubic feet of gas per minute, at the pressure

mentioned above, and for this output it requires about 240 B.H.P.

The exhaust steam from the compressors is used in the gas-

producer. A reducing valve is supplied for each consumer, so

that the pressure at which he takes the gas into his works or

premises can be regulated ; for ordinary work it is usually from

1 in. to 3 ins. water gauge ; but for high temperature furnace

work (1300° C.) and upwards the gas is delivered at a pressure of

3"5 lbs. per square inch (0*25 kilo per square centimeter) and

upwards. To measure the gas consumed there is a small rotary

meter (the principle of which somewhat resembles that of an

anemometer for measuring air), which is said to be fairly

accurate. Special joints have been adopted for the mains,

because it is not only important to prevent waste of gas, but to

prevent leaks—on account of the carbon monoxide in the gas.

The total gas made in 1919 was 4,351,760,100 cubic feet, and

the total gas sold doing that period was 3,898,120,600 cubic feet.

The residuals produced were ammonium sulphate 1279 tons, and

tar 3143 tons ; the nett value of these was £19,115. The

revenue account for 1919 was as follows :

—

Expenditure.

Manufacturing costs, including

fuel, salaries, wages, repairs,

and maintenance, etc. . £119,370

Receipts.

Sale of gas £130,609
Rent of meters, etc. . . 1,020
Residual products .... 19,115

Rents and fees . . . 176
j

Distribution costs, including

salaries, wages, materials,

I

repairs, maintenance and
I

renewal of mains, repairs of

i
meters and experimental

J work 9,026

Rents, rates, taxes and in-

surance 3,122

Management, including sal-

aries. Directors' and other

fees and general expenses . 3,545

Total . . £150,920 Total . £135,063
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This sho-ws a gross profit of ^15,857 for the year, but the

total capital expenditure to the end of 1919 was £548,030, so

that the profit was under three per cent, on the capital outlay.

Early in 1920 there were 161 consumers, and the consumption

of gas in February of that year was 391,292,100 cubic feet, the

inquiries for gas being then greater than could be served by the

plant. Before the war the prices charged for gas were from 1^

to 2J pence per 1000 cubic feet for gas-engines, and from 1^ to

2 pence per 1000 cubic feet for heating work ; the latter includes

furnaces for reheating, annealing and melting, also various

operations in factories. At present the cost of coal, labour, etc.,

is so high that it has been necessary to raise the selling prices of

the gas to 88 pence to 10 pence per 1000 cubic feet for engines,

and 8'8 pence to 9*3 pence per 1000 cubic feet for heating work.

As an engineering problem, it has been shown that producer

gas suitable for driving gas-engines and for heating furnaces, etc
,

can be made from bituminous coal on a large scale of working,

and that it can be distributed through miles of piping. But as a

commercial proposition for other places it is clear that every

endeavour should be made to keep down the capital outlay.

The cost of large special mains for a gas of low calorific value

must alone always be a serious item to face where the length of

the mains is considerable. ' The late Dr. Mond and his associates

have done valuable pioneer work in proving what can be

accomphshed, and others will doubtless profit by the experience

gained.

The ammonia recovery plant in this system is somewhat

complicated and is costly, and we believe it is not recommended

for smaller powers than 2000 B.H.P., especially as the labour

and other costs are now so high ; moreover, it is desirable that

the plant should work night and day without a stop. It is,

therefore, beyond the reach of the large number of manufacturers

and others who require about 500 to 800 B.H.P., and for cases of

this kind the Mond plant is constructed without apparatus for the

recovery of ammonia.

An exhaustive series of experiments was carried out in 1906

and 1908 by Professor W. A. Bone, F.R.S., and Mr. R. Y. Wheeler,*

with Mond producers at the iron and steel works of Messrs.

' Journal of the Iron and Steel Institute, 1907 (1), p. 126 ; 1903, (3), p. 206.
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Monks, Hall & Co., Ltd., Warrington, in order to ascertain the

effect of varying the proportions of air and steana in the blast.

The producers were 10 feet in internal diameter, and each was

rated to gasify 16 cwt. of coal per hour. The plant consisted of

two producers and the usual superheaters and washers, but it was

worked without recovery of ammonia, and the air-heating tower

was not used. Part of the gas was used in various furnaces, and

part was passed through sawdust scrubbers and used for driving

two gas-engines, of 650 H.P. and 250 H.P. respectively. Each

trial lasted over a full working week, and during that time the

furnaces and gas-engines were worked ;day and night i under

normal conditions. The first set of tests was made with two

producers working with an average output of one-half, and a

maximum output of three-quarters, of the rated capacity. The

depth of fire was 7 feet. The proportion of steam in the blast

was varied each week by changing the saturation temperature of

the blast in five equal steps from 60° C. (140° F.) to 80° C. (176 F.),

the quantity of steam in the blast varying from 0'45 lb. to

1-55 lbs. per lb. of coal gasified. In the later tests, one producer

was used alone, working at 85 per cent, of its rated capacity

during the night shift, and at 47 per cent, overload during the

day. The depth of fuel was only 3 feet 6 inches, and the satura-

tion temperature of the blast was varied week by week in five

equal stages from 60° C. (140° F.) to 45° C. (113° F.), the quantity

of steam in the blast varying from 0"45 lb. to 0"2 lb. per lb. of

coal gasified.

The bituminous coal used during the trials was a Lancashire

coal known as " Collins' green washed beans," screened over a

1-inch mesh, and containing 3 to 7 per cent, moisture. The

analyses of the dried coal showed the average composition and

calorific power as follows :

—

Carbon, per cent.

Hydrogen ,',

Nitrogen „

Sulphur ,,

Oxygen (by difference)

Ash, per cent. .

Calorific power, higher

Calories per kilo

B.Th.U, per lb.

,
per cent.

value :

—

First seriea of trials.
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First aeries of trials. Second series of trials.

Calorific power, lower value :

—

Calories per kilo 7411 7450

B.Th.U. per lb 13340 13410

The principal results obtained are summarised in Table XXV.,

and the authors draw the following conclusions :

—

(1) Increasing the saturation temperature of the blast above

65° C. (149° F.) reduced the calorific value of the gas.

The gas became less suitable for furnace work owing to

the replacement of part of the carbon monoxide by

hydrogen.

(2) Increasing the saturation temperature of the blast above

60" C. (140° F.) decreased the thermal efficiency, and

20 per cent, of the steam and upwards passed through

the producer unchanged.

(3) The producers could not be worked satisfactorily with a

saturation temperature as low as 45" C. (113° F.) on

account of the ash fusing on the fire bars, but the

thermal efficiency was practically the same with satura-

tion temperatures from 50° C. (122° F.) to 60° C.

(140° F.), and the gas was of suitable quality both for

furnaces and for driving engines. These saturation

temperatures corresponded to 0'21 to 0*45 lb. of steam

in the blast per lb. of coal gasified. When the satura-

tion temperature of the blast was 60° C. (140° F.),

75 per cent, of the steam was decomposed ; at 50° C.

(122° F.) and 55° C. (131° F.), the whole of the steam

was decomposed.

(4) For maximum ammonia recovery, the steam saturation

temperature should be as high as is consistent with the

production of combustible gas, but if ammonia recovery

be considered in conjunction with the suitability of the

gas for furnace purposes and the thermal'efficiency of

the process, the best saturation temperature for the

blast is 65°-70° C. (149°-158° F.). If ammonia recovery

is not taken into account, the best results can be

obtained with saturation temperatures from 50° C. to

60° C. (122° F. to 140° F.).

(5) A depth of fuel of 3 feet 6 inches was sufficient to permit
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of a high rate of gasification, with nearly complete

decomposition of the steam, and to reduce the amount

of carbon dioxide in the gas to 5 per cent, or less.

We may point out, however, that a comparison of the results

obtained in the two trials made with a saturation temperature of

60° C. (140° P.), in the one case with the fire 7 feet deep and

working below the full capacity of the producer, in the other case

with the fire 3 feet 6 inches deep and working at nearly 50 per cent.

overload during the dayshifts, shows that only 76 per cent, of the

steam was decomposed in the latter case as compared with 87 per

cent, in the former ; the quality of the gas was correspondingly

inferior, the yield of gas less, and the thermal efficiency of the

process lower.

Table XXV.

—

Bone and Wheeler's Experiments on the Use op Steam.

[

First Series.
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tarry vapours into fixed gases by passing them through a zone of

incandescent fuel in the producer itself. In some cases ^e.g. in

the Whitfield producer) tarry vapours are drawn off from the

upper part of the producer as the fuel becomes gradually heated

by the fire below, and are made to enter the producer again at a

lower level where combustion is taking place, but this has not

been successful. In others, again, an attempt is made to arrange

the grate, the feeding hopper, and the gas outlet so that the tarry

vapours distilled off from the raw fuel must pass through heated

fuel before they reach the gas outlet, while the fuel itself must
become coked before it reaches the zone where combustion is

taking place. In producers of these types the conversion of the

tarry vapours into fixed gas is not complete, and there is a certain

quantity of tar in the gas, which must be removed by scrubbing.

Another method of fixing the tarry vapours is to work the

producer with a down-draught instead of an up-draught The
principle is to free the raw fuel from tarry vapours, and compel

the latter to traverse the whole depth of the fire, so that they

may be converted into fixed gases. It is not easy to carry this

out effectually in practice, owing to the difficulty of maintaining

a suitable temperature; if the temperature of the fire is too low

some of the tarry vapours are not decomposed.

The principle of working a producer downwards was tried so

long ago as 1866 (for furnace work) by Howson, of Middles-

borough.^ He used air at pressure, forced in by a steam-jet

injector, but in 1905 M. Deschamps, of Paris, worked a producer

with bituminous coal downwards by suction from a fan or gas-

engine, and this combination has several practical advantages.

The producer can be permanently open at the top, and there is

no smoke given off while coal is being put in, as the suction

draws all the smoke downwards through the fire. ^Vith many
plants worked by pressure the smoke nuisance is a serious one.

With downward working there is no difficulty in poking down

through the fuel, and this is a great advantage in any plant in

which bituminous coal is used, as the fire has a tendency to burn

in hollows, and away from the red-hot brick lining of the producer,

especially if the coal is of a caking kind. With downward working

the clinker difficulties are also considerably reduced. Having

» Proc. In^t. C.E., 1886, vol. Ixxxiv. pp. 42, 68.
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mentioned these advantages, we must point out some drawbacks

which this system involves. It is difficult to burn the fuel com-

pletely, and usually there is an accumulation of small carbon in

the form of coke, mixed with clinker and ash, in the lower part

of the producer. This is not only wasteful, but the fine ooke and

ash choke the interstices through which the currents of gas have

to pass, and add considerably to the resistance which the suction

of the fan or engine has to overcome. This in turn affects the

quality of the gas produced, because the currents of air are not

then distributed evenly through the fire, and where late combus-

tion of the fuel occurs the carbon dioxide is not reduced.

To avoid these and other difficulties Mr. Dowson introduced

Pig. 67.—Dowson bituminous gas plant.

the plant shown in Fig 67. The special feature of the pro-

ducer is that it is double-acting, i.e. air is drawn in through

the top, and steam and air through the bottom of the fuel column.

The producer is open at the top, and coal is put in there, but

there is no escape of smoke or gas, as there is a draught inwards

caused by the suction of the engine, or by an exhaust fan. The

upper part of the fire burns downwards. The hydrocarbons are

distilled off and various useful reactions occur ; the coke which

remains sinks down gradually into the lower part of the producer

where it meets an upward current of steam and air, and is there

converted into ordinary producer gas. The mixture of gases

leaves the producer through an outlet about halfway between the
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top and the bottom. When working with bituminous coal con-

taining as much as 30 to 85 per cent, of volatile matter, or with

lignite and some other varieties of fuel, there is practically no

tar ; it is disposed of in the producer, and no mechanical or other

tar extractor is required. The producer has a water-bottom, so

that clinker and ash can be drawn out while the plant is working.

After leaving the producer the hot gas passes through a tubular

vapouriser, to cool the gas and raise the steam required for

making the gas. It then passes through a water seal and

through a wood-grid scrubber, a coke scrubber, and a sawdust

scrubber, to remove dust, soot, etc. This bituminous plant can

be worked by the suction of an engine ; when the gas is to be

passed into a gasholder for distribution to several engines, or to

heating apparatus, there is an exhauster to draw gas from the

plant and deliver it into a holder.

A plant of this type for 500 H.P. was started in October,

1908, at the works of Messrs. Kenrick and Sons of West Brom-

wich, and in October, 1909, they started a second plant of this

type for 700 H.P. ; the two plants served 13 gas-engines which

were previously worked with anthracite pressure gas. The gas

made had the following average composition :

—

Carbon monoxide 23il per cent, by volume.

Carbon dioxide . . . . 7'2

Hydrogen . 16-0 ., ,,

Methane . . I'O „ „

Nitrogen . ... . . 51'9 „ „

Calorific puwer of gas :

—

Higher scale . . 1317 cal. per cm. ; 148'0 B.Th.U. per cub. ft.

Lower scale . . 1230 „ „ 138'2 „ „

From this it will be seen that the calorific power of the gas

was about the same as that of gas made with anthracite in an

ordinary suction plant. The fuel used at West Bromwich had

usually the following composition :

—

Fixed carbon 55 per cent.

Volatile matter (other than moisture) . . 30 „

Moisture .8 „

Ash ... . 7 „

Calorific value 7440 calories per kilo, or 13,400 B.Th.U. per lb.

On an average of several months the consumption of
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bituminous coal was about the same as with anthracite, namely,

about 1 lb. per I.H.P.-hour including all stand-by, cleaning and

starting losses. - The gas was said to be as clean as the anthra-

cite gas previously used, so that the engine valves were cleaned

only once in about three months. Recently this plant was

altered so as to work as a recovery plant.

There are other plants of this type in use, and we may
mention one at Burham, Kent, belonging to the Associated

Portland Cement Manufacturers, Ltd., as it was carefully tested

by their engineer and their chemist. There are three sets of

plant, each to serve 325 B.H.P. , and each set is approximately like

Fig. 67. They were started in October, 1912, for driving engines

to generate electricity, and the Chief Engineer, Mr. C. Percy

Taylor, M. Inst. C.E., has recently reported that, " From that

time until now [1920] two of the three producers have been

working continuously [night and day], each gasifying about

300 lbs. of coal per hour. Our general experience has been that

with coal containing not more than ten per . cent, of ash the

plants are satisfactory to operate, and it is not necessary to draw

the fire except after a period of about 18 months for the pur-

pose of renewing parts of the firebrick lining." He also states

that the average consumption of coal of pre war quality was

V7 lb. per kilowatt-hour, and that with coal of the present day

quality the calorific power of the gas is somewhat reduced, and

the average consumption of coal is 1'9 lb. per kilowatt-hour.

When this plant was started, tests made during a run of

eight hours showed that the gas had the following average

composition :

—

Carbon monoxide .

Carbon dioxide

Hydrogen . . .

Methane

Nitrogen (by difference) .

Calorific power of gas (calculated) :
—

Higher scale . . 1278 cal. per cm.; 143'6 B.Th.U. per cub. ft.

Lower scale . . . 1203 „ „ 135-2 „ „

At first it was thought that plants of this type might not be

suitable for small powers, but a 30 H.P. suction plant of this

kind was worked regularly for about eight months, by way of

. 23-8 per
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experiment, and it gave no more trouble than an ordinary suction

plant working with anthracite or coke. The engine valves were

not cleaned for five months.

MM. Fichet & Heurtey of Paris have worked' on somewhat
similar lines, and we have seen a plant of theirs working well

with semi-bituminous coal containing 11-5 per cent, of volatile

matter. We have not seen one working with bituminous coal

containing 30 to 35 per cent, of volatile matter, such as we have

to deal with in this country.

More recently Messrs Crossley Bros, have adapted their

suction plant, shown

In Fig. 54 (p. 158), to

work with non-caking

bituminous coal ; and

with their open hearth

they claim that they

canwork satisfactorily

with coal containing

a high percentage of

ash, owing to the ease

with which the lower

part of the fire can be

stirred and the clinker

and ash removed. The

chief additions they

have made to their

ordinary suction plant

are a scrubber with

cascades of water, and

a high speed rotary

fan of special con-

struction (see Fig. 68).

The latter is placed

between the cascade scrubber and the ordinary coke scrubber.

MM. Boutillier et Cie. have a producer in which the raw fuel

is forced into the bottom of the fire by means of a screw feed,

and as the producer is worked with an up-draught from a blower

the tarry vapours distilled off at the bottom ascend through

the incandescent fuel above. An incidental advantage of this

PiQ 68.—Crossley centrifugal tar extractor.
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arrangement is that although there is an up-draught the depth

of the fire can always be the same, provided the fuel is regulated

to suit the rate of consumption, which varies when the load on the

engine varies. We have seen a plant of this type working well

with semi-bituminous (demi-gras) Belgian coal containing 12 to

13 per cent, of volatile matter.

Pig. 69.—Parnham gas-produoer for bituminous coal.

The plant devised by Mr. R. V. Parnham ^ of Linwood, near

Paisley, shown in Fig. 69, makes use of 'the same principle of

feeding the raw fuel at the bottom of an up-draught producer,

but the system of feeding the fuel differs from that of MM.
Boutillier et Cie., and the plant has other features which are

' Paper read by Mr. Parnham at Inst, of Engineers & Shipbuilders in

Scotland, 1916.
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interesting. The fuel is fed at intervals through a door at the

bottom of the producer, underneath the fuel column, the grate

being lowered and a horizontal perforated sliding plate being

pushed in, to hold up the column of fuel above.

Steel rams are coupled to the grate, so that the latter can be

raised or lowered when required. For a 100 B.H.P. plant there

is a 3 B.H.P. electric motor to operata the sliding plate and

the grate. The main steam raiser consists of numerous gills

or ribs cast on the outside of the gas outlet pipe, which has a

casing round it. The air supply is pre-heated to about 350° F.

(177° C.) by drawing it through an enclosure (not shown) over

the top cover of the producer. The outlet from this enclosure

is connected to the top of the enclosure where the steam is raised,

and the mixture of steam and air passes downwards through

the latter enclosure to the bottom of the producer. In order

to get steam when the fire in the producer is started, water is

sprayed from one or more nozzles, and distributed over the

underside of the grate and adjacent metal parts. The gases are

drawn upwards through the fuel column, and very little cleaning

is required after they leave the producer.

The method of working the producer is as follows : Ordinary

gas coke is fed on the grate, when at its lowest position, through

an opening formed by a hinged door on the top of the producer

;

this charge of coke is brought up to the level of the gas outlet.

The engine is then run from one to two hours (according to the

load) with gas made from coke only. After this the grate is raised

about 10 inches, to the level of the sliding plate ; the latter is then

driven across the fire, between the bottom of the fuel and the top

of the grate. The grate is then lowered again to its lowest

position, and bituminous coal is put in through the door opening

on to the grate. When this space is closely packed with coal,

the sliding plate is withdrawn, allowing the incandescent fuel

above to gradually settle on the fresh fuel. When a further

charge of fresh fuel is required the grate is raised, compressing

the fuel above it, and the operations described are repeated. The

application of pressure to the incandescent fuel is considered

important, as it closes interstices and makes the fuel column

dense and compact, so that no poking is necessary. To prevent

change in the composition of the gas due to loss of steam while
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the bottom of the producer is opened for charging, the fresh coal

is moistened with water, before it is put in the producer. It is

claimed that the pre-heating of the air supply in the enclosure

on the top of the producer prevents condensation of the steam

on the cold wet fuel. For the 250 and 500 B.H.P. sizes of plant

the sliding plates are made double, with a circulation of water

between them, to keep them cool and straight.

One of the early plants worked by the suction of a 100 B.H.P.

engine was tested in 1910 by Sir D. Clerk, and he stated that

" the operation of charging did not in any way affect the quality

of the gas, as shown by the running of the engine. I determined

this fact by taking indicator diagrams, three minutes before

charging, during charging, and three minutes after charging.

The power continued to be developed quite uniformly. No

variation occurred." He also stated that, "at the end of the

trial [48 hours under load] I had the gas inlet valve of the engine

withdrawn, and found no tar worth mentioning. The thin film

of matter adhering to the valve was scraped off, and weighed

less than one ounce." During this trial the total fuel consumed

was 6573 lbs., of which about 21^ per cent, was coke. The

bituminous slack used contained 34 per cent, of volatile matter,

and had a calorific value of about 10,710 B.Th.U., and allowing

for the coke Sir D. Clerk estimated that " the calorific value of

one pound of the total fuel amounts to about 10,260 B.Th.U."

He further stated that the total fuel consumed was 1'36 per

B.H.P.-hour, including starting and stand-by losses.

Seven representative analyses of the gas made in this plant

are given in Mr. Farnham's paper, and they show the following

average composition :

—

Carbon monoxide . .
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this is much less than is usual with other bituminous plants.

The average temperature of the gas leaving the producer is

stated to be 1075° F. (580^ C.) ; this is high for engine work.

In this plant the clinker and ash cannot be removed while

the plant is working; when fresh fuel is pushed up from the

bottom it drives the clinker and ash upwards as well, so that a

large accumulation of incombustible material takes place in the

producer. After some days' work it is therefore necessary to

stop the plant and remove the entire contents of the producer
;

the ash content of the fuel determines the length of time the

producer can make suitable gas. As an example, after 12-8 tons

had been gasified the plant was stopped, and 1200 pounds of

clinker, etc., were removed. After the producer has been emptied

it is re-charged with coke, and a new start is made, as above

described.

Another system which has been tried is a modification of the

water-gas process described in Chapter IV., and the plant is

known as the Loomis-Pettibone plant (U.S.A.). In this there

are two producers, through which air is drawn downwards by an

exhauster, and after passing through scrubbers, etc., the producer

gas thus formed is sent into a gasholder. At intervals the air

supply to one of the producers is closed, and steam is admitted

at the bottom. A mixture of producer and water gas is then

formed, and this is sent into the gasholder to mix with the

producer gas already there. As the process is intermittent and

variable it is necessary to mix the gases in a gasholder to get

something like an average result. Mr. Nisbet Latta says :
^

" The best result or efficiency of gas obtained from this process

for power purposes is found with the gas approximating 105

B.Th.U. in value, this usually representing about 5 per cent,

of water gas to 95 per cent, of producer gas in the total

mixture."

It will be seen that many different processes and many types

of plant are being tried with bituminous coal for making gas

which is suitable for engine work. When anthracite or coke is

to be used the choice lips between working by pressure or by

suction, according to the requirements of each case ; and when

once this choice has been made the principles to be followed in

' " American Producer Gas Practice," p. 114.
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the construction and working of the plant are well defined. But

for the present the methods of working with bituminous coal are

to a certain extent tentative, and it cannot be said that any of

the plants now used are as simple and as free from trouble as

those working with anthracite or coke. The use of bituminous

coal is, in fact, beset with difficulties, and it is encouraging that

so much has been accomplished in the comparatively short time

during which serious attempts have been made to work with

this class of fuel. In course of time the best lines to follow will

doubtless be discovered.

Speaking generally, badly caking coals are not suitable for

gas-producers, and this is specially the case when the gas is to

be used for engines. If the coal cakes there are often hollows

in the fire instead of its being uniformly close and dense, and

the air currents are not well distributed and are not brought

properly into contact with the hot fuel, so that inferior gas is

made. It involves a good deal of poking, and even with non-

caking bituminous coals the fire should be poked occasionally,

especially with producers of larger size, to ensure the gas being

of uniform quality.

It is a great step forward to be able to use bituminous coal

for gas-engines, but a still further development is taking place

at the present time. Owing to the restricted output of coal, the

difficulty of getting a regular supply, its excessively high price,

and the serious rise in the cost of wages and materials, great

endeavours are now being made to make suitable producer gas

with other kinds of fuel. For a long time attempts have been

made to work with peat, in this and other countries, and we
have dealt with this separately in Chapter X. ; but when coal

was plentiful, and its price was low, there was^ not the same

inducement to deal with other fuels as there is now. At the

present time gas is not only being made with peat, but also with

wood refuse such as chips, shavings, and sawdust. It is also

made with spent tan, olive refuse, rice husks, cotton seed or

cake, locomotive smoke-box char, and various other waste pro-

ducts. Messrs. Crossley have been foremost in dealing with this

subject, and have already established a good record ; other firms

are also doing well, and now that the war is over, and more time

can be given to this very important development, there is every
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reason to believe that many substitutes for coal will be used

extensively.

Fortunately good and clean gas can be made with these waste

materials without complicating the gas plant. The general

practice is to use a suction plant, to modify the producer, and to

have a centrifugal washer or tar extractor as in most bituminous

coal plants.



CHAPTER X

PRODUCER GAS FROM PEAT

The possibility of using peat as a profitable source of power has

long been in the minds of chemists and engineers ; they thought

it was possible, but they did not know what to do to make it a

commercial success. Moreover, when coal was cheap, it was

more difficult for peat to compete favourably. At the present

time, however, there are reasonable grounds for supposing that

a practical solution of the problem has been found, and since the

war a great impetus has been given to the subject, owing to the

serious rise in the cost of coal, and the difficulty of getting it in

sufficient quantities. There is in fact a demand everywhere for

some good substitute for coal, not only because of its cost, but so

that we may be more independent of strikes and industrial crises.

For many years the subject has been approached in-various

ways ; some advocates have tried to do too much, and their

schemes have failed ; some have sunk capital, or have induced

others to do so, to develop processes which could not succeed

commercially. What has really put new life into the subject is

the fact that gas-engines are now working successfully with

producer gas made directly from peat.

The chief obstacle to the more extensive use of peat in gas-

producers has been the cost of digging, drying, and transport,

and it has seldom been commercially profitable to use peat for

this purpose except in the immediate neighbourhood of the bogs,

or where there is water carriage at a low cost. After a bog has

been drained the peat often contains as much as 85 to 90 per cent,

of water, and for domestic and other uses the moisture has to be

brought down to 20-30 per cent. This is usually done by

standing it in heaps or stacks in the open air, and it is not only

a slow process, but it is dependent on the weather. But this

amount of drying is not necessary when the peat is to be used

in a gas-producer ; we shall presently give instances of peat
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being used successfully which contains 45 per cent, of moisture,

and for gas-power purposes the (question seems to be resolving

itself into one of cutting the peat and reducing the percentage of

moisture from 85 or 90 per cent, down to 40-50 per cent.

Attempts have been made to get rid of a large proportion of

the water by compressing the peat in powerful presses, but none
have succeeded, and there appears to be little likelihood of

success, because of the slimy hydro-cellulose which prevents the

extraction of water, and because of the excessive cost of working.

A more promising system was introduced by Dr. Ekenberg, who
subjected the peat to a temperature of 150° C. (318° F.) in order

to decompose the cellulose, and then removed water by com-

pression, so as to bring down the moisture to about 35 per cent.

But this again involves a considerable addition to the working

cost, and although it may be' useful for certain purposes it is

unnecessary for a gas-producer of suitable type. Our own
opinion is that when working on a fairly large scale the peat

should be either dug by hand or by mechanical means, according

to the situation, nature of bog, prevailing weather, etc. ; and that

it should be conveyed to drying sheds heated by the exhaust from

the gas-engines (assuming that they are near the bog), in order to

reduce the moisture to the percentage required. Such a system

would utilise a large proportion of the waste heat of the exhaust,

and at the same time it would make the whole system of working

more uniform, and less dependent on weather.

Blessrs. Crossley Bros, carried out tests with a 90 H.P.

suction producer and 75 H.P. gas-engine driving dynamos,

cranes, blower, crusher mill, and other foundry appliances at

their works at Openshaw. The plant included a coke scrubber

for cooling and washing the gas, their special centrifugal tar-

extractor shown in Pig. 68, p. 191, and a sawdust scrubber. The

peat had the following composition :

—
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The following are some typical analyses of the gas taken

indiscriminately with the plant working at various loads :

—

Table XXVII.

—

Typical Analyses ov Gab made feom Peat in Cbosslbt
Suction Plant.
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In 1910 the Power Gas Corporation, Ltd., erected a full-

sized recovery plant in Norfolk for the purpose of determining

the yield of ammonium sulphate obtainable from peat, and the

maximum amount of moisture in the peat with which good
producer gas could be made. Numerous tests were made on a

practical scale, and the general result showed that, theoretically,

dry peat containing 2 '3 per cent, nitrogen yielded from 180 to

200 lbs. (80 to 90 kilos) of ammonium sulphate per ton of peat

(theoretically dry) gasified; also that the water content of the

peat fed into the producer should not exceed 40 per cent, when
the gas produced is to be used for engine or heating work.

The methods adopted in Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Germany,
Holland, and Ireland were carefully investigated and reported on

in detail by the Department of Mines, Canada, in the interest of

the peat industry of that country. All who are interested in the

various ways of procuring and treating peat will do well to study

this Report.^ In several European countries increased attention

is being given to the peat industry, and some of their Govern-

ments offer special inducements to promote its development.

Thus we learn from the official Report just referred to that in

Sweden considerable sums of money have been voted by

Parliament, from which loans on liberal terms are made to peat

manufacturers. We also learn that before the war " Russia had

the largest peat industry in the world, with some 1800 machine

peat plants in operation," several of which were owned and

worked by the Government. Special inducements were offered

to peat manufacturers, and a fund was provided from which they

could obtain loans on easy terms. In Holland the production of

peat fuel was over one million tons a year, and the Report states

that "the worked-out peat bogs are excellent for agricultural

purposes, and annually about 1000 acres of such land are gained."

In Sweden there is little coal but any amount of peat, and

encouraged by the action of the Government, Messrs. Korting

Bros, of Hanover, for several years before the war had suction

plants working in Sweden with peat for an aggregate of over

2000 H.P. These included two sets of plant, each for 150 H.P.,

for an electric light and power station at Skabersjo, and although

' " Peat and Lignite : their Manufacture and Uses in Europe." Department

of Mines, Ottawa, Canada, 1903.
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the generating station was three miles from the town, the charge

for current for power purposes was the equivalent of only one

farthing per unit. Messrs. Korting give the following average

composition for gas made from peat in their producers :

—

Table XXIX.- -AvBBAGE Composition of Gas fbom Peat in Kobtinq
Suction Plants.

Carbon monoxide
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theoretically dry it contains 2 per cent, of nitrogen ; the yield of

ammonium sulphate is about 130 lbs. (59 kilos) per ton gasified.

The same Corporation also erected a large recovery plant

with eight producers, etc., at Codigoro in Italy, this plant being

used chiefly for the recovery of ammonium sulphate. After the

bog is drained the raw peat contains only 66 per cent, moisture,

an unusually low figure. The general design of the plant

resembles that at Orentano, but it does not include a final

scrubbing of the gas, as the latter is used for heating steam

boilers for driving turbines. The peat (theoretically dry) con-

tains 2-3 per cent, of nitrogen, and yields 160 to 180 lbs. (70

to 80 kilos) ammonium sulphate per ton (theoretically dry)

gasified. The peat from the bog is dried in ovens, and some of

it is made into briquettes before being fed into the producers.

The fuel as used contains only 10 per cent, of moisture. We
are informed that the Orentano and Codigoro plants have both

worked very satisfactorily, but we have no actual figures of the

economic results.

A branch of the same Company erected a recovery plant to

work with peat on a bog about 25 miles from Osnabriik in Hanover.

According to Dr. Carl Duisberg ^ (1912) the gas is used for an

electric power station of 3000 H.P., and from 2500 to 2600 cubic

meters of gas with a heat value of 1000 to 1300 calories per cubic

meter (112'4 to 146 B,.Th.U. per cubic foot) are obtained from

1000 kilos (2200 lbs.) of peat free from moisture. This gas, he

said, " represented energy equal to 1000 H.P. hours, equal to 700

kilowatt hours, after deducting the heat and power used for

working the plant. In addition 35 kilos (77 lbs.) of ammonium
sulphate were produced from the above quantity of peat, which

contained one per cent, of nitrogen." This quantity of ammonium
sulphate represents the recovery of over 75 per cent, of the

nitrogen present in the peat.

In 1912 the Dutch Government started a Crossley suction

plant for 50 H.P. working with peat at the Penal Settlement of

Veenhuizen. It is stated officially ^ that a test during six hours

' Prof. G. T. Morgan, D.So., F.E.S., Journal of Department of Agriculture,

etc., Ireland, October, 1915.

^ L'emploi de la Tourbe pour la force fileotrique dans les Etablissements de

travail de I'Etat k Veenhuizen.

—

Im^rimerie de la prison de la Haye.
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at full load showed a consumption of 1-5 kilo (3-3 lbs.) per B.H.P.

hour, with peat containing 52 per cent, of moisture. It is

further stated that the firing of steam boilers is not satisfactory

with peat, and that the use of peat for domestic purposes is

constantly diminishing, owing to the greater use of closed stoves

heated with anthracite. This is regretted, as the removal of peat

exposes a soil suitable for agriculture, and this diminution in the

use of peat is checking the increase in cultivated land. Con-

verting the peat into gas is therefore welcomed for several

reasons, and it is believed that the success at Veenhuizen will

lead to an increase in the use of peat in other parts of the

Pays Bas.

These foreign installations are interesting and instructive, as

they have established the fact that peat can be used successfully

for power purposes in a suction plant, or in a recovery plant

;

but the fact that there is a peat-gas plant working in our own
kingdom will probably help the subject more in this country than

the examples given from abroad. Seeing is believing. We refer

to a 400 H.P. Crossley plant, with two producers and two sets of

scrubbers, etc., each for 200 H.P., which was started in 1911 at

Portadown, Ireland. This is at the weaving factory of Mr.

Hamilton Robb, whose enterprise in making a trial on a

thoroughly practical scale of working is greatly to be commended.

For his sake as well as for the advancement of the subject

generally we are glad to add that it has proved to be a commercial

success. The plant is of the kind described at the end of

Chap. IX., with a centrifugal tar extractor, but the producers

have not open hearths, as in more recent plants.

The peat used comes from a bog about ten miles from the

factory, and is brought by canal boats to the gas plant ; when

dug the peat contains from 85 to 90 per cent, of moisture, and

after being air-dried the peat blocks are fed into the producers.

The quality of the gas is said to be as good as that made from

anthracite, which was previously used, and the tar extractor and

scrubbers clean the gas satisfactorily. The weight of tar recovered

is said to be about 5 per cent, of the weight of peat consumed.

The consumption of air-dried peat is about 2"5 lbs. per B.H.P.

hour.

We have seen that there are various ways of dealing with
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peat as a source of power, and the following appear to be the

most practical :

—

A.—The conversion of peat into gas in a suction plant, at the

place where gas power is required, without reference

to by-products except tar.

B.—The conversion of peat into gas in a recovery plant for

serving gas-engines, and for obtaining ammonium
sulphate and other by-products, at the place where the

power is required.

C.—The conversion of peat into gas for driving gas-engines,

with or without recovery, at or near the peat bog,

and the conversion of the mechanical power obtained

into electrical power to be conveyed where it is

required.

Project A.—This plant would be of the Veenhuizen or Porta-

down type ; no other could well be used economically for small

or moderate powers. For this to succeed peat must be within

easy reach of the factory or where the power is required. Rail-

way transport, with cartage to and from the railway stations,

will in most cases be too costly, but carriage by water (as at

Portadown), direct from the bog to the factory, will do quite

well. The peat should be air-dried for a short period, not only

because it is better for the producer, but because the carriage of

many tons of excessive moisture in the peat would be a direct

loss. In such a moist climate as there is in Ireland there are

few months in the year when peat can be sufficiently air-dried,

and this must be provided for by storage.

There will be some tar from the gas plant, from which various

commercial products can be obtained, but until there is a

sufficient number of these installations working regularly, it will

probably not be worth while for distillers or manufacturing

chemists to put down special plant to treat the tar for its various

constituents.

Project B.—This plant would have to be on a larger scale of

working, say a minimum of 1500 H.P. or probably more, and it

should work continuously night and day. Heavier labour charges

than for a simple suction plant would also have to be considered.

The same remarks as to the supply of peat will apply to this type

of plant as in Project A, but with even greater importance, as the
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quantity of peat to be transported will be much greater. The
capital outlay for a plant of this type will be considerable.

I'vojcct C.—If this plant is without recovery it would probably

follow the lines of Projrrt A, with the addition of the necessary

electrical plant. If there is a recovery plant it would be on the

lines of Projrrt B, with the addition of electrical plant. This

Project C would be ideal so far as the supply of peat is concerned,

as there would be no transport to pay for, but compared

with Projects A and B there would be the additional cost of

producing and transmitting electrical energy. On pp. 202, 204,

we have described two installations of this type using recovery

plant (Orentaro and Osnabriik) which can be cited as practical

examples. Plants of this type are more ambitious than the

others, but that is no bar to their being adopted if the capital

outlay required is forthcoming.

We have spoken in general terms of the recovery of

ammonium sulphate and " other by-products," and all who are

interested in this branch of the subject should read the in-

structive article by Prof. Gilbert T. Morgan on the subject.^ He
points out that " The importance of increasing the output of

ammonium sulphate from peat lies in the circumstance that this

salt can displace sodium nitrate as a nitrogenous manure, thus

rendering the nitrate available for the manufacture of explosives

and other chemical products." As to the tar from a peat-gas

producer, he says that in experiments he made, in conjunction

with Mr. G. E. Scharff, the tar contained about 29 per cent, of

water, and yielded on distillation 50 per cent, of volatile oils. At

the end of his interesting article Prof. Morgan gives the following

summary :

—

" 1. Peat has long been employed as a domestic fuel. Its

industrialisation could be most efficiently brought about by

gasifying it in gas-producers, as this procedure would render

feasible the recovery of several valuable by-products.

" 2. The combined nitrogen of the peat can be commercially

recovered in the form of ammonium sulphate. This valuable

fertiliser, together with the peat ash containing potash and

phosphoric acid, could be restored to the land from which the

peat has been taken.

' See footnote on p. 204.
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" 3. Peat tar, another by-product, can be fractionated into the

following useful materials : refined pitch and tar, candle wax,

lubricating and burning oils, and very powerful disinfectants,

greatly exceeding carbolic acid in germicidal strength.

" 4. The aqueous distillate from the producer contains methyl

alcohol, acetone, pyridine bases, and crude acetic acid, all of

which are capable of recovery and utilisation.

" Tie economical utilisation of peat in the generation of

gaseous fuel, even without recovery of by-products, is to-day an

accomplished fact. It can scarcely be doubted that, with

efficient chemical control, a larger plant of sufficient capacity to

deal rationally with the ammonia, tar, and other products of the

destructive distillation of peat, would lead to still greater economies

in the employment of this important combustible."

This subject, like many others, has been checked by the war,

and since then industrial troubles and restrictions have to a

great extent prevented the undertaking of new enterprises. The

labour cost of winning the peat has gone up, but so has the cost

of coal with which it has to compete, and so long as the relative

cost of peat is low there will doubtless be a large field of opera-

tions for this class of fuel. At the same time engineers will do

well to give special attention to the simplest and best means of

getting peat from the bog, and of reducing the moisture down to

40-50 per cent. ; their object should be not only to reduce the

working cost, but to make the system as little dependent as

possible on labour and weather conditions.



CHAPTER XI

GAS TRACTION ON ROADS

When petrol cost about sixpence a gallon, or less, as it did a

few years ago, there was no great inducement to find a substitute

for it for driving motor lorries and other road vehicles. But
during the war and since, there has not only been a great increase

in the use of vehicles of this kind but the cost of petrol has risen

seriously. Moreover, there is every reason to expect that our

chief source of supply (the United States of America) will be

restricted to a considerable extent, as an enormous increase has

taken place in the use of petrol-driven vehicles in that country,

while at the same time there is a threatened diminution in the

output of petrol. It is in fact expected that soon America will

not be able to export this or any other oil in large quantities,

as nearly all that can be produced there will be required for home
consumption.

There are of course other sources of supply, but wherever it

comes from the cost of petrol as a working fuel will always be

higher than that of producer gas, and this consideration and the

desire to use a fuel which is derived from our own country have

led several makers of gas plants and others to consider seriously

the question of driving motor lorries with some modified form of

suction plant. An ordinary stationary plant of this type will

not do, as it occupies too much space, it is too heavy, and it

requires a considerable quantity of water for cooling and clean-

ing the gas. The requirements for road service are in several

respects special, and some are rather difficult to fulfil, but we see

no good reason for supposing that they cannot be met satis-

factorily. We are not able at present to record a complete

success, but we do know that several practical attempts on

roads, and in congested traffic, have been made, that the general
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conditions of working are now understood, and that special designs

of plant based on this experience are now under trial.

In some respects the road plant is more easy to contrive than

the stationary plant. In the stationary engine there would be

one cylinder, the engine speed would be from 150 to 200 revolu-

tions per minute, and if the engine were working at full load,

on the usual Otto cycle, air would be drawn through the fire in

the producer at every fourth stroke, with a considerable velocity.

If the engine were working at less than full load, the suctions of

air would be at still longer intervals. On the other band, for

the same H.P., the road-car engine would have four or more

cylinders of small dimensions, one sucking after the other. The

speed of the engine would probably be 800 or more revolutions

per minute. The practical effect would be that there would

always be one suction acting, and the gas would flow at a greatly

reduced velocity compared with the single-cylinder stationary

engine. So far as the fire in the producer is concerned, it would

be equivalent to a continuously working small suction fan, and

this makes it more easy to maintain a uniform temperature in

the gas-producer. It also facilitates the cooling and cleaning of

the gas as the flow of gas at any given period is reduced,

and small dry scrubbers, cleaning-boxes, or filters are found to be

sufficient. Moreover, the travelling of the vehicle through the

air helps materially to cool the apparatus and piping ' through

which the gas passes. No water need be used except for the

steam required in the producer.

Another point in favour of the road plant is that for the greater

part of the time the engine is running on a comparatively light

load ; the full power of the engine is only exerted at starting and

when running up hilk On the other hand, a stationary engine

may have to work for long periods under a full or nearly full load.

For road work, therefore, the producer need not be rated at the

maximum H.P. of the engine; it will be sufficient to rate it

at the H.P. normally required, and to work it with an overload

during the short periods when the engine is under full load.

For this reason, and on account of the steady or continuous

suction effect of the small multi-cylinder engine, the sectional

area and the depth of the fire can be less than in a stationary

plant, without causing the velocity of the gases passing through
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the fire to be as high as with the intermittent suctions from

a single-cylinder engine of the same power. Also the firebrick

lining of the producer can be thinner, as the loss of heat through

it is unimportant in view of the great saving which can be

effected in working cost compared with petrol and its substitutes

or with steam power or coal gas. The general result of what

has been said is that the dimensions and weight of the gas-

producer can be very considerably reduced for a road plant, and

the space occupied by ordinary wet scrubbers and their weight

can be almost eliminated.

As to working with a shallow fuel bed there is no objection

in principle, provided the depth of incandescent fuel is sufiicient

to make good gas. It has been pointed out in Chapter III. that

the depth of hot fuel necessary to make good gas depends on

the size and nature of the fuel, and on the velocity of the gases

passing through it. We have worked a fairly large producer of

the pressure type with a bed of anthracite peas only 9 to 12 ins.

deep, and we found that good gas was made, although the

draught of air was sufficient to keep the upper surface of the

fuel in a state of agitation, resembling in appearance the rapid

boiling of water. In a stationary plant one reason for using a

considerably deeper fuel bed than the minimum required for

making good gas is to ensure a sufficient depth of fuel in the

event of there being an excessive accumulation of ash and

clinker ; another reason is that allowance must be made for the

fluctuations in the rate of consumption caused by varying loads

;

again, with a deep fire, the fuel need only be replenished at long

intervals, and this saves labour; also the gas is usually more

uniform in quality, and a margin is provided for lack of attention

by the workman in charge. The steady draught produced by

the small high-speed multi-cylinder lorry engine should make it

possible to obtain good gas with a shallower fire than would be

desirable with a single-cylinder stationary engine giving the

same power. Also the jolting of the lorry on the road will tend

to keep the pieces of fuel closely packed, so as to make it impos-

sible for the gas to find any path through the fuel bed without

coming in contact with incandescent fuel. On the other hand, if

the depth of the fuel bed is only just sufficient to make good

gas, it is necessary to feed fresh fuel and to remove the ash
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continuously by mechanical means, in order to avoid any reduc-

tion in the effective depth of hot fuel. This adds complications

in the design of a small plant, and it is difficult to adjust the

fuel feed automatically to the varying consumption, as the engine

may be running at the same speed with the throttle in any

position, or with the clutch disengaged. If the amount of fuel

delivered into the producer is in proportion to the revolutions

of the engine, there will be too much on the fire when the lorry

is frequently slowed or stopped in crowded traffic, or there will

be too little on the fire when the engine is fully loaded, as when

running up a long hill. Whatever depth may be found desirable

for a constant load, it would seem to be best to provide a greater

normal depth, so that there may be some reserve for fluctuations,

in case the mechanical feed does not respond exactly. It is,

however, a matter to be decided on the results of ordinary

everyday working, whether the balance of practical advantage

lies with a very thin fuel bed and mechanical feed, or with ,a

depth of fuel which will provide a good margin for variation,

and which will render a constant feed and frequent removal of

ash unnecessary.

Among the first to experiment with a motor vehicle driven

by producer gas was Mr. J. W. Parker. He tells us that between

1901 and 1903 he ran something like 1000 miles, at first with a

small 2^ H.P. car, and afterwards with a 25 H.P. car carrying

several passengers. The gross weight of the latter car loaded

was 5^ tons, and in a test run of 35 miles the consumption of

Scotch anthracite was said to be 1^ lb. per ton-mile. After this

the subject was dropped, chiefly owing to the cost of petrol (with

which he had to compete) being only B^d. per gallon. In 1916

he made a fresh start with a new design of gas plant, which he

says was more simple than the one he first worked with ; and

incidentally he mentions that he abandoned automatic feeding

of the producer, which he had found to be troublesome and

unnecessary.

Mr. Parker is now associated with Mr. H. W. Bamber of

London, and we have recently seen the plant they have experi-

mented with. The producer is of the ordinary suction type, but

it is smaller and lighter than for a stationary engine of the same

power. It has a special grate, in the middle of which is a hollow
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circular casting with holes at intervals round the circumference,

which acts as a vapouriser, the water fed into it being regulated

by a float. The internal diameter of the producer is about 10 ins.

,

and the height from the grate to the ga* outlet is only 12 ins.

;

above this there is a fuel container. The producer with lining and

accessories weighs about 112 lbs. (50 kilos). The gas is cleaned

by passing through a small dust trap on the producer outlet, and

it is cooled by passing through a good length of piping 3 ins.

in diameter, which runs round underneath the body of the lorry.

The engine experimented with was not made for gas, it was

an old petrol engine converted, of about 20 H.P. with four

cylinders. The weight of the lorry and load was six tons. The
fuel used was gas coke of good quality, in pieces which would pass

through a mesh of ;r of an inch ; the depth of fire varied from

10 to 12 ins. Mr. Bamber states that test runs of 75 to 80

miles were made on several occasions and gave consistent results,

the average total consumption of fuel being equal to about

2 lbs. per car-mile.

The gas plant is mounted on a little platform built out low

down on the left-hand side, near the end of the driver's seat ; it

does not project beyond the side of the lorry, nor does it

encroach on the driver's seat. The only useful space occupied

for the gas plant is that used for storing fuel, and for a water

tank to supply the producer. After the engine has been started

no attention is given to the fire until the lorry has run from

30 to 40 miles ; the engine is then stopped and the producer is

filled again with coke. In a trial at which we were present the

lorry was driven for an hour through crowded streets in

Westminster, South Kensington, Earl's Court, Shepherd's Bush,

etc., and no attention was given to the producer. The driver

has a special cock for adjusting the air-supply to the engine, in

case the quality of the gas varies, but he had no occasion to alter

it. We were favourably impressed with the simplicity of the

arrangement and the small amount of attention required; we

also saw that a sufficient depth of fire can be obtained without

making the producer large or heavy, and that a simple type of

producer, following the usual practice for stationary engines, but

lighter in construction and smaller, will do all that is required fqi:

a motor lorry.
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In November, 1917 (during the war), an Inter-Departmental

Committee was appointed to report on the employment of gas as

a source of power, especially in motor vehicles, in substitution

for petrol and petroleum products. This Committee issued an

interesting report^ (1919) dealing with various branches of the

subject, including Portable Suction Gas Producers. They

examined and tested several portable suction gas systems, and

they state that ,the difficulties to be overcome before any such

system can be held to be adapted for road transport service

include the following :

—

1. Length of time required to start from cold.

2. Regulation of fuel-feed, water-feed, and fire state.
^

3. Loss of power with existing types of engines.

4. Lack of cleanliness.

5. Scrubbing of the gas.

On the other hand they consider that the advantages of such

portable plants in their application to road transport service

include the following :

—

1. Lowest known fuel cost.

2. Large radius of action without recourse to compression or the use of gas

containers.

3. Use of home-produced solid fuel.

4. Low cost of upkeep.

The Committee further state :

—

" The evidence which has been placed before us indicates that an average

performance of 1'8 ton-miles per pound of coke, or 2'2 ton-miles per pound

of anthracite, will be obtainable from any one of the systems A, B, and C,

provided that the coke contains not more than 12 per cent, of ash and

6 per cent, of moisture, or the anthracite not more than 5 per cent, of

ash, that the fuel is free from dust, and that the size of the pieces is such

that they will all pass through a one-inch ring.

"The foregoing performances will yield the undermentioned average fuel

consumptions and costs, if coke be taken at 45s. per ton, and anthracite

at 55s. per ton :

—

Coke . . . 0-55 lb. per ton-mile, and 0'133(Z. per ton-mile.

Anthracite . 0-45 lb. „ „ 0-133rf. „ „

" Taking the average road performance on suction gas at the mean figure of

one ton-mile per 0'5 lb. of solid fuel, and assuming the average cost of

such fuel at 50s. per ton, each penny expended on the fuel yields in work
7'5 ton-miles.

' " Report of tha Inter-Departmental Committee on the employment of gas

as a source of power," etc. Published by H.M. Stationery OfBce, 1919.
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"Taking the average road performance on petrol at 40 ton-miles per gallon,

and the average cost of such fuel at 2s. (id. per gallon, each penny

expended on petrol yields in work 1'33 ton-miles.
'• It thus appears, solely on a fuel comparison basis, that the propulsion of

motor vehicles on common roads may be accomplished on the portable

suction gas system at costs which on the average are equivalent to petrol

at not more than 5'id. per gallon. On the average one cwt. of coke or

anthracite so used will do the same work on the road as 5'6 gallons of

petrol used in an ordinary internal combustion engine."

These conclusions show clearly that if the gas plant engineer

can meet satisfactorily the requirements of road service, an

important saving can be effected in working cost. The case is

even stronger now (1920) than it was when the Committee

reported, as the price of petrol is much higher than it was then.

At the same time a great development is taking place in the use

of motor lorries in this country, and the Government are

advocating their use to relieve the railways. There is therefore

an increasing demand for petrol or some suitable substitute.

The Committee state, " There can be no question that

automatic stoking and discharge of the fuel-body contribute in a

marked degree to uniformity of both production and quality of

the gas, whilst correlation between the rate of feed of water and

solid fuel and the rate of demand for combustible gas by the

engine is of admitted importance and apparent novelty." In

principle the automatic feeding of fuel and the automatic

discharge of ash doubtless favour uniformity of production and

quality of gas, but, as we have already pointed out, this cannot be

done without rather complicated mechanical devices, which in

themselves are not only troublesome but are attended with a

certain amount of risk. For lorry work the power required

cannot well exceed a maximum of 50 H.P., and will usually be

less ; therefore the gas plant will necessarily be small, and we

feel sure that it should be of the simplest kind possible, and that

all complications should be avoided, unless it can be proved that

they cannot be dispensed with for road service. We can hardly

imagine any one suggesting automatic feeding and stirring of

the fire in a steam lorry; the fire is made up at the start and

then left for a considerable time, and it has yet to be proved that

the same cannot be done with a small gas-producer of the same

power.
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As regards the three systems, A, B, and G, referred to in the

Committee's report, we may mention that A was put forward by

the British Westinghouse Co., who have since given up this class

of work; C was the system of Mr. H. W. Bamber, which we

have already described ; B was the system of Col. D. J. Smith,

O.B.E., who described it fully in a paper read by him at the

Institution of Automobile Engineers in January, 1920. The

plant has a producer of special construction, and the hot gas

from this passes through a dry scrubber, and then through

piping leading to the engine. The scrubber has one large

vertical pipe surrounded by water, and the hot gas from the

producer passes downwards through this pipe, it then passes

upwards through a series of small vertical pipes, then downwards

through another series of small pipes, and finally it flows upwards

through a large pipe, and from this the gas passes through

piping to the engine. In this way the gas is cleaned and cooled

without coming in contact with water, and there are cleaning

boxes and covers over the ends of all the pipes, so that the dust,

etc., deposited can be removed easily and quickly. The water

which is heated by the first gas pipe above mentioned passes to

a vapouriser, which forms the top of the producer ; air is drawn

through the vapouriser and mixes with water vapour, but the

admission of air is controlled by a throttle which is connected

to the throttle on the engine, so that when the engine-throttle is

opened the throttle on the air inlet of the vapouriser is partially

closed. This regulation of the steam and air supply to the pro-

ducer is considered important, in order to maintain the right

proportion of air to steam, leaving only the quantity of the

mixture to^vary according to the volume of gas required. The

total weight of a plant to serve 50 B.H.P. is said to be 2 cwts.

(100 kilos).

The producer has mechanical devices for feeding the fuel, for

moving the grate frequently, and for discharging the ash, all

connected together and worked automatically by power from the

engine. Each part is adjustable, and can be worked indepen-

dently by hand if required. The diameter of the fire chamber

in the producer is about 12 ins., and its depth is about the

same, and Col. Smith advises that the actual depth of fuel should

not exceed 6 ins. To work in this way, he says, it is essential
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to have a regular feed of fuel in small measured quantities, and

to have a continuous agitation of the whole fuel bed, in order

that no channels or holes may be formed in the fire. We have

already discussed the question of working with a shallow fire,

but we did not have in view such a little depth as 6 ins., as

advocated by Col. Smith, If he is right he is fully entitled to the

credit of working a producer in a new way ; from long associa-

tion, and for the reasons we have given, we favour a deeper fire

than he recommends, but we are open to conviction if it can be

shown that his system of working is better for its special purpose.

There is, however, one point to which we think it right to call

attention. So long as there is a depth of 6 ins. of incan-

descent fuel in the producer, in small pieces, the gas may be of

good quality, but if the feeding is imperfectly done, or if from

any cause the fire is not deep enough to burn all the air drawn

in by the suction of the engine, the excess of air will burn part

of the gas in the producer. If this occurs the gas which passes

to the engine will be diluted with combustion products, and the

power will be reduced.

We have not thought it worth while to make a close com-

parison between a gas-driven lorry and a steam lorry, for if the

combination of a suction plant and gas-engine can work as well

as an engine driven with petrol, it follows that the gas power can

also compete favourably with steam power, which consumes not

less than five or six times more fuel than the gas power. Assum-

ing that a suitable gas plant is devised for the special require-

ments of road service, the whole question will resolve itself into

one of economy in working cost. The labour cost with a suction

plant will be about the same as with steam power, but the former

will have to carry much l6ss dead weight of fuel and much less

water.



CHAPTER XII

CAS PROPULSION OF VESSELS

The propulsion of vessels in water is somewhat analogous to

traction on roads, but the conditions of working are of course

very dissimilar, and call for some special notice. In this country

there are not so many rivers and inland waters as there are in

many other countries, where steamboats run considerable

distances ; but there are sufficient waterways to make it rather

surprising that so little use has been made of gas power for

propulsion. In Europe suction-gas plants on boats have been

in use for several years—in Belgium, Germany, and Holland;

and in the United States of America there is a still greater use

of them, owing to the considerable saving effected by using gas

made from anthracite or coke instead of petrol.

On fairly smooth water passenger and freight boats, tugs and

lighters, use suction plants which resemble those used on land

in their leading characteristics ; but some special modifications

and precautions are necessary. Obviously the general arrange-

ment must be as compact as possible ; it is also desirable to keep

down the weight and dimensions, but this is not so essential as

with a road vehicle. Fortunately there can be no lack of water

for the steam required, or for cooling and scrubbing the gas, and

salt water can be used when necessary. The floor on which the

producer is placed should be fireproof, and there should be a

bulkhead or partition between the engine and gas plant, to

prevent ashes and dust getting to the engine. There should be

no bunks or sleeping accommodation in the rooms where the

engine and gas plant are worked.

We have referred more particularly to vessels on canals,

rivers, estuaries, and lakes, because much less has been done on

the open sea. The chief reason for this is that so long as a
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special fuel like anthracite or coke is necessary to make the gas

with, it is considered too risky and impracticable to let a boat

depend on a fuel which cannot be obtained at any ordinary

stopping-place. It would not do to lose the cargo space which
would be required to stow enough of the special fuel for the home
as well as the outward voyage. Now that suction plants on land

can be worked with non-caking bituminous coal, there seems to

be no reason why it should not be used equally well for marine

work ; the saving in working cost compared with steam power
would be considerable.

Among the first, if not the first (1904), to design a special

engine and suction plant to propel small vessels was the late

Herr Emil Capitaine, of Frankfort. He ran several boats on the

Rhine and elsewhere, but he was unable to deal with large sizes,

owing to the power not being reversible, clutch gears and rever-

sing propellers being considered unsuitable for powers above

300 H.P. The fuel he used was anthracite.

The next important experiment (1907) was the fitting up of

H.M.S. Rattler, a training ship on the Clyde, with gas power.

This was done at the instigation of Sir William Beardmore, who
for a long time has been a keen advocate of gas power, and who
has probably the largest producer- gas installation in this country

for engine and furnace work. The engine was designed and

built at his works in Glasgow, and it replaced triple-expansion

steam-engines. The gas-engine had five cylinders, each develop-

ing 100 B.H.P. ; the power was reversed by means of a hydraulic

clutch and gear. The gas-producer was worked with anthracite,

and had no special features of importance except that the steam

required was raised by the exhaust from the engine, and in doing

this the exhaust was silenced. After leaving the producer the

gas was cooled by water in a vertical pipe, and then passed

through a centrifugal fan to dry it. This vessel worked satis-

factorily for a considerable time and made" many cruises, but

from the point of view of adopting gas power generally for

marine work it was only partially successful, because it was

necessary to use anthracite as the fuel, and because the hydraulic

clutch used for reversing was not considered satisfactory for large

powers. In the light of what has since been accompHshed on

land with bituminous coal, it seems probable that this class of
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coal would now give as good results as were obtained with

anthracite.

In 1909 Prof. Fottinger, one of the engineers of the Vulcan

Engineering Works at Stettin, brought out his hydraulic trans-

former, which was intended originally for reducing the high

speed of steam turbines to the comparatively slow speed of

propeller shafts ; with this he also claimed to be able to reverse

the power of engines of large size. Messrs. A. 0. & M. Holzapfel,

of Newcastle-on-Tyne, ^ acquired the British patent rights for

the Fottinger transformer, and proceeded to build an experi-

mental sea-going vessel of 300 to 400 tons, to test gas power and

to try the hydraulic transformer, also to find out by practical

experience what arrangements would be best for large sea-going

vessels. The vessel was built as a coaster on commercial lines,

but unfortunately, it was considered best to work the gas plant

with anthracite until the above tests of engines and transformer

had been completed, and there are no trials with bituminous

coal to record.

The engine had six cylinders, and was designed to run at 450

revolutions per minute. As to the transformer, Mr. Holzapfel

says that, " Eoughly speaking, it. consists of two centrifugal

pumps driven by a main shaft attached to the gas-engine, and

two turbines—one for going ahead and one for going astern

—

mounted on a secondary shaft. Either of these centrifugal

pumps delivers water into its turbine, according to the move-

ment of a lever. By a simple movement of this lever from

forward to aft, the revolutions of the propeller can be instantly

changed from full speed ahead to full speed astern. While the

lever stands in the middle there is no load on the engine, and

the propeller remains stationary." He adds :
" Altogether the

transformer has done its work in an entirely satisfactory

manner."

The vessel had her trials in April, 1911, and afterwards she

made the following trips with the cargo indicated :

—

Tyne to London, 242 tons of coke.

London to Llanelly, 330 tons of scrap iron.

Llanelly to London, 330 tons of lime.

' " Gas Power for Ship Propulsion," by A. C. Holzapfel. Inst, of Naval

Architects, March, 1912.
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London to Cork, 330 tons of wood and cement.

Cork to Newhaven, 251 tons of oats.

Guernsey to London, 340 tons of granite.

London to Tyne, 34.0 tons of chalk.

Seaham to Morlaix, 331 tons of coal.

Guernsey to Weymouth, 331 tons of granite.

The consumption of anthracite during these runs is stated to

have been from 25 to 35 cwt. (1250 to 1750 kilos) per 24 hours,
" about one-half that of steamers of similar power."

Various troubles were experienced with the gas plant, partly

owing to the scrubbers, but chiefly owing to the arrangement of

the gas plant and engine. The coke in the scrubbers became
pulverised, and choked the outlet so that water rose into the

producers and put out the fires ; earthenware pipes were after-

wards put in the scrubbers instead of coke, and the connecting

pipes were altered. We think that Messrs. Beardmore & Co.'s

arrangements on board the Battler, especially for cooling and

cleaning the gas, would have avoided these troubles. The
engine worked fairly well, but gave less power than was

expected. The vibration was " not inconsiderable." These

were the principal troubles mentioned in Mr. Holzapfel's

interesting paper, and we have thought it best to repeat them, as

they show that with present experience they are not likely to

recur. The really serious drawback for sea-going is the want of

a throughly trustworthy gas plant to work with almost any kind

of bituminous coal. Mr. Holzapfel rightly says that it is " abso-

lutely essential in a large vessel to use bituminous coal, as

anthracite is not readily obtainable at many foreign coaling

ports." Also the cost of anthracite is usually much greater than

that of bituminous coal.

In Holland the Machinefabriek Drakenburgh, of Utrecht,

have fitted several small cargo vessels with gas power for the

coasting trade of Great Britain and the Continent. The first

was the Zccmccuw, of 630 tons deadweight (see Pig. 71), which

was in regular service from 1910 to 1915, chiefly between Rotter-

dam and Harwich. She was then taken by the Germans and

partly dismantled, but has now been restored to the owners and

is being refitted for service. A sister vessel, the Zccarcnd (with

gas power), was also trading regularly for some time, but in
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1918 came in contact with a floating mine and was wrecked.

The same makers have fitted similar gas-engines and gas plants

to the Wilhelmina, Wageningen, Brandaris, Quo Vadis, and

Uynveer ; all are from 500 to 700 tons deadweight.

Speaking generally, the gas-producers used in these vessels

have no special features, except that they have water-jackets

instead of firebrick linings ; they are all worked with anthracite,

and the consumption is said to be about 350 grams (0-77 lb.)
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gases. The engine is started by compressed air from a receiver,

and is afterwards worked by the suction of gas and air in the usual
way ; when the engine is reversed it is again started by com-
pressed air, as in the first instance. It is said that the complete

reversal and restarting are effected in about 5 to 7 seconds.

There is a small auxiliary oil-engine to charge receivers with

compressed air before the first start of the main engine, and
when the latter is running with gas it works a separate air com-
pressor (when required) so as to keep the receivers charged for

mancBuvring the vessel, etc.

Fig. 72,—Section through inlet and exhaust pipes on top of cylinders.

In the United States Mr. A. L. Galusha, now the engineer

of the Gas Producer and Engineering Corporation, New York,

has for several years given special attention to the subject of gas

power for propelling vessels, and he says that his marine gas

plant, shown in Fig. 73, is now working in several difi'erent

countries. In principle the producer is of ordinary type, but it

is said to be lighter than usual. The feeding hopper stands on

four inclined pipes, which distribute the fuel evenly, although the

boat may be rolling or pitching at an awkward angle. There is

a rocking grate, but no vapouriser, as the steam required is

raised without boiler or vapouriser. A short length of the

exhaust pipe next to the engine is jacketed with water, and

a piece of i-in. pipe (with regulating valve) leads from the

jacket to the exhaust pipe beyond the jacket ; through this small
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pipe a trickle of hot water from the jacket is sent into the

exhaust pipe, and most of it is there converted into steam.

About ten feet from the water inlet a steam dome is fixed to the

Fig. 73.—Galuaha producer and scrubber for marine work.

upper side of the exhaust pipe, and steam and some of the

exhaust gases collect in this, leaving a little water and the re-

mainder of the exhaust gases in the exhaust pipe. From the

top of the dome there is a small pipe which runs to the air
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inlet near the bottom of the producer, and the pressure in the
exhaust pipe makes steam flow to this air supply. It is claimed
that the amount of steam sent to the producer depends on the
pressure in the exhaust pipe, the pressure being adjusted by a
Blide which reduces the sectional area of the exhaust pipe
beyond the dome (after the producer and engine have worked
together a short time) ; the pressure of the steam then varies

automatically with the rise and fall of pressure in the exhaust
pipe, so that after an explosion in the engine, when more
gas is required, more steam is sent to the producer. A
certain amount of the exhaust gases no doubt passes with the

steam to the air inlet of the producer, and the effect of such an
addition to the blast is to increase the proportion of nitrogen in

the gas. The nitrogen in the exhaust gases passes unchanged
through the producer, whilst the carbon dioxide is converted in

the producer to carbon monoxide. The addition of exhaust

gases to the blast of the producer has been advocated by some
designers, but it is only an incidental feature in the Galusha
system. Salt or impure water can be used in this system, and
the admission of water and the raising of steam in the exhaust

pipe silence the exhaust.

Another novel feature is the exceedingly small size of the

scrubber shown at the back of Fig. 73 ; there is only one pipe bend

between it and the top of the producer, and after passing through

this diminutive scrubber the gas goes direct from the outlet of the

scrubber to the engine. The small rectangular chamber next the

producer is packed with refractory material, and is plentifully

supplied with water from a pump; the projection at the top

contains a series of vertical perforated plates, to trap dust or other

impurities, so that when the gas reaches the engine it may be

clean and dry. In some cases the gas from the producer is passed

through a vertical cooling pipe before it enters the scrubber.

An interesting development has been the application of

,

gas power (as an auxiliary) to a four-masted schooner, 185 feet

long by 37 feet beam ; with a deadweight of 1400 tons her

draught is about 18 feet. She is fitted with a six-cylinder

Wolverine gas engine, rated at about 200 B.H.P. The gas

plant is of the Galusha type, and the only floor space required

is for the producer, the little scrubber being overhead. With
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gas power alone (without sails) the schooner makes from five to

six knots per hour in still water. No fresh water is required,

as the gas is washed with salt water, the inside of the scrubber

being coated to prevent rust. Every part of the plant drains

dry, so that in case it does not work, when there is a favourable

wind, there is no water pocket which can freeze or give trouble.

This schooner has been doing active service since June, 1919,

and in the autumn of that year she crossed the Atlantic to

Liverpool, and from there she re-crossed to Halifax, Nova Scotia.

This is the first record of gas power being used for such a long

sea voyage, and is a noteworthy event. It happens that this

occurred exactly 100 years after the sailing of the first vessel

with steam power across the Atlantic—also from America. The

gas was made with American anthracite on the outward trip, and

with Welsh anthracite on the return ; the consumption was 48

tons for 28 days. There was one man for each watch to work

the gas plant, the engine, and all the power plant machinery,

pumps, etc. The cost of working the gas power was considered

so low that the plant was kept going nearly all the voyage.

Against head winds it took 28 days to make the trip to Liverpool,

and as a comparison it may be mentioned that a sister vessel

(without gas power) started two weeks before the other, and was

48 days making the same trip. This schooner has been four times

across the Atlantic Ocean, using gas power, and is now engaged

in carrying timber from New Brunswick, Canada, to New York.

She is one of a fleet of over sixty sailing vessels belonging to the

Gorton-Pews Shipping Co. ; some of the vessels have auxiliary

power, and it is found that the profits realised by these vessels are

considerably greater than those earned by the vessels without

auxiliary power. In consequence of this all the Company's new

vessels are being equipped with auxiliary gas power. Apart from

the general saving in time and working cost, no tugs are required.

It will be noticed that we are still without practical trials of

gas power with bituminous coal for marine work, but Mr. Galusha

says that he has a tar extractor which will make working with

this class of fuel a certainty, and we trust that an opportunity

will be found to make a thorough test with bituminous coal, so

that this important question may be proved to the satisfaction

of ship-owners and others concerned.
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STAND-BY LOSSES

Close attention is usually given to the consumption of fuel per

horse-power-hour while a gas plant is serving an engine, sometimes

to the thousandth of a pound, and it is not a little remarkable that

account is seldom taken of the consumption of fuel while a pro-

ducer is standing with a fire in it. It is exceedingly low compared
with that of a steam-boiler under like conditions. So long ago as

1886 Mr. Dowson made an interesting test with a small set of his

plant, capable of serving a maximum of about 30 B.H.P.' The gas-

producer and the little, boiler which gave it the steam required

were placed on a weighing-machine, as shown in Fig. 74. The
outlet pipe from the producer had a loose water joint perfectly

free, so that the weighing-machine could go up or down while gas

was made continuously and conveyed to the engine. The chief

object of this arrangement was to determine accurately not only

the total consumption of fuel and water, but the weight of these

materials converted into mechanical work at stated times. A
separate test was made to determine the stand-by loss in the

producer after the engine was stopped. The fire in the little

boiler was raked at the end of the day's run, as was usual in

ordinary work, and the gas-producer, with an anthracite fire

in it, was allowed to stand eighteen hours; during that time

the actual loss of fuel was only 18 lbs., or 1 lb. per hour. The

plant stood in an open yard without shelter of any kind, and the

test was made in the month of November when the day tem-

perature was about 7° C. (45° F..). It was doubtless lower

during the night.

In 1893 Messrs. Crossley of Openshaw, who were using a

Dowson gas-producer for about 250 H.P., reported that on January

' Proc. Inst. C.E., 1893, vol. oxii. p. 88.
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20th the working of the producer was stopped at 8 p.m., and that

it was started again at 5 a.m. the next day. The waste of fuel

during this stoppage was at the rate of 5"1 lbs. per hour. On
January 21st (Saturday), the producer was stopped at 2 p.m.,

and was started again at 7 a.m. on the 23rd (Monday); the

waste was at the rate of 3 '9 lbs. per hour. In all these tests

a slight current of air was allowed to pass through the producer

during the stand-by hours to keep the fire .alight, and as this

current was not constant the waste of fuel necessarily varied

Fig. 74.—Gas-producer on weighing-machine.

somewhat, but the periods of standing were long, so that the

averages are trustworthy.

Being anxious to compare these results with the stand-by

losses of steam boilers, Mr. Dowson consulted the late Mr.

Bryan Donkin in 1898, and the latter made some special tests

with a Lancashire boiler at his works. He reported that the

boiler had about 580 square feet of heating surface, that it was

carefully set in brickwork in the usual way, and that it would

evaporate economically (from cold) 250 to 300 gallons of water
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per hour. The two fires of the boiler were banked about 5.30

p.m., and the fireman came again at 5 a.m. the next morning to

make up the fires. When the two fires of the boiler were banked,

the fireman put on each fire about 3 cwts. of small coal, making
67'2 lbs. in all. Mr. Donkin estimated that 150 lbs. of this coal

were actually consumed during the night, but he did not know
to what extent the remaining 5'J2 lbs. were affected by being

subjected to heat for several hours. He added that during the

stand-by hours the brickwork was cooled considerably, and that

when the fires were made up in the morning the brickwork was

heated again at the expense of additional fuel.

Later (1904) Mr. Dowson interested several engineers in

the subject, and they were good enough to have special tests

made for him. The following are the results they gave :

—

Lcircstrr.—At this place there is a gas plant which serves gas-

engines for the electric lighting of the railway-station and goods

yard, and Mr. Deeley, the locomotive superintendent of the Mid-

land Railway, wrote as follows :

—

" A twenty-four hours' trial has been made at Leicester, and

it is found that the amount of coal required to leave the generator

[100 B.H.P.] in the same state at the end of the twenty-four hours

as it was at the beginning, was 51 lbs., or 2"1 lbs. per hour, and

at the end of this period gas was passed into the gasholder

(ready for use) in ten minutes. A steam-boiler of the same

horse-power, under the same conditions, requires 14 lbs. of coal

per hour to maintain its pressure ready for immediate use."

BirmiiKjItaiii.—Mr. Henry Lea, M.Inst.C.E., had a special

test made of a Lancashire boiler 'IH ft. long by 7 ft. 6 ins.

diameter, with two flues each 3 ft. diameter. He reported that

the evaporative power in full work was 8000 to 9000 lbs. of water

per hour. The consumption of Cannock screened coal in the

boiler while standing twelve hours was about 4 cwts. During

this time the steam pressure fell from 120 lbs. to 90 lbs., and it

was not raised again to 120 lbs. The consumption while standing

was 37'5 lbs. per hour.

Chrlms/ord.—Colonel R. E. B. Crompton, M.Inst.C.E., sent

the following report from one of his stafl' :

—

" Although we have never made a special test for the particular

purpose in question, we have found that to keep up one of our
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hand-fired Babcock & Wilcox boilers hot and ready for steam at

short notice, during a period of about ten hours, required about

6 cwts. of hard steam coal or thereabouts. Under the above con-

ditions, the boiler would be coupled to the main steam range, i.e.

not isolated. The rating of the boiler is 4200 lbs. per hour, and

the coal used is Shipley Best Hards.
" I called at the Chelmsford Electric Light Co.'s station, to

see if I could obtain any figures on the subject, as they practically

always have one boiler banked up during the day, and they tell

me that they use about 3 cwts. on a similar boiler to ours, but

with chain-grate stoker; and under similar conditions, during

about ten hours, it took another 3 cwts. to make the boiler begin

to generate steam. The coal used in this case would be Shipley

peas."

In both these cases the consumption was 67 lbs. per standing

hour.

London.—Sir Alexander Kennedy, M.Inst.C.E., wrote :
" What

I have repeatedly measured is the proportion borne by the

coal actually used at a generating station, in boilers of which

the stop-valves are closed, to the total coal used in the same

time in the station. I have found that during the heavy hours

of working in an electric lighting station, i.e. from 3 to 11 p.m.,

this proportion is about 2| per cent. Measured over the whole

twenty-four hours' load in one case, I found it to amount to 7"2

per cent, for a fortnight ; in another case 7*8 per cent. At other

times over forty-eight or seventy-two hours I have found it to

average 10 per cent. All these higher figures are for cases where

a very large number of boilers have to be kept or got ready for a

very short peak."

This information is interesting in itself, but it does not enable

us to arrive at the stand-by loss of an individual boiler.

Neiuport (Mon.).—Mr. H. CoUings Bishop, the boxough elec-

trical engineer, made two special tests, and reported as follows :

—

Trial No. 1.—With two Babcock & Wilcox boilers of 500

H.P. each, the consumption of Welsh coal (colliery screenings)

during five hours standing was 1800 lbs. The steam pressure

at the beginning of the test was 120 lbs. ; it dropped to 80 lbs.

during the test, and was raised to 120 lbs. at the finish. The

consumption of coal was about 180 lbs. per boiler per hour.
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Trial \o. 2.—The same two boilers at a week end while stand-

ing twenty-nine hours consumed 6500 lbs. of coal. The steam

pressure at the start was 120 lbs. ; it fell to 50 lbs., and was

raised to 120 lbs. at the finish. The consumption of coal was

about 112 lbs. per boiler per hour.

Rugby.—Messrs. Willans & Eobinson also made a special test

with a Niclausse type of boiler, capable of evaporating 8000 lbs.

of water per hour ; its dimensions were 13 ft. X 10 ft. X 10 ft.

They gave the consumption of Midland large coal as 600 lbs.

while standing twelve hours, the full steam pressure and water-

level being maintained throughout the trial. This consumption

was equal to 50 lbs. per standing hour.

London.—Mr. F. A. "Wilkinson, electrical engineer, had a

special test made with a Lancashire boiler (Galloway) 30 ft. long

by 9 ft. diameter, with a grate area of 47-5 sq. ft. This boiler

was one of a battery; on one side there was a similar boiler

doing regular work, and on the other side a similar boiler which

had been shut down for some months. The fires were cleaned

just before the start and again at the end of the test. There

was a Musgrave superheater at the end of the boiler, and the

valve between the range of boilers and the superheater was

closed. There was a slight leakage at the deadweight valve

throughout the test, and a certain amount of water escaped

through the trap which drains the superheater connections. The

water in the gauge glass fell 3 in. during the trial. The con-

sumption of coal during twelve hours standing was 537 lbs.

= 44'7 lbs. per hour.

Smalllieath.—At this place there was a large gas plant in the

works of the Birmingham Small Arms Co. One set of 250 B.H.P.

was tested by Mr. Henry Lea, their consulting engineer, during

five consecutive days. The consumption of anthracite peas

during the stand-by hours was at the average rate of 4'5 lbs.

per hour.

Limerick.—The corporation of Limerick had a gas plant for

the electric light station, and when the consulting engineer,

Mr. J. Enright, tested the plant it was found that the stand-by

loss in a 225 B.H.P. producer was at the rate of -iS lbs. per hour.

Walthamstou'.—There was a large gas power installation at this

place (over 3000 B.H.P.) for the electric lighting and tramway
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service, and Mr. F. A. Wilkinson, the electrical engineer in

charge, wrote :
" I have made some tests on the gas generators

installed at these works to ascertain the actual consumption, of

anthracite in a gas generator when standing with a fire in it, and

when gas was not being made. A 375 B.H.P. generator was

standing forty-eight hours, and the total weight of coal con-

sumed was 84 lbs." This is equal to only I'S lbs. per hour.

We give a resume of these results in the following table, and

may explain that for estimating the maximum horse-power of the

boilers we have allowed 20 lbs. of water per horse-power-hour.

Table XXXI.- -CoNstJuPTioN OS' Fuel in Stand*-by Houbs.

Steam Power.

Type of boiler.
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In this t^le we have not included the small 30 B.H.P. pro-

ducer referred to on p. 227, as all the other producers are much
larger, and its small consumption might be thought to lower the

general average unduly. But without considering mere fractions

of a pound it is clear that the stand-by loss in a gas-producer is

tiifling compared with that of a steam-boiler of any type ; and

the explanation is not far to seek. For a given horse-power the

producer is much smaller, and has far less radiating surface than

a boiler ; it has no water in it to be heated, and it can be worked

up to its maximum production in about fifteen minutes, after

standing almost any length of time. With a boiler, except in

the vertical or portable type, there is a large amount of external

brickwork to be heated, and there is a considerable quantity of

water, even in the tubular type. When the boiler is standing, the

water and the brickwork lose heat, and not only more time but

more fuel is required to make up this loss than in the case of a

gas-producer. Doubtless the heat-efficiency of a good boiler is

high when it is working to nearly its full capacity, but the

reverse is the case when it is standing ; in factories and electric

lighting and power stations, where the plant is usually standing

a long time, this question is deserving of close attention.

By way of illustration, let us take the case of a gas plant and

engine for 200 B.H.P., and of a boiler and steam-engine of the

same power, each working at its maximum for eight hours and

standing sixteen hours. For the gas power we will assume a fuel

consumption of 1 lb. per B.H.P.-hour while the plant is working,

and 3'8 lbs. per hour when standing, as at Limerick. For the

steam power we will assume a fuel consumption of 2' 5 lbs. per

B.H.P.-hour while the plant is working, and 67 lbs. per hour

when standing, as at Chelmsford. We then have the following

comparative results :

—

Gaspoioer: 200 H.P. x 1 lb. X 8 hours = 1600 Ibb.

3-y lbs. X 16 hours = 61 „

Total . . ieel „

Sleam power : 200 H.P. x 2-5 lbs. x 8 hours = 4000 lbs.

67 lbs. X 16 hours = 1072 „

Total . . 5072 „

On this basis, with steam power the stand-by loss of the boiler
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is over 20 per cent, of the total fuel consumed in twenty-four

hours ; whereas with gas power the stand-by loss of the gas-

producer is under 4 per cent, of the total fuel consumed in

twenty-four hours.

If we were to take the case of a plant for 500 B.H.P. the

result would be still more striking. For the gas power we will

assume a fuel consumption of 1 lb. per B.H.P.-hour while the

plant is working, and as much as 5 lbs. per hour when standing.

For the steam power we will assume a fuel consumption of 2 "5 lbs.

per B.H.P.-hour while the plant is working, and 112 lbs. per

hour when standing, taking the lower consumption of the two 500

H.P. boilers tested by Mr. Bishop. We then have the following

results :

—

Oas power : 500 H.P. X 1 lb. X 8 hours = 4000 lbs.

5 lbs. X 16 hours = 80 „

Total . . 4080 „

Steam power: 500 H.P. x 2-5 lbs. x 8 hours = 10,000 lbs.

112 lbs. X 16 hours = 1,792 „

Total . . 11,792 „

On this basis, with steam power the stand-by loss of the boiler is

about 15 per cent, of the total fuel, consumed in twenty-four

hours ; whereas with gas power the stand-by loss of the gas-

producer is under 2 per cent, of the total fuel consumed in

twenty-four hours, although the consumption during the eight

working hours is only 4000 lbs., compared with 10,000 lbs. for

steam power. If we take the percentage of the stand-by loss on

the fuel consumed during the working hours, in each case, we

have the following results :

—

200 B.H.P. 600 B.H.P.

Steam power 26-8 per centi . . 17"9 per cent.

Gas power 3-8 „ . . 2-0 „
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COMPARISON OF GAS AND STEAM POWER

It would be beyond the scope of this httle work on producer

gas to enter minutely into questions affecting the gas-engine

only ; but the subject of gas power cannot be considered without

taking account of the heat efficiency, not only of the gas-plant

but of the gas-engine also. The two are connected inseparably,

as in the case of the steam-engine and boiler. We propose,

therefore, to consider briefly the combined heat efficiency of a

gas plant and gas-engine, and to compare it with that of a boiler

and steam-engine of the same power.

For this purpose we have constructed the diagrams shown in

Figs. 75, 76, 77 and 78. The first two refer to steam and gas

power plants each of a size suitable for 250 B.H.P. ; the other

two refer to plants suitable for 40 B.H.P. each. In each the

base of the diagram represents the number of heat units (calories

or B.Th.U.) in the fuel consumed to produce the same amount of

useful work, viz. the equivalent of 100 heat units.

In determining the heat efficiencies of steam-boilers we have

consulted the late Mr. Bryan Donkin's work on the "Heat
Efficiency of Steam-Boilers " (1898). He gives the result of a

large number of careful tests, and from these we get the following

averages :

—

Table XXXUI.—Heat Eepicibncies of Steam-Boilers.

DeacrlpUon of boiler.
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We have also the authority of Sir Alexander Kennedy for say-

ing that the actual heat eiSciencies of steam-boilers vary from 50 to

80 per cent. He said,i " The 50 per cent, is the result of every-

day careless working, the 80 per cent, the result of thoroughly

good working with real care." For the 250 B.H.P. steam plant

(Pig. 75) we have taken 80 per cent, as the heat efficiency of

FRICTION

OF El

HEAT UNITS CONVERTED
INTO WORK IN CYLINDER

CONDENSATION

FEED PUMP ETC,

Fig. 75.— steam power—heat efScienoy diagram 250 B.H.P.

the boiler ; and for the 40 B.H.P. size (Pig. 77) we have taken

75 per cent., although Mr. Donkin's averages show that in

practice the efficiencies obtained are much lower than those we
have assumed. Por the heat lost by condensation in steam pipes,

the driving of feed pumps and other usual losses, we have taken

10 per cent, of the total heat in Fig. 75, and 5 per cent, in

' Koyal Inst. Leeture, 1893,
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Fin;. 77. For the 250 B.H.P. steam-engine (Fig. 75), we have
assumed a heat efficiency of 15 per cent., i.e. 15 per cent, of the
heat supplied to the cylinder is assumed to be converted into
indicatetl work ; for the smaller steam-engine (Fig. 77) we have
assumed a heat efficiency of 10 per cent. For all the diagrams
(steam and gas) we have as-

sumed that the friction of the

engine, i.e. the difference be-

tween the indicated horse-

power and the brake horse-

power, is 15 per cent, of the

indicated horse-power.

For the 250 B.H.P. gas-

power diagram (Fig. 70) we
have assumed that the gas

plant is of the steam-jet pres-

sure type, and that including

the small boiler its heat effici-

ency is 80 per cent. ; but if

we had taken a plant of the

suction type without an inde-

pendent boiler, it would have
been more correct to assume
a heat efficiency of 85 per

cent. For the 40 B.H.P. gas-

power diagram (Fig. 78)' we
have assumed that the gas

plant is of the suction type,

and that its heat efficiency is

85 per cent., although 90

per cent, has already been

attained for this size of plant

{fide ante, p. 145). The loss of heat in converting the

solid fuel into gas is therefore assumed to be 20 per cent,

of the total heat of combustion of the fuel in the case of

Fig. 76, and 15 per cent, in Fig. 78. With the gas plant

there are no losses from condensation or other causes beyond

those included in the 20 and 15 per cent, just referred to. For

the gas-engines we have assumed a heat efficiency of 28 per

RADIATION ETC

FROM GAS PLANTED

; HEATUNITSIN ^
; FUELCONSUMED;
', IN GAS PLANT ^

Fig. 76.—Gas power—heat efficiency

diagram 250 B.H.P.
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cent. ; and of the 72 per cent, loss in the engines we have

apportioned 30 per cent, to the cooling, and 42 per cent, to the

exhaust.^

These diagrams show at a glance the chief sources of waste

in the two systems ; and although they can only be estimated

approximately, and although they vary in different cases, the

USEFUL WORK

FRICTION ^17.

OF ENGINE.

HEAT UNITS CONVERTED
INTO WORK IN CYLINDER

RADIATION ETC

HEAT UNITS IN FUEL CONSUMED IN BOILER^

Fig. 77.—Steam power—heat effioienoy diagram 40 B.H.P.

figures correspond with fuel consumptions per B.H.P.-hour
which are in accord with practical results for gas power, and the

figures for steam power are probably considerably better than
are usually obtained with the sizes of installation considered.

The figures correspond approximately with the following

consumptions of fuel of average quality :

—

• James Forrest Lecture, Froc. Inst. C.E., 190i, vol. clviii. p. 283.
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900 grams (2 lbs.) iw B.H.P.-hour for 250 B.H.P. steam power.
450 grama (1 lb.) „ „ „ gag power (pressure plant),
1350 grams (3 lbs.) „ „ 4o B.H.P. steam power.
400 grams (0-9 lb.) „ „ ,, gag power (suction plant).

Taking the 250 B.H.P. size, we see in Fig. 75 that of 1120
heat units in the fuel consumed in the boiler 224 are lost in

ashes, radiation, flue

USEFUL WORK

HCAT UNITS CONVERTED
INTO WORK IN CYLINDER

RADIATION ETC

FROM GAS PLANT

etc. ; that there ate 896 units

in steam generated, and that

112 units in this steam are

lost by condensation in pipes,

feed pump, etc. The steam

supplied to the engine con-

tains 784 heat units, but of

these 667 are lost in the ex-

haust, so that only 117 are

converted into indicated work

in the engine, and from this

17 have to be deducted for

the friction of the latter.

In Fig. 76 we see that of

525 heat units in the fuel

consumed in the gas plant

105 are lost in ashes, radia-

tion, cooling of gas, etc. ; that

there are 420 units in the gas

supplied to the engine, and

that of these 177 are lost in the

exhaust, and 126 in cooling.

As in Fig. 75, there are 117

units converted into indicated

work in the engine, and of these

17 are deducted for friction.

In the 40 B.H.P. size, it will be seen in Fig. 77 that, starting

vith 1680 heat units in the fuel consumed in the boiler, 420 are

lost in ashes, radiation, flue gases, etc.; that there are 1260

units in the steam generated, of which 84 are lost by condensa-

tion in pipes, feed pump, etc. The steam supplied to the engine

contains 1176 units of heat, but of these no less than 1059 are

lost in the exhaust.

Pia. 78.—Gas power—heat efiSolenoy

diagram 40 B.H.P.
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In Fig 78 we see that of 494 heat units in the fuel consumed

in the gas-producer 74 are lost in ashes, radiation, cooling of

gas, etc. ; that there are 420 units in the gas supplied to the

engine, and that the remaining losses are similar to those in

Fig. 76.

On the above bases the general result is that for the 250

B.H.P. size, in order to obtain 100 heat units in useful work with

steam power, there must be 1120 heat units in the fuel consumed

in the boiler ; whereas with gas power there need only be 525

units in the fuel consumed, in the plant. This shows a saving

in fuel of 53 per cent, in favour of the gas plant. The result

is still more striking in the case of the 40 B.H.P. size, as there

must be 1680 units in the fuel consumed for steam power com-

pared with 494 units for gas power. This is a saving of 70 per

cent, in favour of the gas plant. These figures do not include

any allowance for stand-by losses, although we should have

preferred to give them if possible. We know what they are for

gas plants of the sizes considered, but we do not know exactly

what they would be for steam plants of the same powers ; we
may, however, safely conclude from the figures given in Tables

XXXI. and XXXII. (p. 232) that they would be considerably

greater for steam power than for gas power.

These diagrams not only help us to compare the heat

efficiency of gas power with that of steam power, but they bring

home to us the fact that even with a modern gas-engine there

are very serious heat losses ; and it may be well to consider what
are its possibilities in the future compared with those of the

steam-engine. It is generally conceded that theoretically the

heat efficiency of the latter cannot exceed 30 per cent., and that

there is no likelihood of attaining this in practice. On the

other hand, the actual heat efficiency of a gas-engine has

already reached the theoretical best of the steam-engine. Of

still greater importance is the fact that theoretically it is possible

for the gas-engine to have a much higher efficiency ; what that

efficiency may be cannot be precisely stated, but all authorities

are agreed that there is still a large margin for practical

improvements ;
and it is only reasonable to suppose that in the

course of time the present great losses in cooling the engine, and

in the exhaust, will be appreciably reduced. We have given an
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instance (p. 101) of a Bonecourt tubular boiler heated by the

exhaust gases from a gas-engine.

The above diagrams represent the heat efficiencies when the

engines are working at full or nearly full load ; and we should

consider what would occur with a three-quarter or a half load.

It is well known that the heat efficiency of a steam-engine falls

as the load diminishes, owing to the heat losses being greater in

proportion to the useful work done ; and this also occurs with a

gas-engine. The lowering of the heat efficiency with reduced

loads may not be in precisely the same proportion for gas-engines

as for steam-engines, but approximately it may be assumed that

the comparison we have made in the above figures will hold good,

in about the same proportion, for three-quarter or half loads as

for a full load. As regards the heat efficiencies of the gas-

producing plant and the steam-boiler, they are not so susceptible

of change as those of the engines ; their principle of working is

altogether different. Actually the heat efficiency of a gas plant

or of a steam-boiler is about the same at a three-quarter as at

the maximum output ; at half load there will be some lowering

of the efficiency, but it will be about the same for the gas-

producer as for the steam-boiler, so that on this account also our

comparison will be in about the same proportion as for the full

load. The figures and diagrams given above refer to typical

gas-producers using anthracite or coke as fuel, but similar results

may be stated for bituminous coal and other fuels.

In 1904-1905 the United States Geological Survey ^ made a

large number of careful and elaborate tests at St. Louis, to

determine the relative value of different kinds of coal for firing

steam-boilers, and for making producer gas suitable for driving

gas-engines. They had a complete steam-power plant, and a

complete gas-power plant, for generating electricity, and Table

XXXIV. gives their comparative summary of the leading

results :

—

' Report on the operations of the Coal Testing Plant of the U.S. Geological

Survey, Washington Government Printing Ofaoe, 1906.
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The steam plant consisted of two Heine water-tube boilers,

each for 210 H.P., and a simple non-condensing engine of the

Corliss type requiring 26'3 lbs. of steam per hour per H.P.

developed. The engine was belted to the dynamo, and the

mechanical efficiency of this combination was 81 per cent.

The gas plant was of the steam-jet pressure type, rated at

250 H.P., and consisted of a Taylor producer with rotating

hearth, coke scrubber, centrifugal tar extractor, purifier, gas-

holder, and meter. The engine was a three-cylinder Westing-

house, driving (by belt) a Westinghouse dynamo.

There were 78 boiler tests, and the Report states that a small

number of the tests were not satisfactory, owing either to accident

or to special qualities of the coals, but that fully 70 trials were

regarded as satisfactory and complete in all details. It is also

remarked that " the objects of these tests is to compare the

steaming value of the various coals when burned under ordinarily

favourable conditions. It is probable that somewhat higher

efficiencies might, after a careful study, be obtained with any

of the coals tested if it were possible to adapt the grate area and

the baffling to the evident requirements of the several coals. On
the other hand, it is doubtless true that, with the facilities avail-

able for knowing the existing conditions of any test, the coals

were burned with more economy than is secured under the

average boiler."

There were 24 gas-plant tests, and it is particularly interest-

ing to note that four of them were with lignite, and that all

these four produced gas of better quality than could be obtained

from high-grade bituminous coals. Moreover, the Report says

that " one ton of lignite used in a gas-producer plant will yield

as much power as the best Pennsylvania or West Virginia

bituminous coals used under boilers." It was also noted that as

coals declined in value when measured by their steam-raising

power, they increased in value comparatively as a fuel for the

gas-producer.

It is interesting to observe that in all these 24 tests the fuel

used contained a high percentage of volatile matter, ranging from

about 19 per cent, (the lowest) to 39-6 per cent, (the highest),

and giving an average of about 30 per cent. At the date of these

trials comparatively little had been accomplished with bituminous
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coals for gas-engine work, and it is creditable that useful results

were obtained in these tests with 24 varieties of fuel. A simple

up-draught producer, such as the one used, distils off a large

quantity of condensable hydrocarbons from the fresh fuel put on

the top of the fire, and apart from the trouble with tar, etc.,

which this causes, there is a considerable heat loss per pound of

fuel consumed. It is also probable that some of the coals would

have yielded better gas if they had been dealt with in some of

the modern types of plant we have described in Chapter IX.

With the boiler tests there was long experience to fall back on,

but with the gas tests there was little or no experience, not even

a rehearsal with some of the fuels used. It was also a drawback,

as mentioned in the Report, that the setting of the ignition of

the gas in the engine could not be altered while the engine was

running, and that in consequence of this there was in some cases

an excessive consumption of gas. It is therefore reasonable to

expect that if some of the fuels were tested again with a modern

gas plant and modern gas-engine, the results would be even

better than in Table XXXIV.
The Keport says :

" In considering the possible increase in

efficiency of the boiler trials, if a compound engine were sub-

stituted for the simple engine used, the fact should not be

overlooked that a corresponding increase in the efficiency of the

gas-producer trials may be brought about under more favourable

conditions. The gas-engine is passing through a transition

period. In the larger sizes the vertical single-acting enginfe is

being replaced by the horizontal double-acting. Other changes

and improvements are constantly being made which tend to do

for the gas-engine what compounding and tripling the expan-

sions have already done for the steam-engine." A general

conclusion is that " the power producing efficiency of a number

of bituminous coals, when converted into gas and used in the

gas-engine, is 2^ times what it is when used under boilers in the

production of steam power."

An important feature connected with gas power is that the

producer gas, if it has been cooled and scrubbed, can be con-

veyed any reasonable distance in pipes without appreciable

change or deterioration. If the gas is 'properly cooled and

cleaned in the gas plant there is nothing which can be condensed
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except water-vapour, and if any of this is thrown down and

drained away in the pipes, it is advantageous so far as the gas

is concerned. In Chapter IX. we have referred specially to the

distribution of producer gas under a high pressure in an extended

district; but for the ordinary distribution of such gas in a

factory or power station the pressure of the gas in the mains

need not exceed that of a column of water 40 to 50 mm. high

(say 1^, to 2 ins.). As an example, this pressure was not exceeded

in the installation in Holland, illustrated on p. 109, although the

gas plant was about 500 meters from the factory. With such a

low pressure it is easy to provide against leaks from the distri-

buting pipes.

For gas power there is no advantage in having a higher gas

pressure near the engine than that stated above ; but with steam

power the conditions are altogether different. With the steam-

engine it is essential that the working fluid should be at high

pressure when it enters the cylinder ; and the steam in the pipes

between the boiler and the engine cannot be at a rower pressure

than the initial pressure required in the cylinder. Actually the

boiler pressure is usually about 5 lbs. higher than the pressure

of the steam when it reaches the engine, where the boiler and

engine are not far apart. If the pressure in the pipes is only

3 to 6 atmospheres (45 to 90 lbs. per square inch) it is from 800

to 1600 times greater than that of the gas from a pressure plant ;

in practice the steam pressure used is sometimes as high as 9 or

10 atmospheres. The conveyance of steam at these pressures is

troublesome on account of leaks, 'but its most serious drawback is

the loss from condensation, especially if the distance it has to

travel is great. In lairge works and in shipyards the loss from

condensation alone doubles or trebles the consumption of fuel

required in the boiler ; moreover it is often difficult to get steam

to a distant engine at the pressure required, and as the steam

loses heat in the pipes a further difficulty is experienced in

removing the condensed moisture from it. With gas there is no

such loss, because it enters the cylinder cold, and only when the

gas is in the cylinder are high temperatures and pressures

developed.

When steam power is used in a mill or factory one large

engine is often placed near the boiler-house to minimise the loss
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from condensation in the steam pipes. If the machines to be

driven are far from the engine there must necessarily be an

extensive system of shafting to transmit the power, and this is

not only costly, but it absorbs a great deal of power. With gas

power there may be several engines if it is more convenient or

advantageous to subdivide the power, and there need be only one

light shaft for each engine.

A further practical question is the cost of repairs and main-

tenance. Speaking with many years' experience, we can say

that the following may be taken as a fair allowance at pre-war

prices for the repairs and maintenance (exclusive of painting) of

a well-designed gas plant :

—

For 100 B.H.P. plant, about ^4 per annum.

„ 200 „ „ „ £6

,, ooo ,, ,, „ ±y ,,

„ 400 „ „ „ ^12

,, 500 ,, ,, ,, ±15 ,,

We will not attempt to estimate the repairs and maintenance

of boilers for steam power, but there cannot be any doubt that on

the same scale of working these charges are much greater.

With a steam-jet pressure plant the cost of wages is about

the same as for a steam plant of the same horse-power ; but with

a suction plant the cost of wages is much less. The consumption

of water is also considerably less for gas than for steam power.



CHAPTER XY

FUEL

A GREAT variety of fuels can be 'used for making producer gas,

the particular kind selected depending on the type of producer,

the purpose for which the gas is to be used, and the sources of

supply which are available, as well as upon considerations of

price.

In this country, for furnace work the majority of producers

are fired with bituminous or semi-bituminous coal; on the

Continent brown coal or lignite is largely used, and in some
cases peat. There are also cases where, owing to special local

circumstances, wood is used as the fuel, and jn this and other

countries wood refuse is now being used extensively.

When the gas is to be used in small burners for heating work

or when it is to be used for driving gas-engines, it is often

simplest and best to use anthracite or coke ; but in some
localities these are too costly for use on a large scale. As a

matter of fact, for several years nearly all plants for powers of

100 B.H.P. or less, and many plants for much larger powers,

were worked with anthracite or coke, as there was then little

or no trouble with tar and less labour was required than with

the early bituminous plants. At the present time, however,

producers capable of making gas from bituminous coal, suitable

for engines of all sizes, are being used (see Chapter IX.), but

the greater number of small plants are still made for anthracite

or coke. For large plants working with bituminous coal, when

the ammonia is to be recovered it is essential that the coal

should contain a high percentage of nitrogen.

The principal constituents of each of the natural fuels men-

tioned above are the elements carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen ; but
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the proportions in which they are present vary considerably in the

different classes of fuel. Usually there are also small quantities

of nitrogen and sulphur ; and there are varying quantities of ash

(consisting of the mineral, constituents of the fuel), which is left

as an incombustible residue when the fuel is burnt. Both the

quantity and composition of the ash are very different, even in

different specimens of the same class of fuel ; and in considering

the average composition of the different kinds of fuel it is best

to deal with the combustible matter only, or, in other words, to

reckon the percentages on the weight of fuel considered as dry

and free from ash. In round numbers, the average composition

of the different fuels used for making producer gas is indi-

cated in Table XXXV., where that of cellulose is also given for

comparison.

Table XXXV.

—

Avbeaqe Composition of Fuels.
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hydrogen and oxygen than cellulose. It is probable that the

wood-fibre consisting of lignine and cellulose is gradually decom-

posed by natural decay, with the formation of water, carbon dioxide,

and methane. As a result of this, the proportion of carbon

increases and the proportions of hydrogen and oxygen (more par-

ticularly the latter) decrease. The ultimate product of these

changes is probably graphite, which consists of almost pure carbon

;

and intermediate between this and wood we have the different

classes of fuel which have occupied longer or shorter periods of

time in their formation. Thus peat is of more recent formation

than coal, and it has not lost the fibrous structure characteristic

of the material from which it has been formed. It contains about

15 per cent, more carbon than cellulose. Brown coal contains

about 10 per cent, more carbon than peat ; it is of older formation,

though sometimes the signs of its vegetable origin can be observed.

Common coal and anthracite are the products of still further

change, and the latter approximates in its composition to pure

carbon.

In a sense, therefore, these fuels are the products of successive

steps in the slow decomposition of vegetable matter, and it is often

difficult to draw a sharp dividing line between them. It must be

remembered, however, that they are derived from very different

forms of plant life, and that the conditions under which the

decomposition has taken place may have been very different in

the various cases.

All these fuels, when heated under conditions which prevent

the access of air, lose nearly the whole of their oxygen and

hydrogen as well as a part of their carbon, and leave a residue

consisting almost wholly of carbon and ash. This process is

carried out commercially with wood, peat and common coal,

and the carbonaceous residues which are obtained are known as

wood-charcoal, peat-charcoal and coke respectively. The last is

frequently employed in gas-producers and must be added to the

list of fuels with which we have to deal.

Wood.—Different kinds of wood, when dry, have approximately

the same chemical composition ; but the specific gravity varies

considerably. The average figures for several kinds of wood are

given in Table XXXVI.
The amount of moisture held by the wood is very variable

;
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it is greatest in freshly felled timber, and is greater in young

wood than in old. It depends also upon the season in which the

tree is felled, and may vary from 25 to 60 per cent. If the bark

is removed and the wood left in the open air much of this water

will evaporate, and the quantity held by the wood will eventually

be reduced to 10 or 20 per cent. The wood is then said to be

" air-dried."

Table XXXVI.—Averasb Composition op Dry Wood.
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draught of air being regulated so that sufficient heat is generated

to drive off the volatile matter from the wood, leaving unburnt
carbon in the form of wood-charcoal. The yield of charcoal by
this method is from 20 to 25 per cent, of the weight of wood
employed. The volatile matter which is expelled includes the

gases carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, hydrogen and methane,

together with tarry vapours and an aqueous distillate (pyroligneous

acid) from which methyl alcohol, acetone and acetic acid can be

obtained. "When the product sought is charcoal the process

described above is used and the volatile products are wasted ; but

wood is also carbonised in order to obtain the methyl alcohol,

acetone and acetic acid, and in this case the heating is carried out

in retorts in which the charcoal remains as a by-product of the

process. In some instances the mixture of gases which is

obtained by heating wood in retorts has been used as an

illuminant, under the name of wood-gas.

Wood-charcoal retains the shape of the original pieces of

wood; these, however, suffer a shrinkage in bulk of 30 to 40

per cent. It is very porous and extremely light, the specific

gravity ranging from 017 to 0"24. The chemical composition of

wood charcoal varies between the following limits :
^

—

Carbon HS to 90 per cent.

Hydrogen 1 to 2 „

Oxygen 2 to 4 ,,

Ash 2 to 5 „

Moisture 2 to 10 „

Its average calorific power is 7000 calories per kilo, or 12,600

B.Th.U. per pound. Its calorific powfer is therefore nearly as

high as that of anthracite, and it contains little or no volatile

matter ; it is extremely porous and reacts readily with gases ; and

the ash which it contains is small in amount and does not easily

fuse into clinker. In most of the European countries charcoal

is too costly to compete with anthracite or coke in gas-producers ;

but the reverse is the case in countries where wood is abundant

and the other fuels are costly.

From the Argentine we have learnt that a suction plant was

tested carefully with anthracite and wood-charcoal, and that the

' " Fuel and Water," Schwackhofer and Browne, p. 50.
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weight of fuel consumed in each case was the same, whilst the

cost of the charcoal was 8 dollars per ton against 13 dollars for

anthracite.

From New Zealand we have received a useful report, from

which we give the following extracts :
" The charcoal should be

hard, any kind of wood will do provided the charcoal is made in

the right way : we are using mixed wood. Up-country it is

much cheaper than coke, but apart from this the gas made from

charcoal is better, and it is easier to start the engine. When the

producer is standing with a fire in it very little air will keep it

alight for several days."

From Australia we have received the following results of tests

made with charcoal :—

Consumption per B.H.P.-hour .

„ K.W.-hour ,

Full load.

0-846 lb.

1-33 .,

Two-thirdB load.

0-933 lb.

1-62 „

Peat.—As might be expected in view of its comparatively

recent origin, peat is found at the surface of the earth, and the

beds of peat are not covered with other and more recent strata,

as is the case with the different kinds of coal.
"

The peat bogs or mosses, as they are called', vary in depth

from only a few feet up to 20 or 30 feet. They rest on a subsoil

which, either from its impervious character or from its position

below the standing water-level, keeps them always more or less

saturated with water.

The chief deposits of peat in the United Kingdom are to be

found in Ireland, where the area of thick peat-beds (20 to 30 feet

in depth) is estimated at about 2500 square miles ; besides these

there are some 2000 square miles of shallow deposits. In

England there are large tracts of good peat ; it is also found

in considerable quantities, and is extensively used, in many
European countries and in Canada and the United States of

America.

The physical characteristics of peat vary considerably accord-

ing to the locality and the extent to which decomposition has

proceeded. Some kinds of peat are extremely fibrous and contain
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twigs of practically unchanged wood. Other varieties are com-
paratively dense and are almost without structure. When dried

in air the specific gravity of peat (determined by weighing it in

water) is from 015 to I'O, the fibrous peat being very light. The
low specific gravity given by fibrous peat is not the true value,

for the peat holds a considerable quantity of air, even when it is

immersed in water. If the test piece be left in water for several

days, the apparent specific gravity rises. Thus the specific gravity

of a sample of dense peat from Norway increased in si.K days from
0"90 to 1'28

; while that of a sample of prepared peat increased

in the same time from 1"17 to 1"31. The specific gravity of

prepared peat is sometimes 'as high as 1'4 ; it is not easily

broken, but is sufficiently brittle to be powdered under the

hammer.

The quantity of ash in air-dried peat may range from 1 to 50

per cent. The best kinds of peat have only 1 to '2 per cent, of

ash, but many varieties must be considered unfit for use as fuel

on account of the large proportion of ash which they contain.

The following may be taken roughly as the composition of

air-dried peat of good quality :
i

—

Carbon 50 to 60 por cent.

Hydrogen 5 to 6 „

Oxygen 30 to 35 „

Nitrogen 1 to \i „

Ash 5 to 10

Moisture 10 to 20 „

The calorific power of good air-dried peat varies from 3500

to 5000 calories per kilo (6300 to 9000 B.Th.U. per pound).

Prepared peat has a somewhat higher calorific value, viz. 4000

to 5500 calories per kilo, or 7200 to 10,000 B.Th.U. per pound.

When heated without free access of air peat can be carbonised,

leaving a residue of peat-charcoal, the yield being about one-third

of the weight of the air-dried peat. The volatile matter given off

during the process contains a great deal of steam, the quantity

being somewhat greater than the amount of uncombined moisture

in the peat ; there is also a considerable quantity of gas containing

carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, and methane, which will burn

with a luminous flame ; and thel'e are condensable tarry vapours

I 11 Fuel and Water," Sohwaokhiifer and Browne, p. 64.
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which have a very offensive odour. In consequence of the large

amount of moisture and other volatile substances (compared with

the non-volatile or fixed carbon), peat, like wood, is not as suitable

as coal or coke for use in ordinary gas-producers, but we have

shown in Chap. X. that good results can be obtained with peat

when it is properly treated. When the gas is to be used in

furnaces the tar need not be allowed to condense if the furnace

is near the producer, and it then serves to enrich the gas. Peat

contains very little sulphur and would therefore be of great use

as fuel in certain metallurgical operations if it were otherwise

suitable. For example, in iron-smelting the fuel should contain

as little sulphur as possible, in order that the metal may not be

contaminated. Peat direct from the bog would not give the

required heat, and peat-charcoal is too friable to support the

weight of ore and fuel above it ; but air-dried peat can be used in

gas-producers, and the gas made with it can be used for smelting.

This system has been adopted in Sweden, and with it a very pure

iron is obtained.

Broivn Coal or Lignite.—This fuel is intermediate in com-

position between peat and common coal. It is not found to any

extent in the United Kingdom, but there are extensive deposits

on the Continent, chiefly in Austria and Germany, and it is much
used. There are also large deposits in the United States of

America and in Canada. Strictly speaking, lignite is a variety

of brown coal, but the two terms are often used indiscriminately.

The composition of different varieties of brown coal varies within

wide limits, some kinds approaching more nearly to peat, while

others resemble common coal in their chemical composition, as

shown by the following table :

—

Tablb XXXVII.

—

Composition of Bhown Coals.
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The amount of nitrogen in brown coal is usually less than

1 per cent. ; in many places brown coal contains about 05 per

cent, of sulphur, but in other localities it has as much as 2 per

cent., or even more.

In its natural state brown coal usually contains from 30 to

40 per cent, of moisture ; before use it is dried by exposure to air,

and the proportion of moisture is thus reduced to 10 or 20 per

cent. The amount of ash in brown coal should not be greater

than 10 per cent., and it may be as low as 2 per cent. ; but in some
cases the quantity of ash is excessive, reaching as much as 50 per

cent.

The calorific power varies from 4000 to 6000 calories per kilo

(7200 to 10,800 B.Th.U. per pound).

On the Continent brown coal is used as a fuel for industrial

purposes, and also to some extent for the production of illu-

minating gas by heating it in retorts. In this process tar and

ammoniacal liquor are obtained, but neither these nor the gas

itself are as valuable as the gas and products obtained from

common coal. Some varieties yield a coke which can be used

in the production of iron. Liijnite, which is the form of brown

coal most nearly allied to peat, contains very little bituminous

matter, and before the war it was coming into favour in Germany
for the manufacture of producer gas. In Chap. XIV. p. 241, we
have described a large number of tests made with many varieties

of fuel by the United States Geological Survey. These included

four lignites from different localities, und they all yielded better

producer gas for engine work than could be obtained with high-

grade bituminous coal.

Common Coal.—There are many different varieties of coal,

and they merge one into another so that no rigid classification

according to their chemical composition is possible. For practical

purposes they are divided roughly according to their behaviour on

heating. Certain kinds of coal give very little smoke or flame,

and their volatile matter contains practically no condensable

hydrocarbons. These coals are known as anthracite, and as they

are of special importance in connection with producer gas they

are dealt with later in a separate section. Ordinary coal, on

heating, yields considerable quantities of gas and tar, which are

the products of decomposition of the bituminous matter in the
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coal : such coals are said to be semi-bituminous or bituminous,

according to the amount of their volatile constituents. Eoughly

speaking, the amounts of volatile matter in coal (reckoned as dry

and free from ash) are as follows :
—

Anthracite 4 to 10 per cent.

Semi-bituminous coal .... 10 to 20 „

Bituminous coal 20 to 40 „ ,

Cannel coal is a variety intermediate in composition, between

lignite and bituminous coal, and it is specially valued for the

production of illuminating gas. The amount of volatile matter in

lignites and in cannel coal varies from 40 to 55 per cent.

The behaviour of coal on heating also serves as the basis of

the division of bituminous coals into caking and non-caking

varieties. Caking coals are those which on heating fuse or soften.

After the volatile matter has been driven off no trace of the original

form of the coal is left ; the residue of coke has an open cellular

structure and is hard and resistant to crushing. Non-caking

coals do not fuse or soften when heated; the residue either

retains the shape of the original pieces of coal, or crumbles and

is of little value as a fuel on this account.

Caking and non-caking coals are very similar in chemical

composition. Their compositson and specific gravity are shown

in the following Table/ :

—

Table XXXVIII.—Oompabison of
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gases then pass through the producer without coming thoroughly

into contact with the heated fuel, and the producer gas is of inferior

quality. For this reason caking coals are seldom used for producer

gas, and if they are used special precautions must be taken to

break up the fused masses of coal, in order to prevent the fire

from becoming hollow. '

The proportion of ash in good coal usually varies from 1 to 8

per cent., but it is not an uncommon thing to find samples

containing as much as 20 per cent, of ash. The calorific power

varies from 7500 to 8500 calories per kilo (13,500 to 15,300 B..Th.U.

per pound).

Coke.—Coke is the non-volatile residue left when bituminous

coal is heated without t}ie admission of air for combustion. Large

quantities of it are made as a by-product in the manufacture of

lighting-gas. The gas-coal is heated in retorts and almost the

whole of the volatile matter in it is driven off, the coke left in the

retorts being about 60 per cent, of the weight of the coal ; so that

about 5 tons of " gas-coke " are produced for every million cubic

feet of lighting-gas made. A part of this coke is often used at

the gasworks for the manufacture of water-gas in gas-producers,

this gas being afterwards carburetted and mixed with the ordinary

lighting-gas made in retorts.

The composition of a good gas-coke is approximately as

follows :

—

Carbon ... 89"G per cent.

Hydrogen 04 „

Oxygen and nitrogen 2-0 „

Ash 8-0

A coke of this composition would have a calorific power of about

7300 calories per kilo (about 13,000 B.Th.U. per pound).

Gas-coke, however, varies considerably in its composition, and

care should be exercised in choosing a suitable source of supply

when the coke is to be used for making producer gas. Generally

the coal used in gasworks is selected with a view to its gas-

making properties, and if the coal is rich in ash the coke obtained

from it will also contain a high proportion of ash. It is obvious

that on the average coke must contain a higher percentage of ash

than coal, since it contains all the ash originally in the coal, but

is itself equal to only about 60 per cent, of the total weight of

s
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the coal. Thus a coal containing 6 per cent, of ash would yield

a coke containing about 10 per cent. Where a part of the coke

is to be used in. the gasworks for making water-gas it is probable

that some attention is paid to this point in selecting the coal used

in the retorts, and the gas-coke will not then contain more than

10 per cent, of ash. Gas-coke is Often met with, however,

containing as much as 15 or 20 per cent, of ash. When gas-coke

is used in a producer, without special apparatus for removing tar

from the gas, it should be well carbonised, and should not be

mixed with small pieces of unburnt coal, as often happens in

gasworks.

Large quantities of coke are also produced in coke ovens, the

object in this case being to obtain a coke suitable for iron smelting

and other metallurgical processes. Gas-coke is too light and

porous for this purpose, it is also too impure. A hard dense

coke can be obtained if the carbonisation is carried out more

gradually, as is the case in coke ovens ; and in order to obtain a

coke comparatively free from sulphur and ash such as is required

by the iron-master the coal used is selected with this object in

view, and if the proportion of ash is high the coal is washed to

remove the mineral matter (chiefly shale and pyrites) before it is

carbonised.

A typical analysis of oven-coke, as it is called, is as

follows, :
^

—

Carbon 93 'IS per cent.

Hydrogen 0-72 „

Nitrogen 1-28

Oxygen 0-90

Ash 3-95 „

The calorific power of this sample would be about 7700 calories

per kilo, or 13,900 B.Th.U. per pound.

Oven-coke is better than gas-coke for use in gas-producers,

because it contains less ash and less sulphur ; it has a higher

calorific power and yields a smaller proportion of dust in handling.

Gas-coke is, however, more often used, as it can generally be

obtained from a local source and is cheaper than oven-coke.

Anthracite.—Great Britain and the United States have by far

1 " Chemistry for Engineers and Manufacturers," Blount and Bloxam, vol. ii.

p. 93.
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the most important output, but there are also anthracite pits in

Belgium, France, Germany, Japan, Russia, and Spain. Anthracite

is said to be found also in South America (Brazil and Chili) ; and
it is believed that there are extensive deposits in China, but they

have not yet been opened up. In Great Britain anthracite is

found in South Wales, the main field being partly in Glamorgan-
shire, partly in Carmarthenshire, and partly in Brecknockshire,

extending from the Neath Valley in the east to Carmarthen Bay
in the west, a distance of some 25 miles. There are about forty-

four collieries working seams varying in thickness from 6 to 05
meters (18 ft. to 18 ins.). Some of it is used for burning lime,

hop-drying, malting, domestic stoves, etc., but since the introduc-

tion of producer gas for engines and heating work the anthracite

trade has changed considerably, and in the opinion of several

pit-owners the sale of anthracite for producer gas will eventually

be greater than for any other purpose. The shipments abroad

from Swansea for producer gas alone are extensive and in-

creasing.

The anthracite and semi-bituminous Varieties of coal are often

found near together, and merge into one another. Anthracite is

hard and dense, and has a conchoidal fracture ; it has been defined

as " the ultimate product of the conversion of vegetable matter into

coal." Its average composition is given in Table XXXV., p. 248, but

its quality varies considerably because so many veins are worked,

each having its own peculiarity. There are also several sizes

produced at the principal pits, to suit various requirements ; and

these sizes are sold at different prices. It is, therefore, important

for the user of a gas-plant to know the size and quality of

anthracite he should buy ; and, apart from the question of price,

he will find that the best size for his producer will chiefly depend

on the design and the mode of working the latter.

When Mr. Dowson first introduced his gas-plant little attention

was given in this country to the sizing of anthracite, except for

close stoves of the American type. These required " nuts," which

would pass tlirough screens having round holes from 38 to 50 mm.
(li ins. to 2 ins.) diameter, and as they were exported chiefly to

France and Germany they were usually called French and

German nuts. He began by using these in his gas-producers,

and for plants of large size he used " cobbles," which are larger
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than nuts. In the production of these sizes a considerable pro-

portion of small coal was formed, and for this there was little or

no sale ; as the use of producer gas extended, this comparatively

unsaleable product became a serious consideration, and tended

to raise the price of the nuts. Mr. Dowson, therefore, modified

his producer so that a smaller size of anthracite called " peas
"

could be used, and this reduced the price of the fuel for the pro-

ducer by five to six shillings a ton. The use of producer gas

has greatly increased since then, and there are now numerous

makers of gas-plants. The quantity of small anthracite required

to keep pace with the demand is at times greater than that

produced in the sizing of " nuts." This has led the principal

collieries to give closer attention to the sizing, of the coal, but

they often find it difficult to make each size in the proportion

required for a varying demand. When the coal reaches the pit

mouth so much of the " large " as is not required of that size is

broken and passed over a series of screens with different-sized

openings, and usually the following sizes of anthracite are

produced :

—

Large— will not pass through a 5-in. (127-mni.) opwiing.

Cobbles— have passed through 5 ins., but will not pass through

2^ to 3 ins. (63 to 76 mm.) square.

Nuts (French)—have passed through 2^ ins. (64 mm.)

diameter, but will not pass through If ins. (44 mm.)

diameter.

Nuts (German)—have passed through If ins. (44 mm.)

diameter, but will not pass through f in. (19 mm.) or

1 in. (25 mm.) square.

Peas or Beans—have passed through f in. (19 mm.) or 1 in.

(25 mm.) square, but will not pass through f in. (9 mm.)

square.

Duff (residue)—have passed through f in. square.

The demand for the various sizes varies considerably at

different seasons and at different times ; the crushers are there-

fore made adjustable, so that when required they can be opened

or closed to produce a higher or lower percentage of " large."

Other manipulations ^re resorted to, but the difficulty remains

of avoiding waste in producing the sizes required for a varying

demand. Even in the best-managed collieries the actual waste
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in coal too small for use is about 10 per cent, of the total output,

sometimes more, and this loss is covered by a higher price being

charged to the consumer.

In a gas-producer it is important to make as little clinker as

possible, and for this reason it is usual to specify anthracite

which has a low percentage of ash. The best anthracites con-

tain about 2 to 3 per cent, of ash, but many contain from 5 to 7

per cent., and all these can be used in a suitable producer. If

there is more than 7 per cent, of ash special care should be taken

to avoid trouble with clinker. The mere percentage of ash is,

however, not a precise indication of the suitability of the anthra-

cite ; it is only an approximation to it. It is important to take

into account the fusibility of the ash ; this depends upon its

composition, especially as to the amounts of basic substances

present (oxides of iron, calcium, aluminium, etc.) in relation to

the amount of silica. Speaking generally, these oxides will com-

bine under the influence of a high temperature with the silica in the

ash or in the refractory lining of the producer. The compounds

thus formed (silicates) will be more or less fusible according to

their composition ; the silicate of aluminium fuses only at very

high temperature, while that of iron is fused with comparative

ease.

If the incombustible residue remains in the condition of ash,

or if it is partially fused, forming loose pieces of clinker, it can

be easily removed from the producer;' but there is always a

tendency for the basic constituents of the residue to combine

with the siliceous matter and to form fusible silicates which

adhere tenaciously to the brick lining, and in time adherent slag

or clinker will block the fire. Its removal is attended with

difficulty, and the best practical method of dealing with the

trouble, when circumstances make it desirable to employ a fuel

of this character, is to reduce the temperature in the lower part

of the fire by passing through it an excess of steam.

When the producer is of the pressure type and is worked with

a jet of steam it is easy to give an excess of the latter, but in a

producer of the suction type it is not so easy. In some suction

gas-producers there is not enough steam to give the best gas,

and this favours an excessively high temperature in the fire, and

the formation of a troublesome amount of clinker. There have
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been cases where complaints have been made of the quaHty of

the anthracite, when in reality it was good but there was too little

steam. The open hearth has met this difficulty to a great

extent, but it is still important that the designers of gas-producers

should give close attention to the right use of the fuel on which

the working of the plant depends.

Another question of importance is the proportion of coal-dust

which may be present with the large pieces, and indirectly this

also bears on the question of clinker, as when there is much dust

with the coal there is generally a larger proportion of impurities.

Prima facie one might suppose that if a large lump of coal were

broken into pieces of any size there would be the same proportion

of impurities in a given weight of any size, including the coal-

dust. But actually the case is not quite so simple ; not all the

coal is in large lumps when it reaches the pit's mouth, and there

is necessarily a mixture of various sizes, including some roofing

and other impurities. The " large " which is removed for sale

usually represents something like a fourth of the. total, so that a

larger proportion of impurities is left in the remaining three-

fourths. Then, as the coal is broken and passes over screens of

various sizes for different uses, the " small " remaining contains

a still larger proporti6n of impurities. At several pits this has

led to the washing of the " peas " used for gas-producers, but

this adds to the cost of production.

The following analyses are instructive, as they show the

difference in composition of good qualities of anthracite in the

"large" size, and of "peas" produced from the same class of

coal :

—

Table XXXIX.

—

Composition of Antheaoiti: (Large and Peas).
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These analyses show that in the " peas " there was an average
decrease of 2-22 per cent, in the carbon, and an average increase

of 2-39 per cent, in the ash. These samples are better than the

average sold, and frequently the percentage of ash in " peas " is

as high as 7 per cent.—sometimes higher. We have, however,
already explained that the composition of the ash, especially the

percentage of iron, is even more important for gas-producer

work than the mere percentage of ash in the coal. It is for this

reason that some of the lower grades of anthracite are suitable,

for although they contain a high percentage of ash, the latter

contains little or no iron, and little clinker is formed. From the

buyer's point of view it would clearly be better to be without

dust, if he has to pay as much for it as for " peas " or " nuts,"

as the carriage per ton will be the same whatever the quality

may be. Some makers of gas-plants even advise their clients to

buy " nuts," although they cost much more than " peas ;
" but

if the pi:oducer is rightly designed there should be no more
waste with " peas " than with " nuts," and we have reason to

believe that the time is approaching when it will be possible to

use all the small produced, including a large proportion of the

vast heaps of " duff" and waste now accumulating at the principal

collieries. In any case it will benefit all concerned and help to

develop the use of gas power if makers of plants seek to use the

lowest grades of anthracite, because the output is large and the

price is lower than that of the picked coal.

When gas made from anthracite was first introduced on the

Continent " nuts," such as were burnt in American stoves, were

used in the gas-producer. Later " peas " were adopted, but the

voyage, and especially the trans-shipments, caused an appreciable

loss from dust. In France, Germany, and Italy this has led to

the importation of anthracite from South Wales in large sizes,

and to its being broken and sized at depots after its arrival.

This is especially desirable with the softer kinds of anthracite,

which are more friable : we have known of a shipment of " peas
"

containing over 30 per cent, of dust on ariAval.

Another matter of importance is the presence of volatile

matter in anthracite, because it often gives rise to tarry and other

troublesome products in the gas which are not always provided

for in an anthracite gas-plant. This varies considerably in
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different qualities of coal, but in Welsh anthracite it varies from

about 4 to 10 per cent. Many anthracites, probably all, yield

more or less tarry matter when distilled in the absence of air.

In a gas-producer air comes in contact with the fuel in the lower

part of the fire, and there should be no free oxygen in the upper

part of the producer ; but a large proportion of the fuel in this

upper part is sufficiently heated to distil off any volatile matter

without contact with air. The nature of the volatile matter

is, however, of importance as well as the amount : as an excep-

tional case we may mention an anthracite containing only 6*2

per cent, of volatile matter, which nevertheless made the producer

gas decidedly tarry. On heating a sample of this coal (out of

contact with air), it gave off small quantities of tarry vapour such

as would come from a bituminous fuel. On the other hand, we
have used anthracite containing as much as 6 or 10 per cent, of

volatile matter which did not make the gas tarry. It is probable

that in all producers worked with anthracite there is a slight

yield of tarry matter ; but its extent will be influenced by the

nature of the volatile matter in the anthracite and the tempera-

ture to which it is subjected in the upper part of the producer.

We have spoken chiefly of anthracite from South Wales

because this is the chief source of supply in Europe, but

there is also a fairly good supply in Scotland. The anthracite

there is usually sold in two sizes, singles and doubles. The

latter are used i chiefly for stoves, and the former for gas-

producers. There is a higher percentage of ash in Scotch

anthracite than in the best kinds from South Wales; but at

trials made in 1905, on behalf of the Highland Society (at their

Agricultural Show), it was proved that with a gas-engine and

suction plant fired with Scotch anthracite the actual consumption

was under 1 lb. per B.H.P.-hour, even when working on such a

small scale as 10 to 20 B.H.P. Some anthracite pits have been

opened- in the South of Ireland, and the quality of coal is said to

be promising.

In Belgium and France the anthracite usually contains more
ash and more volatile matter than the anthracite from South

Wales; in many cases it should properly be classed as serdi-

bituminous coal. In Prance the best anthra'cite is obtained in

the Departments of the Nord and of the Pas de Calais ; in the
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former the Compagnie des Mines d'Anzin have very extensive

workings, and to meet the varying requirements of their

customers they have given close attention to the sizing of their

anthracite. They have now adopted the following elaborate

classification, the figures given being the diameters of round
holes in the screens through which the coal is passed :

—

Schlamms—residues from the washers.

Poussiers—2, 4, 8, and 10 mm.
Greneux—2 to 5, 2 to 7, 5 to 7, 4 to 8 mm.
Grains—5 to 13, 7 to 13 mm.
Grenus—10 to 20, 13 to 20, 20 to 30 mm.
Braisettes—80 to 55, 45 to 55, 55 to 80 mm.
Petite gailletterie—70 to 120, 80 to 120 mm.
Grosse gailletterie—pieces above 120 mm.
Gros—size prepared by hand.

Besides these there are several other grades, depending -on

whether the coal is or is not riddled and washed free from dust.

The average calorific power of this anthracite is said to be from

7500 to 7700 calories per kilo, or 13,500 to 13,860 B.Th.U. per

pound.



CHAPTEE XVI

ANALYSIS OF FUEL AND OF PRODUCER GAS

Analysis of Fuel.—The chemical analysis of fuel consists either

of the ultimate analysis, i.e. the determination of the proportions

of carbon, hydrogen (chemically combined), oxygen, nitrogen,

sulphur, ash, and moisture ; or of the proximate analysis, which

consists of the determination of fixed carbon, volatile matter, ash,

and moisture.

For industrial purposes the ultimate chemical analysis is

seldom required. The character of a fuel and its suitability for

a particular purpose can be judged from the results of the proxi-

mate analysis, and when a fuel is to be used in gas-producers

it is usually sufficient to know the results of the proximate

analysis, together with the percentage of sulphur in the fuel and

the calorific power. Methods for the ultimate analysis of fuel

are described in text-books on quantitative analysis and need not

be repeated here. The methods described below for the proximate

analysis of fuel are those recommended by a Committee of the

American Chemical Society.^

Sampling.—In making an analysis in the laboratory only a

very small quantity of the fuel is actually tested, and it is of the

utmost importance that the sampling and subsequent preparation

of the fuel ^ould be carried out in such a way that the small

quantity which is tested truly represents the average of the whole

bulk. The method which is recommended in testing a consign-

ment of coal is as follows :

—

Shovelfuls of coal are taken at regular intervals during the

unloading of the truck. The coal thus taken is placed on a close

floor and is broken till there are no pieces larger than about

' " Report of the Committee on Coal Analysis," Journal of the American

Chemical Society, 1899, vol. xxi. pp. 1116-1132.
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75 mm. or 3 in. cube. It is then well mixed and divided roughly

into four equal parts; opposite quarters are rejected and the

remaining half of the coal is broken to a smaller size. This

process is repeated until the sample is reduced to about 1 kilo

in weight and consists of pieces about 5 mm. cube. It is then

sealed up in an air-tight jar and kept for analysis. To avoid

alteration in the percentage of moisture in the coal these

operations should be carried out as quickly as possible.

To prepare the sample for analysis the process of quartering

is continued until a sample weighing about 100 grams or \ lb.

is obtained, and this is ground as quickly as possible to a coarse

powder in a suitable mill. An ordinary coffee-mill answers well

for this purpose. A portion of this coarsely ground sample is at

once transferred to a tightly stoppered bottle and kept for the

determination of moisture.

About 15 grams or J oz. of the remainder of the powdered

sample is ground moderately fine in an iron or porcelain mortar,

and is kept in a stoppered bottle for use in the other determi-

nations.

Moisture

,

—The percentage of moisture is determined by

drying one gram of the coal in an open porcelain crucible, either

by heating it for one hour in an oven kept at 104° to 107° C.

(219° to 224° F.), or by exposing it for twenty-four hours over

concentrated sulphuric acid in a vacuum desiccator. The latter

method is the more accurate ; the former gives a slightly lower

result, but is sufficiently accurate in view of the fact that some

slight alteration in the percentage of moisture probably takes

place during sampling.

The percentage of moisture should be determined in both the

coarsely ground and the finely powdered samples. Generally

some moisture will have been lost during the process of grinding

in the mortar, and all the results obtained in which the finely

powdered sample has been used must therefore be corrected.

Suppose the results of an analysis are as follows :

—

Moisture
Ash .

Coarsely ground. Finely powdered.

3-26 per cent. 1'30 per cent.

—
!

12-55
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The percentage of moisture in the coal is 3'26 ; the percentage

of ash was determined in the finely powdered sample which con-

tains only 1"30 per cent, of moisture, and the necessary correction

is easily made :

—

100 grams of the coarsely ground sample with tlie true percentage of

nioifiture contain (100 — 3'26) grams of dry coal ; 100 grams of the finely

powdered sample contain (100 — 1'30) grams of dry coal of which 12'55 grams

are ash.

The percentage of ash in the coarsely ground coal is the weight of ash in

(100 - 3-26) grams of dry coal,

or 12-55 X
^00 Z ^^q

= 12-30 per cent.

Thus the percentages of ash or of volatile matter found by

analysis of the finely powdered sample must be multiplied by

a factor which is equal to :

—

100 — percentage of moisture in coarsely ground aample

100 — percentage of moisture in finely powdered sample

Volatile Matter, other than Moisture {Volatile Combustible

Matter).—This is determined by heating the coal under certain

specified conditions. The residue which is left is not entirely

free from hydrogen, and by prolonged heating at very high

temperatures more volatile matter can be expelled. The complete

expulsion of the hydrogen can only be attained at temperatures

which are too high to be practically used in the analysis. Con-

sequently it is necessary to specify certain arbitrary conditions

for the heating, which will give comparative results with different

samples of coal. The following is the procedure recommended

by the Committee :

—

One gram of the finely powdered coal is placed in a platinum

crucible weighing 20 to 30 grams, and having a tightly fitting

cover. The crucible is heated over the full flame of a Bunsen
burner for seven minutes. The crucible should be supported on

a platinum triangle with the bottom 6 to 8 cms. above the top of

the burner. The flame should be 20 cms. high when the crucible

is removed, and the determination should be made in a place free

from draughts. The upper surface of the cover should remain

clear, but the under surface should remain covered with carbon.

The loss in weight gives the percentage of volatile matter and

moisture, and the percentage of moisture in the powdered sample
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must be deducted from this. There is no mechanical loss of coal

duruig the heating, even with samples rich in volatile matter.

Ash.—The portion of powdered coal which has been used for

the determination of moisture is heated in the open crucible

until all carbon is burnt away. The weight of the residue in the

crucible gives the quantity of ash left by the combustion of the

powdered sample.

Fixed Carhon.—This is calculated as the difference between

100 and the sum of the percentages of moisture, volatile matter,

and ash. The sulphur in the fuel is included partly in the

volatile matter and partly in the ash, and is therefore not taken

into account in calculating the percentage of fixed carbon by
difference.

When sulphur is present as pyrites (iron sulphide, FeS2) the

amount of ash left on burning the coal is less than the amount

of mineral matter in the coal, because the sulphur in the pyrites

burns away and is replaced by three-eighths of its weight of

oxygen, the pyrites being converted to iron oxide. The value of

the fixed carbon is therefore not given accurately as the difference

required to make up 100 per cent. For ordinary purposes the

fixed carbon is calculated as described above, but if the results of

the proximate analysis are used for calculating the calorific power

it is better to take the corrected value for the fixed carbon. This

is less than the amount required to make up the 100 per cent, by

five-eighths of the weight of sulphur present as pyrites. For

this purpose the total sulphur in the fuel is determined as

described below, and it is sufficiently accurate to assume that all

of this is in combination as pyrites.

Sulphur.—The total percentage of sulphur in the fuel is

determined by Eschka's method as follows:—1 gram of the

finely powdered coal is thoroughly mixed with 1 gram of light

magnesium oxide and 05 gram of dry sodium carbonate in a

thin platinum dish of about 75 to 100 c.c. capacity. The dish is

gently heated over a spirit lamp, the heat being raised very

gradually until the carbon is burned away. (Gas must not be

used for the heating on account of the sulphur which it contains.)

The sulphur in the coal is thus oxidised, and is fixed by the

sodium carbonate and magnesium oxide. The mass is transferred

to a beaker and the dish is rinsed with about 50 c.c. of water

;
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15 c.c. of saturated bromine water are added and the liquid is

boiled for five minutes, allowed to settle, and then decanted

through a filterf The residue is twice extracted with boiling

water and then washed on the filter. The filtrate now contains

all the sulphur in the form of sulphate ; it is acidified with

hydrochloric acid and boiled till free from bromine. The

sulphate is then estimated in the usual way as barium

sulphate.

When the coal tested contains much pyrites or calcium

sulphate, th& residue of magnesium oxide should be dissolved in

hydrochloric acid and tested for the presence of sulphate.

Calorific Power.— The methods for determining the calorific

power of coals are described in the next chapter.

Analysis of Producer Gas.-—The chemical analysis of producer

gas consists in the determination of the proportions by volume

of carbon dioxide, oxygen, carbon monoxide, hydrogen, methane,

and in certain cases ethylene (C2H4). The difference required to

make up 100 per cent, is assumed to be nitrogen. The weight

of sulphur in a given volume of the gas is also sometimes deter-

mined. In the volumetric analysis the gases containing sulphur

are not separately determined, and are included with the carbon

dioxide. Their volume is, however, very small.

There are many forms of apparatus which C9,n be used for

this analysis, and for some of the constituent gases alternative

methods of analysis are available. For full detailed information

on the whole subject, the reader is referred to text-books on Gas

Analysis. We will confiile ourselves here to the description of a

method of analysis which has been found very convenient in

practice.

The method of collecting the sample for analysis depends

upon the object of the test. If it be required to determine the

composition of the gas at any particular time the sample may be

transferred direct from the gas main to the sampling tube. The

latter may conveniently be of the form shown in Fig. 79. The

bulb A has a capacity of about 120 c.c. ; the lower end terminates

in a tube 7 mm. in diameter ; a similar tube at the other end of

the bulb terminates in a short tube B of capillary bore. A short

piece of rubber tubing with a pinch-cock is connected to each end

of the sampling tube. The capillary end of the tube is connected
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to the gas supply and the gas is blown through the bulb for a

sufficient time to remove all the air ; the pinch-cocks are tightly

closed and the sample is at once taken to the laboratory and
analysed. The sample may also be drawn into the tube by dis-

placement of water. For this purpose the tube is

completely filled with water which has been saturated

with the gas ; the capillary end B is connected to

the gas supply and the pinch-cock opened. By
opening the pinch-cock on the lower end the water

is allowed to run out, and its place is taken by gas

from the main. A small quantity of water is left

in the lower end of the tube ; after the cocks have

been closed and the tube disconnected from the gas

main it is inverted in order to allow a little of the

water to enter the capillary. On returning the tube

to the vertical position the gas is confined between J V
two short columns of saturated water, so that it can

be kept for a short time without undergoing any

alteration in composition by diffusion through the

rubber. If the sample cannot be analysed soon after

it is collected, the ends of the rubber tubing should \ /
be closed by short pieces of glass rod, and the whole

of the rubber covered with paraffin wax. The

amount of water which has been left in the tube

should be as small as is consistent with avoiding

contact of the gas with the rubber. With these

precautions the sample may be stored for one or

two days if necessary.

The object of analysing producer gas is more p^g 79._Gas.

often to ascertain the average composition during sampling tube,

a period of one or two hours, and for this purpose

the above method of sampling is obviously unsuitable. The

apparatus shown in Fig. 80 is very convenient for regular

sampling, when it can be set up permanently in a convenient

spot. The sample is collected in the aspirator E, which has a

capacity of 5 liters. A capillary tube K, provided with a cock

D, connects the aspirator with the gas main J. The aspirator

is filled with saturated water from the bottle G by means of the

glass tube H leading to the bottom of the aspirator ; the air or
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previous sample of the gas which may have been in the aspirator

escapes through the cock B. The aspirator having been com-

pletely filled with water, cocks A and B are closed and D is

opened. Water is now allowed to drip at the cock C, the rate

being adjusted so that the aspirator will be rather more than

half emptied at the end of the period during which the sample

is to be collected. The

sample of gas thus

slowly collects above

the water in the as-

pirator, and as the

producer gas is con-

tinually passing the

point F where it is

drawn into the capil-

lary tube, the sample

obtained represents an

average of the whole

of the gas passing

through the main. The.,

water should escape

from the aspirator ap-

proximately at a con-

stant rate, and to

secure this the cock C
should be well below

the bottom of the

aspirator, so that the

alteration in the head

of water ^yill make
very little difference

to the rate of flow.

In regular sampling from the same installation the same

saturated water is continually in use in the aspirator, and as

the gas will not vary much in composition its exposure over

a large water surface in the aspirator will not cause any

alteration in composition. In other cases, where the water

cannot be regarded as saturated with the gas or where the

composition of the gas to be tested differs much at different

Fig. 80.—Gas-sampling apparatus.
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times, the water in the aspirator may be covered with a layer

of petroleum (boiling point 195°-200° C, 383°-392" F.), which

does not absorb any of the constituents of the gas, or a solution

of brine may be used instead of water.

In order to transfer the sample to the laboratory for analysis,

the water which has run out at C is poured into the bottle G, and

the gas-sampling tube (Fig. 79) filled with saturated water, is

connected at its capillary end to the ca]pillary tube B. The cocks

A and B are opened (C and D being now closed), and on releasing

the pinch-cocks on the sampling tube the water in G passes into

the aspirator, forcing the gas through B into the sampling tube.

Several sampling tubes may be filled in this way, the remainder

of the gas in the aspirator being allowed to escape at B.

The apparatus used for the analysis of the gas is that devised

by Macfarlane and Caldwell,^ with some slight modifications.

The apparatus is shown in Fig. 81. The measuring tube A is

graduated up to 50 c.c. and forms one limb of a U tube which

is connected by rubber tubing to the mercury reservoir B. The

latter is raised or lowered as required by shifting the balance

weight C. The cock between the U tube and the mercury

reservoir is closed while the latter is moved ; and by opening

this cock the mercury can be allowed to flow to or from the U
tube as required. The U tube ia surrounded by water in a

cylindrical jacket, so that the gas is always brought to the

temperature of the water in the jacket before it is measured.

The upper end of the graduated tube A terminates in a

capillary tube and a special cock D. The gas pipette E slides

in a groove on the stand F, and is connected by rubber tubing

to the cock D ; it can be firmly clamped in its place by means

of the screw G. The cock can be turned so as to bring the

pipette into communication either with the measuring tube or

the flask H. The stand F which carries both the U tube and the

gas pipette is pivoted at K and can be rocked to and fro, or it

can be clamped tightly in position by the screw L. A cock M is

provided for drawing off the mercury when required.

The analysis of the gas consists of the following operations :—

1. Absorption of carbon dioxide by caustic potash.

2. Absorption of oxygen by alkaline pyrogallol.

' Journal of the West of Scotland Iron and Steel Institute, 1892, No. 2, vol. i.
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3. Absorption of carbon monoxide by an acid solution of

cuprous chloride.

4. Explosion of a portion of the residue mixed with hydrogen

and air.

Fig. 81,—Apparatus for gas analysis.

5. Absorption of carbon dioxide formed from the methane in

the gas during the explosion.

The reagents used are :

—

1. A solution of caustic potash made by dissolving one part

of caustic potash in two parts of water.
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2. Alkaline pyrogallol solution made by dissolving 120 grams
of caustic potash (not purified by alcohol) in 80 c.c. of water and
adding 5 grams of pyrogallol dissolved in 15 c.c. of water.

3. Acid cuprous chloride. This solution may be prepared by
gradually adding a mixture of 86 grams of copper oxide and

17 grams of copper powder (obtained by reduction) to 1086
grams of hydrochloric acid (sp. gr. = 1'124) the acid being

frequently stirred. The solution is then stored in a closed flask

containing a spiral of copper wire until it becomes colourless.

The analysis requires the use of four gas pipettes similar to

the one shown in the figure, viz. one each for caustic potash and

alkaline pyrogallol, and two for cuprous chloride ; also a pipette

for supplying hydrogen, and an explosion pipette. The two

pipettes last mentioned are of the ordinary Hempel form, but

with the capillary tube bent horizontally to suit the cock D
;

each pipette has a cock at N and is mounted on a suitable stand.

The explosion can be made in the measuring tube itself, but it

is better to use a separate explosion pipette, as a larger volume

of gas can then be taken.

The measuring tube A contains about 1 c.c. of saturated

water, acidified with sulphuric acid, above the mercury. This

can be changed after each analysis, and in this way the mercury

is not soiled by contact with the various reagents, and there is

always a good meniscus at the upper surface of the water.

In making an analysis the mercury is first of all allowed to

rise in the U tube until the capillary tube and cock are filled with

water. The capillary end of the gas-sampling tube is connected

to the cock, and its lower end opened under saturated water in

a basin. The mercury reservoir is lowered and the stop-cocks are

turned so that mercury runs from the U tube into the reservoir,

and the gas is thus drawn from the sampling tube into the

measuring tube A. Nearly 50 c.c. should be taken for the

analysis. Before the volume of gas taken is measured, the pressure

should be adjusted to atmospheric by raising the mercury

reservoir and allowing mercury to flow into the U tube until it

stands slightly higher in the open limb than in the measuring

tube. The stop-cock D is slightly opened and the motion of the

thread of water in it indicates whether the pressure of the gas is

above or below that of the atmosphere. With a little practice
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the adjustment of the pressure is generally exact at the first

trial. Three minutes should elapse between the filling of the

measuring tube and the measurement of the volume, in order

that the water in the measuring tube may drain down the

sides.

The next operation is the determination of the carbon dioxide.

The pipette containing caustic potash is placed on the stand and

connected to the stop-cock D, whicli is turned so as to connect

the pipette with the flask H. By gently blowing with the mouth
through a rubber tube held in the neck of the pipette a few drops

of the liquid are forced out into the flask so that the capillary

tube connecting the pipette with the measuring tube is completely

filled with the reagent. The mercury reservoir is now raised and

the stop-cocks are turned so that the gas is forced out of the

measuring tube into the pipette. The water in the measuring

tube should be allowed to fill the whole length of the capillary

as far as the bulb of the pipette. The stand F is now rocked

to and fro so that the gas is brought thoroughly into contact

with the reagent, and absorption is complete in a few seconds.

Before transferring the gas back to the measuring tube a little of

the water is allowed to run into the pipette from the measuring

tube. This washes the capillary tube and prevents the passing

of drops of the reagent into the measuring tube. The gas is

transferred to the measuring tube, the pressure adjusted, and the

volume measured with the precautions described above. The
decrease in volume is the number of cubic centimeters of carbon

dioxide absorbed. The stop-cock is then cleared by blowing

water through it into the flask by means of the wash-bottle.

The manipulation is *the same with the other pipettes,

and it is only necessary to refer to the special points in each

case.

Absorption of Oxygen.—The gas should be in contact with

the reagent for three minutes and the stand should be rocked

during the whole of this time. The temperature should not be

much below 15° C, or a longer time will be required for complete

absorption.

Absorption of Carbon Monoxide.—The gas is agitated with

the acid solution of cuprous chloride for three minutes in the

pipette. It is then brought back into the measuring tube, a
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second pipette containing fresh cuprous chloride (which has not

been used for the first absorption of carbon monoxide in any
analysis) is put on the stand, and the gas is passed into this and
shaken for a further period of three minutes. Before its volume
is measured the gas is passed into the caustic potash pipette, to

absorb the vapours of hydrochloric acid evolved in the cuprous

chloride pipettes.

The absorbing power of the acid solution of cuprous chloride

is not very high, and if frequent analyses of producer gas are

being made the solution in the first pipette will soon lose its

efficiency and require renewal. This will be indicated by the

larger amount of carbon monoxide left to be absorbed in the

second pipette, but it will be found useful to keep a record of

the total volume of carbon monoxide absorbed in each pipette.

The solution should be changed before the total volume of gas

absorbed reaches four times the volume of the liquid.

Determination, of Jli/drogeii and Mrtlianc— With ordinary

producer gas there will generally be left about 30 to 35 c.c. of gas

after the absorption of carbon dioxide, oxygen, and carbon monoxide.

Part of this must be allowed to escape, and only 15 or 16 c.c.

should be used for the determination of hydrogen and methane.

About 5 or 6 c.c. of hydrogen are added from the hydrogen pipette,

and the volume of hydrogen added is measured. Air is then

drawn into the measuring tube until the total volume is nearly

50 c.c. After the volume has again been measured the mixture is

transferred to the explosion pipette and exploded. It is then

measured in the measuring tube and the contraction is noted. The

volume of carbon dioxide formed by the explosion is determined

by absorption in caustic potash, and is equal td the volume of

methane which was present in the gas taken for this determination.

The contraction due to the combustion of the methane is twice

the volume of methane. The remainder of the contraction is due

to the combustion of the hydrogen, and the total volume of

hydrogen in the mixture is two-thirds of this contraction. The

volume of hydrogen which was added is deducted, and the

remainder of the hydrogen is that which was present in the gas

used for the test.

The following example will make clear the method pf

calculation :

—
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Volume of gas taken for the analysis 49*2 c.c.

Volume after absorption of carbon dioxide 46*55 „
Volume after absorption of oxygen 46'45 „

Volume after absorption of carbon monoxide 34'5' „
Volume of residual gas taken for determination of hydrogen

and.methane 15'05
,,

Volume after adding hydrogen 20'0 „

Volume after adding air 48"55 „

Volume after Explosion 35-7 „
Volume after absorption of carbon dioxide 35'5 „

We then have

—

Carbon dioxide = —^ x 100 = 54 per cent.

^ 46-55 -46-45 ,.„ .„
Oxygen =

^^^ X 100 = 0-2

Carbon monoxide = ——

r

x 100 = 24-3 „

Metliane.—15-05 c.c. of the residual gas contained 35-7 — 35-5 = 0'2 c.c. of

49-2
methane. But 15-05 c.c. of the residual gas correspond to 15-05 x -otte c.c. of

0-2 X 34-5
the original sample, and the percentage of methane is . j^^ x 100 = 0-9

per cent.

Hydrogen.—The contraction on explosion was 48-55 — 35-7 = 12-85 c.c.

Contraction due to combustion of methane = 2 x 0-2 = 0-4 „

Therefore, contraction due to combustion of hydrogen = 12-45 „

Total volume of hydrogen present = | x 12-45 = 8-3 „

Volume of hydrogen added was 20-0 — 15-05 = 4-95 ,-,

Therefore, volume of hydrogen in 15-05 c.c. of residual gas was 8-3 — 4-95 or

3-35 c.c, and percentage of hydrogen in the original sample

= 3-35X15:0^^^^x100 = 15-6

The composition of the gas by volume is therefore :

—

Carbon dioxide 5-4 per cent.

Oxygen 0-2

Carbon monoxide 24-3

Methane 0-9

Hydrogen . 15-6

Nitrogen . . .
' 53-6 „ (by difference).

No correction for temperature and pressure is needed, because all volumes

were measured at the same temperature and pressure, and the proportion of

the different constituents is the same at 0° C. and 760 mm. as at any other

temperature and pressure.

Nitrogen.—In the above example the amount of nitrogen was

taken to be the difference between the total volume of the gases
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actually determined by analysis and the total volume of the

original gas. A direct determination may however be made, as

a check on the accuracy of the analysis. For this purpose a

separate sample of the gas is exploded with hydrogen and

oxygen in the explosion pipette, the carbon dioxide and the

excess of oxygen are then absorbed by passing the gas succes-

sively into the pipettes containing caustic potash and alkaline

pyrogallol, and the residue which consists of the nitrogen present

in the original quantity of producer gas, is measured. Air may
be used instead of oxygen in this determination, and the nitrogen

thus added to the gas deducted from the measured quantity of

nitrogen.

Ethylene.—The percentage of ethylene is sometimesdetermined

in the gas made from bituminous coal, but it seldom amounts to

more than 0'2 per cent. The ethylene is absorbed either by

bromine water or by fuming sulphuric acid in a pipette similar

to that used for caustic potash. In either case the gas must be

passed into the potash pipette after the ethylene has been absorbed,

to free it from the vapours either of bromine or of the fuming

acid. The determination of ethylene is made immediately after

the determination of carbon dioxide.

Sulphur in Gas.—A considerable volume of the gas (say 50

liters) is burnt, and all the sulphur in the gas is thus converted

to sulphurous and sulphuric acids. The products of combustion

are passed through some reagent which will oxidise the sulphurous

acid to sulphuric acid, and the quantity of sulphuric acid formed

is determined by precipitation as barium sulphate in the usual

way. There are several well-known forms of apparatus for this

determination, suitable for different modifications of the method.

In Drehschmidt's method, for example, the products of combustion

are passed through a solution of potassium carbonate containing

bromine as the oxidising agent. Detailed information is given in

standard works on analysis.



CHAPTEK XVII

CALORIFIC POWER OF SOLID AND GASEOUS FUELS

In order to judge of the efficiency of a gas-producer it is necessary

to know not only the quantities of fuel used and gas obtained,

but also the amounts of heat which can be obtained by the com-

bustion of each, i.e. their calorific powers. The most efficient

producer is that in which the total heat which can be obtained by

the combustion of the gas bears the highest ratio to the total heat

that could have been obtained by the complete combustion of the

solid fuel.

When gas is used for the production of power the results of

tests are frequently stated in terms of the fuel consumption, e.g.

450 grams, or 1 lb. per B.H.P.-hour ; but as the calorific power of

different samples of coal may vary from, say, 7500 to 8500 calories

per kilo (13,500 to 15,300 B.Th.U. per pound) it is evident,that

the calorific power of the fuel should be stated as well as the con-

sumption. For example, a producer-gas installation which would

give a fuel consumption of 410 grams (0"90 lb.) per B.H.P.-hour

with fuel having a calorific power of 7500 calories per kilo (13,500

B.Th.U. per pound) would show a consumption of only 362

grams (0'80 lb.) per B.H.P.-hour when using a high-grade fuel, the

calorific power of which was 8500 calories per kilo (15,300 B.Th.U.

per pound). The total amount of heat supplied to the producer

by the combustion of the fuel is the same in each case, but the

higher fuel consumption is really- the better result of the two, as

it means that the efficiency of the producer is the same, although

the fuel used was of an inferior and cheaper kind. This example

is by no means an exaggerated one, and it indicates that a know-

ledge of the calorific power of the fuel is important from the

point of view of the owner of the plant.

If two samples of coal have different calorific powers, but are
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otherwise equally well suited for use in the producer, it may some-

times be cheaper to pay a higher price for that coal which has the

higher calorific power. In such a case the true basis of comparison

is not the price per ton, but the price for equal numbers of heat

units.

The value of producer gas, whether used in a gas-engine or for

heating or furnace work, depends primarily upon the quantity of-

heat given out during its combustion, or in other words upon its

calorific power.

For engine work it is not essential that the calorific power of

the gas should be high. The same quantity of heat can be supplied

to the engine by using a larger volume of a weaker gas or a smaller

volume of a stronger gas, and gas-engines can be made suitable for

using gases differing as widely as ordinary lighting gas and blast-

furnace gas, which have calorific powers of about 6000 and 800

calories per cubic meter respectively, or say 650 and 90 B.Th.U.

per cubic foot. The power which can be developed per stroke in

an engine cylinder of given dimensions depends chiefly upon the

quantity of heat in the mixture of gas and air which is supplied

to it ; and as the richer gases require more air for their combustion

than the weaker ones the power obtained in the same engine is

not very much greater with a rich gas than with a poor gas. For

example, a semi-water-gas as usually made for engine work gives

only about 20 per cent, less maximum power than lighting-gas in

an engine having the same cylinder dimensions, although the

calorific power is only about one-fourth that of the lighting-gas.

The relative powers which can be obtained from different kinds of

producer gas in the same engine are given in Table XX. on p. 152.

For engine work it is more important to ensure that the heat

of the gas shall be used to the best advantage, and, as has been

shown in Chapter VI., higher compressions can be used with

gases of comparatively low calorific power, and a greater proportion

of the heat of combustion of the gas can therefore be converted

into useful work. The calorific power of the gas supplied to an

engine should not vary much from its mean value ;
excessive

variations can be detected if the calorific power is determined

from time to time by one of the methods described below.

For the successful application of producer gas to furnace and

heating work it is often necessary that the calorific power should
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not fall below a certain minimum value, and makers of gas-

producer plants are frequently required to give a guarantee of

this kind. It is therefore important to have some ready means

of determining the calorific power from time to time. We will

therefore describe the principal methods which are in use for the

experimental determination of the calorific powers of solid fuel

and of producer gas.

The determination of calorific power consists in the measure-

ment of the quantity of heat given out during the combustion

of a known small quantity of the fuel. This is accomplished by

means of an apparatus called a " calorimeter." The heat given

out by the combustion of the fuel is used to heat water, and the

quantity of heat is known from the weight of water heated and

its rise in temperature.

The calorific power of solid fuels is most accurately determined

by burning them in compressed oxygen in a bomb calorimeter.

In calorimeters of this type a known weight of the fuel to be

tested is placed in a capsule or crucible which is supported in

the interior of a strong metal vessel. The latter is tightly closed,

and oxygen is forced into it until the pressure is about 25 atmo-

spheres. It is then immersed in a known weight of water

contained in a suitable vessel ; the fuel is ignited electrically,

and the rise in temperature of the water is noted. The heat

given out by the combustion of the fuel is equal to the heat

required to raise the temperature of the water and of the

calorimeter itself through the observed range.

The construction of the calorimeter and the details of the

method may be illustrated by reference to the Mahler^Donkin

bomb calorimeter, which is shown in section in Fig. 82. This is

a modified form of the Mahler bomb calorimeter. The bomb
itself is capable of withstanding very high pressures ; it is con-

structed of a non-corrosive metal and is gold-plated inside in

order to resist the action of the nitric and sulphuric acids formed

during the combustion. The cover is held in place by three

studs and nuts, the joint being made with a packing of lead wire.

This cover carries a valve for the admission of oxygen, also a

metal holder which supports the platinum crucible in which

the fuel is placed.' A metal rod passes through an insulating

plug in the cover of the bomb, and a very fine platinum wire
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is connected to the lower end of the rod and completes a
battery circuit through the coal in the crucible. One terminal
of the battery is connected to the insulated rod, and when the
second terminal is connected to any point of the cover a
current passes through the platinum wire and heats it, igniting

the fuel. The bomb is placed within a brass water-vessel

lt=>

Fia. 82.—Mahler-Donkin bomb calorimeter.

which is provided with an arrangement of paddles rotated by

means of a handle. The water-vessel is itself placed on brass

supports within an annular water-jacket. The temperature of

this water-jacket remains practically constant during an experi-

ment, and the narrow air-space between the two water-vessels

ensures that no heat shall pass from one to the other except by
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radiation. The water-jacket is provided with an accurate ther-

mometer, so that its temperature can be kept uniform or any

variation noted.

In making a determination about one gram of the dry powdered

fuel is weighed accurately in the crucible, and the latter is placed

in its support with the igniting wire passing through the fuel

;

the cover is then placed on the bomb and tightly screwed down.

The valve is connected to an ordinary cylinder of compressed

oxygen, and oxygen is slowly admitted to the bomb until the

pressure reaches 25 atmospheres. A special regulating valve and

pressure gauge, mounted on a separate stand, are connected

between the bomb and the oxygen cylinder, so that the oxygen

can be admitted slowly and the pressure in the bomb observed.

If the oxygen is admitted too rapidly there is a risk of some coal

being blown out of the crucible ; apart from this, a rapid increase

of pressure in the bomb would cause a rise of temperature. The

charged bomb is placed in the water-vessel and a known weight

of water, sufficient to cover it completely, is poured in. The water

is stirred and its temperature noted. When the temperature is

constant and the same as the temperature of the water-jacket

the fuel is ignited by completing the battery circuit, and the

temperature of the water is observed at short intervals until it

has reached a maximum and begun to fall. The maximum
temperature attained is carefully noted. The combustion of the

fuel is very rapid, but two or three minutes must elapse before

the maximum temperature is reached, as the heat must pass

from the gaseous products of combustion through the metal walls

of the bomb. The stirring must be continued until the maximum
temperature has been observed.

Let ^1° C. be the temperature of the water before ignition of

the fuel

;

' ^2° C be the maximum temperature observed

;

w grams be the weight of fuel taken

;

Wj grams be the weight of water in the water vessel

;

W2 grams be the water equivalent of the calorimeter (see

below)

;

P be the calorific power of the fuel (in calories per kilo-

gram, or in small calories per gram).
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Then the heat given out by the combustion is P x w small

calories, and this quantity of heat has raised the temperature

of Wj grams of water through t^ - <i degrees. Certain parts

of the apparatus have also been heated, and the quantity of

heat required for this is determined once and for all by a

separate experiment. It is W2 small calories for each degree

rise of temperature. The heat evolved by the combustion is

therefore

—

Wi('2 - *i) + ^2(^2 - *i) small calories

;

and for the calculation of the calorific power we have

—

P X w = (Wi + W2) X (^2 - h)

where all the quantities are known except P. Therefore

—

P = (Wi + W2) X (t, - to

The constant quantity Wo, called the " water equivalent" of the

calorimeter, is determined by making a similar experiment with

a fuel of known composition. Fused naphthalene is suitable for

this purpose. Using the same letters as before, we again have

—

P X 7C = (Wi + W2) X (<2 - h),

but now P is known (9692 calories for naphthalene) and W2 is

the quantity required, so that

—

W2 = p'f-Wi.
'2 ~ '1

A determination of the calorific power carried out in this way will

give a result correct to within 0"5 per cent, of the true value, and

this is sufficiently accurate for most purposes. When greater

accuracy is desired corrections must be made for the heat lost by

radiation from the water-vessel before the maximum temperature

is reached, and for the heat evolved owing to the formation of

nitric acid in the bomb during the combustion. The former

correction may be dispensed with if the temperature of the water

at the beginning of the experiment is adjusted so that the

temperature of the water-jacket is midway between ij and <2-

The water in the vessel then receives heat by radiation during

the first part of the experiment and loses an equal amount
during the latter half.

When coal is burned under ordinary conditions no nitric acid
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is formed ; the heat due to its formation in the bomb should there-

fore be deducted from the observed calorific power. In order to

make this correction it is necessary to wash out the bomb after

the experiment, and to determine by titration the quantity of

nitric acid which has been formed. This correction is in the

opposite sense to the correction for heat lost by radiation ; and

the two errors nearly balance one another, so that if both are

neglected the result obtained is within 0'5 ^er cent, of the true

value. For detailed information as to the method of making

these corrections when necessary the reader is referred to

Mahler's " Etudes 'sur les Combustibles."

For less accurate determinations of the calorific power of solid

. fuels, many calorimeters have been devised in which the com-

bustion takes place in oxygen at atmospheric pressure. These

differ in the details of their construction, but the principle may
be described without reference to any particular form of calori-

meter. The fuel is contained in a crucible which is supported

inside a metal or glass enclpsure forming the combustion chamber,

and this is immersed in water in the calorimeter. The fuel is

ignited either electrically or by some other suitable means, and

oxygen at atmospheric pressure is passed into the enclosure to

maintain the combustion. The oxygen is delivered from a tube

just above the open mouth of the crucible ; the progress of the

combustion is watched (by an arrangement of mirrors if the

enclosure is an opaque metal vessel), and the supply of oxygen

is regulated accordingly. Before escaping into the air the pro-

ducts of combustion are made to give up their heat to the water

in the calorimeter either by passing through a coil of metal pipe

immersed in the water or by bubbling through the water.

The disadvantage of calorimeters of this type is that it is

difficult to ensure complete combustion and complete cooling of

the products. The success of their working depends largely upon

the care exercised in regulating the supply of oxygen during

combustion : if the oxygen is admitted too rapidly the products

may not give up all their heat to the water before they escape

from the calorimeter, but if the current of oxygen is too slow

there will be smoke, and part of the volatile matter of the fuel

wUl escape combustion. Often too a small amount of carbon is

left unburnt in the crucible.
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Of the many calorimeters based upon this principle two of

the best known are the W. Thomson and the Fischer calori-

meters.

Another modification is that of Rosenhain, for which it is

claimed that results can be obtained which are quite accurate

enough for industrial purposes.^ Apart from details of construc-

tion the essential modification in this calorimeter is that instead

of burning the powdered fuel in a crucible it is compressed into

a small briquette, which stands upon a flat porcelain plate ; in

this way the oxygen has readier access to the burning fuel, and

experiments show that the amount of unburnt carbon is only 0"3

per cent. Water is admitted to the combustion chamber after

the fuel has been burnt and before the final temperature is read,

80 that all parts of the calorimeter are quickly brought to the

same temperature.

A third type of calorimeter for sohd fuel is that in which the

powdered coal is mixed with substances rich in oxygen, so that

when ignited the mixture burns without any supply of gaseous

oxygen being required. The Lewis Thompson calorimeter which

is based upon this principle has been largely used in this country

on account of its simplicity. The results obtained with it are,

however, unreliable, and it should be used only where a rough

approximation is sufficient. In this calorimeter the coal is

mixed with suitable quantities of powdered potassium chlorate

and nitrate, and the mixture is put into a small copper cylinder.

This is supported inside a copper vessel which forms the com-

bustion chamber, and the latter is immersed in water. The

combustion is started by means of a fuse; the products of

combustion leave the combustion chamber through a number of

small holes near the bottom and bubble through the water in the

calorimeter. Water is admitted to the combustion chamber before

the final teinperature is observed. With this calorimeter a con-

siderable proportion of the coal is always left unburnt, and to

get any approach to accuracy it is necessary to recover the

unburnt coal from the water after the experiment and to deter-

mine its amount. Practically this makes the determination very

troublesome, and it is usual to neglect this correction. The results

obtained may then be considered as comparative if the fuels'

' Philostyphical Magazine, 1902, vol. iv. p. 457.
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tested are similar. The amount of unburnt carbon is, however,

much greater with anthracite and coke than with coals rich in

volatile matter, so that the results cannot he compared with one

another when different kinds of fuel are tested.

The results obtained with calorimeters of these three types

have been carefully compared by Messrs. Brame and Gowan,^

and also quite independently by Drs. Gray and Eobertson.^

These authors are agreed that to obtain accurate results a bomb
calorimeter should always be employed. The Lewis Thompson
calorimeter and the calorimeters using oxygen at atmospheric

pressure always give low results. The results obtained ' may be

summarised as follows :

—

DiPFEEENCES FEOM BOME KeSULTS (PER CeUT.)-
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is mado. The percentage of moisture in coal varies with the

humidity of the air ; the calorific gower should therefore refer to

the ihf/ fuel, and if the amount of moisture in the fuel at any

time is known the value of the calorific power can be calculated

accordingly. Thus if the calorific power of the dried fuel is 8000

calories per kilo, and if the sample contains 3 per cent, of moisture,

the calorific power of the sample is 8000 x 0''J7 = 77GO calories

per kilo.

The calorific power of solid fuels can also be calculated

approximately from the results of a chemical analysis. Various

forniulffi have been put forward for this purpose, but as the direct

determination by the bomb calorimeter is a much simpler opera-

tion than the ultimate chemical analysis, and gives a more reliable

value for the calorific power, it will be unnecessary to discuss these

and we give only one of them. According to Mahler,^ the calorific

power is equal to 81'4 x C + 34-5 X H - 30 (0 + N) calories per

kilo, where C, 11, 0, and N are the percentages of carbon, hydrogen,

oxygen, and nitrogen respectively in the dry fuel.

Mahler's experiments show that this formula may be used

for any fuel of vegetable origin (peat, lignite, coal, etc.), and that

the result obtained for the calorific power is within 3 per cent,

of the true value. For ordinary coal the error is much less than

this.

As the " proximate analysis " of fuel is simple and is often

carried out in order to ascertain whether a fuel is suitable for a

given purpose, it will be useful to describe a method by which the

results so obtained can be used for a fairly accurate calculation

of the calorific power. The formula given by Goutal ^ is—

Calorific power = 8'2 X C + A X V calories per kilo,

where C is the percentage of fixed carbon in the fuel,

V is the percentage of volatile matter (exclusive of moisture),

and A is a coefficient depending upon the percentage of volatile

matter in the fuel.

The values of the coefficient A are given in Table XL.

' " Etudes sur les Combustibles," p. 63.

' tViH/i'cs Bendus, l'J02, vol. 135, p. 477.
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Table XL.

—

Value of Coefficient A in Goctal's Formula.

v.
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aiifl semi-bituminous coals which are usually within 1 per cent,

of the results obtained with the bomb calorimeter. With anthra-

cite coals, which contain very little volatile matter, and with fuels

rich in oxygen and containing a high percentage of volatile matter,

e.g. lignite, the error is greater and the formula should only be

regarded as approximate.

Since the percentage of volatile matter in the coal is not a

very definite quantity, the value obtained depending to some

extent upon the exact method used in the determination (see

,

p. 268), it is necessary in using Goutal's formula to follow a

specified procedure. According to Mahler the following method

should be used :

—

Five grams of the coal are placed ia a. covered crucible of about 30 c.c. capricit

y

and heated sharply over a Berzelius' rose burner. The flame should completely

surround the crucible, and after the volatile matter has ceased to burn at the Ui\>

of the crucible the heating should be continued for about three minutes. The

loss of weight is due to the loss of volatile matter and moisture, and the quantity

of the latter must be deducted.

The calorific power of coke may be calculated approximately

if the percentages of ash and moisture are determined. According

to Butterfield,^ the calorific power is

—

80-8 X (98 - percentage of ash and moisture).

This is equivalent to the assumption that the coke is made up

of carbon, dsh, and moisture, together with 2 per cent, of oxygen

and nitrogen. The small amount of hydrogen in the coke is not

taken into account.

The apparatus generally used for determining the calorific

power of gas is Junkers' calorimeter, which is shown in Figs, 83,

84, and 85. Gas is burned at a constant rate at the burner, and

the heat given out is taken up by a constant stream of water

flowing through the calorimeter. The measurements required

are the volume, V, of gas consumed while a weight, W, of water

passes through the calorimeter, and the temperatures ti and ?2 of

the water as it enters and leaves the calorimeter. The measure-

ments are not taken until the gas has been burning and the water

running for some time, so that the temperature ^2 of ^^^ water

leaving the calorimeter has reached a steady valua There is,

therefore, no alteration in the temperature of the calorimeter

1 " Chemistry of Gas Slanufacture," p. 316.
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section aud the sectional plan respectively. The cylindrical

combustion chamber 28 is surrounded by an annular copper

water-jacket 15. The burner 27 is placed in the combustion
chamber, and the products of combustion pass through a number
of tubes 30 extending from the top to the bottom of the water-

jacket, and escape from the products outlet 32. Cold water

from the supply funnel 3 enters the water-jacket near its base

aud passes up outside the tubes, taking up the heat from the

products. It is well mixed by the discs 17 in the neck of

the calorimeter, and after passing the bulb of the thermometer

43 it escapes from the overflow funnel 20. The water supply

funnel 3 is provided with a strainer 2, and is so constructed

as to maintain a constant head of water. The amount of water

passing through the calorimeter is regulated by the cock 9

and remains constant during an experiment. The temperature

of the cold water as it enters the jacket is measured by the

thermometer 12. An air-jacket 36, surrounding the water-

jacket, prevents loss of heat by radiation. A valve 33 in the

products outlet is used to regulate the draught through the

calorimeter, and a thermometer can be inserted in the products

outlet so that the temperature of the products may be observed.

Fig. 85 shows the complete apparatus set up for making a

determination of the calorific power. The gas«to be tested is

measured by a small wet meter provided with a thermometer.

It is also best to pass the gas through a governor to ensure a

steady pressure at the burner ; and a water column pressure

gauge indicates'the pressure above atmospheric at which the gas

is measured. In making an experiment the water is set flowing

through the calorimeter and allowed to run to waste ; the gas is

then lighted at the burner and the supply adjusted to about

700 liters (25 cub. ft.) per hour. The water supply is then

adjusted by means of the cock 9, so that the rise in temperature

of the water in flowing- through the calorimeter is from 10° to

'20 C. There should always be some water running to waste

from the overflow tube 5. When the thermometers are steady

the determination is made by observing the quantity of gas

burnt, as shown by the meter, while two liters of water pass

through the calorimeter. To do this the hot water from the

overflow funnel C is collected in a glass vessel of 2 hters
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capacity, beginning when the pointer of the gas-meter passes

the zero on the dial ; when the water reaches the 2-Hter mark
the gas is turned off and the meter read again. While the water

is being collected five or six readings of the thermometer 43 are

Fig. 85.—Gas calorimeter with meter, governor, etc.

taken at regular intervals. The average of these is the tempera-

ture h of the hot water. The temperature of the cold water is

read by the thermometer 12 at the beginning and end of the

experiment, and the mean of these two readings is the tempera-

ture ti of the cold water. The temperature and pressure of the
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gas and the height of the barometer are also observed. From
these data the calorific power of the gas can be calculated. Thus
the results of a test of producer gas were as follows :

—

Volume of gas recorded by meter 21'72 liters (0-767 cub. ft.) while 2 liters of
water passed through the calorimeter.

Temperature of gas at meter 17° C.

Height of barometer, 752 mm.
Pressure of gas above atmospheric, 40 mm. water column.
Temperatures of cold-water supply, 9-20 and 920; mean «, = '.i-'ZO^C/

Temperatures of hot-wat«r overflow, 21-78, 21-74, 21-70, 21-60, and 2] -73
;

mean t, = 21-71° C.

The rise in temperature t, — <, is 12-51° C.

The quantity of heat given out during the combustion of 21-72 liters

(0-767 cub. ft.) of gas is therefore 2 x 12-51 = 25-02 calories (9928 B.Th.U.),

25*02
and the calorific power of the gas is ^.K^jq., = 1152 calories per cubic meter, or

~Q° = 129-4 B.Th.U. per cubic foot.

The result so obtained is the calorific value of the gas supplied

to the meter ; the volume of gas was measured at a temperature

f C, and at a pressure equal to the barometric height lii, plus the

pressure due to a water column of height h^ as measured by the

pressure gauge on the meter, and minus the pressure of aqueous

vapour in the gas. These pressures and temperatures vary in

different tests ; it is therefore always necessary to calculate from

the above data the calorific power of unit volume of the gas when
the gas is measured at the standard temperature and pressure

(0° C. and 760 mm. of mercury), the gas being ilri/, i.e. free from

water vapour. The method of making this correction is as

follows :

—

Let Vi be the volume of gas registered by the meter
;

Vo, the volume of gas at standard temperature and

pressure

;

f C, the temperature of the gas passing through the

meter

;

111, t-be height of the barometer
;

]i2, the reading of the gas pressure gauge on the gas-

meter
;

/(3, the pressure of saturated water-vapour at the tempera-

ture t, expressed in the same units as ki, viz. millimeters

or inches of mercury.
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The pressure due to a water column of height /12 is the same

as that due to a column of mercury of height hi X 00736.

The actual pressure of the gas when measured by the meter

was therefore (h + 0"0736 X /12 — ^3) millimeters or inches of

mercury. Then— •

„ _ „ (hi + 0-0736 X h. - h) X 273
Vo - Vi X

^gQ ^ ^^y^s + t)

if the temperature is measured on the Centigrade scale and the

pressures in millimeters of mercury ;
^ or

—

V _v (hi + 0-0736 X hz - /is) X 491-4

° ^1 ^
29-92 X (459-4 + t)

if the temperature is measured on the Fahrenheit scale, and the

pressures in inches of mercui-y.'^

The volume Vq must then be used instead of Vj in calculating

the calorific power from the figures obtained in the test.

The calorific power of the gas at standard temperature and

V,
pressure is clearly^- x the observed calorific power Pj, so that

'0

the correction may equally well be made by multiplying the

observed calorific power by either

—

760 X (273 + t)

or

(hi + 0-0736 X /t2 - /13) X 273

29-92 X (459-4 + t)

(hi + 0-0736 X /i2 - hs) x 491-4

according to the system of measurements employed.

In the example given above the barometric height was 752 millimeters, the

gas pressure gauge gave a reading of 40 millimeters above atmospheric pressure,

and the temperature of the gas was 17° C. The gas passing through the wet
meter is saturated with water-vapour, and the maximum pressure of water-vapour

at 17° 0. is 14-4 millimeters (see Table XLIV., Appendix B).

The corrected volume of the gas is therefore

—

„, .. 752 + 40 X 0-0736 - 14-4 273 ,„ r>o ,-.2lw2 X ^^ X 273:^ = 19-92 liters

and the calorific power is

—

21-72
1152 X „ = 1256 calories per cubic meter,

the gas being measured when dry and at standard temperature and pressure.

' See Appendix B, p. 324.
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la Btatiug the calorific power of gas a distinction is often

made between the " higher " and " lower " values, or " gross
"

and "nett" calorific powers. The gross calorific power is the

result determined as described above, and represents the heat

obtained by burning unit volume of the gas and cooling the

products to the same temperature as that of the gas before com-

bustion, i.c. usually to atmospheric temperature. The products

of combustion are carbon dioxide and steam in varying pro-

portions, which are mixed with the nitrogen originally present

in the gas and that present in the air used for combustion. In

cooling the mixture of gases to atmospheric temperature the

steam is practically all condensed and its latent heat is given up.

It is sometimes considered that for practical purposes this

amount of heat is not available for useful heating, since it is only

evolved when the products are cooled below 100° C, while in

practice the products of combustion are alwuya led away from the

furnace or other heating apparatus at a temperature much

higher than this. The latent heat of the steam in the products

of combustion is therefore deducted from the gross calorific power,

and the value thus obtained is called the " lower value " or the

"nett calorific power" of the gas. No general statement can

be made as to which value of the calorific power should be given,

because this depends upon the purpose for which the figure is

to be used. In making a general statement of the properties of

the gas both values should therefore be given, and each will be

useful for certain purposes. For example, in stating a heat

balance-sheet for a gas-producer or in calculating its efficiency,

the gross calorific power should be taken ; for in these cases the

manner in which the heat of combustion of the gas is utilised

has not to be considered. The fact that the gas-engino or furnace

rejects the products of combustion at a high temperature, so that

the steam is not condensed, must not be counted against the

producer. On the other hand, if it is desired to consider the

efficiency of a complete gas installation, either for power or heat-

ing, i.e. to compare the heat of combustion of the solid fuel with

the useful effect obtained in an engine or gas-fired heating

apparatus, then, in consequence of the fact that the products

of combustion are not completely cooled, the producer gas which

yields least steam in its products of combustion will (if the
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products are rejected at the same temperature) give the best

result.

As regards furnace work, it should be remembered that a con-

siderable proportion of the hydrogen in the gas is derived from the

volatile constituents of the fuel and not from the decomposition

of steam supplied to the producer, so that even when the fuel is

burnt direct in a furnace there is steam in the products and its

latent heat is lost. The apparent disadvantage of gas-firing from

this point of view is therefore not so great as the difference between

the gross and nett calorific powers would seem at first sight to

indicate.

In the Junkers' calorimeter the steam in the products condenses

and the water formed runs out from the overflow 35 (Fig. 83) at

the base of the instrument. In making a test with the calorimeter

the water which drips from 35 (Fig. 83) is collected in a graduated

glass vessel d (Fig. 85), while a convenient volume of gas is

burnt.

The amount of heat liberated when one kilo of steam at t° C.

is condensed to water is (606-5 - 0-695 X t) calories, and for the

ordinary atmospheric temperature it is sufficiently accurate to

take this as 600 calories. Hence if unit volume of the gas (liters

or cubic feet) yields x c.c. of water at the overflow, the quantity

of heat to be deducted from the gross calorific power is x x 0*600

calories, or a; x 2-38 B.Th.U.

In the experiment described above, 50 liters of the gas yielded 5'5 c.c. of

condensed water. 1 cm. of gas would therefore yield 20 x 5'5 = 110 c.c, and

the correction to be applied is 110 x 0'600 = 66 calories.

The nett calorific power of the gas is therefore 1152 — 66, or 1086 calories

21*72
,per cm. at the observed temperature and pressure, or 1086 x ^ = 1184

calories per cm. at standard temperature and pressure.

In British units, if 2 cub. ft. of the gas yield 6'2 c.c. of condensed water, the

amount to be deducted from the calorific power of the gas at the observed

pressure and temperature is 3'1 x 2'38, or 7'4: B.Th.U.

For very accurate work the temperature of the products

should be observed at the outlet 32, and the water and gas

supplies to the calorimeter should be adjusted so that the

temperature of the products is the same as that of the atmosphere.

When this is not done the products are usually cooled below the
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temperature of the atmosphere (since the water supply is gene-

rally below atmospheric temperature), and heat is therefore taken

up by the calorimeter, not only from the products after they have

been cooled to atmospheric temperature, but also from an unknown

quantity of air which passes through the calorimeter in conse-

quence of the draught induced by the ilame. The result obtained

for the calorific power is therefore slightly in excess of the true

value, but in ordinary working this difference may be neglected.

The principle used in this calorimeter is very different from

that of the various calorimeters used for solid fuel. In the latter

a definite limited quantity of 'the fuel is bui-nt in all cases,

and a definite limited quantity of water is heated ; while in the

former, the combustion is continuous and there is a constant stream

of water through the calorimeter. This principle, which is very

convenient for gaseous fuels, was introduced by Hartley in his

gas calorimeter. There are several other calorimeters based on

the same principle besides that of Junkers. In the modification

designed by TilLr. Dowson there are two concentric annular water-

jackets, the inner forming the walls of the combustion chamber.

The products leave the top of the combustion chamber and pass

down the annular space between the two water-jackets, while the

water passes upwards through each jacket, the two streams of

water mixing at the top of the calorimeter. In this way the

products are efficiently cooled, and the construction is much

simplified by avoiding the use of numerous tubes, the joints of

which often give trouble.

The gas calorimeter of Professor C. V. Boys works upon the

same principle of continuous combustion and continuous flow

;

it was specially designed for testing the calorific power of lighting

gas, and has been adopted by the Metropolitan Gas Eeferees for

that purpose. With a suitable burner it is, however, capable of

giving accurate results with producer gas. In this calorimeter,

shown in section in Fig. 86, the water flows through a double

coil M N formed of copper pipe surrounded by coils of copper

wire, as in a motor-car radiator, so as to increase the heat-

collecting surfade. In this way the water content of the

apparatus is reduced to a minimum, so that simultaneous

readings of the inlet q,nd outlet thermometers give the true rise

of temperature. The hot water from the coil M passes through
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Pig. 86.—Boys' gas calorimeter—vertical section.
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a coil of pipe around the hood H and thence through spiral

passages in the temperature equalising chamber K to the outlet

thermometer, which is situated at the same level as the inlet

thermometer. The chimney E surrounding the flame is not
directly cooled, except at the lower end, and there is no con-

densation upon it. The outlet for the water condensed from the

products of combustion is at F ,- the instrument is filled with

water up to this level before use, and this water is kept cool by
the two lowest turns of the cooling coil. When out of use the

body of the calorimeter is lifted by the lid G out of the casing D,

and is placed in a similar vessel containing a very dilute solution

of sodium carbonate ; in this way the coils are preserved from

corrosion by the acids in the combustion products.

The " Sarco " gas calorimeter works upon a different

principle, and records automatically and continuously the

lower calorific value of the gas. In this calorimeter the gas

is burned at a constant rate within a well-radiated chimney,

which is thus maintained at a temperature which depends on the

lower calorific value of the gas. The chimney contains one limb

of a U tube filled with oil. The other limb of the U tube is kept

at atmospheric temperature, so that the level of oil in the hot

limb will rise above the level in the cold limb to a height

depending on the temperature of the chimney, and therefore

upon the calorific value of the gas. By means of floats and

levers this difference in level causes a pen to move over a paper

scale on a drum rotated continuously by clockwork. A special

regulating test-meter is provided, having a gas measuring-drum

with pendulum escapement, so that there is constant flow of gas

to the burner.

,
The calorific power of gases can also be determined in the

bomb calorimeter. For this purpose the crucible is dispensed

with, and it is necessary to know the exact capacity of the bomb.

This is easily found from the weight of water required to com-

pletely fill the bomb with the cover fastened on. To determine

the calorific power of a gas the cover is bolted down and the air

is exhausted from the bomb by a small air-pump. Gas is then

admitted and the bomb is again exhausted by the pump ; this

double exhaustion ensures all air being removed. The bomb is

then filled with the gas to be tested, the height of the barometer
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and the temperature of the gas being noted. The gas should be

saturated with water vapour ; the bomb then contains a known

volume of the gas at a known temperature and pressure. Oxygen

is then slowly admitted till the quantity is sufficient for complete

combustion of the gas. It is necessary to avoid too large an excess

of oxygen or the mixture will not explode ; it is found that for

producer gas the pressure in the bomb should be rg,ised to half

an atmosphere, but for ordinary lighting gas 5 atmospheres is a

suitable pressure. Pressures as low as half an atmosphere are

most suitably measured by means of a mercury pressure gauge.

After the bomb has been charged in this manner it is placed in

water in the calorimeter, and the determination is carried out in

the same manner as with solid fuel. The volume of gas taken

is equal to the known capacity of the bomb, and must be reduced

to standard temperature and pressure.

The bomb of Professor A. Witz differs considerably from the

type of bomb calorimeter described above, and is suitable only for

testing gases. This bomb is shown in section in Pig. 87. It

consists of a steel cylinder. A, of about 250 c.c. capacity, with

screwed end covers, BB, the joints being packed with oiled paper.

The upper cover carries the igniter C , and the lower cover slopes

downwards to the centre and is provided, with a valve, D, at the

lowest point. All the surfaces are nickel-plated to lessen the

corrosive action of the gas. An explosive mixture of gas and air

or oxygen is prepared by means of the glass bulb shown in

Fig. 88. This may have a' capacity of 250 to 500 c.c. It is

filled with water, and the cock A is connected to the gas supply.

The water is then allowed to run out at B, so that the bulb

is completely filled with gas. This gas is passed into a bell jar

which is inverted over water, and displaces some of the water

with which the jar was filled. For producer gas an equal volume

of air is added in the same way ; for lighting-gas seven volumes

of air are added. To charge the bomb it .is filled with mercury

and placed in a mercury trough. The mixture from the bell jar

is forced through a rubber tube, and fills the' bomb by displace-

ment of the mercury. The valve D is closed, and the bomb,

which is now filled with the gaseous mixture at a pressure

slightly above atmospheric, is removed from the mercury trough.

On slightly opening the, valve for an instant a little of the
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mixture escapes and the pressure falls to atmospheric. The

capacity of the bomb and the proportion of gas in the mixture

being known, the volume of gas in the bomb is known ; the

temperature and barometric height are observed when the bomb
is charged. The bomb is immersed in a known weight of water

in a suitable vessel, and the temperatures before and after

explosion are observed, as in the case of the bomb calorimeter

described for use with solid fuel. The essential difference between

FiQ. 87.—Witz bomb calorimeter. Pig. 88.— Glass bulb for explosive
mixture.

the Witz bomb and the type used for solid fuels is that the

former is charged only at atmospheric pressure. The quantity

of gas used in each test is therefore very small, and the thermo-

meter used to observe the rise in temperature must have a very

open scale. The observed rise is only one or two tenths of a

degree Centigrade.

When the calorific value of gas is determined in either type

of bomb calorimeter the charge in the bomb before explosion is
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saturated with water vapour. The steam formed by the explosion

will therefore be all condensed, and the result obtained is the

gross calorific power of the gas when burnt at constant volume.

In a gas-engine the combustion takes plac6 at constant

volume, but when gas is burnt in the usual way the products of

combustion are at atmospheric pressure. If the products of com-

bustion occupy a smaller volume than that of the gas and air

from which they are formed (the volumes being compared at

the same temperature and pressure) work has been done, by the

pressure of the atmosphere, and the calorific power at constant

pressure will be greater than the calorific power at constant

volume by an amount of heat equivalent to the work done on

account of the change of volume. The change in volume can

be calculated from the chemical composition of the gas; the

difference between the two values of the calorific power can

then be calculated ; and the calorific power at constant pressure

(the value which is usually referred to simply as the calorific

power) can be got from the bomb result. For producer gas the

change in volume is not great, and the difference in calorific

power due to this is less than 0'5 per cent. For ordinary pur-

poses, therefore, it may be neglected.

In order to ascertain the nett calorific power from the result

obtained in the bomb it is necessary to know the quantity of water

formed during the combustion. This may be determined by a

special experiment in which the carefully dried gas is passed

through a tube containing copper oxide at red heat and the water

formed is absorbed in weighed tubes containing calcium chloride.

If the chemical composition of the gas is known the quantity of

steam produced by the combustion of the gas can be calculated

(see p. 306). When this quantity has been ascertained by one or

other of these methods the nett calorific power can be calculated

in the manner already explained (p. 298).

The trouble involved in getting the calorific power at con-

stant pressure and the nett calorific power from the result

actually obtained in the bomb is a serious drawback to its use

for gases, and it is generally more convenient to use a Junkers'

calorimeter or some other of the same type. The quantity of gas

used in a test is much greater, and the determination is far more

easily and rapidly made. The gas can be kept burning under
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the calorimeter, and when once the adjustments have been made
and the temperature has become steady, tests can be made as

often as desired, each determination occupying no more than

about five minutes.

If the composition of producer gas is ascertained by analysis

the calorific power can be calculated by means of the known values

of the calorific powers of the combustible gases contained in it.

This method is adopted when for any reason it is inconvenient or

impracticable to obtain a supply of gas for use with the calori-

meter. It is also the most suitable method when it is desired to

obtain the average calorific power of the gas during a period of

time. A sample of gas for analysis can be drawn off at a constant

rate during any period, and subsequently analysed ; but the deter-

mination of the calorific power by jiieans of a calorimeter only

gives the value for the gas actually burned during the test. When
the producer gas made in a suction plant is to be tested there is

no supply available for use with a calorimeter unless a suction

pump or fan and a pressure regulator are specially installed

;

this is necessary in order to draw off gas from the main, where it

is at reduced pressure, and deliver it at a constant pressure of 25

to 50 mm. of water at the testing meter. Where this cannot be

done there is no special difficulty in taking a sample of the gas

for analysis, and this method is generally adopted. The apparatus

described in Chapter XVI. for collecting a sample of the gas can

be used for a suction plant as well as for those cases in which

the pressure of the gas is slightly above that of the atmosphere.

The values for the calorific powers of hydrogen, carbon

monoxide, and methane are given in Table XLVIII., Appendix B.

The calculation of the calorific power from the analysis of the

gas may be illustrated by means of an example

—

Composition of Oas (Per Cent, by Volume).

Hydrogen 16"2

Carbon monoxide 21'0

Methane .
1"3

Carbon dioxide 8'5

Oxygen 0*2

Nitrogen 52"8

Total . . 100-0
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The gross calorific power per cubic meter will be the sum of

the quantities of heat given out by the combustion of the first

three constituents

—

Due to the hydrogen . . . 0-162 x 3088 = 500 calories

Due to the carbon monoxide . 0-210 x 3046 = 640 „

Due to the methane ..... 0-013 x 9545 = 124 „

Total . . 1264 calories per cm.

The value in B.Th.U. per cubic foot can be calculated in

a similar way.

The calorific power can also be obtained from the analysis by

means of Table L. in Appendix B.

The nett calorific power is calculated as follows :

—

The volume of steam formed by the combustion of 1 cm. of

gas is

—

0"162 cm. due to the hydrogen,

and 2 x 0-013 = 0-026 cm. due to the methane.

Total 0-188 cm.

The latent heat of the steam formed by the combustion of

1 cm. of hydrogen is 486-7 calories, and the number which must

be deducted from the gross calorific power is 486-7 X 0-188 == 91-5

calories.

The nett calorific power of the gas is therefore 1264 — 91-5

= 1172-5 calories per cubic meter.

If the calorific power is expressed in B.Th.U. per cubic foot,

the calculation is as follows :

—

The quantity of steam formed by the combustion of 1 cub. ft.

of the gas is 0-188 cub. ft. (see above).

The latent heat of the steam formed is

—

0-188 X 54-7 B.Th.U. = 10-3 B.Th.U.,

and this quantity must be deducted from the gross calorific power

in B.Th.U. per cubic foot.



CHAPTER XVIII

PRACTICAL NOTES

1.- CnrlioH Monoxide Pomimiuj.—Although there are thousands

of gas-plants in use, there have been few cases of poisoning or

asphyxiation. It is, however, important that certain risks

attending the use of producer gas should be fully recognised and

provided against. We all know that precautions have to be

taken when gunpowder, dynamite, high-tension electric currents,

etc., are used ; and in the same way those who use producer gas

should know that certain precautions are necessary.

The only poisonous constituent of producer gas is carbon

monoxide before it is burnt to carbon dioxide, and care must be

taken that the unburnt gas is not inhaled. When the gas is

taken direct from a producer to a furnace there is no risk of this

occurrence unless there is a leak in the gas-main or flue which

conveys the gas ; the same may be said when a gas-engine is

driven with producer gas. This is especially the case when a

suction plant is used (provided that certain precautions are taken

when starting the engine), because the gas in the main is below

the atmospheric pressure when the engine is running. If the

gas is used for heating purposes, with open burners, it is possible

for unburnt gas to escape in the workroom if the attendant is

ignorant or careless ; the gas should be lighted as soon as it is

turned on, and care should be taken to ensure complete combus-

tion. For such work it is essential that the room in which the

gas is used should be well ventilated. The risk of leaks from

mains is increased when the gas is forced through at a high

pressure ; but the ordinary pressure in the distributing pipes of

a factory does not exceed that of a column of water 40 to 50 mm.

(li to 2 ins.) high.

Special care should also be taken not to enter any part of a

plant before the gas has been completely expelled. In par. 10
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we have described in detail the precautions which should be

taken in connection with gasholders.

Carbon monoxide has the peculiar property of combining

with the haemoglobin of the blood, and when this occurs the

blood corpuscles will not take up oxygen from the air and convey

it to the tissues. According to Dr. Haldane,"^ air containing

so small at percentage as 2 per cent, of carbon monoxide should

be 'regarded as entailing risk to life. The danger in using this

gas is increased because it is inodorous, and unless it is associated

with some other gas or vapour which has a characteristic odour

its presence cannot be detected by the nose.

" The first symptoms produced by breathing the gas are

giddiness, weakness in the legs, and palpitation of the heart. If

a man feels these symptoms he should at once move into fresh

warm air, when in slight cases they will quickly disappear.

Exposure to cold should be avoided, as it aggravates the

symptoms. A man should not walk home too soon after recovery,

as muscular exertion, when affected by the gas, is to be avoided.

If a man should be found insensible or seriously ill from the gas,

he should at once be removed into fresh warm air, and immediate

information be sent to the oxygen administrator, a medical man
being sent for at the same time." ^

The first-aid measures to be adopted in cases of carbon

monoxide poisoning are fresh air, artificial respiration, adminis-

tration of oxygen, and the application of warmth ; but medical

aid should be summoned immediately. It is recommended that

a cylinder of compressed oxygen, fitted with rubber tubing and

a mouthpiece, should be kept in readiness in factories where this

danger is likely to arise.

We think it well to add a special word of caution with regard

to suction plants. It is true that gas cannot escape from the

main while the engine is running, but when the engine is about

to be started the producer is worked with a blower which sends

gas at pressure to the engine. If through ignorance or careless-

ness the attendant attempts to start the engine with the crank a

I Report of Departmental Committee on Water-gas [C. 9164], 1899 ; Appen-
dix A.

^ Memorandum as to the Use of Water-gas in Faotories, issued by the Home
Office, September, 1904.
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complete revolution ahead of the correct position for starting,

both the gas and air valves will be open ; and if the blower is

in operation, and gas is being blown through to the engine, it

will pass through the gas-valve, the air-valve, and air-box into

the engine-room. When starting an engine the attendant should,

therefore, look to the lay shaft to see that the cams are not

holding open the gas and air-valves.

It is also obvious that in testing the gas near the engine it

should not be allowed to escape unburnt into the engine-room,

even when it may not be strong enough to burn.

2. Working Two or More Producers together.—If suitable

arrangements are made, there is no limit to the number of pro-

ducers which can be worked together satisfactorily; but it is

important that each one should be provided with a shut-ofif valve,

or that the gas outlet pipe of each producer should be sealed in

water. Apart from any question of convenience in working, each

producer should be isolated in order that when one is not in use

gas from the others cannot pass through it and escape.

8. Depth of Fire.—Not infrequently workmen have the mis-

taken idea that a gas-producer needs a comparatively shallow fire

for a reduced output of gas ; they think that if there is the same
depth of fuel as for the maximum output there will be a greater

consumption for a given volume of gas. The depth of fire should

never be less than the minimum required to produce the necessary

reactions, but within certain limits it is possible to make a reduced

quantity of good gas with a less depth of fire than is required for

the maximum output. It is, however, a mistaken idea to suppose

that the consumption of fuel per unit volume will at any time be

more or less than that required for the maximum rate of produc-

tion, provided gas of the same composition is made ; but if at any

time the fire is less than the correct minimum depth an excess

of carbon dioxide will be produced, and the consumption of fuel

will be wasteful. In practice it is simplest and best to maintain

the depth of fire required for the maximum rate of production,

as it ensures the making of good gas without increasing the fuel

consumption per unit volume.

In suction plants and in some pressure plants it is usual at

starting to fill up the producer to the level of the feeding hopper,

and never to let the top of the fire fall below the level at which
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the gas leaves the fuel. There is then always a store of fresh

fuel in the container, which gradually descends as the fuel below

burns away, and the depth of the fire is thus automatically kept

constant whether the engine be working under a full or reduced

load. This helps to secure uniformity in the quality of the gas,

and it does not add to the fuel consumption. The top of the fire

is at the level at which the gas leaves the column of fuel (e.g. see

Figs. 45 and 46), and can only alter if the attendant allows the

container to become empty and the fuel to burn away below this

level.

' In a pressure plant, if no fuel container is provided below the

feeding hopper, the top of the fire should not be above the level of

the gas outlet, nor should it be lower than is required for making

good gas. It is a common practice to allow the depth of fire to

decrease at the end of the day's run in order to facilitate the

operation of clinkering on the following morning, and there is no

objection to this if the depth is not reduced too far.

The actual depth of fire to be used in a given ease depends

upon the nature and size of the fuel, and upon the velocity of the

current of gases passing through the fire. With these two factors

remaining unaltered, any desired output of gas can be obtained by

increasing the sectional area of the producer. In practice, how-

ever, it is often convenient to vary the velocity of the gases with

the size of the producer, and to use a greater depth of fire for the

same kind of fuel in the larger producers. With anthracite in

pieces | in. to-| in. cube, the depth of incandescent fuel should

be about 24 in. up to 50 B.H.P. ; about 30 in. up to 100 B.H.P.

;

and about 36 in. for any power above this. With larger anthra-

cite the fire should be deeper. With bituminous coal, and with

coke or charcoal, a greater depth is required than with anthracite.

Experience has shown that with anthracite it is best to allow

the following sectional areas :

—

B.H.P.
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not be poked or stirred while the plant is working. "When
anthracite is subjected to heat it decrepitates and breaks up
into small pieces which are slippery, so that automatically the

lower part of the fire is as close and compact as it should be
;

if it is stirred this part of the fire will be too dense, and will

offer too great a resistance to the passage of air. When the

producer is not working the fire can be poked from the top to

remove any clinker which adheres to the brick lining.

Coke does not behave as anthracite does. Its shape and
structure do not alter with heat, as the coke has already been

subjected to a high temjjerature in the retort at the Gas Works,
and it is merely consumed gradually in the producer as tho

chemical reactions occur. For this reason, and because it has

rough irregular surfaces, it holds itself up in the producer, and
should be poked from the top, at intervals, to keep the pieces

close enough for making good gas.

Bituminous coal requires poking or stirring, chiefly because

it fuses when subjected to heat, and has a tendency to cake; in

this way hollows or channels are formed which should be closed

by stirring or poking.

5. Removal of Condensed Moisture.—Provision should always

be made for removing condensed moisture from the pipes which

convey producer gas, except in cases where hot gas is taken direct

from a producer to a furnace. When a gasholder is used it is very

important to keep the inlet and outlet pipes free from water,

also the distributing mains and the branches or connections to the

burners or gas-engines for which the gas is to be used. As far as is

l)0ssible the gas-mains should drain towards one common point,

and the moisture which collects there can be allowed to flow away
through an overflow pipe sealed in water ; or if the level is too

low for the water to flow away by gravity provision should be

made for removing it occasionally by a small pump. Neglect of

these simple precautions often leads to a stoppage of the gas

supply, with its attendant troubles.

6. Testing the I'ressiire of the Gas.—When gas will not pass

freely through the gas-plant and piping, the gas pressure should

be taken at various points to locate the obstruction. An ordinary

water-column U gas-pressure gauge is generally used for this pur-

pose, and in most cases it need not be more than about 300 mm.
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(say 12 ins.) long. In large installations it is convenient to lead

small pipes from various points of the plant to gauges fixed in

some convenient spot, preferably in the gas-house. Means should

be provided for testing the pressure of the gas at or near the outlet

of the producer, at the inlet and outlet of each separate scrubber

or other part of the plant, and at any points in the gas-main where

water may collect. When such permanent arrangements are made
for testing it is simple to arrange the gauges and pipes so that

the pressure of the gas above that of the atmosphere at any point

of the plant can be observed, and also the difference between the

pressures of the gas at any two points. To avoid risk of stop-

page it is advisable (especially with large plants) to observe the

pressures regularly, and any tendency for the pressure to increase

beyond the normal amount should be at once investigated.

7. Lining of Gas-producers.—It is usual to line the inside of a

gas-producer with firebricks, and it is most important that these

bricks should be well set with thin joints of fireclay ; it is also

desirable that there should be a backing of sand or small pieces

of broken brick mixed with fireclay between the firebrick lining

and the steel casing. When the lining has been finished a small

fire should be lighted in the producer to dry the brickwork

gradually before it is subjected to the great heat which is de-

veloped when the producer is used for making gas. These

precautions are necessary to prevent cracks in the brickwork

through which air can pass ; for if air mixes with the gas in the

producer some of the gas is burnt, and this is not only wasteful

but it dilutes the gas by increasing the proportion of nitrogen

and carbon dioxide. When this occurs to any considerable

extent blue flames may be seen inside the producer ; they could

not occur if 'there were no air to^burn with the gas. When the

gas is analysed, a small quantity of free oxygen is sometimes

detected, which is a sure sign that air has mixed with the gas;

this more often occurs with suction plants, as there is naturally a

tendencyifor air to be drawn in. For this reason all the joints

in the ironwork, hopper valves, etc., should be attended to

carefully.

8. Test-flames.—When a pressure plant is used for engine or

heating work requiring uniformity in the quality of the gas it is

often convenient to have a small test-flame burning continuously.
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The flame should be enclosed in a lantern, as it will then be

steadier, and there can be a vertical scale behind it to denote

more exactly the variations in height. If the gas is at a constant

pressure, as it would be from a gasholder, the attendant soon

gets to know the height and appearance of the flame when the

gas is good ; he should also notice the colour and character of

the flame, which are useful guides.

With a suction plant it is not possible to keep a flame burning

while the engine is working, as the pressure is reduced below

atmospheric ; but when the plant is started with a blower the gas

is at a pressure above that of the atmosphere, and during the

period of blowing it is useful to have a test-cock on the outlet of

the producer. As soon as gas will burn properly at this point

the cock on the waste pipe should be closed, so that the gas may
flow to the engine ; and near the latter there should be a blow-off

pipe and another test-cock. When the gas will burn properly at

this cock the engine should be started, and immediately after-

wards the blow-off pipe should be closed to prevent air being

sucked in.

9. Starting a Gas-fired Orcn or Furnace.—It seems, obvious

that when an oven or furnace is to be heated by gas the latter

should not be turned on before a light is introduced ; but this

simple precaution is sometimes neglected, and the inevitable

explosion occurs. In a large furnace it is usual to light some

cotton waste soaked in petroleum, and to place it on the floor of

the furnace near the gas inlet ; or sometimes a shovelful of burn-

ing coal or coke is used instead. The gas should then be turned

on gradually until there is a certainty that all gas admitted will

be ignited.

In small ovens or other apparatus it is sufficient to use a

taper, or some cotton waste soaked in petroleum fixed to the end

of a rod.

Sometimes it is convenient to have a pilot light always burn-

ing in the oven (to ensure that the gas used for heating is always

ignited) if there is any risk of the supply being interrupted, or of

there being great fluctuations in the pressure.

10. Gasholders.—When gas is to be used for the first time after

the erection or cleaning of the plant it is best to fill the gasholder

with gas and then blow off the contents into the air without
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igniting the gas. Without this precaution there would he a

mixture of gas and air in the various parts of the plant, and there

would be serious risk of explosion if the mixture were ignited.

When it is necessary to enter a gasholder after it has been

used the procedure should be as follows :

—

(a) Let the tank be full of water.

(V) Blow o£F all gas in the gasholder until the latter rests on the bottom of

the tank.

(c) Draw the fire out of the producer and put on the doors ; close the

valve nearest the holder on the outlet main.

(d) Fill the gasholder with steam and air if the producer is of the steam-jet

type. If there is no steam at pressure to act as an injector, fill the gasholder

with air from a blower, and blow off the contents of the holder. Again fill and

blow off, and repeat this operation a third time.

(e) After filling. the gasholder with steam and air, or air only, and after

blowing off the contents three times, take off the cover of the manhole on the

top of the gasholder.

(/) If the tank is above the ground level, empty the water out of the tank.

If the tank is sunk in the ground it need not be emptied,

(j') The gasholder and tank may now be entered.

It is important that the inlet and outlet pipes of the gasholder

should be drained, and when syphon boxes are used they should

be pumped clear of condensed moisture as often as is necessary.

11. Steam Supply.—When a producer is worked with a steam

-

jet air injector the pressure of the steam must be high enough to

overcome the resistances opposed to the passage of gas through

the various parts of the plant, and to raise the gasholder. The

steam pressure necessary depends also on the size of the producer

and the volume of gas required ; it usually varies from 2 to 4

atmospheres (30 to 60 lbs. per square inch).

In practice, when pressure gas is used for driving engines or

for heating work of various kinds, it seldom happens that the

consumption is at a constant rate ; it is therefore desirable to

approximate the rate of production to a varying rate of con-

sumption. To effect this in a simple way Mr. Dowson introduced

a method of governing the production by the rise and fall of the

gasholder. His first arrangement was to blow off some steam

and air from the lower part of the producer, as shown in Pig. 34,

and as described on page 103. Later he adopted the method of

regulating the admission of steam to the producer without blow-

ing off steam or air. For this purpose the steam admission valve
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has a weighted lever which is attached to a wire cord running on

pulleys ; at the other end of the cord there is a weight suspended

over the crown of the gasholder, and the length of the cord is

adjusted so that when the gasholder is nearly full the weight

rests on it and tlie weighted lever on the steam valve falls and

floses, or partly closes, the valve. When the gasholder falls the

weight suspended over it raises the weighted lever on the steam

valve, and the full supply of steam enters the producer. In this

way (within certain limits) the rate of production is governed

automatically to suit a varying rate of consumption. This

arrangement has the further advantage that it reduces the size

of the gasholder required as less storage capacity is necessary.

1'2. Orrrjlow ]Vafer.- When a gas-plant is near a drain it is

easy to carry the overflow water to it ; hut the water should not

be too hot, or vapours may rise from it which would pass the

gratings or ventilators in the public roads or streets. In some

cases there is no drain, and it also happens sometimes that there

is a stream near the gas-plant which must not be polluted ; the

disposal of the overflow water is then a matter of some difficulty,

and it will be well to consider the nature of the water which has

to be disposed of.

When the fuel in the producer is burnt part of the sulphur

remains in the ash as sulphate and the remainder is present in

the gas chiefly as sulphuretted hydrogen. This gas is soluble in

water and is partially absorbed by the scrubbing water ; the

remainder goes with the gas. AVe cannot estimate, even approxi-

mately, the pi-oportion of the sulphur in the coal which is taken

up by the scrubbing water, as it depends on so many factors

—

I'.g. the manner in which the sulphur in the coal is combined

(whether as pyrites or in organic combination), the efficiency of

the scrubbing, the temperature of the scrubbing water, etc. How-

ever, for the purpose of an example we will assume that the fuel

contains I per cent, of sulphur, and that half of it is ultimately

found in the overflow water from the scrubber, chiefly as

sulphuretted hydrogen.

With these assumptions, which are probably in e:scess of the

truth, a 100 I3.H P. gas-plant working at full load, and using,

say, 400 grams or 9 lb. of coal per B.H.P.-hour, would give

about 200 grams (O-IS lb.) of sulphur in the overflow water each
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hour. If this cannot be allowed, care should be taken to use

fuel which does not contain more than 05 per cent, of sulphur.

The quantity of the overflow water can also be reduced consider-

ably if the gas from the producer is sufficiently cooled by passing

through a series 'of pipes before it enters the scrubber.

In suction plants there is always a small quantity of air

drawn in above the fire through the hopper, and as it mixes

with the hot gas it oxidises part of the sulphuretted hydrogen

to sulphur dioxide. The latter is also soluble in water, so that

the overflow water from the scrubber of a suction plant usually

contains both sulphur dioxide and sulphuretted hydrogen dis-

solved in it.

When necessary special methods can be adopted for getting

rid of the sulphur compounds before discharging the overflow

water. One method is to provide cooling tanks for the water, and

to use the same water repeatedly in the scrubbers, circulating it

by means of a pump. The impure water is treated from time to

time with lime, which throws down the sulphur compounds in

the form of mud, and small quantities of the water which has

been treated are discharged at intervals, fresh water being added

in the cooling tanks.

When the amount of the effluent is small it can be rendered

harmless by treatment in a settling tank with permanganate of

potash. This method has been adopted in some cases where

objection has been raised by Sanitary Authorities.

13. Gas-plants at High Altitudes.—Producer gas-plants and

gas-engines can be used in places situated far above sea-level if

proper attention is paid to the effect of the lower atmospheric

pressure which exists in these conditions, and a Dowson plant

supplying gas to Westinghouse engines has been installed with

satisfactory results at a works situated 7000 feet above sea-level.

In such cases, the density of the gas and the actual calorific

power per unit volume are less than they would be for a gas of

the same composition at sea-level, and a greater volume of gas

is required to produce the same heating effect or to give the same

power in an engine. The weight of fuel consumed is, however,

the same as at sea-level, a larger volume of gas at the lower

pressure being obtained from the same weight of fuel. The

practical difference in working at high altitudes is that a larger
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plant must be used in order to prevent excessive velocities of the

gaseous currents through the producer, scrubbers, and connecting

pipes. If the gas-plant is used with an engine, the engine also

will be of larger cylinder dimensions than are required to give

the same power at sea-level, as a larger volume of gas must be

drawn in at each suction stroke, and the size of the producer for

a given engine should be the same whether the engine is used to

give, say, 200 B.H.P. at sea-level or 150 B.H.P. at some much
higher level. If the gas-plant is required for heating, the size

should be suitable for the actual volume of gas required, and

should not be determined by reference to the weight of solid fuel

to be consumed, as the fuel consumption for a given volume of

gas is less at high altitudes than at sea-level. In Appendix B,

Table LIIL, are given the necessary data for dealing with any

practical case that may arise.
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1. Temperature.

Temperature is measured either on the Centigrade or on the

Fahrenheit scale.

On the Centigrade scale, ice melts at 0° and water boils (under a

pressure of 760 mm. of mercury) at 100°.

On the Fahrenheit scale, ice melts at 32° and water boils (under a

pressure of 760 mm. of mercury) at 212'.

To convert degrees Centigrade to Fahrenheit, multiply by 9, divide

by 5, then add 32.

To cimvert degrees Fahrenheit to Centigrade, subtract 32, then

multiply by 5 and divide by 9.

The absolute temperature of a body is its temperature measured

from the absolute zero (
- 273° C. or - 469-4° F.).

If the temperature 'of a body is t° C, its absolute temperature is

t + 273 Centigrade degrees.

If the temperature of a body is f F., its absolute temperature is

t + 459-4 Fahrenheit degrees.

The absolute temperature of melting ice is 273 Centigrade degrees,

or 491-4 Fahrenheit degrees.

2. Heat Units.

The " calorie " is the quantity of heat required to raise the tempera-

ture of 1 kilo of water through 1° C.

The " small calorie " is the quantity of heat required to raise the

temperature of 1 gram of water through 1° C.

The "British thermal unit" (B.Th.U.) is the quantity of heat

required to raise the temperature of 1 lb. of water through 1° F.

1 calorie = 1000 small calories.

= 3-968 B.Th.U.

I B.Th.U. = 0-252 calorie.
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3. Latent Heat of Steam.

The latent heat of steam at any temperature is the quantity of

heat required to convert unit mass of water at that temperature into

steam.

The latent heat of 1 kilo of steam at f C. is (606-5 - 0-695 X
calories.

The latent heat of 1 lb. of steam at f F. is (1114 - 0'695 X t)

B.Th.U.

4. Specific Heat.

The specific heat of a substance is the quantity of heat required to

raise the temperature of unit mass of it througli 1 degree.

The specific heat of many substances is greater at high than at low

temperatures.

The mean specific heat of a substance between any two tempera-

tures ti and <2 is the quantity of heat required to raise the temperature

of unit mass of it from ti to t^, divided by the range of temperature

5. Maximum Pressure of Aqueous Vapour.

At a given temperature, water will evaporate until the pressure of

its vapour above the surface of the liquid increases to a definite limit.

Evaporation then ceases, and the space above the liquid water is said

to be saturated with aqueous vapour. The maximum pressure of

aqueous vapour depends solely on the temperature, and is not

afiiscted by the presence of gases or of other vapours in the same

space.

Table XLIV.—PBnssuBB and Mass of Satdbatbd Aqueous" Vapoub.

9
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Table XLIY.—contmued.

9

i
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(b) At a given pressure, the volume of a given mass of gas is

directly proportional to its absolute temperature. (Charles's Law.)

Hence if Vi be the volume of a given mass of gas at pressure Pj and

absolute temperature T„ and if Vq be the volume which the gas

would occupy at some other pressure P, and absolute temperature T,,,

then

—

PiVi - PqVq

Ti To

P T
and therefore— Vo = Vj x -p' x sr

.

7. Reduction of the Volume of a Gas to the Standard Tem-

perature and Pressure.

Unless otherwise stated, the volume of a gas means the volume

it would occupy under the standard conditions of temperature

and pressure, viz. 0° C. (32° F.) and 760 mm. (29-92 inches) of

mercury.

If Vj^ be the observed volume of the gas, measured at a tempera-

ture t]° 0. and under a pressure P^ mm. of mercury, the reduced volume

(i.e. the volume which the gas would occupy at the standard tempera-

ture and pressure) is

—

_ ,, Pi 273

760 «i -f 273

If Yi be the observed volume of the gas, measured at a tempera-

ture of ti° F. and under a pressure P^ inches of mercury, the reduced

volume is

—

°~ ^ ^ 29-92 ^%-f 459-4'

When a gas is measured over water {e.g. in a gasholder or by a

wet meter) it is saturated with aqueous vapour. The actual pressure

Pj of the gas is the observed pressure minus the maximum pressure of

aqueous vapour at the temperature of the gas,

8. Chemical Equations. Molecular Weights and Densities of

Gases.

In a chemical equation the formulae representing the different

substances always refer to a quantity of the substance equal to its

molecular weight in grams, kilos, or pounds.
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The molecular weight in grams of any gas occupies 22-32 liters, or
the molecular weight in kilos occupies 22-32 cubic meters, or the
molecular weight in pounds occupies 357-5 cubic feet, if measured at
the standard temperature and pressure. This volume is called the
" molecular volume " of a gas.

The chemical formula of a gas therefore always refers to the

quantity of the gas which occupies 1 molecular volume at the standard

temperature and pressure.

TABLB XLV. MOLBOULAE WEIGHTS AND DENSITIES OF GaSES.

Qas.

Air ....
Carbon dioxide

Carbon monoxide
Ethylene
Hydrogen
Methane
Nitrogen
Oxygen
Water vapour

Formula.

00^
00

H,
OH.
N,
0,
H,0

Molecular
weight.

43-90
27-94
27-95
2-00

15-97
28-02

31-93
17-96

Density.

Air = 1.

1-0000

1-5197
0-9671
0-9674
0-0692

0-5530
0-9701
1-1052
0-6218

Weight of 1 liter

In grams, or of
1 cubic meter

in kilos.

1-2930
1-9650
1-2505
1-2509

0-0895
0-7150
1-2544
1-4291

0-8040

The following are the chemical equations representing the principal

changes which occur in the formation and combustion of producer

gas.

Formation of producer gas from air and carbon :

—

+ 02 = CO2 + 97,600 calories.

CO2 + C = 200 - 38,800 „

20 + O2 = 200 + 58,800 „

Reactions between steam and carbon :

—

H2O + = Hg + 00 - 28,800 calories.

2H2O + = 2H2 + CO2 - 18,800 „

Reaction between steam and carbon monoxide :

—

H2O + 00^ OO2 + Hj + 10,000 calories.
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Combustion of the constituents of producer gas :

—

2C0 + 02 = 2CO2 + 136,400 calories.

2H2 + 02 = 2H2O + 138,000 „

CH4 + 202,= CO2 + 2H2O +' 213,500 calories.

C2H4 + 3O2 = 2CO2 + 2H2O + 341,100 „

Mxample—
C2H4 + 3O2 = 2OO2 + 2H2O + 341,100 calories.

This equation tells us that '27-95 kilos of ethylene (see Table of

Molecular Weights) combine -with 3 x 31-93 or 95-79 kilos of oxygen

to form 2 x 43-90 or 87-80 kilos of carbon dioxide and 2 x 17-96 or

35-92 kilos of tpater, and that 341,100 calories are evolved. The equation

also tells us that 1 volume of ethylene requires for its combustion 3

volumes of oxygen, and that the products consist of 2 volumes of carbon

dioxide and 2 volumes of steam (if the latter is not condensed).

9. Specific Heats of Gases.

The specific heat of a gas is greater -when the gas is heated under a

constant pressure (and therefore allovred to expand) than -when it is

heated at constant volume.

The difierence between the specific heats of a gas at constant

pressure and at constant volume is

—

1-98

molecular weight of the gas

3-564

molecular weight of the gas

Centigrade units.

Fahrenheit units.

Table XLVI.

—

Mean Specific Heats of Gasbs at Constant Pbessubb between
THE AbSOLUTB ZeEO AND THE TeMPEBATUBB t° C

Gas.
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The mean specific heat between absolute zero and f C. is—

a + 6(< + 273)

where the values of a and h are taken from Table XLVI.
The heat required to raise the temperature of 1 kilo of the gas

from the absolute zero to t^" 0. is

—

a{ty + 273) + 6(<i + 273)2 calories.

The heat required to raise the temperature of 1 kilo of the gas
from the absolute zero to t^ C is

—

a(<2 + 273) + 6(<2 + 273)2 calories.

The heat required to raise the temperature of 1 kilo of the gas

from <i° to <2° C. is the difference between these two quantities, or

—

«('2 - h) + Hk - hXh + h + 546) calories.

The mean specific heat between t^ and t^ is therefore

—

a + 6(<2 + <i + 546).

Example.—The mean specific heat of carbon dioxide, at conBtant

pressure, between 0° C. and 1000° C. is—

01481 + 0-0000843 x 1546 = 0-2784.

10. Molecular Heat of Gases.

The molecular heat of a gas is the quantity of heat required to

raise the temperature of 22-32 cubic meters of the gas (or of its mole-

cular weight in kilos) through 1° C.

Table XLVII.—Mean MoiiHOOeab Heats of Gasbs at Constakt Peessobe
BETWEEN THE AbSOLUTB ZeBO AND THE TbMPBBATUBE t° C.

Gas.
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t^ and ig can be found from this table in the same way that the mean

specific heat is found ftom Table XLVI.

JExample.—The mean molecular heat of carbon dioxide between 0° C.

and 1000° 0. is—

6-5 + 0-0037 X 1546 = 12-22.

11. Calorific Power.

The calorific power of a substance is the quantity of heat given out

by the combustion of unit mass (or of unit volume if the substance be

a gas), the products of combustion being cooled to the temperature of

the air.

1 calorie per kilo = 1-8 B.Th.U. per pound.

1 B.Th.U. per pound = 0"555 calorie per kilo.

1 calorie per cubic meter = 0-1124: B.Th.U. per cubic foot.

1 B.Th.U. per cubic foot = 8-900 calories per cubic meter.

Table XLVIII.—Calobipic Poweb of Gases (bubnt at Cohstant Pbbssube).
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against the pressure of the atmosphere is equivalent to 541 x C«i — "2)

calories.

The nitrogen in the air used for combustion is also present in the

products, and is therefore not taken into account.

If the volume of the products (at 0° C.) is less than the volume of

the mixture of gas and oxygen, work is done by the pressure of the

atmosphere when the gas is burnt at constant pressure, and the heat

of combustion at constant pressure is greater than the heat of com-

bustion at constant volume by 541 X (»i — Wg) calories.

Example.— The combustion of 2 kilos (1 molecular volume) of hydro-

gen at constant pressure (760 mm. of mercury) gives 69,000 calories, the

steam being condensed.

The oxygen required for the combustion is 0-5 molecular volume, and

the volume of the products is zero. (The volume of the condensed water

is negligible.)

Hence Ui = 1'5, Kj = 0, and {n^ — n.^ = 1*5. The difference between

the heats of combustion is therefore

—

541 X 1-5 = 811 calories,

and the " heat of combustion at constant volume " (steam condensed) is

69,000 - 811 = 68,189 calo'ries, for 2 kilos of hydrogen.

* The gross calorific power of hydrogen at constant volume is therefore

—

34,095 calories per kilo.

Tabkb XLIX.—OAiiOBiPio PowBB OF Gases (bubnt; at Constamt VoIjUile:).
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lower value of the calorific power is found by deducting the latent heat of the

steam from the higher value, Vhether the gas is burnt at constant volume or

at constant pressure.

The calorific power of a sample of producer gas may be readily

found from its analysis by the aid of Table L.

Table L.—Gross Calohific Power of Gas at Constant Prebbubb, the

Gas beino measured dry, at 0° 0. and 760 mm. Pressure.
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Table L.—[Calories per Cubic Meter)—continued.

331
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Example—

Composition of gas.

Per cent, by volume.

Hydrogen 16"2 . . .

Carbon monoxide 21'0 . . .

Methane 1-3 .. .

Carbon dioxide S'S" . . .

Oxygen 0-2 . . .

Nitrogen 52-8 . . .

Calorific Power (from

Table L.).

Calories per cm.

... 500

... 640

. 124

Total 100-0 1264

The gross calorific power of the gas burnt at constant pressure is 1264 calories

per cubic meter, or 142-0 B.Th.U. per cubic foot.

The gross calorific power of the gas burnt at constant volume may be found

from Table LXIX. :—
Calorific Power.

Due to the hydrogen . . . 0-162 x 3052 = 494-4 calories.

Due to the carbon monoxide 0-210 x 3033 = 636-9

Due to the methane . . . 0-013 x 9492 = 123-4 „

Total 1254-7 calories per cubic meter.

or 141-0 B.Th.U. per cubic foot.

Or it may be calculated from the gross calorific power at constant pressure,

found as above, and the change in volume during combustion, as follows :—

Constituent.
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The nett calorific powers may be found from Tables XLVIII. and XLIX. :—

Nett Calorific Power

(constant pressure).

Due to ttie hydrogen . . . 0-162 x 2601 = 421-4 calories.

Due to the carbon monoxide 0-210 x 3046 = 639-7 „

Due to the methane . . 0-013 x 8567 = 111-4

Total . . . 1172-5 calories per cubic meter,

or 181-7 B.Th.U. per cubic foot.

Nett Calorific Power
(constant volume).

Due to the hydrogen . . . 0-162 x 2565 = 415-5 calories.

Due to the carbon monoxide 0-210 x 3033 = 636-9 „

Due to the methane . . . 0-013 x 8518 = 110-8 „

Total . . . 1163-2 calories per cubic meter,

or 130-7 B.Th.U. per cubic foot.

The nett calorific powers may also be calculated by deducting the latent heat

of the steam in the products from the corresponding gross calorific powers, as

explained on p. 306.

12. Calorific Intensity.

The calorific intensity or theoretical flame temperature of a sub-

stance is the temperature to which the products of combustion would

be raised if the initial temperature were 0° C. or 32° F., assuming that

the combustion is complete, that no excess of air or oxygen is used, and

that all the heat evolved during the combustion of the substance is

taken up by the products.

The actual flame temperature is always lower than the calculated

value because none of these conditions are realised in practice.

In calculating the calorific intensity it is usually assumed that the

specific heat of the products of cornbustion is the same at high as at

low temperatures. The calorific intensity is then equal to

—

Calorific power

Specific heat of products x Mass of products from the combustion of unit mass

The values obtained in this way are much higher than the observed

flame temperatures, and it is better to take into account the increase

of specific heat with temperature. This may be done with the help of

Tables LI. and LII., which show the number of calories required

to raise the temperature of 22-32 liters of various gases from 0° C. to
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various temperatures, under constant pressure and under constant

volume respectively.

Table LI.

—

Oaloeibs bequibbd to heat 22-32 Liters oe Vaeious Gases

B^OM 0° C. TO Various TEMPERAinBBS, undbe Constant Pbbssueb.'-
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Table LII.—Oalohiks requibbd to heat 22-32 Litbes op Vabious Gases
FBOM 0° 0. to Vabious Tempebatubks, dndeb Oonbtant Voldmb.'
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For the water-vapour ... 1 x 27"76 = 27'76 calorieB.

For the nitrogen 1-88 X" 16-05 = 30-17 „

Total . . . .
57-93 „

To raise the temperature of the products from 0° 0. to 2100° 0. at constant

pressure requires

—

For the water-vapour . . . 1 x 29*74 = 29-74 calories.

For the nitrogen ..'... 1-88 x 16-98 = 31-92 „

Total . . . 61-66

The quantity of heat available for heating the products is 58-2 calories, and

the calorific intensity is therefore between 2000° C. and 2100° C. The excess

above 2000° C. is approximately

—

The calorific intensity of hydrogen in air at constant pressure is therefore

2007° C. or 3645° F.

(h) Calorific intensity of carbon monoxide, when burnt in air, at

constant pressure.

The combustion takes place according to the equation

—

200 -I- O2 = 2OO2 + 136,400 calories.

The combustion of 28 grams of carbon monoxide therefore requires J x 22-32

liters of oxygen, and 682 calories are evolved.

The products of combustion consist of 22-32 liters of carbon dioxide and
1-88 X 22-32 liters of nitrogen.

To raise the temperature of the products from 0° 0. to 2100° 0. at constant

pressure requires

—

For the carbon dioxide . . . 1 x 34-18 = 34-18 calories.

For the nitrogen 1-88 x 16-98 = 31-92 „

Total . ... 66-10 „

To raise the temperature of the products from 0° C. to 2200° 0. at constant

pressure requires

—

For the carbon dioxide ... 1 x 36-64 = 36-64 calories.

For the nitrogen 1-88 x 17-92 = 33-69 „

Total . . . 70-33

The calorific intensity exceeds 2100° C. by

—

,.. 68-20-66-10 .„„„
^°^ >< 70-33- 66-10 = '"^-

The calorific intensity of carbon monoxide in air at constant pressure is

therefore 2150° C. or 3900° F.
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(c) Calorific intensity of a sample of producer gas when burnt in

air at constant pressure.

Composition of gas.
' Per cent, by volume.

Hydrogen 16'2

Carbon monoxide 21'0

Methane 1-3

Carbon dioxide 8"5

Oxygen 0-2

Nitrogen 52-8

100-0

The nett calorific power of the gas at constant pressure is 1172'5 calories per

cm. (see p. 333), and the heat of combustion of 22-32 liters is 1172-5 x 0-022312

= 26-17 calories.

(The nett calorific power is taken because the steam in the products of

combustion is not condensed.)

The products of combustion of 22-32 liters of the gas consist of :

—

Water vapour—
0-162 X 22-32 liters due to the hydrogen.

0-026 X 22-32 liters due to the methane.

Total . 0-188 X 22'32 liters.

Garhon Dioxide—
0-210 X 22-32 liters due to the carbon monoxide.

0-013 X 22-32 liters due to the methane.

0-085 X 22-32 liters present in the producer gas.

Total . 0-308 x 22-32 liters.

Nitrogen—
The oxygen required for combustion is :

—

0-081 X 22-32 liters for the hydrogen.

0-105 X 22-32 liters for the carbon monoxide.

0-026 X 22-32 liters for the methane.

0-212 X 22-32 liters.

Less . 0-002 x 22-32 liters present in the producer gas.

Total . 0-210 X 22-32 liters.

The nitrogen in the air used for combustion is therefore

—

0-210 X 22-82 X 3-76 = 0-790 x 22-32 liters,

and the nitrogen present in the gas is 0-528 x 22-32 „

Total . . . 1-318 X 22-32 „
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To raise the temperature of the products from 0° 0. to 1500° C. at constant

pressure requires

—

For the water vapour .... 0188 x 18-65 = 3'51 calories.

For the carbon dioxide . . . 0-308 x 21-11 = 6-50 „

For the nitrogen 1-318 x 11-59 = 15-28 „

Total . . . 25-29 „

To raise the temperature of the products from 0° C. to 1600° C. at constant

pressure requires

—

For the water vapour". . . . 0-188 x 20-35 = 3-83 calories.

For the carbon dioxide . . . 0-308 X 23-09 = 7-11 „

For the nitrogen 1-318 x 12-46 = 16-42 „

Total . . . 27-36 „

The calorific intensity exceeds 1500° 0. by—*

26-17 - 25-29 _
^°° "" 27-36 - 25-29 " *^ °-

and the calorific intensity of the gas when burnt in air at constant pressure is

1542° C. or 2808° F.

(d) Calorific intensity of a sample of producer gas when burnt in

air at constant volume.

For the same sample of gas the nett calorific power at constant volume is

1163-2 calories per cubic meter (see p. 333), and the heat of combustion of

22-32 liters is 1163-2 x 0-02232 = 25-96 calories.

To raise the temperature of the products from 0° 0. to 1800° C. at constant

volume requires

—

For the steam 0-188 x 20-37 = 3-83 calories.

For the carbon dioxide . . . 0-308 x 23-75 = 7-32 „

For the nitrogen 1-318 x 10-67 = 14-06 „

Total . . . 25-21 „

To raise the temperature of the products from 0° C. to 1900° C. at constant-

volume requires

—

For the steam 0-188 x 22-07 = 4-15 calories.

For the carbon dioxide . . , 0-308 x 25-79 = 7-94 „

For the nitrogen 1-318x11-38 = 15-00 „

Total . . . 27-09

The calorific intensity exceeds 1800° C. by

—

25-96-25-21^

2709 - 25-21
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and the calorific intensity of the gas when burnt in air at constant volume is

1840° 0. or 3344° F.

It is interesting to note that the theoretical flame temperature is

considerably higher (nearly 300° C. or 540° F.) when the combustion

takes place at constant volume than when the gas is burnt at constant

pressure.

13. Corrections for Altitude.

The data required for calculations in connection with producers

Operating above sea-level are given in the following table (see

Chapter XVIII., p. 316).

Table LIII.—Babometrio Pbebsueb, Volume of Gas and Calohific Power
at different altitudes.
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Volume.

1 cub. cm. = 0'061 cubic in.

1 cub. meter = 35-317 cubic ft.

1 liter = 0-2201 gallon.

Weight.

1 kilo = 2-2046 lbs.

1000 kilos (1 I _ 2204.6 11,3.]-metric ton)

Pressure.

1 kilo per sq. cm. = 14-22 lbs.

per sq. in.

1 cubic incb = 16-4 cub. cms.

1 cubic foot = 0-028315 c. meter.

1 gallon = 4-543 liters.

1 lb. = 453-59 grams.

1 ton (British) = 1016-05 kUos.

1 lb. per in. = 0-07032 kilo

per sq. cm.

15. General Data.

One liter of water (at its greatest density) weighs 1 kilo.

One cubic meter or 1000 liters of water (at its greatest density)

weighs 1000 kilos or 1 metric ton.

1 lb. per sq. in.

1 in. water column

1 B.Th.U.

1 Calorie

1 B.H.P.-hour

1 Electrical H.P.-hour (Board )

of Trade Unit—B.T.IJ.) 3

= 27-65 inches water column.

= 2-035 inches mercury column.

= 0-0736 inch mercury column.

= 778 foot pounds.

= 42-7 kilogram-meters.

= 641-4 calories.

= 2545 B.Th.U.

= 1 kilowatt-hour.

= 1-34 B.H.P.-hours.
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Explanatory comnients, 20, 22, 23.

Yield per kilo of carbon, 6.

Altitude

—

Effect on working of producer, 316,

Corrections for, 339.

Ammoniacal liquor obtained from
brown coal, 255.

Ammonium sulphate

—

Recovery of, from bituminous coal

—

Description of Mond plant, 1 76.

Fuel used must contain high per-

centage of nitrogen, 247.

Eeoovery of, from peat, 200, 201,

207.
'

Analysis of fuels

—

[

Preparation of sample for anSlysis,

267.

Proximate analysis, methods of

—

Ash, determination of, 269.

Fixed carbon, calculation of, 269.

Moisture, determination of, 267.

Sulphur, determination of, by
Esohka's method, 269.

Volatile matter, determination of,

268.

Sampling, method recommended,266.

Analysis of producer gas, 270, etc.

Absorption of carbon dioxide, 276.

Absorption of carbon monoxide,

276.

Absorption of oxygen, 276.

Analysis of producer gas

—

txyrM/n/ued,

Apparatus used, 273.

Determination of hydrogen and

methane, 277.

Example illustraliing method of cal-

culation, 278.

Operations of which analysis consists,

273.

Sample, collection of, 270-273.

Annealing in gas-fired furnace, 96.

Anthracite

—

Action of heat on. See Volatile con-

stituents.

Advantages compared with

—

Bituminous coal, 175, 196, 247.

Coke, 24, 25, 127.

Ash-
Formation of clinker, 261-263.

Fusibility of, 261.

Increased proportion in small sizes,

table of composition of large

anthracite and peas, 262.

Percentage and nature of ash in,

248, 261, 263.

Belgian anthracite, 264.-

Calorific power, 265.

Clinker. See that title.

Compositions-

Approximating to pure carbon,

249.

Average composition, table, 248.

Comparison of "large" and

"peas," 263.

Hydrogen in, 25, 248.

Definition, 255, 259.

Distribution of, 258, 259, 264.

Dtfst—

Loss from dust on "peas" when
shipped, 263

Eemoval by washing, 262.

French anthracite, 264, 265.

Lower grades, 263.

Moisture, loss of heat due to, 29.

Output, 259.

Scotch anthracite, 264.

Sizing, 259.

Composition of anthracite, "large "

and "peas," 262.

List of sizes produced, 260, 265.

Percentage of waste, 261.

Uses of, 259.
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Anthracite

—

continued.

Volatile constituents

—

Gag evolved on heating anthracite

without air, 24.

Percentage of, 256.

Tarry matter, yield o£ 263, 264.

Washing of, 262.

Aqueous vapour. See Water vapour.

Arbos gas plant and engine, 133.

Area (sectional) of producer fire. See

Air-blast, velocity of.

Ash, 248.

See also names of fuels.

Atkinson's scavenging engine, 120.

Ayrton and Perry on scavenging, 120.

B

Bamber on gas traction, 212.

Beardmore on gas propulsion of vessels,

219.

B4nier suction plant and engine, 134,

135.

Birmingham Small Arms Factory, gas

plant at

—

Stand-by losses, 231.

Bisohof gas-producer, first internally

fired gas-producer, 68, 69.

Bishop on stand-by losses of steam

boilers, 230, 232.

Bituminous coal

—

Action of heat on. Sea Volatile con-

stituents.

Ash, proportion of, 257.

Caking and non-caking varieties,

256.

Caking coals not suitable for gas-

producers, 196, 257.

Composition and specific gravity

—

Table, 256.

Non-oaking coals suitable for gas-

produoers, 256.

Calorific power, 257.

Engine-work, production of gas from
bituminous coal

—

Bone and Wheeler's tests with

Mond producers, 183-186.

Competition of gas power with

steam power, bearing on, 175.

Bituminous coal

—

amtimied.

Engine-work—coreW7H<«d.

Producers for. See Boutillier,

Grossley, Deschamps, Dowson,
Farnham, Pichet and Heurtey,

Loomis-Pettibone, Mond, Whit-
field, Wilson.

Tar in producer gas

—

Conversion of tarry vapours into

fixed gases, 23, 187-189.

Down-draught producers, 187.

Plant with two producers, \9'i.

Producers with fuel-feed at

bottom, 191-195.

Producers with up- and down-
draughts, 188-191.

Removal of^
Centrifugal tar extractor, 191.

Cooling gas, 186.

U. S. Geological Survey tests on,

241-244.

Furnace work, suitability of gas for,

176.

Volatile constituents

—

Effect of, on composition of semi-

water-gas, 25.

Gas evolved on heating bituminous

coal without air, 24.

Percentage of, 256.

Tar, destruction of. Refer to sub-

heading Engine-work.

Tarry matter given off on distilla-

tion, 23.

Blowpipes, best air-pressure for pro-

ducer gas, 102.

Boilers. See Steam-boilers.

BoUinckx suction plant, 156-158.

Bone and Jerdan on direct union of

carbon and hydrogen, 26, 27.

Bone and Wheeler's tests with Mond
producers at Warriagton, 183-186.

Bonecourt gas-fired boiler, 100, 101.

Bone on

—

Dellwik-Pleischer water-gas plant,

21,22.

Gas-fired boiler, 100.

Kramers and Aarts' water-gas plant,

88.

Boudouard's experiments, etc., 40-42,

45-49, 52, 55, 56.

Boutillier et Oie.'s gas-producer, 191.
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Boyle's law, (App. B) 323.

Boys' gas calorimeter, 299-301.

Brame and Cowan on fuel calorimeters,

288.

/'British Thermal Unit," definition,

(App. B) 321.

Brook and Wilson gas-producer, 73, 74.

Brown coals

—

Ash, amount of, 248, 255.

Average composition—Tables, 248,

254.

Calorific power, 255.

Distribution of, 254.

Lignite, use of, for producer gas, 247,

255.

Moisture, percentage of, 248, 255.

Process of formation, 248.

Uses of, by-products, etc., 255.

Bunte and Harris on decomposition of

steam by carbon, 59.

Burham, Dowson suction plant at, 190.

Burners and small gas-jets^

Air supply, important not to use

excess, 102.

Use of " atmospheric '' burners or

air at pressure, 102, 103.

Cleaning of gas essential, 63, 102.

Chemical purification sometimes

necessary, 112.

Pressure at burners should be con-

stant, 64, 102.

Suitable and unsuitable kinds of

producer gas, 104.

Burstall on fuel consumption, 121.

Butterfield on

—

Calorific power of coke, 291.

Composition of coal, 256.

Caking and non-caking coals. See

Bituminous coal.

Calorie, definition, 2 note, (App. B) 279.

Calorific intensity

—

Carbon monoxide, (App. B) .336.

Constant volume and constant pres-

sure, (App. B) 339.

Definition, (App. B) 333.

Hydrogen, (App. B) 335.

Methods of calculating, (App. B)
333-339.

Calorific intensity

—

continued.

Producer gas, 21, (App. B) 337, 338.

Calorific power, definition, (App. B) 328.

Calorific power of gas

—

Calculation from analysis

—

Advantages of method, 305.

Example, 305-306, (Aj^. B) 332.

Nett calorific power, 306, (App. B)

333.

Suction plants, gas made in, con-

venience of method for, 305.

Tables, (App. B) 330, 331.

Constant pressure, ga'Ses burnt at.

Table XLVIII., (App. B) 328;

Table L., (App. B.) 330, 331.

Constant volume, gases burnt at^
Table XLIX., (App. B) 329.

Example, (App. B.) 332.

Conversion values, (Apjk B) 328.

Determination, method of, 291, etc.,

299, 301. See also Calorimeters.

Difference between calorific powers

at constaiit pressure and constant

volume, 304, (App. B) 328, 329.

Examples, (App. B) 329, 332.

Dowson's early gas plant, 105.

Engine work, 281.

Fuel consumption, bearing on, 280,

281.

Gross and nett (higher and lower)

—

Calculation of nett calorific power,

306, (App. B) 333.

Distinction between gross and nett

values, 297.

Higher and lower. See Gross and

nett.

Importance of knowing, 280, 281.

Increased by use of steam, 10, 62,

107, 105.

Producer gas

—

Practical results, 21, 24, 115, 131,

144, 146, 147, 152, 167, 172, 173,

178, 186, 189, 190, 194.

See also under Peat.

Theoretical results, 6, 12, 14, 17,

19, 21.

Suction plants

—

Diagrams showing variations in

calorific power, 148-150.

Effect of rate of production, 167,

173.
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Oalorifio power of gas—continued.
Water-gas

—

Practical results, 21, 88, 90.

TheoreticaJ results, 17, 21.

See also under Peat.

Oalorifio power of solid fuel

—

Oalculatlon from analysis

Coke, Butterfield's formula, 291.

Proximate analysis, Goutal's for-

mula, 289.

Accuracy of results, 291.

Example, 290.

Table, 290.

Volatile matter, determination
of, 291.

Ultimate analysis, Mahler's for-

mula, 289.

Determination by calorimeters, 282,

etc. See Calorimeters.

Importance of knowing, 280.

Moisture, effect of, 289.

See also names of fuels.

Calorimeters

—

Bomb calorimeters

—

Calorific power at constant pres-

sure, 304.

Description, 282, 283.

Gases, determination of calorific

power of, 301.

Disadvantages of bomb calori-

meters, 304.

Nett calorific power, method of

ascertaining, 304.

Witz bomb calorimeter, 302,

303.

Mahler-Doukin calorimeter, con-

struction and use of, 282-286,

301.

Accuracy of results, 285, 286.

Calorimeters for solid fuel, com-

parison of different types—Table,

288.

Calorimeters using oxygen at atmo-

spheric pressure, 286.

Disadvantages, 286.

Fischer's calorimeter, 287.

Bosenhaiu's calorimeter, 287.

W. Thomson's calorimeter, 287.

Gas calorimeters with continuous

combustion and continuous flow,

291.

Calorimeters

—

continued.

Gas calorimeters with continuous

combustion and continuous flow

—contmued.

Boys' calorimeter, 209-301.

Correction of results for tempera-

ture and pressure, 295, 296.

Dowson's calorimeter, 299.

Hartley's calorimeter, 299.

Junkers' calorimeter, 291-299.

Accuracy of results, 298.

Advantage as compared with

bomb calorimeters, 304.

Nett calorific power, method of

determining, 298.

Lewis Thompson's calorimeter, 287,

2,S8.

Moisture in solid fuel, sample should

be dried or moisture determined,

2.H8.

"Sarco" recording gas calorimeter,

301.

Water equivalent, 285.

Oannel coal, 266.

Oapitaiue on gas propulsion of vessels,

219.

Carb(/n

—

Air and steam, action upon carbon.

See that title.

Calorific power, (App. B) 328, 329.

Fixed carbon, determination of,

269.

Chief constituent of fuels used for

producer gas, 2.

Carbon and carbon dioxide, reaction

between

—

Depth of fuel, effect of, 2, 3, 38.

Wendt's experiments, 38, 39.

Eq^uilibrium between carbon, carbon

dioxide, and carbon monoxide, 49-

56.

Physical condition of fuel, Bou-

douard's experiments, etc., 40.

Pressure, efieot of increasing; 51.

Size of fuel, Boudouard's experi-

ments, etc., 41, 42.

Temperature, efiect of, 44—48, 51^7.

Boudouard's experiments, 45, 46.

Point beyond which no further

gain from increased tempera-

ture, 54, 56.
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Carbon and carbon dioxide, reaction

between

—

continued.

Temperature

—

continued.

Proportions of carbon dioxide and
carbon monoxide at difiereut

temperatures, 45-49, 52-54.

Eeversible reaction, 49^1.
Conversion of carbon monoxide

to carbon dioxide and carbon

after gases leave producer, 56,

57.

Ehead and Wheeler's experiments,

45-47.

Velocity witb wbioh change occurs,

efieot of temperature, 44—47.

Befer also to Carbon monoxide.

Carbon and air, reaction between. See

Air, action on carbon.

Carbon and hydrogen, direct combina-

tion of, 26, 27.

Carbon and steam, reaction between.

See Steam, action on carbon.

Carbon dioxide

—

Air-gas, carbon dioxide in, 67.

Calories required to heat, to various

temperatures—
(a) Constant pressure, (App. B)

334.

(6) Constant volume, (App. B) 33S.

Carbon and carbon dioxide, reaction

between. See that title.

Density, 325.

Determination of, 276.

Dissociation of, 60.

Formation of, 2, 3.

Hydrogen and carbon dioxide, re-

action between, 14, 15, 58.

Eeduction to methane, 26.

Reversible reaction, 57-58.

Molecular heat, (App. B) 327.

Molecular weight, (App. B) 325.

Specific heat, (App. B) 326.

Water-gas, carbon dioxide in, 59.

Carbon monoxide

—

Calorific intensity, (App. B) 336.

Calorific power, (App.B) 328, 329, 330.

Density, 325.

Determination of, 276.

Hydrogen and carbon monoxide, re-

action between, 26.

Molecular heat, (App. B) 327.

Carbon monoxide

—

continued.

Molecular weight, (App. B) 325.

Poisoning by, precautions against,

etc., 307.

Producer gas, carbon monoxide in

—

Depth of fuel, eSect of, 38, 39.

Direct combination of carbon with

oxygen, 3.

Same result by two methods of

production, 4.

Befer also to titleCarbon and carbon

dioxide, reaction between.

Specific heat, 7, (App. B) 326.

Steam and carbon monoxide, reaction

between, 14.

Beversible reaction, 57, 58.

Carbonic acid. See Carbon dioxide.

Carbonic oxide. See Carbon inonoxide.

Carburetted hydrogen. See Methane.

Case on composition of Mond gas, 178.

Cellulose, 248.

Change of volume during combustion,

(App. B) 328, 332.

Charcoal^
Peat charcoal, formation of, 249.

Wood charcoal—
^^

Calorific power, 251.

Composition, 251.

I'ormation of, 249, 250.

Volatile matter expelled, 251.

Specific gravity, 251.

Suitability for use in gas-producers

—cost, etc., 41, 251, 252.

Charles' law, (App. B) 324.

Chemical equations, (App. B) 324.

Ohingford, Humphrey pump at, 128-

132.

Clark's tests of Dowson gas plant, 105,

114.

Cleaning and cooling of gas

—

Chemical purification, 112.

For burners or small jets, 63, 102.

For furnace work, 63.

Hydraulic seal and coke scrubber,

124.

Loss of sensible heat, etc., 102.

Siemen's regenerative furnace, 91.

Method of cleaning, 102.

Method of cooling, 29, 124.

Water, quantity required, 124.

Clerk gas-engine, 119.
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Clerk, Sir D., on

—

Farnham gas-producer, 194.

Fuel oonsumption, 121.

Gas-engines, 116, 101, 1C4.

Heat efficiency, 121, 139.

Pre-ignition, 126.

Scavenging, 119,

Suction plants, heat efficiency, 139.

Olinker

—

Ponnation of, 44, 73.

Composition of ash, influence of,

261, 263.

Down-draught producer, 187.

Suction plant, 261.

Preventing adherence to lining of

producer, 76.

Prevention of, 138, 261.

Removal of, 75, 82, 176, 310.
Coal-
Air required for combustion, 65.

Caking and non-caking, 256.

Cannel coal, 256.

Common coal

—

Calorific power, 257.

Classification according to be-

haviour on heating, 266.

Composition, 248.

Formation, 248.

Volatile matter, 255.

Moisture in coal, 248, 289.

Volatile matter, determination of,

248.

See also Anthraoile; Bituminous
coal ; Brown coal, etc.

Cocoa beans, roasting by gas, 108-110.

Codigoro, plant using peat at, 203.

Coffee, roasting by gas, 110.

Coke-
Anthracite, comparison with, 24, 25,

127, 147, 153.

Bituminous coal, comparison with,

175, 247.

Brown coal, coke from, 255.

Caking coals, nature of coke from,

256.

Calorific power, calculation from
analysis, 291.

Definition, 267.

Formation of, 249.

Fuel for gas-producers, 247, 249, 257,

258.

Coke

—

conUnued.

Gas coke, 257, 258.

Oven coke, 258.

Coke-scrubber, 124.

Combustion of producer gas

—

Air required, 21, 66, 147, 152.

Common coal. See Coal.

Composition of producer gas, 1.

Average composition about the same
as in 1882.. 114.

Brook and Wilson producer, compo-
sition of gas, 74.

Dowson's early plant—composition

of gas, 105.

Dowson pressure plant at Chingford,

131.

Dowson suction plant for bituminous

coal, 189, 190.

Farnham gas-producer, 194.

Fuel, nature and depth of fuel, effect

on composition of gas. liefer to

Fuel.

Hydrogen in producer gas, 24, 25, 26,

115, 125.

Mond producer, composition of gas,

178, 186.

Nitrogen in producer gas, 16, 27, 82.

Oxygen in producer gas, 312.

Siemens' producer, composition of

gas, 71.

Size of producer, effect of, 115.

Suction and pressure plants, com-

parison, 161, 152.

Suction plants

—

Comparison of gas made from an-

thracite and from coke, 147-150.

Composition of gas, 144, 146.

Full load and half load, 173.

Full load, no load, and varying

load, 166-174.

Theoretical and practical results

—

Table summarising, 21.

Explanatory comments, 20-26.

Theoretical composition of gas, 6, 12,

14. 21, 32, 33.

Volatile matter in fuel, effect of, 22,

23, 24.

Water-gas, 21, 84, 86, 88, 90. ,

See also under Peat.

Compression. See Engine work.

Consumption of fuel. See Fuel.
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Oontinuous furnace, 96, 97.

Convection currents, loss of heat due
to, 65.

Conversion values

—

Britisli and metric weights and mea-
sures, (App. B) 339, 340.

Calorific power, (App. B) 328.

Heat units, (App. B) 321.

Miscellaneous, (App. B) 340.

Temperature, (App. B) 321.

Conveyance of producer gas. See Dis-

tribution.

Cooking by producer gas, 106-108,

111.

Cooling of gas. See Cleaning and
cooling.

Cost of producer gas, 110.

Cost of repairs of gas-producers, 246.

Crompton on stand-by losses in steam
boilers, 229, 232.

Crossley Bros., Ltd.

—

Bituminous plant, 191.

Centrifugal tar extractor, 191, 205.

Stand-by losses in gas-producers,

227.

Suction plant, 157, 158.

Eesults of tests, 199, 200.

Using peat, 199, 200, 203, 205.

Use of waste fuels, 196.

D

Deeley on stand-by losses in steam-

boUers, 229, 232.

Definition of "producer gas," and of

" gas-producer," 1.

Delassue suction plant, 153, 154.

Dellwik and Fleischer water-gas appa-

ratus, 85.

Water-gas made in, 21, 22.

Densities of gases, (App. B) 324, 325.

Depth of fuel. See Fuel.

Derby, Eoyal Agricultural Society's

trials of suction plants at, 153, 167,

173, 174.

Deschamps on gas-producers, 69, 187.

Deviljf on dissociation, 60.

Dissociation

—

Carbon dioxide, 60.

Steam, 60.

Distribution of producer gas, 244.

Comparison with steam power, 245.

Distribution over large areas—South

Stafiordshire Mond Gas Go.'s un-

dertaking. 179-183.

Donkin, Mr. Bryan, on

—

Heat efficiency, of steam-boilers.

. 235.

Stand-by'losses of steam-boilers, 228.

Down-draught gas-producer, 187.

Dowson's gas calorimeter, 299.

Dowson gas-producer

—

Air-gas made in, 21.

Bituminous coal, producer for, 188-

190.

Early gas plant, 103-106.

Engine-work, first trial with pro-

ducer gas, 114.

Installations

—

Ghingford pumping station, 130.

Gloucester County Asylum, 106-

108.

Van Houten's Cocoa Factory at

Weesp, Holland, 108-110.

Walthamstow Isolation Hospital,

108.

West Bromwich, Kenrick and

Sons, 189.

Semi-water-gas made in, 21.

Size of fuel used, 259, 260.

Stand-by losses, 227, 228.

Suction plant for 100 B.H.P., 158,

159.

Suction plant for bituminous coal,

188-190.

Suction plants—Trials

—

Anthracite, 140-145, 148, 149, (App.

A) 318, 319.

Coke, 146, 150, (App. A) 320.

Comparison of full load and half

load, 173.

Comparison of gas from anthracite

and from coke, 147.

Heat efficiency

—

Comparison of tests with anthra-

cite and coke, 147.

Lower efficiency of smaller appa-

ratus, 145.

With cold start and hot start,

143, 144, 146, 147.

Varying loads, 167.
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Dowson, Mr. J. E., on—
Furnace designB

—

Continuous furnace for carbonis-

ing, 96, 97.

Furn&ce for heating armour plates,

94-96.

Rate of producing gas, method of

regulation, 314.

Suction plant, methods of regulating

quantity of steam, 139.

Drehschmidt's method for determina-

tion of sulphur in gas, 279.

Drying producer gas, 123.

Dust in fuel, 42, 262.

Duisberg on plant using peat in Han-
over, 203.

E

Economic advantages of producer gas

—

Heat losses—saving efiected in fur-

nace work, 65-68.

Bepairs and maintenance, cost of,

246.

Befer also to titles Heat efficiency,

and Stand-by losses.

Efficiency. See Heat efficiency.

Ehrhardt and Sehmer's gas-producer,

75, 76.

Ekenberg's process of treating peat, 199.

Engine -work

—

Bituminous coal, production of gas

for engine work. See Bituminous

coal.

Bituminous fuel, producers using,

176, 177, 187-195.

Gleaning and cooling gas, 177, 178,

189, 191.

Composition of gas

—

Comparison of hydrogen and

carbon monoxide, 126.

Percentage of hydrogen desirable,

125.

Pre-ignition, effect of hydrogen on,

125, 126.

Table of analyses, 1 16.

Compression in cylinder

—

Higher pressure, effect of, 120.

Otto engine of 1881, compression

in, 116.

Typical indicator diagram with

producer gas (1881), 117.

Engine work

—

contirmed.

Compression in cylinder

—

contm/ued.

Pre-ignition, effect of high com-

pression, 126.

Consumptton of gas, 115, 116, 120.

First trial of a gas-engine with

producer gas, 114.

Fuel-
Bituminous coal. See that title

—

sub-heading Engine-work.

Coke and anthracite, comparison

of, 127.

Consumption of fuel per H.P., 121,

135, 153, 175, 190, 240, 264.

Heat losses

—

Conduction through walls of

cylinder, 121, 238.

Exhaust, 121, 238.

Ignition, means of, 126, 127.

Improvements in gas-engines, 116-

121.

Marine work. See Gas propulsion of

vessels.

Moisture in pipes, cause, prevention,

and removal of, 122, 123.

Motor vehicles. See Gas tracticn on

roads.

Otto engine working with Dowson
gas plant, 1881, results of trials,

114.

Peat, use of. See heading Peat.

Present position of gas-engines, 121.

Scavenging, advantages and dis-

advantages, 118-120.

Size of engines, efiect on fuel ques-

' tion, 175.

Speed of engines, 121.

Temperature of gas supplied to

engine, 122.

Enright, Mr. J., on—
Stand-by losses in gas-producers,

231, 232.

Equilibrium in reversible reactions, 50.

See also particular reactions.

Eschka's method for determination of

sulphur in fuel, 269.

Ethylene

—

Calorific power, (App. B) 328, 329.

Density, (App. B) 325.

Determination of, 279.

Molecular weight, (App. B) 325.
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P

Parnham's gas-producer, 192.

Feeding producer automatically, 75, 80.

P6tu-Defize suction plant, 155.

Pichet and Heurtey's gas-produoer,

191.

Pisoher's calorimeter, 287, 288.

Plame temperature. See Calorific in-

tensity.

Fluid friction in gas-engines, 161, 164,

165.

Food products, cooking or roasting

with producer gas, 106-111.

Poster on composition of producer gas,

105, 115.

Pottinger, hydraulic transformer, 220.

Fuel, 202, etc.

Action of heat on, 22, 249.

Analysis. See title Analysis of fuel.

Calorific power. See title Calorific

power of solid fuels.

Composition, 248.

Consumption of

—

Humphrey pump, 131, 132.

Pressure plants

—

Comparison of gas and steam

power, 239.

Dowson plant in 1879. . 175.

Parnham's gas-produoer, 194.

General result of tests, 121.

Stand-by losses, 227, 229, 231.

Table, 232.

U.S. Geological Survey tests of,

241-244.

Usual guarantee, 136.

Steam power, 239, 243.

Stand-by losses, 227, 230, 231.

Table, 232.

Suction plant

—

Bteier's suction plant, 1895..

133-136.

Charcoal, consumption of, 252.

Comparison at half and full load,

153.

Eoyal Agricultural Society's

trials, 153.

Scotch anthracite, Highland
Society's trials, 264.

See also Peat; Gas propulsion of

vessels ; Gas traction on roads.

Fuel

—

contimied.

Depth of fuel-
Composition of gas, effect of depth

of fuel, 2, 3, 38, 39, 43, 44,

186.

Gas-producer for road vehicles, 21 1

,

216.

General considerations, 43, 44.

Level of fire in suction and pressure

plants, 309, 310.

Reduction of, at end of day's run
to facilitate clinkering, 310.

Dust in, 42, 262.

Feeding device, 75, 80, 212, 216.

Formation of, 248, 249.

Kinds suitable for making producer

gas, 1, 23, 127, 175, 196, 247.

Comparison of anthracite and coke,

24, 25, 127.

Engine-work, 127, 175, 196, 247.

Furnace-work, 247.

Moisture

—

Heat loss due to, 29, 30.

Percentage of, 248.

Nature of fuel, 1, 23, 247.

Composition of gas, largely in-

fiuenced by, 1, 22, 36.

See also sub-headmg Volatile con-

stituents.

Physical condition, efiect of, 40.

Sampling of. See Analysis of fuel.

Size, effect of, 41,43.

Limit of size in practice, 42.

Stirring, 81, 82,310,311.
Volatile constituents, 22, 23, 24.

See also names of fuels.

Function of gas-producer, 64.

Furnaces and furnace-work

—

Air supply for producer

—

Blast of air, 73.

Chimney draught method, 68, 71.

Injection by steam jet, 73, 77.

Saturation temperature of, 77,

99.

Two independent supplies, 77.

Cleaning and cooling of gas a dis-

advantage, 63.

Comparison of direct-fired and gas-

fired furnace, 64-68, 93.

Fuel used for production of gas, 247,
254.
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Furnacesand furnace-work

—

oontintted.

Oas-fired furnaces

—

Advantages of, 66, 67.

Air required in, 65.

Annealing in, 93, 96.

Oontinuous furnace, 96-98.

Ooutrol of temperature in, 68, 92,

96.

Developments in, 91.

Enamelling in, 96.

Heating armour plates in, 94-96.

Heating billets of steel in, 93.

Heat losses in, 66.

Moisture in gas, 98.

Oxidation and reduction in, 68, 93.

Eegenerative furnaces

—

Oontinuous current of flame in

one direction, 91, 92.

GaUlard and Haillot system, 91,

92.

Heating air only, by products of

combustion, 91, 92.

Siemeifs' system, 70, 72, 91.

Weardale furnace, 93-96.

Eeverberatory furnace, 93, 94.

Starting, 313.

Water-gas, use of, 86, 88.

Heat losses, saving by use of gas,

65-67.

Latent heat of steam in products

of combustion, 298.

Producers for. See Gas-producer

(various types).

Steam supply for producer, 77, 99,

G

Gaillard and Haillot, system of heat-

ing air, 91, 92.

Qaluaha producer for marine vrork, 233,

etc.

Gas-engines. See Engine-work, various

sub-headings.

Gases

—

Oalorifio power of, (App. B) 328-330.

Densities of, (App. B) 325.

Laws of, (App. B) 323, 324.

Molecular heats of, (App. B) 327.

Molecular volume of, (App. B) 325.

Molecular weights of, (App. B) 325.

Gases

—

continued.

Specific heats of, (App. B) 326.

Volume of, correction for tempera-

ture and pressure, (App. B) 324.

Gasholders

—

Entering, precautions to be observed,

314.

First time of using, precautions to

be observed, 313.

Use of, for' regulating pressure, 102.

Gas-producer

—

3amber and Parker's, for road

vehicles, 212.

Bisohofs, 68, 69.

Boutillier et Oie.'s, 191.

Brook and Wilson's, 73, 74.

Orossley's, 157, 158, 191,

Definition, 1.

Desohamps', 187.

Down-draught, 187, 188.

Dowson's, 103, 104, 130, 140, 142,

159, 188.

Early history of, 69.

Ehrhardt and Sehmer, 75, 76.

Parnham's, 192.

Pichet and Heurtey's, 191.

Galusha, for marine work, 223, etc.

Howsou's, 187.

Loomis-Pettibone, 195.

Mend's, 13, 25, 61, 176, 177, 183-186.

Morgan Oonstruction Oo.'s, 74.

Siemens', 70.

Smith, D. J., for road vehicles, 216.

lessi^ dn Motay's, 73.

using bituminous fuel for engine-

work, 176-195.

using peat. See under VeaA.

Whitfield's, 187.

Wilson's, 73, 186.

with automatic feeding device, 75,

80, 216.

with automatic removal of ash and

clinker, 82, 216.

with automatic stirring device, 77-82.

with fuel feed at bottom, 191, 192.

with rotating body, 77-82.

with rotating grate, 75.

with steam-jet, 73, 77, 104.

with two independent supplies of

steam and air, 77.

with up- and down-draught, 188-190.
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Gas-producer

—

continued.

with water bottom, 75, 77-82, 177.

with water jacket, 75.

Wood & Co.'s, 77-82.

working two or more together, 309.

liefer also to Suction plant; Water
gas.

Gas propulsion of vessels, 218, etc.

Beardmore's experiments, 219.

Oapitaine's experiments,- 219.

Fottinger's hydraulic transformer,

220.

Fuel consumption, 221, 222.

Galusha producer, 223, etc.

H.M.S. Rattler, 219.

Holzapfel's trials, 220.

Machinefabriek iDrakenburgh's ves-

sels, 221.

Ocean-going schooner with gas-power

as auxiliary, 225.

Gas traction on roads, 209, etc.

Automatic fuel feed, 212, 216.

Bamber's experiments, 212.

Cost, fuel-consumption, etc., 212,

213, 214.

Depth of fuel bed in producer, 211,

216.

Inter-Departmental Committee's re-

port, 214. 215.

Parker's experiments, 212.

Smith, D. J., producer for, 216.

Working conditions, comparison with

stationary plant, 210-212.

General data, (App. B) 340.

Giles and Gough on use of producer

gas for cooking and heating, 107.

Glazing, advantages of producer gas,

96, 98.

Gloucester County Asylxmi, gas instal-

lation, 106-108.

Comparison of gas-fired and coal-

fired copper, 107.

Goutal's formula for calorific power of

fuel, 289-291.

Graphite, 249.

Gray and Robertson on fuel calori-

meters, 288.

Greenwood on efiect of temperature on

velocity of ohomioal change, 44.

Haldane on poisoning by carbon mon-

oxide, 308.

Harris. See Bunte.

Hartley's calorimeter, 299.

Heat efficiency

—

Air-gas, production of, 5.

Engine-work

—

Comparison of gas-engine and

ste?im-engine, 240, 241.

Comparison of gas-power -and

steam-power plants

—

Working at full-load, 235-240.

Working at reduced loads, 241.

Furnace-work

—

Comparison between gas firing and

direct firing, 65-67.

Heat efficiency of furnaces, 66.

Gas-engines

—

Heat efficiency of, 237.

Possibilities of improvement, 121,

240.

Working at reduced loads, 241.

Gas-producers

—

Actual heat efficiency of

—

Working at full load, 21, 132,

237.

Working at reduced loads, 241.

Efiect of temperature, 61, 62.

Furnace-work, 65.

Theoretical heat efficiency, 5.

Humphrey pump, heat efficiency of,

132.

Steam-boilers, heat efficiency of, 66,

236.

Table, 235.

Working at reduced output, 241.

Steam-engines, heat efficiency of,

237.

Working at reduced output, 241.

Suction plants, heat efficiency of,

237.

Adam's tests using anthracite, 140-

145, (App. A) 318, 319.

Darter's test, using poke, 146, (App.

A) 320.

Heat losses, recovery and utilisation of

waste heat—
Engine-work. See that title.
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Heat losses, recovery and utilisation

of waste heat

—

continued.

Furnace-work

—

Sources of loss, 66, 66.

Recovery of heat in gas-fired fur-

naces, ()7.

Gaillard and HaiUot's system,

91,92.

Siemens' system, 70-72.

Gas-power installations, heat losses

in, 239, 240.

Gas-producers

—

Effect of heat losses, 30, 36.

Recovery of heat

—

Decomposition of steam, effect

of, 8, 9.

Temperature required, 59, 60.

Hot gas, use of, 63.

Mond plant, 177.

Raising steam by sensible heat

of gas, 29.

Suction plants, 37, 122, 136.

Sources of loss, 6, 28, 29.

Steam, effect of, 8, 9.

Steam power installations, heat losses

in, 239.

Heat units

—

Definitions, (App. B) 321.

Equivalents, (App. ,3) 321.

Heating work

—

Applications of producer gas, 110,

111.

Producer gas for, 63, 104.

Producers for. See Gaa-produoer

(various types).

Products of combustion. 111.

See also titles Eurnace-work and

Burners and small gas-jets.

H.M.S. Battler, 219.

Holzapfel on gas propulsion of vessels,

220.

Horsehay Co., 186.

Howson's down-draught gas-producer,

187.

Humphrey on the Mond gas-producer,

22, 179.

Humphrey pump, 128-132.

Hydraulic box, 104.

Hydrogen

—

Calorific intensity, (App. B) 335.

Calorific power, (App. B) 328, 329,331.

Hydrogen

—

continued.

Carbon and hydrogen, direct union

of, 26.

Carbon dioxide and hydrogen, re-

actions between, 14, 15, 20, 57, oS.

Carbon monoxide and hydrogen, re-

action between, 20.

Density, (App. B) 325.

Determination of, 277.

Molecular heat, (App. B) 327.

Molecular weight, (App. B) 325.

Pre-ignition, bearing of hydrogen on,

125, 126.

Producer gas, hydrogen in, 20, ll.j,

12.'-j, 120, 298.

Comparison of anthracite and coke,

24, 25. 147.

Specific heat, (App. B) .'{20

Ignition in gas-engines, 126, 127.

Illuminating gas. See Lighting gas.

Indicator diagrams

—

Engine using producer gas in 1881 ..

117.

Scavenging, effect of, 118.

Suction plant

—

Suction diagram, light spring, 163.

Variable load, effect of, 170, 171.

Injection of air-blast by steam, 73.

Installations

—

Orossley suction plants using peat

—

Portadown, Ireland, 205.

Veenhuizen, Holland, 203.

Dowson gas plant—
Burham, Associated Portland

Cement Manufacturers, Ltd.,

190.

Ohingford pumping station, 130.

Gloucester County Asylum, 100 -

108.

Van Houten's Cocoa Factory,

Weesp, Holland, 108-110.

Walthamstow Isolation Hospital,

108.

West Bromwich, Kenrick & Sons,

189.

Humphrey pump at Ohingford, 130-

132.
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Installations

—

continued.

Korting Bros., suction plants using

peat. Skabersjo, Sweden, 201.

Kramers and Aarts' water-gas plant

at Leeds, 88.

Mond producers at Warrington, 184.

Power Gas Corporation, Ltd., re-

covery plants using peat

—

Oodigoro, Italy, 203.

Norfolk, 201.

Orentano, Italy, 202.

Osnabruk, Hanover, 203.

South Staffordshire Mond Gas Oo.'s

installation, 179-183.

Japanning and enamelling, 110, 112.

Jones on composition of producer gas,

115.

Junkers' calorimeter, 291-299.

Accuracy of results, 299.

Advantages compared with bomb
calorimeters, 304.

Nett calorific power, method of de-

termining, 298.

K

Kennedy, Sir A., on

—

Heat efficiency of steam-boilers, 236.

Stand-by losses in steam-boilers, 230.

Korting Bros, gas plant using peat, 201.

Kramers and Aarts' water-gas plant,

87, 89.

Lancashire boilers, stand-by losses, 228,

229, 231.

Langer on composition of producer

gas, 115.

Larter's test of Dowson suction plant,

U6, (App. A) 320.

Latent heat of steam, 11.

Definition, (App. B) 322.

Latta on Loomis-Pettibone gas plant,

195.

Laws of gases, (App. B) 323, 324.

Le Chatelier on—
Dissociation, 60.

Equilibrium in reversible reactions

51.

Lea, Mr. H., on—
.

Stand-by losses in gas-producers,

231, 232.

Stand-by losses in steam-boilers, 229,

232.

Leeds, water-gas plant at, 88.

Lewes on the DeUvrik-Fleischer water-

gas process, 86.

Lewis Thompson's calorimeter, 287, 288.

Lignine, 249.

Lignite. See Brown coal.

Lining of gas-producers, 312.

Loomis-Pettibone gas-producer, 195.

Lowe water-gas-producer, 82-84.

M

Macfarlane and Caldwell's gas analysis

apparatus, 273-276.

Maohinefabriek Drakenburgh's vessels

using gas-power, 221.

Mahler on calorific power of fuel, 289,

291.

Mahler-Donkin bomb calorimeter

—

Accuracy of results, 285, 286.

Construction and use of, 282-286,301.

Mallard on dissociation, 60.

Marsh-gas. See Methane.
Mathot on fuel consumption, 121.

MoCourt and Bone's gas-fired boUer,

100, 101.

Metallic paints, affected by sulphur
compounds in products of com-
bustion of producer gas, 112.

Methane

—

Calorific power, (App. B) 328, 329,

331.

Density, (App. B) 325.

Determination of, 277.

Formation of, 26.

In producer gas, 24, 27, 147.

Molecular heat, (App. B) 327.

Molecular weight, (App. B) 325.

Proportion of, greater in gas from
anthracite than from coke, 24, 25.

Specific heat, (App. B) 326.
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Metric equivalents, (App. B) 339, 340.

Meyer on fuel oonaumption, 121.

Mixed gas, 19.

Moisture

—

Producer gaS, moisture in, 98, 122,

123.

Removal of condensed moisture, 311.

See. also Fuel, and Names of fuels.

Molecular heats of gases, (App. B)
327.

Molecular volume of gases, (App. B),

32.5.

Molecular weights of gases, (App. B)

:i2r,.

Monaco on composition of producer

gas, 11.5.

Mond, Dr. Ludwig, 176.

Mond gas-producer, 21, 22,61, 176, 177,

183-180.

Ammonium sulphate, recovery of, 13,

178.

Oomposition of gas made, 178.

Distribution of gas over a large dis-

trict—South Stafiordshire Mond
Gas Co.'s plant, 179-183.

Smaller powers, plant constructed

for, without ammonia recovery,

183.

Tarry vapours partially destroyed in

producer, 2.5.

Morgan on utilisation of peat, 207, 208.

Morgan ConstruotionOo.'sgas-produoer,

74, 75.

Motor vehicles, producer gas for. See

Gas traction on roads.

N

Niclauss6 boiler, stand-by losses, 231.

Nitric acid, formation of, in bomb
calorimeter, 286.

Nitrogen

—

Calories reqmred to heat to various

temperatures under

—

(a) Constant pressure, (App. B) 334.

(6) Constant volume, (App. B) 335.

Density, (App. B) 325.

determination of, 278.

Molecular heat, (App. B) 327.

Molecular weight, (App. B) 325.

Nitrogen

—

continued.

Producer gas, nitrogen in, 16, 27, 82.

104.

Specific heat, 6, (App. B) 326.

Water-gas, nitrogen in, 84.

Number of producers which can be

worked together, 309.

Ocean-going schooner with gas-power

as auxiliary, 225.

defiant gas. See Ethylene.

Orentano, plant using peat at, 202.

Osnabriik, plant using peat at, 203.

Otto gas-engine, 113.

Compression used in 1881 ..116.

Trial with producer gas in 1881 ..114.

Typical indicator diagram, 117.

Ovens—starting a gas-fired oven, 313.

Overflow water

—

Disposal of, 315.

Using again, 124.

Oicidation and reduction in furnaces,

68, 93.

Oxygen-
Calories required to heat to various

temperatures under

—

(o) Constant pressure, (App. B)

334.

(b) Constant volume, (App. B) 335.

Density, (App. B) 325.

Determination of, 270.

Molecular heat, (App. B) 327.

Molecular weight, (App. B) 325.

Producer gas, oxygen in, 312.

Beactions between oxygen and
carbon. Sec titles Air, action on
carbon, and Air and steam.

Specific heat, (App. B) 326.

Parker on gas traction, 212.

Pattinson and Stead on composition of

producer gas, 74.

Peat-
Ash in, 24S, 2.53.

By products from, 200, 2Utj, 207, 253.
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Peat

—

continued.

Calorific power, 253.

Carbonisation of, 253.

Composition, 248, 253.

Distribution o£, 252.

Drying of, 198, 199.

European countries, peat industry in,

201.

Formation, 248.

Gas-producers, use of peat in, 198,

etc., 247.

Ammonium sulphate, recovery of,

200, 201, 202, 203, 206, 207.

Calorific
;

power of gas, 200, 202,

203.

Composition of gas, 200, 202.

Consumption gf fuel, 202, 203, 205.

Crossley Bros., 199, 200, 203, 205.

Korting Bros., 201.

Power Gas Corporation, 201, 202,

203.

Suction-plants, 199, 201, 203, 205.

Yield of gas, 202, 203.

Befer also to headings, Installa-

tions ; Tests of gas - producer

installations.

Methods of using peat as a source of

power, 206.

Moisture in 30, 198, 201, 202, 203,

205, 248, 254.

Morgan on utilisation of peat, 207,

208.

Occurrence of, 252.

Specific gravity, 253.

Tar from peat, uses of, 200, 208.

Variation in physical characteristics,

252.

Peat charcoal, 249, 254.

Perry & Co., water-gas plant, 88.

Poisoning by carbon monoxide, 307.

Portadown, plant using peat at, 205.

Pottery, use of producer gas for glazing,

98.

Pousard on recovery of heat in gas-fired

furnaces, 91.

Power Gaa Corporation, Ltd., plants

using peat, 201-203.

Pre-ignition, 125, 126.

Pressure

—

Pressure during suction stroke of

gas-engine, 161, 162, 164, 165.

Pressure

—

continued.

Producer gas

—

Constant pressure required, 64,

102, 103.

Distribution, pressure required for,

245.

Testing pressure of, 311.

Reversible reactions, effect of pres-

sure on equilibrium in, 51.

Pressure plants, comparison with

auction plants. See Suction plants.

Products of combustion

—

Foodstuffs, efieot on. 111.

Heat carried away by, 67.

Nature of, 111.

Recovery of waste heat from, 67, 71,

91.

Sulphur in. 111, 112.

Pumping plant at Chingford, 130-132.

Purification of producer gas

—

Chemical purification, method of,

111, 112.

Cleaning and cooling of gas. See

that title.

Rate of production of gas

—

Automatic control of production to

suit a varying rate of consumption,

104, 135, 166, 169, 174, 314.

Effect on calorific power of gas made
in suction plant, 166, 167, 173, 200.

Recovery of sensible heat. See titles

Heat losses, and Furnace-work.

Recovery plants, 13, 176, 179.

using peat, 200-203.

Reduction in gas-fired furnaces, 68, 93.

Regenerative furnaces. See Furnace-
work.

Repairs and maintenance of gas plants,

246.

Reverberatory furnace, 93, 94.

Reversible reactions, 14, 49, 57.

Effect of temperature and pressure,

51.

Equilibrium in, 50.

See also particular reactions.

Rhead and Wheeler on

—

Equilibrium between carbon, carbon
dioxide, and carbon monoxide, 53.
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Rhead on

—

Aotion of air on carbon, 3.

Rate of conversion of 00, to CO, 45.

Roasting ooflee by producer gas, 110.

Bosenhain's calorimeter, 287.

Rowan on gas-producers, 69.

Royal Agricultural Society's trials of

suction plants, 153, 167, 173, 174.

S

Sampling of fuel, 266.

Sampling of producer gas, 270-273.

Sankey, Captain H. R., on suction

plants, 1.53, 174.

" Sarco " recording gas calorimeter,

301.

Scavenging. See Engine-work.

SoharfE on peat-tar, 207.

Schottler on fuel consumption, 121.

Scotcb anthracite, 264.

Sehmer. See Ehrhardt.

Semi-bituminoua coal as fuel for gas-

producers, 191, 192, 247.

Volatile matter, percentage of, 266.

Semi-water-gas, 19.

Composition, 21, 24, 27, 71, 74, 106,

115, 131, 144, 146, 147, 162, 167,

172, 173, 178.

Theoretical composition of, 12, 13,

21, 32, 33.

Befer also to title Air and steam,

action on carbon.

Ships and boats, gas-producers for.

See Gas propulsion of vessels.

Siemens, P., 69.

Siemens, W., 70, 106.

Siemens' gas-producer and regenerative

furnace, 70, 72

Composition of gas, 71.

Method of obtaining draught, 71.

Regenerative furnace, 71, 72, 91.

Size of fuel. See Fuel.

Skabersjo, plant using peat at, 201.

Slaby on fuel consumption, 121.

Smith, D. J., on gas traction, 216.

Smith, H. E., water gas plant, 89.

Smoke, loss of heat due to, 65.

Smoke Abatement Committee's award.

105.

Smoke nuisance, advantages of down-
draught working, 187.

Solid hearth without grate, producers

with, 73.

Soot in pipes and coolers of ^s-pro-
ducer plant, 57.

South Staffordshire Mond Gas Co.'s

installation, 179-183.

Specific gravity of producer gas, 179.

Specific heat, definition, (App. B) 322.

Specific heats of gases, (App. B) 326.

Speed of gas-engines, 121.

Stand-by losses

—

Gas-producers, 227, etc.

Steam-boilers, 228, etc.

Tables of results, 232.

Starting a gas-engine and suction plant,

141, 142, 174, 308.

Starting a gas-fired oven or furnace,

313.

Steam

—

Carbon monoxide and steam, reaction

between, 14, 15.

Reversible reaction, 57, 58.

Condensation in pipes, 245.

Dissociation, 60.

Latent heat of steam, 11.

Definition, (App. B) 322.

Suction plants, production of steam,

136-140, 153, 157, 158, 261.

Quantity used, 138.

Regulation of supply, 139, 140, 153,

158, 159.

Use of steam in gas-producers

—

Advantage of using steam, 7, 8, 9,

57.

Bone and Wheeler's tests on effect

of varying quantity of steam,

183-186.

Preventing condensation, 137.

Quantity decomposed, 61, 99, 124,

176, 184-186.

Quantity used, 21, 77, 99, 138, 145,

146, 184-186, 194.

Effect of excess, 139, 169, 176,

185.

Regulation of supply, 105, 139, 140,

153, 158, 159, 314.

Steam-jet air injector, 73.

Pressure required, 77, 314.

Superheated steam, use of, 105, 137.
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Steam, action on carbon, 8, 57.

Carbon dioxide, percentage formed

at different temperatures, 59.

Composition of gas formed at different

temperatures—Bunte and Harris'

results, 59.

Ideal water-gas, composition, calorific

power, yield, etc., 17-19.

Quantity of steam decomposed at

different temperatures, 59.

Temperature, effect on reactions, 12,

57-61.

Theoretical and practical results—

Differences, discussion of, 26-37.

Table summarising, 21.

Explanatory comments, 20, 22.

liefer also to Water-gas.

Steam and air, action on carbon. See

Air and steam.

Steam-jet, gas-producer with, 73, 104.

Steam-boilers

—

Bonecourt boiler, 100, 101.

Gas-fired boilers, 99-101.

Heat efSoiency, 66.

liefer also to title Heat efi&cienoy.

Heating with producer gas, 22, 99-
101.

Stand-by losses, 228, etc.

Steam-power and gas - power, com-
parison of

—

Bituminous coal, use of, 175, 241,

244.

Convenience of gas-engine using

lighting gas, 113.

Distribution of power, 244, 245.

Heat efficiency. See that title.

U.S. Geological Survey tests, 241-

244.

Stirring fuel in producer, 80, 81, 310,

311.

Suction fan, use of, with suction plants,

164.

Suction plants

—

Advantages of, 152.

Air in gas, 312.

Air supply, advantages of heating,

137.

Arbos gas-plant and engine, 133.

Bonier suction plant and gas-engine,

134-136.

Bituminous coal, for, 187-191.

Suction plants

—

eontinued.

Bollinckx suction plant, 156-158.

Calorific power of gas

—

Determination of, 305.

Diagrams showing variations, 148-

150.

Carbon monoxide poisoning, 308,

309.

Charcoal, use of, 251, 252.

Clinker due to absence of sufficient

steam, 138,261.

Composition of gas, 144, 146, 147,

152, 167, 172, 173, 189, 190.

Diagrams showing variations, 148-

150.

Crossley suction plant, 157, 158.

Bituminous coal, for, 191.

Peat, using, 199, 203, 205.

Delassue suction plant, 153, 154.

Depth of fire, 309.

Deschamps', for bituminous coal, 187.

Distance of producer from engine,

162.

Dowson suction plant, 158, 159.

Bituminous coal, for, 188-190.

Eesultsiof tests, 144, 145, 167, 173,

189, 190.

Early apparatus, drawbacks of, 133,

136.

Exhauster, use of, 164.

Expansion box, 163.

F6tu-Defize suction plant, 155.

Fuel, comparison of results obtained

with anthracite and with coke,

147.

Fuel, consumption of. See title Fuel.

Half-load, 173.

Heat efficiency. See that title.

Labour required, 152, 174.

Light or variable loads, working with,
166-174.

Steam supply, effect of excess, and
methods of regulating, 139.

Tables showing composition of gas

with different loads on engine,

167, 173.

Loss of power

—

Fluid friction, losses due to, 161,

164, 165.

Importance of reducing resist-

ances, 163.
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Suction plants

—

continued.

Loss of power

—

continiied.

Quantity of charge drawn into

cylinder, 1(11, 162.

Overflow water, impurities in, 315.

Peat, use of, 199, 201, 203, 205.

Pressure and suction plants, com-
parison of—

Composition of gas, etc., 1.51, 152.

Power obtained, 162.

Pressure in gas-main, 163.

Pump on engine with early suction

plant, 134, 136.

Rate of production

—

Automatically governed in propor-

tion to consumption of gas, 135,

166, 169, 174.

Calorific power of gas, effect on,

166, 167, 173.

Repairs and maintenance, cost of,

246. »

Starting, method of, 141, 309.

Time required, 174.

Steam supply

—

Effect of excess, 139, 169.

Preventing condensation, 137.

Production of steam, 136-140, 157,

158.

Regulation, 139, 140, 153, 158, 159.

Superheating, 137.

Test flames, use of, 313.

Tests, 139-153.

Orossley suction plant, 109, 203.

Dowson suction plant. See that

title.

Royal Agricultural Society's trials,

153, 167, 173, 174.

Vapourisers, 130, 137, 153, 155, 157,

1.-)S.

Wages, cost of, 246.

\\'ater, quantity used, 145, 146, 153.

with down-draught, 187.

with open hearth, 158.

advantages of, 159.

with rotating grate, 158.

with up- and down-draught, 188.

with water bottom, 158, 189.

advantages of, 159.

Working with more than one engine,

164, 189.

Befer also to Gas traction on roads.

Sulphur

—

Brown coal, sulphur in, 255.

Determination of—
In fuel, 269.

In producer gas, 279.

Overflow water, sulphur in, 31.5. 316.

Peat, sulphur in, 254.

Products of combustion, sulphur in,

111, 112.

Sulphuretted hydrogen in producer
gas, 112.

Tar. See Bituminous coal

—

sub-head-

ing Engine-work ; see also under
Peat.

Temperature, (App. B) 321.

Absolute temperature, definition,

(App. B)321.*

Conversion values, (App. B) 321.

Effect on chemical reactions, 44.

Equilibrium in reversible reactions,

.->1.

Befer also to particular reactions.

Explosion in gas-engine cylinder,

temperature of, 60.

Gas-producers

—

Temperature attained, 6.

Temperature necessary, 45, 47, 56,

.59, 60, 84.

Temperature reduced by use of

steam, 8.

Tessi6 du Motay gas-producer, 73.

Test flames, 312, 313.

Tests of gas-produoers installations,

fuel consumption, cost of working,

eto.^

Comparison of theoretical and prac-

tical results—Table, 2 1

.

Crossley's suction plants, using peat,

199, 203.

Dowson gas plant in 1881 .. 105, 106.

Dowson gas plant at

—

Burham, Associated Portland

Cement Manufacturers, Ltd.,

190.

Gloucester County Asylum, 106-

108.

Van Houten and Sons' Cocoa

Factory, Weesp, Holland, 108-

110. •
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Tests of 'gas-producer installations,

fuel consumption, cost of working,

etc.

—

continued.

Dowaon gas plant a,i—contmued.

West Bromwioh, Kenriok and
Sons, 189.

Dowsou suction plant

—

Adam's tests with anthracite, 139-

145, 151, (App. A) 318, 319.

Larter's test with coke, 146,

(App. A) 320.

Farnham gas producer, 194.

Korting Bros, suction plant using

peat, 202.

Kramers and Aarts' water-gas plant,

at Leeds, 88.

Mond gas-producer at Warrington

—

Bone and Wheeler's tests, 183-

186

Power Gas Corporation, Ltd., plants

using peat, 201, 202, 203.

Eoyal Agricultural Society's trials

of suction plants, 153, 167, 173,

174.

U.S.. Geological Survey tests, 241-

244.

Refer also to Gas traction on roads.

Theoretical and practical results in

manufacture of producer gas

—

Causes of difference, 22, 36.

Discussion of differences, 26-37.

Table summarising, 21.

Explanatory comments, 20-26.

Thompson's calorimeter, 287, 288.

Thomson's calorimeter, 287, 288.

Town gas. See Lighting gas.

U

TJnwin on the Humphrey pump, 130.

Up- and down-draught, producers with,

188-191.

Uppenborn on composition of producer

gas, 115.

Uses of producer gas, 110, 111.

U.S. Geological Survey tests with

bituminous coals and lignites, 241-

244.

Valve-setting of gas-engines for working

with suction plants, 163.

Vapourisers in suction plants, 136, 137,

153, 155, 157, 158.

Van Houten's Factory—Dowson gas

plant at, 108-110.

Velocity of chemical changes, effect of

temperature on, 44.

Veenhuizen, plant using peat at, 203.

Volatile matter in fuel. See Fuel.

Volume of gases, correction for tem-

perature and pressure, (App. B) 324.

W.

;es, cost of—Comparison between

gas and steam power, 246.

Walthamstow

—

Electric light and power station

—

Dowson gas plant at, 231.

Isolation Hospital—Dowson gas plant

at, 108.

Waste water from gas-producers, 315,

316.

Sulphur in, 315, 316.

Water

—

Quantity rec[uir6d for cooling gas,

124.

Quantity used in producers with

water-jackets, 75.

Quantity used in' suction plant, 145,

146, 153.

Befer also to Overflow water.

Water bottom, producers with, 75, 77-

82, 177.

" Water equivalent " of calorimeter,

285.

Water-gas

—

Blue water-gas, 85.

Carbon dioxide in, 59.

Carburetted water-gas, 85.

Composition, etc., 21, 59, 84, 86,

88, 90.

Theoretical, 17, 21.

Dellwik-Fleischer process, 85, 86.

Furnace-work, disadvantages of

water-gas, 85.
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Water gas

—

contintied.

Intermittent production, 17.

Kramer and Aarts' producer, 87, 89.

Bone's teats at Clayton and Sons,

Leeds, 88.

Smith's modified plant, 89.

Lowe's producer, 82, 83.

Methane in, 90.

Method of production and object of

process, 16, 17-19.

Nitrogen in, 84, 90.

Peat, water-gas from, 90.

Temperature required for production,

59, 84.

Uses of, 85, 88.

Yield of, 18, 21, 88.

Water-jacket, producers with, 75.

Water seal, 124.

Water vapour

—

Calories required to heat to various

temperatures under

—

(a) Constant pressure, (App. B)

324.

(6) Constant volume, (App. B) 325.

Density, (App. B) 325.

Molecular heat, (App. B) 327.

Molecular weight, (App. B) 325.

Pressure and mass, (App. B) 322.

Table, (App. B) 322, 323.

Producer gas, water vapour in, 98,

122, 123.

Specific heat, (App. B) 326.

Weight in 1 kilo of saturated air at

different temperatures, 138.

Weardale furnace, 93-96.

Weights and measures, conversion

valuei, (App. B) 339.

Wendt on effect of depth of fuel on

formation of carbon monoxide, 38, 39,

West Bromwioh, Dowson gas plant at,

189.

Wheeler. See Bone ; Bhead.
Whitfield gas-producer, 187.

Wilkinson on stand-by losses

—

Gas-producers, 232.

Steam-boilers, 231, 2:i2.

Willans and Robinson on stand-by

losses in steam-boilers, 2.')1, 232.

Wilson gas-producer, 73, lS(j.

Witz bomb calorimeter, 302, 303.

Witz on—

•

Composition of producer gas, ll-'i.

Fuel consumption, 121.

Tests of BSnier suction plant, 13.j.

Wood-
Ash in, 2-18, 250.

Calorific power, 2.JU,

Composition, 24SS, 250.

Destructive distillation, 250, 251.

Fuel for gas - producers, wood as,

247, 250.

Moisture, 248, 250.

Wood &, Co.'s, automatic producer,

77-82.

Wood-charcoal. See Charcoal.

Wood-gas, 251,

Working two or more producers to-

gether, 309.

Yield of producer gas, 21, 131, 147,

152, IH(1.

Sec also under Peat.

Yield of water-gas, 18,21, 88.

Zeemeeuw and other vessels of the

Machinefabriek Drakenburgh fitted

with gaa power, 221.

THE END
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